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Summary 
 

Prior to the redevelopment of the site of the former Cattle Market at Bury St Edmunds 

an archaeological investigation was undertaken.  This comprised an initial evaluation 

by documentary survey and trenching as a result of which further documentary 

survey, a survey of standing Cattle Market walls and full excavation was undertaken.  

This report includes the results of the secondary work; the initial evaluation results 

are contained in an earlier report (Gill 2005). 

 

Livestock markets have all but disappeared from East Anglia. The remaining markets 

in Norwich and Colchester are no longer held on their traditional urban sites and 

there are now none left in Suffolk. The loss of these markets marks a significant 

change in the commercial and social life of both the East Anglian town and the region 

in general. It was felt therefore, that it was important to preserve what remained of 

this heritage in Bury by making a detailed record, of both the documentary and field 

evidence. 

 

The current layout of the town of Bury St Edmunds is based on a planned medieval 

town dating from the 11th century AD, dominated by the Benedictine Abbey and 

which from the 12th century AD was encircled by a substantial wall and ditch with 5 

gated entrances into the town.  The site of the former Cattle Market lies immediately 

outside the town wall and the documentary evidence shows that this was open land 

primarily used as gardens and orchards during the medieval period.  The excavation 

evidence backed this up, identifying few medieval finds and two groups of large pits 

for chalk extraction.  During the later medieval period the town started to expand 

beyond the town walls and this was accelerated with the dissolution of the Abbey in 

the 16th century. 

 

During the post-medieval period both the documentary and excavation evidence 

showed the development of buildings along the St Andrew’s Street frontage on the 

north side of the site.  Initially these were predominantly barns and stables but during 

the later 18th century domestic buildings followed, and these could be seen to have 

been remodelled on several occasions.  Plot boundaries could be identified in both 

the map and excavation evidence and these were shown to have moved little over 

several hundred years and a notable correlation between the plot boundaries and 



 

well locations was observed.  The presence of complete horse and pig carcasses on 

land to the rear of these properties, however shows that most of the area was still 

undeveloped at this time.  

 

The documentary evidence showed that several inns owned land on the Cattle 

Market site, and some of the buildings were almost certainly for the livery of horses 

and carriages and perhaps staff accommodation.  Collections of wine bottles, glasses 

and clay pipes are testament to this trade, although no inns were shown to have 

been present on the site itself.  Finer pottery, including the presence of several 

Chinese porcelain and English stoneware tea wares from the 17th and 18th centuries 

demonstrated growing affluence and changing social habits in the town, particularly 

the growing fashion amongst the wealthier classes for tea and coffee drinking.  

 

In the 19th century the meat market had grown to such an extent that the town 

council purchased some of this site in order to move the livestock market from the 

town centre to a larger site.  During the 19th and early 20th centuries additional land 

purchases, and almost continuous development and redevelopment took place.  

Evidence of the 19th and 20th century Cattle Market surfaces survived largely intact 

immediately below the more recent tarmac surfaces and structural details could be 

tied into surviving plans drawn up during some of the redevelopments.  

 

This large scale excavation in advance of the former Cattle Market’s latest retail 

incarnation has provided a wealth of evidence to illustrate and inform the occupation 

of this orginally ‘out of town’ site, and has helped identify how and when the urban 

core of Bury St Edmunds developed from the medieval planned town to the market 

town of today. 

 



 

1. Introduction 

An archaeological excavation covering 5800sqm of the former Cattle Market site in 

Bury St Edmunds was completed ahead of the construction of a new retail-led 

development to be known as ‘arc’. The excavation was conducted over a period of 

four months (December 2006 to March 2007) and was part of a programme of work, 

which also included a documentary search and survey of the remaining Cattle Market 

structures. The work was a condition of the consent on planning application no. 

SE/04/2197/P and was completed in accordance with a Brief and Specifications 

prepared by R. Carr (Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service Conservation 

Team).  
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The project was undertaken by Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service, Field 

Team and funded by the developer Centros through their consultants, PDCM Ltd. 

Access to the site and on-site support was provided by Taylor Woodrow who was the 

main contractor responsible for the construction.  
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Figure 2. Location of excavated areas and recorded walls 

 

The site of the development was that of the former Cattle Market, a purpose-built 

animal market which was first laid out in the first half of the 19th century. Livestock 

markets have all but disappeared from East Anglia, the remaining markets in Norwich 

and Colchester are no longer held on their traditional urban sites and there are now 

none in Suffolk. The loss of these markets marks a significant change in the 

commercial and social life of both the East Anglian town and the region in general. It 
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was felt therefore, that it was important to preserve what remained of this heritage in 

Bury by making a detailed record of the physical and archival remains.  

 

Dissemination of the excavation results was a requirement of the brief; interest in the 

excavation was high, and the developer, Centros, the contractor Taylor and Suffolk 

County Council Archaeological Service jointly hosted a public open day, attracting 

almost 1,200 visitors. In addition to this articles on the excavation have been 

published in The Archaeologist and Suffolk magazines and lectures presented to 

local societies.  

 

2. Background  

2.1 Site location  
The site is centred at TL 8507 6429, fronting the west of St Andrew’s Street between 

Risbygate Street and King’s Road (Figs. 1 and 2), and lies within an Area of 

Archaeological Importance as defined in the Local Plan. It is located immediately to 

the west of the planned Norman town but outside the line of the town’s former walled 

defences. To the north, the site is flanked by the rear of the properties which front 

Risbygate Street which formed an arterial route into the town and a suburb since at 

least the 12th century.  

 

2.2 Geology, topography and recent land use 
The site occupies a high plateau above the 50m contour and is one of the highest 

points in the town. The surface geology is described as chalk drift and calcareous 

sand over solid chalk, which outcrops close to the surface (Ordnance Survey 1983). 

The location of the site outside of the town medieval defensive wall meant that the 

development of the area was unhurried and it remained largely semi-rural until the 

building of Woolhall Street in the late 18th century connected it to the town. Only after 

this point did the area began developing as part of the urban commercial centre. The 

area was surfaced as part of the Cattle Market from 1828 until 1998 when the market 

ceased trading. From this date until just prior to the start of the current retail 

development the area was tarmac’ed over and in use as a car park.  
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2.3 Archaeological and historical background 
Project background  

Retail redevelopment of the site had been mooted as early as the 1960s, but the first 

serious proposals were put forward in the late 1980’s.  Options to relocate the Cattle 

Market out of town were explored by the Borough Council at the time but not taken 

up and the market closed in November 1998. The formal application to redevelop the 

site was filed in 2004. 

 

The archaeological potential was evaluated in 2005 as a condition of planning 

consent. An archive search to determine the quality of the documentary resource 

held within the local record office, and to place the site in its historical context was 

undertaken and the whole of the development area was sampled by trial trenches. 

This established that archaeological deposits survived only on the east side of the 

site (Gill 2005), and the result of this initial evaluation work was used to inform a 

mitigation strategy for the development which centred on full excavation of specific 

areas of the site. In addition, a further detailed documentary study was undertaken of 

the structural development of the site as a livestock market and a drawn and 

photographic survey of the standing walls within the Cattle Market area was 

completed ahead of their demolition.  

 

History of Bury St Edmunds as a market 

Bury St Edmunds is likely to have been an important market since the Saxon period.  

The original Saxon settlement of Bedericsworth attracted the attention of one of the 

Anglian kings, Sigebert, who founded an Anglo-Saxon monastery here in 633AD. 

The status of the early settlement and its ecclesiastical importance are confirmed by 

the translation there of the remains of the royal martyr, Edmund, in the early 10th 

century, which made the town a destination for medieval pilgrims from all over 

Europe. 

 

The layout of the town and the (Butter)market as we know it today is based on a 

planned ‘new town’ conceived by Abbot Baldwin (1065-97). It was largely constructed 

on a green field site and the Domesday Book records that 

‘Now altogether [there are] 342 houses in demesne land of St Edmund which 

was under plough in the time of Edward [the Confessor]’.  
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The town is laid out on a gridded pattern of streets designed to align with, and be 

overlooked by, the imposing Abbey Church, which was started at the same time. 

Included in this plan was the medieval Great Market which occupied a whole 

rectangular block, an area of approximately 4.5 acres, within the centre of the grid 

(Fig. 3). Areas of the market were set aside for specific commodities and trades, and 

these became the Butter, Corn and Beast markets. In addition to this special fairs 

and markets, the dates of which were attached to religious festivals were held in front 

of the Abbey on Angel Hill. 

 

The Abbey’s right to hold a market was confirmed by royal charters granted by Henry 

I (1123-27) and in 1201 a charter issued by King John forbade any rival markets or 

fairs being held within the liberty of St Edmunds in 1201 giving the Abbots almost 

unrivalled control within the town and the surrounding area. The market was strictly 

controlled by the Abbey and jealously guarded.  A market established in Lakenheath 

in 1201 by the monks of Ely was almost immediately closed down amid fears that it 

would be detrimental to trade in Bury. 

 

A walled bank and ditch were constructed running down the east side of St Andrew’s 

Street and along Tayfen Road, probably during the 12th century when Anselm was 

Abbot. The wall combined with the Rivers Lark and Linnet to completely encircle the 

town; access was restricted to the five Town Gates ensuring the movement of all 

goods could be properly controlled.  

 

Prior to its move to the Great Market place, the market had been located in the area 

of St Mary’s Square and was already being referred to as the ‘old market’ in medieval 

documents. The relationship between the townsfolk of Bury and those who 

administered the market has often been a contentious one, coloured by flash points 

of confrontation since it began. After the violent riots against the Abbey in 1327 the 

townsfolk unsuccessfully petitioned the Abbot with demands which included a clause 

that the market be returned to its ancient place.  

 

The Beast Market was moved in 1828 having outgrown the medieval market and a 

site in St Andrews Street was purchased by the Borough for £920. The move was not 

popular and tradesmen and inn keepers close to the former market petitioned the 

borough claiming that the move would prejudice their trade and depreciate the value 
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of their property. The opening of the new Cattle Market on the 30th April was greeted 

with a near riot, a brick was thrown at the town clerk, and traders who were adamant 

that they were going to continue to use the old market were threatened with 

prosecution.  

 

The area of this new Cattle Market is shown on Paynes map of 1834 (Fig. 4). The 

market was enlarged to the west and south in 1838 by the acquisition of 

neighbouring parcels of land which included the former cricket pitch. The cattle 

auction was moved to this newly purchased land and the original market, fronting the 

street, was preserved for sheep and pig sales.  
 

 

In 1862 the pig pens were asphalted and in 1865 the market was paved, in two 

stages, with white bricks from the brickyards in Culford and Woolpit. From the 1890s 

new pens and repairs were made in concrete but this area remained known as ‘the 

bricks’ until at least the 1940s. These surfaces were simply tarmac’ed over when the 

eastern end of the Cattle Market was given over to car parking in 1958.  

 

The market was subject to inspection by an early form of the Board of Agriculture 

who ensured that legislation concerning animal welfare was being upheld. Changes 

to the law drove the market’s development and ultimately it was regulations imposed 

after an outbreak of foot and mouth disease that made the market unviable and it 

was closed 1998. 

 

2.4 Project Aims 
The original project aims of the excavation and wall recording were to provide a 

record of all archaeological deposits which would otherwise be damaged or removed 

by the development, and the academic objective centred upon the high potential for 

this site to produce evidence for late medieval and post Reformation occupation of 

the area. A secondary objective was a definition and description of 19th century 

Cattle Market surfaces and structures.   

 

In order to address these aims the fieldwork objectives were to: 

• To create a detailed a record of the standing walls. 
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• To determine the date and context of the standing wall within the pre-Cattle 

Market environment. 

• To provide a record of all archaeological deposits within the specified areas for 

excavation. 

• To examine the late medieval and post-medieval occupation of the site.  

• To record the structures and surfaces associated with 19th century Cattle Market.  

• To collate all source material and provide for suitable public access. 

 

Following an assessment of the potential for analysis of the excavation results it was 

identified that analysis of the evidence had the potential to address some of the 

regional research aims as identified in the Regional Research Agenda for the East of 

England (Brown and Glazebrook, 2000).  Specifically these related to the following 

research topics. 

 

The medieval and post-medieval urban economy 

• Producing evidence for commercial and industrial activity in the late medieval and 

post-medieval periods 

• Examination of the definition, specialisation, marketing and distribution of 

products (particularly the ceramics) during these same periods 

 

Urban social organisation 

• Examination of the market and commercial activity evidenced by the excavation 

results 

 

Urban development within East Anglia 

• Examining urban origins and development within contemporary social and 

economic frameworks for the late medieval and post-medieval periods 

• Investigating the development cycle in towns and its impact upon society 

• Tracing the patterns of trade within the region 
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3. Methodology 

Before the start of the fieldwork records held at the Suffolk Record Office and 

Borough Office archives relating to the site prior to the establishment of the Cattle 

Market and specific records of associated with the maintenance of the Cattle Market 

and market legislation were examined.  

 

Ahead of the excavation a measured and photographic survey was undertaken to 

record the pre-Cattle Market boundary walls before they were demolished and St 

Edmundsbury Borough Council commissioned a photographic record of the 

octagonal settling house prior to it being dismantled and placed into storage.  This 

work was carried out by SEBC and is not included in this report. 

 

 
Figure 3. 3rd Edition OS map 1926 showing auction rings within the Cattle Market 

site 

 

The main excavation covered an area of 5,200 sqm (Figs. 1 and 2). Its extent was 

determined by the results of the evaluation trenching which had recorded the remains 

of former buildings along the street frontage, medieval pits at the north of the site and 

areas of well preserved Cattle Market paving. Three smaller areas (Area 1, 2 and 3 

at 290m2, 140m2 and 175m2 respectively, (Fig. 1) were also stripped to expose the 
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Cattle Market surface and were designed to identify specific sale ring and auction 

sites visible on the early editions of the Ordnance Survey maps (Fig. 3). 

 

The initial removal of the existing tarmac car park was undertaken by a road planing 

machine (Fig. 4). This exposed the brick paving and cobbled thoroughfares of the 

late 19th century market which were cleaned and recorded. These were then 

removed along with the underlying buried topsoil using a 360 degree mechanical 

excavator fitted with a 2 metre wide toothless bucket to expose the surviving 

archaeological layers. Along the east edge of the site the machining was completed 

in two stages to record the remains of buildings that formerly fronted St Andrew’s 

Street.  

 

 
Figure 4. Tarmac being removed by planing machine 

 
Identified archaeological remains were cleaned, followed by sample hand excavation. 

A full written, drawn and photographic record was made of all archaeological 

deposits identified. Each deposit was given a unique four digit context number; the 

excavation record starting at 0200 to distinguish the excavation sequence from that 

of the evaluation. All archaeological deposits were photographed using colour digital 

and monochrome film and all excavated features were drawn at a scale of 1:20 in 

section and at a scale of 1:20 or 1:50 in plan. All features, modern disturbances and 
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the limits of excavation were recorded using a Total Station Theodolite (TST) and 

located onto the OS National Grid using a combination of LisCAD and MapInfo 

programmes. 

 

All pre-modern finds were retained for analysis. Site data has been input onto an MS 

Access database, the finds and site records have been archived in the small and 

main stores of Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service at Bury St Edmunds 

and with the County Sites and Monuments Record under the parish code BSE 252.  

The digital archive is stored on the Suffolk County Council computer network at 

t:\arc\archive field projects\BSE\BSE 252 and a copy of the report lodged with the 

OASIS on-line database (ref suffolk c1 31401).   
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Figure 5.  Thomas Warren’s map of Bury 1747 

East is at the top of the map and the original market highlighted by a red square, and the 19th century Cattle Market with a blue square 
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Figure 6.  Thomas Warren's map of Bury 1791 

(East to top) 
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Figure 7.  Payne’s Map of Bury St Edmunds 1834 
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4 Documentary Search to chart the structural development of 
 the Cattle Market 
Anthony M. Breen 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The introduction to the documentary report prepared in June 2005 (Breen 2005) as 

part of the archaeological evaluation of this site noted that ‘Livestock markets unlike 

the former corn markets have not left a legacy of imposing public buildings’.  

Following the archaeological assessment of the site it was considered necessary to 

commission further research ‘to trace the structural development of the Cattle 

Market’.  

 

Sources 

The research for this report has taken into consideration material drawn from three 

principal sources. The first source considered here is the epitome of title for the 

development site. Unfortunately this does not include copies of the deeds for the 

original site purchased in 1827 or subsequent additional purchases of land in 1838 

and 1850. Some details relating to these additional purchases have been drawn from 

the Borough’s minute books and through the comparing Payne’s 1834 map of Bury 

St Edmunds with earlier maps. Until 1849 the Borough’s right to market tolls was 

leased out. After that date parts of the site were either leased or hired to various 

traders. Unfortunately there are no copies of these agreements at the record office.  

 

The second source considered was the legislation relating to Cattle Markets and 

which might have influenced the physical development of this site. Some difficulties 

were encountered with this approach because Parliament did not legislate specifically 

for Cattle Markets instead various acts were introduced to deal with animal welfare, 

contagious diseases in animals, markets and weights and measures. However each 

of these acts influenced the development of the market and lead to a number of 

changes in the structure of the site. Orders in council were issued under the powers 

of the various acts relating to contagious diseases in animals and though the record 

office has copies of the acts they do not have copies of the orders issued under the 

terms of the acts. The orders were at first issued by the Privy Council until their role 

was taken over by the Board of Agriculture in 1889. The legislation setting out 

standards common for all livestock markets were probably only introduced after the 
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establishment of the Livestock Commission under the Livestock Industry Act of 1937.  

The historic records of the Ministry of Agriculture, the board successor authority, are 

held at the National Archives at Kew. These include a file relating to the Cattle Market 

in Bury St Edmunds (ref. MAF 91/77). It has not been possible to examine this 

material for this report.  

 

The final source was the records of the former Borough of Bury St Edmunds (1835 – 

1972) which have proved to be significant. These include various plans of the market 

prepared by the borough’s surveyors detailing the smaller structures within the site. 

These plans are dated and further background information relating to them has been 

drawn from the contemporary council minutes.  

 

Background 

It is easier to define this site in terms of an area rather its subsidiary function. A 

‘market’ is defined as ‘an area in which goods are exposed for sale’ and Cattle 

Markets were sub-divided into sale yards and areas of holding pens known as 

‘lairage’. There was also accommodation for the market inspector who collected the 

tolls and the settling house for financial transactions. The development site includes 

all of the parts of the market area owned by the borough though these are not the 

entire area of the historic market. Some of the auctioneers as well as leasing parts of 

the development site owned their own sale yards. One of the public houses adjoining 

the market was also used for the sale of livestock and its tenants had direct access to 

the borough’s property and rented pens within their market. The relationship between 

this public house and the main market area can be traced in part through the 

borough records. The absence of documents in the form of leases and the business 

records for the leading market traders limits the understanding of the structural 

development of their sites and associated sale yards. It is possible to trace some of 

the changes within these areas through a careful comparison the 1883 50 inch 

Ordnance Survey plans of the site with the 1905 25 inch plans. 

 

It is probable that the calendar of animal husbandry, relating to trade, changed over 

the 170 years that the Cattle Market was in operation. In the early 19th century the 

autumn fairs appear to have been more significant in terms of the volume of trade in 

both store animals and fat stock than it was in later years, however it has not been 
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possible to examine in full how changes in trading might have affected the physical 

structures and layout of the market. 

 

All the livestock markets in Suffolk have ceased trading.  After a period of closure the 

Norwich Cattle Market re-opened in November 2002, although it should be noted that 

the present site for the market has been in use only since 1960. The Cattle Market in 

Colchester is still open, although once again its present site at Severalls Lane has 

only been used for trading since 1975.  

 

4.2 Land acquisition 
In January 1827 on the recommendation of the Fairs and Market Committee, the 

corporation of Bury St Edmunds agreed to purchase ‘Major Wilson’s estate’ for the 

New Cattle Market. The property was further described as ‘premises in St Andrews 

Street’. In the minutes for the 9th February 1827 it was reported that ‘Major Wilson’s 

House with fixtures’ had been bought for £920. Major Wilson had owned the site 

before 1822 as his name appears on a plan of the Guildhall Feoffment property to the 

south which had been let to him (Fig. 8). The New Cattle Market opened in 1828. On 

Payne’s 1834 map of Bury St Edmunds (Fig. 7), the Cattle Market is shown as 

occupying a small site on St Andrews Street and the property boundaries appear to 

be the same as those shown on Warren’s 1791 map of the Borough (Fig. 6). 

According to the 1791 map the site’s owner was ‘Mrs Syday’ who also owned a large 

property in St Andrew’s Street North close to the present Triton House. In those 

instances where it has been possible to trace the history of the properties to the 

south of the 1828 Cattle Market the descriptions as given in the title deeds suggest 

that the area was outbuildings such as sheds and stables and that the main 

residences or business premises were located elsewhere within the town. Woolhall 

Street is not shown in 1747 though it is shown on the 1791 map and in 1766 the town 

gates were removed to improve access. In the absence of the 1827 deeds for Major 

Wilson’s premises it is not possible to be sure that a substantial house occupied the 

site to the Cattle Market.  
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Figure 8.  Plan showing Ffeoffment holdings in Bury St Edmunds c. 1822 

 

In May 1838 a resolution was proposed 

‘made by the Finance Committee in their report to the council relative to the 

Enlargement of the Cattle Market viz: that the land necessary for such 

enlargement be purchased at the prices at which the same has been offered 

by the respective owners part of Mr Portway’s field 150£ part of Mr Wallers 

field 200£ and Mr Pawsey’s field 550£’.  

The extra land included the Cricket Field shown on Payne’s 1834 map. In the 

minutes for 23rd September 1839 it notes  
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‘In 1838 the New town Council … purchased about eleven acres of land for 

the purpose of increasing the market and finding convenient situation for 

holding their chartered fairs’.  

The fairs were held in October and Decembers each year. In August the minutes 

note  

‘In consequence of a requisition from a large number of the most eminent 

Breeders and Dealers that hurdles should be provided by the Town Council for 

a shew of sheep and lambs on the 4th of September next’  

It was resolved  

‘That a sufficient supply of hurdles for the above purpose be obtained by hire 

or purchase immediately and that the Cricket ground and Field adjoining as 

well as the Cattle Market be put in a proper state of preparation as to access 

and otherwise. 

 

That an entrance at the North West corner of the Cricket Field be made and 

gates erected- 

 

That a gate be put in the opening of the wall separating the Cricket Field and 

the field late Mr Pawsey’s- 
 

That a gate communicating with the premises now occupied by Mr Wright be 

removed and a wall erected in its stead- 
 

That a gate removed be placed in the entrance from Prospect Row to the 

Cattle Market- 
 

That another gate be placed at the West End of the Cattle Market to 

communicate with Mr Pawsey’s field 
 

That a ditch at the North end of the Cricket Field be filled up so as to make the 

Footpath safe for passengers’. 

 

In a deed dated 22nd May 1843 transcribed in the epitome of title the Cricket Field 

was measured as  

‘Containing by estimation six acres and 20 perches’.  

The Cricket field was described as  

‘abutting upon the residue of a certain piece of land sold to Roger Pawsey 

since deceased towards the east and upon cottages or tenements land and 
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gardens of William Main and divers other persons erected and built upon land 

of the aforesaid piece or parcel of land’.  

Both the Cricket Field and Pawsey’s Field had been part of ‘Barwick’s close’ as 

shown on the 1791 map (Fig. 6).  

 

Amongst the deeds for 13 Risbygate Street, formerly the ‘White Hart’, part of the 

property is described in 1841 as abutting  

‘On the south: other part of same close lately sold to George Portway & now 

laid into the Cattle Market on the east the Cattle Market (late garden of Major 

Eyre then Major Wilson)’.  

It appears to be the case that Portway’s field purchased in 1838 for £150 had been 

the northern part of ‘Brown’s Close’ shown on the 1791 map (Fig. 6). In 1791 the 

owner was William Drewett. This suggests that the ‘part of Waller’s field’ was the 

southern part of ‘Browns Close’. In 1850 on the recommendation of the Cattle Market 

Addition Committee it was resolved  

‘that it is desirable to make an addition to the Cattle Market by purchasing the 

property of the Waller’s provided that it can be obtained at a fair price’.   

This property probably adjoined Prospect Row and was later Simpson’s Auction 

Market.   

 

There are no structures shown in the Cattle Market on Payne’s 1834 map (Fig. 7). A 

small building to the south and fronting St Andrew’s Street was the Guildhall 

Feoffment’s stable. In May 1839 the land and stable was offered to the town council 

as ‘an improvement to the market’. At the same time it was suggested that a new 

church be built on part of the Cattle Market land. This proposal was considered by 

the council and  

‘Having taken into their consideration the propriety of appropriating a portion of 

the Cattle Market for building a New Church’ were ‘Of the opinion that such 

appropriation would be seriously injurious to the interests of the Town and 

country’.  

The land was leased from the Feoffment at annual rent of £5. The stables stood until 

1879 when they were again offered to the Town Council and were demolished shortly 

afterwards  

‘levelled and rammed … the land fenced off into two sheep pens and a 

passage’.  
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The Feoffment retained their title to both the land and stables site until 1934. A 

photocopy of the deeds transferring the property to the council and dated 11th 

October 1934 appears in the epitome of title.  

 

In March 1842 it was decided  

‘That a pound be erected at the North east corner of the Cattle Market … and 

that it be built with materials of the walls about to be pulled down in the Cattle 

Market’.  

Shortly afterwards the Fairs and Markets Committee decided to  

‘postpone the exact arrangements of a plan of the Cattle market until the wall 

of the new Ground shall have been removed’.  

In August 1842 it was ordered  

‘That tied horses be accommodated in the Cattle Market under the trees and 

that other horses and ponies be required to be taken to that part which lies 

next to Prospect Row’. 

 In March 1843 the council ordered that the paths be ‘new Gravelled’.  

 

In March 1842 the lease of the market tolls granted to a Mr Elisha Ambler was 

renewed. In May 1846 he was required  

‘to remove all poles lately placed in the Market’  

and in 1849 when his lease expired and the corporation agreed to take the 

management into their own hands and fixed the level of the tolls. A collector and 

assistant were appointed and given accommodation in a cottage at the entrance to 

the market from Risbygate Street. In May 1850 another committee was appointed  

‘to inquire into the propriety of making an addition to the Cattle Market and of 

purchasing the property of the Wallers for the purpose addition’. 

 

4.3 Cattle Markets and legislation  
The ‘Livestock and Provision Markets Byelaws’ relating to Bury were revised in 1968 

replacing the early byelaws of 1947. They include references to the Foods and Drugs 

Act 1955, the Diseases of Animals Act 1950 and the Road Traffic Act 1960. The 

byelaws define animals as including ‘horse, pony, ass, mule, ewe, wether, lamb, 

goat, kid, swine, ox, cow, or calf, game and poultry’.  It is to be imagined that the 

byelaws were subject to regular revisions to conform to new legislation. The borough 
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had received the power to make byelaws governing markets and fairs under its first 

charter of 1606.  

 

In 1822 the British parliament was the first in the world to pass animal welfare 

legislation. The ‘Act to Prevent the Cruel and Improper Treatment of Cattle’ often 

cited under the name of the original sponsor as ‘Martin’s Act’. It defined cattle as 

‘horses, mares, geldings, asses, cows, heifers, steers, oxen, sheep and other cattle’. 

Colonel Richard Martin the MP for Galway and sponsor of the 1822 act was also one 

of the founders of then Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals established in 

1824. In 1835 this society was able to attract the Duchess of Kent and her daughter 

Princess Victoria to be lady patrons. In 1840, Queen Victoria gave permission for the 

society to bear the royal appellation. The society pursued its aims through the work of 

local inspectors although in the case of Bury St Edmunds that influence is only 

apparent in 20th century council minutes. However there was local interest in animal 

welfare before then. At the prompting of Lady Bunbury in July 1883 the council 

considered erecting covering for the  

‘Fat pig market for shade during the summer season’.  

Elaborate plans were prepared (Fig 9)  

‘To cover the whole of the Pig pens (excepting the pens under the north and 

east walls) with a boarded roof supported by upright post on stone blocks’.  

The cost was £180 1 s 9d the remaining pens were covered in canvas put up on 

poles.  

 

The work of the RSPCA can be traced in the Markets and Estates Committees 

minutes for 1936 where in the response to a letter from the local inspector it was 

ordered that children under the age of 14 were not to be admitted and the sale of 

dogs was banned. The following year five lamps were installed at his request.  

 

The Markets and Fairs Act of 1847 empowered local authorities to acquire land  

‘for making convenient roads and approaches to the market or fair’  

and to acquire land for  

‘any other purpose which may be necessary for the formation or convenient 

use of the market or fair’.  
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Figure 9.  Sample of Cattle Market plans for covers for the pig pens, 1883 

 

Section 10 of the act stated  

‘They may enter upon any lands described … and other lands purchased by 

them or belonging to them and set out such parts as they think necessary for 

the purposes of the market or fair and thereupon from time to time build 

maintain such … stalls, sheds, pens and other buildings or conveniences for 

the use of persons frequenting the market or fair and for weighing and 

measuring goods sold … as they may think necessary’.  
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Section 35 stated that,  

‘the tolls in respect of cattle brought to the market for sale shall become due 

as soon as the cattle … are brought into the market place are put into any pen, 

or tied up in such market place’.  

This act may have influenced the council’s decision in 1849 not to renew the lease of 

the market tolls and for them to buy the additional piece of Waller’s property in 

November 1850.  

 

In 1884 the borough had purchased from the owners of the Bell Inn a small piece of 

land between Market Hill and St Andrew’s Street to create a footpath, the ‘Market 

Thoroughfare’ between the two. In 1936 they purchased 19 Risbygate from ‘Messrs 

Greene King and sons Ltd’, and in 1937 and 1938 they purchased St James Church 

School and three cottages adjoining Nelson Road in order to improve the road 

entrance from Risbygate Street. There are copies of the deeds with plans for each of 

these properties in the epitome of title.  

 

The Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food was established in 1955 as the 

successor to the Board of Agriculture set up in 1889 and had not connection with the 

two earlier boards. The older Board of Agriculture ‘best remembered for its series of 

published reports on the agriculture and economy of each county’ was a chartered 

society that existed between 1793 and 1822. The board revived in 1838 was the 

forerunner of the Royal Agricultural Society of England’ (Riden). Before 1889 the 

Privy Council issued orders in council to deal with various acts relating to contagious 

diseases in animals legislation. These had been passed to deal with outbreaks of 

cattle plague, pleuro-pneumonia or foot and mouth and swine fever. In September 

1865 as a result of cattle plague an order was issued in council for the closure of the 

market for trading in store cattle. A proposal for full closure of the market was 

rejected 

‘as highly injurious to the market and would not be attended with the benefit 

anticipated’.  

The Cattle Diseases Prevention Act was passed the following year.  The first of the 

Contagious Diseases in Animals Acts was passed for Ireland in 1869 and for England 

in 1878. In 1881 as a result of an outbreak of Foot and Mouth the entire county of 

Suffolk was declared an infected area by order of the Privy Council. It was ordered 

that  
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‘No Market, Fair, Exhibition or Sale of animals shall be held within the said 

area’  

however markets were permitted to apply for exemption in the form of a licence to 

continue with the sale of fat stock on condition that  

‘Such stock to be slaughtered within ten days from the time of holding the 

market’. 

 Licences were granted to the all the traders both within the property owned by the 

council and adjoining sites.  

 

The Privy Council also appointed travelling inspectors to report on the conditions of 

local markets. In August 1882 the inspector reported to the veterinary department of 

the Privy Council  

‘Complaining of the market & sale yards being unsatisfactory with regard to 

cleansing arising from the pens being unpaved’. 

 Improvements were made in the spring of 1883 however the travelling inspector 

reported  

‘That although the sheep and swine pens had been properly paved nothing 

had been done to improve the flooring where the cattle stand’.  

This work was not carried out as the council felt  

‘They cannot incur the expenses of flooring the Beast Market which would 

amount to £1,000 and would require a special rate which in the present state 

of trade the rate payers would not willingly pay’.  

One of the auctioneers had already refused to pay their rent as their market had 

been closed. In July the inspector again wrote  

‘complaining that the space assigned for the beast to stand on in the Cattle 

Market consists of loose earth and is not cleansed with water and until harder 

flooring is provided effective cleansing is not possible and it was also stated 

that unless some steps are taken to improve the condition their Lordships will 

have to consider the advisability of closing the market and sale yards’.  

This report had the desired effect. The council ordered the entire area to be paved 

with Culford Paving Lumps and a water hydrant was set up in the bullock market. The 

market tolls were increased to meet the cost of this work which resulted in one 

auctioneer complaining  

‘He had cleaned and kept his own market in repair the aggregate cost of such 

repairs …had amounted to £522 and he submitted that as he had saved the 
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town a large sum in respect of cleaning and repairs he ought not be called on 

to pay the increased tolls’.  

 

The Board of Agriculture was established in 1889 and in December 1891 called the 

council attention to  

‘The scope and requirements of the Markets & Fairs (Weighing of Cattle) Acts 

1887 and 1891 – By the 1891 Act the Weighing accommodation must be to 

the satisfaction of the Board of Agriculture’.  

It was proposed that  

‘Pooley’s Patent Weigh Bridge to weigh four tons equal to four beasts or 24 

sheep be fixed in the Cattle Market near the Settling House’.  

Plans for the brick foundations were prepared (Fig. 10) and  

‘the pig pens round the chestnut tree’ were ‘set back in line with the other 

pens’. 

 

 
Figure 10.  Plans of the brick works for the weighbridge, 1891 

 

In 1894 ‘An Act to consolidate the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Acts 1878 to 1893’ 

was passed. The Board of Agriculture was empowered to  
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‘enforce this Act and every order of the Board … so far as the same are to 

executed or enforced by local authorities’.  

Under section 22 of the act the board could  

‘make such orders as they think fit subject to the provisions of this Act’.  

The order could include ‘prohibiting or regulating of markets and fairs’ and ‘for 

prescribing and regulating the cleansing and disinfection of places used for the 

holding or markets, fairs, exhibitions, or sales of animals, or for lairage of animals and 

yards, sheds, stables and other places for animals’. Under section 35 of this act it 

was stipulated that  

‘Every local authority shall keep appointed at all times at least one veterinary 

inspector’.  

 

In 1910 the Markets and Sales Order was issued under the terms of the 1894 Act 

and the council were required in 1914 to pave the cattle stand  

‘With material impervious to water’.  

Under the Transit of animals Amendment Order of 1931 the council had to prepare  

‘Provisions of facilities for disinfecting vehicles in the Cattle Market’.  

No doubt other orders resulted in further minor modifications to the site. 

 

4.4 Council minutes 
The dates given in this section are for those of the full council meetings and not for 

sub – committees, a full list of the references appears at the end of this report.  

 

Initially the council established an ad hoc committee to supervise the purchase of 

land for the new market. Later the administration of the site was the responsibility of 

the Fair and Markets Committee and in the 1890’s the Markets and Estates 

Committee. These committees reported to the council and their minutes were 

recorded within the main series of council minutes. Each volume is indexed and 

entries relating to the Cattle Market have been examined. In some volumes indexes 

are incomplete or the relevant entries to Cattle Market listed under another heading. 

Expenditure on the site was initially dealt with as the need arose though by the 

1890’s the regular repairs and improvements were included in annual estimates 

prepared by the borough surveyor. A separate committee was established from time 

to time to deal with the various Contagious Diseases (Animals) Acts although a 

separate minute book for this committee survives from 1913 only.  
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Before the removal of the market to this site, it had been used as an area of small 

orchards and gardens, stabling and sheds. The site was made ready through 

removing the minor buildings, the soil was covered with rammed layers of chalk and 

this covered with gravel. The borough had access to its own quarries for this material. 

From time to time it was necessary to repair this surface. In February 1848 the 

minutes record  

‘The expence of and from 200 to 250 loads of Gravel to be granted for 

repairing the Cattle Market and that sufficient chalk be raised of this council for 

the repairs of the pens in the Cattle Market’.  

This surface had to be regularly repaired in August 1851 the collector of the market 

tolls was  

‘authorized to obtain chalk and gravel to fill up a further settlement in the Cattle 

Market occasioned by the heavy rain’. 

 

In January 1848 the borough treasurer was  

‘directed to order a well to be sunk in the Cattle Market as agreed by the Sub-

Committee’.  

The well not for drawing water but to act as a drain was not a success. In April a 

committee inspected the well ‘lately made’ which ‘had broken in’. It was then  

‘Resolved that a fresh well be dug in the market place for the cess pool to 

drain into and the lately made one to be filled up. The bricks being got out from 

the soil and used in the new well as far as may be practicable and the drain 

taken up and led into the new well’. 

 

There are a number of references to gates and fences being erected at various 

points around the market. In August 1850 the tenant of the Wagon Inn obtained 

permission for  

‘The use of the door in the wall of the Cattle Market next the back gate’.  

He had to pay 10 shillings a quarter for the access and the yards to the rear of this 

public house were used for sales after this date. Some of these entries indicate that 

parts of the market were set aside for specific purposes. In 1862 local residents 

petitioned to have a gate at the end Prospect Row unlocked  

‘The Gate at the entrance to the Horse Market the said gate leads from 

Prospect Row on to the field known as the Playfield’.  
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In 1893 and 1894 the sheep and pig pens were separated from the Cattle Market 

with iron fencing (Fig. 11). 

 

 
Figure 11. Plan and elevation of iron fencing 

 

Following the purchase of the remaining part of Waller’s land, the market tolls were 

increased in May 1851  

‘The Council having greatly improved the arrangements of the market’.  

The following month they ordered that  

‘The Cattle Market to be divided for lean and fat stock and the Collector is 

directed to have the cattle bars put up which he got for Cheveley’. 

 

In 1853 two auctioneers, Messrs Newton and Tattersall agreed with the council that 

they could erect stabling, a carriage warehouse, a selling shed, and pens for pigs 

and sheep in the Cattle Market. These buildings were probably within the area used 

later by Simpsons. There are no further details in the Council records to changes in 

the buildings on this part of the site, though there are references to changes in the 

surfacing of the area to improve the cleansing of the market area. On the 1883 50 

inch Ordnance survey plan the sale ring of the Auction Mart is shown as an open air 

space (Fig. 12). By 1905 this area had been covered (Fig. 13). 
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Figure 12.  1886 Ordnance Survey Map 
 

The pens were still formed from wooden hurdles until 1858. In May of that year the 

minutes record  

‘The attention of the committee has been drawn to the heavy yearly 

expenditure for hurdles used in the Cattle Market which they think should as 

far as practicable be avoided by the erection from time to time as the funds of 

the council will admit of pens of a substantial character. The committee 
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therefore recommend that sheep pens should be erected forthwith under the 

south wall in the position and of the size upon the annexed plan’.  

 

 
 

Figure 13.  1904 Ordnance Survey Map 
 

These plans are not extant however there are plans of December 1865 that show the 

layout of this part of the market at that time. Timber was used in the construction of 

the pens and the flooring was still made up of chalk and gravel. Seven more sheep 

pens and additional pig pens were erected in February 1859 under the west wall. In 

June 1863 16 new pig pens were erected in a double row and a further 10 were 

ordered in August of that year. 
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In November 1861 it was ordered that  

‘a paved channel be made on each side of the middle road of the Cattle 

Market that the road be raised in the centre’.  

At the same meeting eight of the pig pens hired by a Mr Payne were  

‘laid with rough asphalt’. 

 Mr Payne seems to have been particularly active in the promotion of the use of this 

surfacing. In May 1862 he wrote  

‘to call your attention to the state of the pens in the pig market the floors being 

very bad …I would respectfully suggest that asphalt should be tried in five or 

six as an experiment which if properly laid down and well roughed with shingle 

to prevent slipping I think will be found very durable and therefore economical 

it has been tried at Ipswich and elsewhere and answers the purpose well. 

Chalk gravel and such like material does not do for pigs and especially fat 

ones always having an inclination to turn the soil, soon destroy it. The pens I 

occupy at the top of the market were last Wednesday an inch or two deep in 

mud. The wood pens in the centre of the market are also getting in a very 

dilapidated condition several of them being so bad that they will not hold the 

stock’.  

The council agreed this suggestion.  

 

In May 1862 a proposal to erect the settling house was referred to the committee. 

The committee reported in July 1862 and  

‘It is recommended that a plan of the settling house by Mr Farrow now 

produced be adopted and that he should furnish a specification’.  

Tenders for the work were to be advertised and Mr Farrow was employed as the 

architect for the work. On 24th July a tender of £84 from Mr Rednall was accepted, 

though the exact position of the building was not decide until the August meeting. 

The position was fixed  

‘at the south east corner of the Beast Market’.  

The work was completed and in December it was  

‘recommended that the settling house be kept open on market days from ten 

o’ clock to four and that tolls be collected by a person employed for the 

purpose at the rate of 2/6 per day’.  

In February of the following year a protective rail was set up around the building.  
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In 1865 there were further changes in the pig pens. In February of that year 1,000 

hard paving brick (paving lumps) were purchased from a Mr Stutter at a cost of £21 

4s 3d  

‘with which the pig pens adjoining those already asphalted should be paved as 

far as the bricks extend’.  

At the same meeting it was decided to set up troughs and to lay in a water supply. In 

May a further 26 new pig pens were  

‘were paved with white lumps in the same manner as the 24 pens already 

paved’.  

Following the Privy Council inspector’s report of August 1882 the sheep pens were 

paved with Woolpit Paving Lumps and the wooden rails and posts repaired or 

replaced. In the spring of 1883 the council ordered that a  

‘Water main be laid in the centre path of the market with branch pipes … for 

the cleansing of the market’.  

A 9 inch cast iron main was laid along the path with three inch water pipes and one 

inch branch pipes leading from them to improve the supply of water throughout the 

market.  

 

In October 1889 the borough surveyor reported that  

‘He had fixed Iron standards for the sheep pens in the place of the old wooden 

ones and that 8 new gates were required to complete the pens’. (Fig. 14 ) 

 

In 1893 it was recommended that  

‘The remaining portion of Mr A Simpsons pig pens be reconstructed with Iron 

Standards and concrete pavement’.  

In 1894 it was recommended that  

‘The pig pens in Mr Lawrence’s occupation at the left hand side of the North 

entrance in St Andrew’s Street be paved and fenced with iron standards and 

bars similar to the adjoining pens except that the paving be with concrete 

instead of bricks’.  

Mr Lawrence was the tenant of the Wagon Inn. From this point onwards when new 

pens were set up they were enclosed with rails fixed to iron standards (Fig. 15) and 

the floors covered with concrete, though as late as 1943 the rate of new tolls for the 

various auctioneers referred to areas of the market known as ‘the bricks’.  
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Figure 14.  Plan for proposed iron standards for the sheep pens, 1897 

 

 
Figure 15.  Plans for proposed pig pens, 1893 
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In 1894 the new sewers were laid in the town and the surveyor reported that  

‘The drain in the Cattle Market from the Cottage to Risbygate Street and which 

takes the drainage of part of Prospect row and Mr Simpsons Mart as well as a 

portion of the market is in a bad state and required to be renewed before it is 

connected to the new sewer’. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 
It has not been possible in this report to establish the exact nature of the property 

frontage along St Andrew’s Street before the establishment of the New Cattle Market 

on this site in 1828. Limited evidence from title deed available for the previous report 

suggests that the buildings were out buildings such as sheds and stables.  

 

No new structures were erected on the site in the period when the Cattle market was 

leased out between 1828 and 1849 though the land was levelled and covered with a 

mixture of rammed chalk and gravel. In 1853 the auctioneers Newton and 

Tattershalls were required to erect their own buildings and other structures possibly 

on the additional land acquired in 1850. Other lands were acquired for the purpose of 

holding the annual autumn fairs. The temporary facilities such as the purchase of 

additional hurdles were made for these events. It has not been possible to trace in 

this report how the abandonment of these fairs might have affected the structures 

within the development area. 

 

From the late 1840’s the council began to erect more permanent structures within the 

part of the market under their direct control. These included the digging of a well for 

surface drainage and the abandonment of hurdles for more permanent wooden pens. 

The settling house was set up in 1862.  In that year they first experimented with 

asphalt as a surface for the pig pens and later adopted the use of paving lumps or 

bricks instead. It was only at the instigation of the Government inspectors in the 

1880’s that the surfacing was replaced throughout the market area. At the same time, 

to improve the cleansing facilities, water pipes were laid throughout the market.  

 

In the 1890’s iron standards and rails together with concrete surfaces were used for 

new sheep and pig pens. Later alterations were possibly instigated by the various 

orders issued by the Board of Agriculture.  
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Apart from improving the covering of the pig pens, especially during in the summer 

months, animal welfare considerations do not appear to have influenced the 

structures within the market.  

 

In the late 1930’s the increased use of motorised vehicles led to the purchase of 

additional properties at the Risbygate Street entrance and improved disinfecting 

facilities were set up at this time to conform to new standards.  

 

There is scope for further research in the files held at the National Archives. Copies 

of newspapers reports’ relating to improvements in the late 1950’s and to the closure 

of the site can be found in a box file held at the record office in Bury. It appears to be 

the case that there are very few photographs or illustrations of the market and no 

secondary sources of the development of Cattle Markets their structure and 

organisation. 
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5. Wall Survey 

5.1 Introduction  
The recording of all the upstanding walls across the development area consisted of a 

systematic digital survey using a Total Station Theodolite (TST) and photography.  

The photographic record comprised general and detailed shots of each elevation 

using digital and a medium format, black and white film, cameras. The photographic 

and digital surveys were linked by a series of reference points (survey targets) 

attached to the walls. 

 

The descriptive record of each recorded wall face is presented in tabular form within 

the appendices along with a schedule of the photographs which are archived with the 

survey data. A plan of the surveyed wall is included in Fig. 16 and a general 

discussion of the results is presented below.  

 

5.2 Results 
All of the walls recorded in the survey (Fig. 16) were former property boundaries that 

date largely to the second expansion of the Cattle Market in 1838.  Termed ‘rubble 

walls’ they are constructed of a mix of unworked flint and bricks bonded with a 

pale/white lime mortar.  In the main body of the walls the bricks are generally re-used 

from elsewhere, but where there are bricks in their primary positions, they are all 

standard 9” bricks without frogs and indicate that the walls were constructed over a 

relatively short period from the early-mid 19th century.  All of the walls have been 

altered (Walls 1 and 2 significantly) and these changes can be identified in both 

fabric changes and construction methods.  

 

Wall 1 
Wall 1 ran east - west forming the northern property boundary of No 59 St Andrews 

Street.  The extent of the wall reflected the original depth of the once long narrow 

plots that formerly fronted St Andrews Street.  In the recent past the garden of No 59 

had been shortened and the rear of what was the garden (the west end) is now part 

of the car park. The ground level here has been raised by the deposition of brick 

rubble (Gill 2004) and at the time of the survey some 0.7m above the level of the 

garden.  
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Figure 16. Location of surveyed walls  

 

Wall 1 was originally a much lower garden wall (Fig. 17, pictures b and c); low 

enough to lean on and ‘chat’ over. The former top can be identified by a single 

horizontal course of bricks about 1.2m from the ground (1.4m on the north side 

where the ground level has been truncated). The original wall (Phase 1) is 

constructed of large rounded flint nodules interspersed with single bricks laid as 

headers. The bricks are quite regularly spaced as if creating a decorative pattern. 

The wall has been built in ‘panels’ of flintwork c.2.5m long broken up by vertical lines 

of single bricks laid in alternating headers and stretchers; this has been done both to 

stitch the flint together and for decorative effect.  

 

 
                  a                                                    b                                                       c 

Figure 17. Wall 1, photographs 
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The low wall was built in two lengths with a butted joint, visible in both north (Fig. 17, 

picture b) and south faces, at approximately half way along the wall. The west end of 

the wall (Phase 2) is an addition and uses a much higher proportion of re-used brick 

along with occasional blocks of ‘abbey stone’ in its make up.  The pattern of headers 

and stretchers within the vertical line of bricks at the east end of the first phase wall 

and at the butted joint indicate that these were once finished ends and have not been 

truncated.  

 

The wall heightening runs across both phases of the lower wall (b and c) and was 

added in a single building event. At the same time, buttresses were added to the 

north face to support the increased height and these use the same type of white 

bricks that appear within the upper fabric and cap the wall. Half-round coping bricks 

which top off the wall are in contrasting red-firing clay and were probably transferred 

from the lower wall when it was raised.  
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Figure 18. Surveyed wall (in red) over the 1885 Ordnance Survey map. Buildings and 

plot divisions from Thomas Warren Map 1742 shown in blue  
 

There is a panel of render on the north face at the west end where once a lean-to 

structure stood (Fig. 17, picture a), and on the south face the remains of a recently 
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demolished, attached brick shed was recorded. These buildings can be seen in plan 

on the 1885 Ordnance Survey map (Fig. 18).  

 

Wall 2 

Wall 2 ran east–west and formed the north boundary of the former Post Office sorting 

office. The wall top is stepped following the rising ground. This wall has been heavily 

modified and the majority of the wall (Phase 3) is a fairly recent rebuild in modern 

brick (Fig.19, picture b). The wall has been truncated at its extreme east end and 

now terminates with a recent brick pillar, however adjacent to this a 5m length of an 

early-mid 19th century wall survives (Phase 1. Fig. 19, picture a). This is constructed 

of a mix of flint and red brick and is a match for the low, first phase of the opposing 

Wall 1. The first phase of Wall 1 and this east end of Wall 2 are believed to be 

contemporary and parts of the same perimeter wall; Wall 2 was formerly the south 

boundary of No 59 but was latterly separated from the property by the addition of a 

public footpath.  

 

The middle section of the wall (Phase 3) is a 20th century replacement built entirely 

in brick in Flemish bond. On the south side of the wall, darker headers have been 

used to create a regular pattern in the brick as a decorative flourish. The wall has 

been repaired on several occasions and this and the early section of the wall was re-

capped with a row of tiles and brick headers. 

 

 
a        b 

Figure 19. Wall 2 photographs  

 
The wall at the western end (Phase 2) is earlier than the mid-section and probably 

dates to the late 19th century. The two sections are of different heights and simply 

butt together rather than being keyed. The west end is at a slight variant angle to the 

rest of the wall and its orientation relates to the plots extending back from the 
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Prospect Row properties rather than St. Andrew’s Street. Only a short length survives 

but this appears to be at right angles to Prospect Row. 

 
Wall 3,  E Face 

Wall 3 runs north to south at right angles, but is not (no longer) attached to Wall 1. It 

is the former rear boundary of the back gardens of the properties fronting St. 

Andrew’s Street, part of the gardens of which were taken into the expanded Cattle 

Market in 1830's, and the plots are shorter that those recorded on Thomas Warren's 

1742 map (Fig. 18). The wall is built in two sections and the two halves slope up to 

meet each other, reflecting the local topography. The wall is no longer its original 

length and terminates with later brick pillars (Fig 20, picture c). 

 

 
 

Figure 20. Wall 3 photographs 

 
It is a low wall capped with half–round coping bricks, the south half (Phase 1) is 

constructed with a mix of flints interspersed, as decoration, with header bricks (a). It 

is similar to the west end of the first phase of Wall 1; it is almost certainly part of the 

same build and is probably a good indication of how Wall 1 originally looked. The 

north half of the wall is a different construction with regular and closely spaced 

vertical lines of red brick, breaking the flintwork up into panels. The junction between 

a b

d c 
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the two halves has been made with a wide expanse of brick (c). The join coincides 

with a plot division and suggests that the two rear walls were undertaken by a 

different hand. Within the wall are set two stone monument blocks carved with the 

name 'J Rolfe 1868' (d). Rolfe was himself a mason and former occupant (Fig. 9, 

picture d) of St Andrews Street. Rolfe is known to have owned the northern of the 

properties bounded by this wall but the named stones appear in both halves. The 

reverse face was finished simply in brick, laid in English bond, but is contemporary 

with the flint face. Later buttresses have been added to the east side to counteract a 

lean, possibly because the ground level on the east side is lower slightly than that on 

the west.  

 

Wall 4, N Face 

Wall 4 ran east to west and is on the line of the south boundary of the original 1828 

Cattle Market. On the 1885 Ordnance Survey map it separates the sheep pens from 

the sale ring of the Auction Market. The east end of the wall has been truncated in 

the recent past and the wall now terminates with a pillar completed in yellow brick 

(Fig.21, picture a). The original wall construction is similar to that of Wall 1 with  

 

 
                              a            b 

Figure 21.  Wall 4 photographs 

 
mixed flints laid in panels separated by bands of brick. Two of the brick bands are 

wider than the others, although it is not apparent why. Some of the bands are built 

with London Brick Company (LBC) flettons suggesting that the face has been 

repaired throughout the 20th century. Towards the west end, there are two panels of 

fresh flintwork that have been recently built; the repairs are well executed and 

sympathetically done.  
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The height of the wall increases towards the west end and the line of the top of the 

wall bridges the change in a neatly executed curve (Fig. 21 picture b). Although much 

of the taller section of wall is fairly new the fabric of the extreme east end 

demonstrates that this is the original height for this part of the wall. Overlying the wall 

survey with the 1885 Ordnance Survey map shows that the transition in wall height 

occurs at the east end of a building attached to the south side of the wall and this 

probably reflects the eaves height of this structure. The south face of the wall had 

been cement rendered, obscuring all detail.  
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6.  The excavation results   

6.1 Introduction 
The excavation demonstrated that there was well preserved vertical stratigraphy 

across the site. The existing car park had been laid directly over the late 19th century 

brick paving and cobbled road of the former Cattle Market and below this a strata of 

consolidated surfaces laid earlier in the market’s life. Building remains existed along 

the street front but behind these the Cattle Market surfaces sealed the pre-market 

top/garden soil which had been worked or cultivated probably throughout the 

preceding centuries. The topsoil was a homogenous layer and pre-market 

archaeological features were not discernable within it. The topsoil was machined off 

in spits whilst being metal detected at intermediate levels. The archaeological 

features were recorded and excavated at the base of this soil horizon where they cut 

the subsoil.  

 

The excavation produced a large body of evidence, relating to both the Cattle Market 

and pre-market life of the area. 1700 archaeological features and the remains of a 

succession of buildings along the street frontage were recorded showing a slowly 

changing pattern of activity as the character of the area evolved from that of medieval 

backlands to, by the time that the Cattle Market was moved here, a mixed residential 

and commercial part of the town,.  

 

6.2  Site phasing 
The site chronology has been divided into five phases; 
 

 Phase 1 Pre-Conquest 

 Phase 2 Medieval 11th-15th century 

 Phase 3 Post dissolution/16th century-mid/late 18th century 

 Phase 4 Late 18th century-introduction of the Cattle Market 1828 

 Phase 5 Cattle Market 19th century 
 

The phases are largely based on historical and pottery dating periods as the site's 

development was progressive, with the introduction of the cattlemarket the only 

watershed event on the site. There were no identifiable features that pre-dated the 

laying out of the Norman planned town and evidence for pre-conquest activity is 

limited to the presence of nominal quantities of residual finds. The archaeological 
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record shows that activity on the site began in the medieval period (12th-14th 

century) with the area being exploited for chalk and sand, an industry that continued 

into the late medieval/early post-medieval periods (15th-16th century). The first 

evidence of buildings on the site dates from around the time of the Reformation. 

Documentary evidence records these as being stables or barns and the area as 

being divided into gardens and orchards. The main domestic occupation appears to 

have started in the mid 17th century, but it wasn't until the end of the 18th century 

when Woolhall Street was cut through from the town that the area became fully 

realised as a residential and commercial street. Development continued through the 

19th century into the 20th century when the Cattle Market was built. 

 

6.3 Phase 1, Pre Norman Conquest 

Prehistory 
A single residual sherd of prehistoric pottery and a small assemblage of flint were 

collected from a post-medieval feature and unstratified context but no archaeological 

features could be identified which belong to this period. Bronze Age pottery has been 

recorded previously from two sites on St Andrews Street (Tester, 2000 and Gill, in 

prep) and whilst the material from this period is scant it does suggest that some level 

prehistoric activity occurred within the vicinity.  

Roman 
Three Roman coins, at least one of which shows evidence of re-use, were recovered 

from the site with a metal detector. The coins are likely to have been deposited later 

and were not associated with any features. The excavations produced no Roman 

pottery or evidence to suggest Roman period activity on or near this site. 

Saxon  
Two sherds of pottery were tentatively dated to the Early Saxon period and two 

sherds of Late Saxon St Neots-type pottery were recovered as individual residual 

finds from two different post-medieval features. No features could be dated to this 

period and it is thought that they do not represent Saxon occupation of the site.  
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6.4  Phase 2, Medieval (11th-15th century) 
The earliest datable features were attributed to the medieval period. The archaeology 

demonstrates that the site remained relatively undeveloped at this time, with few 

features and only approximately 3% of the total pottery assemblage being dated to 

this period.  
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Figure 22. Site plan showing medieval and unphased features 
 

The plan in Figure 22 shows the distribution of features that could be assigned to this 

phase either by pottery date or stratigraphic relationship. Those features containing 
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pottery are shown in Table 1 and are numbered on the plan. The amounts of pottery 

from any one feature were small, often consisting of  small, single sherds, and only 

the extensive pitting in the north west of the corner of the excavation area could be 

positively identified as a focus of activity during this phase.  

 
Context no. Feature type Medieval 

pot no. 
Medieval pot 
weight in g. 

0271 Posthole 1 8 
0315 Pit 1 8 
0317 Posthole (part 

of 0315?) 
1 2 

0319 Pit 1 5 
0357 Pit 1 8 
0386 Posthole 1 26 
0479 Layer 1 3 
0494 Ditch 1 4 
0509 Posthole 1 2 
0561 Pit 3 18 
0590 Pit 1 9 
0629 Pit 1 4 
0670 Pit 7 378 
0717 Pit 1 14 
0719 Pit 3 25 
0801 Pit 1 3 
0803 Pit 2 8 
0880 Pit 1 10 
1609 Pit 1 6 
1751 Pit 1 11 
1763 Posthole 1 2 
1905 Pit 2 19 
1907 Pit 1 8 
1932 Posthole 1 9 
1951 Pit 1 3 
1975 Pit 9 45 
2013 Posthole 1 3 
2101 Posthole 1 8 
2154 Pit 1 4 

Table 1.  Features containing medieval pottery 

 

A single glazed and decorated floor tile dating to the 14th century and fragments of 

moulded stone from the medieval abbey were found in secondary contexts on the 

site. Abbey stone was found commonly built into the remains of the former boundary 

walls that divided the site, and there were examples of stone from at least three 

different quarries with a date range that spanned the great building campaigns (12th-

mid 16th century) of the Abbey. Like much of the stone within the town the material 

was all re-used and there was no evidence of a stone-built structure on the site at 

this time.  
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There are references to Abbey officials owning land in the field west of the town wall. 

The town rentals of 1295 states 'In the west field the cellarer holds: 5 acres of land 

next atte Whych Dych'  but it is not clear as to exactly where these were. The 

Guildhall Ffeoffement, a charitable trust within the town that was endowed with 

property that belonged to the Abbey at the time of the dissolution, did, however, own 

(until 1934) a narrow plot of land in the centre of the site. This suggests that this plot, 

which maintained its boundaries until the 19th century, is a relic of Abbey ownership 

and therefore a medieval land division. The plot’s dimensions fit comfortably with the 

shape and size of the adjacent (what are thought to be) early post-medieval plots. 

This suggests that the later plots were laid out in respect of the Ffeoffement plot 

which determined how the site alongside St Andrews Street was apportioned or, 

alternatively, that all of the divisions are earlier. 

 
Ditch 2261  

During this period the area of the site lay separated from the urban centre by the 

town wall and ditch. St. Andrew’s Street is not mentioned by name in any of the 

medieval rental documents (which list properties and their tenants within the town by 

street), but a deed, dated 1403, refers to Dyche Way, an extra-mural lane running 

between the two western gates of the town. Only the eastern edge of the town ditch 

has ever been sampled by excavation (Tester, 2000 and Gill, in prep) and the line of 

the west edge of the ditch is unknown. The previous interventions have 

demonstrated that the ditch was a prodigious size (in excess of 5m deep) and from 

its eastern edge just behind the current building on the east side of the road it is 

entirely possible that the ditch may have spanned the complete width of St Andrew’s 

Street; and it is certainly unlikely that the combined width of the ditch and ‘Dyche 

Way’ would not encroach on the excavation area.  

 

On the eastern periphery of the excavation was the west edge of a large linear 

feature, 2261.  Only two short lengths of this, 2098 and 2262 were recorded as much 

of its course was truncated by the cellars of the later buildings but this has the 

potential to be the west edge of the town ditch. It predated all of the features that 

existed close to the road frontage and was either partially overlain by the bonded flint 

rubble wall remains of early post-medieval buildings or sealed beneath an early post-

medieval occupation soil. Whilst in plan it appeared to be a single cut of a ditch, 

excavation of section 2262 at the south end of the site, showed that it had stepped, 
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near vertical sides (Fig. 23) and an irregular profile and was more suggestive of a 

string of intercutting pits. The feature was not bottomed in either section as each was 

in excess of 1.8m from the geological subsoil surface. 

 

 
Figure 23. Section 2262  

 

The town ditch would have exposed the underlying chalk, the Cellarer had the right to 

prevent anyone digging chalk or clay from the roads outside the outside the town 

without his permission (Greenway and Sayers, 1989). This suggests that roadside 

ditches were being exploited as a quarry faces and the appearance of pits along the 

edge of this feature, as suggested by section 2262, may be a result of such activity. 

The excavated samples did not produce any pottery, suggesting that domestic 

occupation was not within close proximity and were filled with pale chalky silts similar 

to pits interpreted elsewhere on the site as for chalk extraction (see next section ), 

excavated elsewhere on the site. 

 

Extraction pits  

Summary 

The principal feature type from this period is large pits.  These occur across the site 

but in a notable concentration (group 2276) at the north west corner of the excavation 

and in the area of the former substation at the southern end of the site (Fig. 22). Pit 

digging typically occurs within medieval urban back yards, for the disposal of rubbish 
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and such pits are commonly found in Bury’s urban core. The pits here, however, 

although large, produced low levels of domestic rubbish and it is thought that their 

primary function was probably for the extraction of minerals.  

 

Pit group 2276, description 

The pits at the north of the site (0103, 0107, 0108, 0109, 1587, 1773, 1905, 1907, 

2218) produced a greater number of finds than those at the south end, probably 

reflecting their proximity to Risbygate Street and known medieval occupation. The 

pits were characterised by their wide, square, flat bottomed profiles and they ranged 

in size between 2.5-3m across and up to 1m deep; a depth at which they cut into the 

geological chalk deposits (Fig. 24).  The fills were made up of banded layers of 

chalky fine rubble and the flint, which is interpreted as spoil from their excavation 

returned to the pits, indicating that these were initially excavated for mineral 

extraction. 

 
Dating 

Whilst only producing relatively low pottery assemblages, these pits were well dated 

with a terminus post quem of 12th-14th century for the earliest pits and 15/16th 

century for the later ones. This suggests that the quarrying was an ongoing small 

industry in this area that was sustained for some time.  The pits were sealed beneath 

the pre-Cattle Market, buried topsoil, 2248, and could not be identified until the 

removal of this layer. Two of the pits 0107 and 0108 (Fig. 25) were initially sampled 

in the evaluation and were drawn along with the overlying soil profile, which shows 

that the pits predate the cultivation of this soil horizon.  

 

 
Figure 25. Pit 0107 at the base of the soil profile sealed by 2248 

 and Cattle Market surfaces 
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Discussion 

The pits at the north of the site occur all within a narrow strip, with at least eight pits 

lying within an 18m wide band. The pits are intercutting with, in places, little surviving 

subsoil between them. Although the pits are up to 100m away from the Risbygate 

Street frontage they actually lie within one plot's width (as shown on the later Warren 

map) but lay largely beyond what is thought to be the south boundary of the 

Risbygate properties, which may suggest that the properties were formerly longer. 

Although the pits are closer to the St Andrew’s Street frontage (between c. 35-50m 

away) there is no spatial evidence to suggest that their distribution bore any 

relationship to the way the St Andrew’s Street plots were to evolve.  

 

South end 

The largest of the extraction pits were at the south end of the main excavation. The 

nature of the activity here was not like that at the north end of the site, and was 

industrial in scale. These pits, group no. 0871, were in the form of two deep shafts, 

2263 and 2264, which were too deep to be excavated safely by hand and were 

sampled using the machine with the upcast spoil metal detected and scanned for 

finds. The largest of the pits was 12m across and in excess of 5m deep. The edges 

of the feature were near vertical and the strata of the backfilling soils lay in flat and 

level horizons. The backfill comprised bands of chalky silts with varying 

concentrations of small chalk nodules.  Occasional animal bones and a band of 

mussel shells, all food waste, were the only occupation material observed within the 

fills. Small undated postholes were recorded near the extraction pits which could 

have been related to extraction activity, but this could not be confirmed.   

 

The pits at the south end of the site were not well dated, beyond being sealed by 

post-medieval garden soil, but are thought to predate the early post-medieval division 

of the area into small plots. The documentary source describes and characterises the 

area as gardens and orchards in the later medieval and post-medieval periods, with 

no mention of quarrying.  The presence of industrial scale chalk extraction pits is 

inconsistent with these land use descriptions, suggesting that this activity predates 

the documentary records.  
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Discussion 

Chalk was mined from the west side of the town in enormous quantities for lime 

burning principally for the production of lime mortar, but was also used in agriculture 

and fulling (Greenway and Sayers, 1989). In the areas of Chalk and West Roads, to 

the west of the site, chalk was extracted from galleried mines and the whole area 

between Kings Road and Westgate Street, to the west and south-west of the site, 

was an extensive open quarry.  The mortar generated may have been used in the 

construction of the stone buildings of the Abbey. The great Romanesque church was 

started in the 11th century and the cycle of building and rebuilding continued for 500 

years.  After this bricks began to be used widely in domestic architecture, 

perpetuating the need for mortar. Where possible lime was prepared and slaked 

close to where it was to be used from.  In the 12th century, the town wall and gates 

were under construction immediately adjacent to the site.  

 

6.5  Phase 3, Post Dissolution (16th century-mid/late 18th century) 
 

In 1539 Henry VIII's commissioners disbanded the Abbey and secular authority 

passed from the Church to the Crown. Even before the Dissolution, the Abbey had 

started granting permission to break through the town wall to householders whose 

properties backed onto it. This area beyond the wall became known as the 

‘backside’. After the Dissolution this demolition accelerated and the town ditch was 

filled in completely and St Andrew’s Street became established. 

 

Plot divisions  

The documentary searches found references to property deeds dating from this 

period on the west side of St Andrews Street 'to the north of Risbygate Street'. These 

characterise the area as one of small plots and gardens, seemingly secondary 

properties of householders who resided in the town. Some of the plots appear to 

have been divided by fences which could be identified in the archaeological record as 

lines of small (0.3m diameter x 0.2m deep) postholes. Four distinct rows of posts 

were identified, 2253, 2254, 2257, 2258 along with a wall boundary 0560 (Fig. 26). 

The distribution of the postholes along the boundaries suggests that the fences have 

been replaced several times with occasional variations in alignment, most notably the 

migration south of the Plot 7 north and south boundaries. Whilst the postholes 

themselves are difficult to phase, as they produced very little cultural material, the 

relationship with other datable features, which respected the boundaries, suggests 
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that they were certainly in place by the 16th century. This is demonstrated by the 

relationship with the earliest phase of the building in Plot 5, which the documentary 

evidence dates to at least as early as 1551AD and is laid out with reference to post 

alignment 2259. The presence of occasional post-medieval brick and tile fragments 

suggests that the later phases continued well into the post-medieval period and the 

boundaries are in similar positions to those recorded on the earliest map of the town 

(Thomas Warren 1747 - Fig. 5). 

 

Discussion 

The most easily defined row, 2253 (Fig. 26), shows that the individual posts were 

spaced at c. 3m intervals. Where measurable the plots widths, although not all 

parallel-sided, measure between 12-15m wide at the street frontage, with 12m being 

the most frequently occurring dimension; this equates to 2 rods in imperial measures. 

Although the evidence for the land divisions at the north end of the site is not as clear 

as that seen in the central area, repeating this regular spacing across the area of the 

excavation suggests it was divided into nine plots and the regimented divisions 

suggests that the plots were formally laid out by an administrative body, be it church 

or town. The plot lengths were not measurable as they extended beyond the limits of 

the excavations but these are likely to be similar to those shown on the Warren map 

(the plot widths are consistent with the map) and this suggests a regular plot area of 

around a quarter of an acre.  

 

Wells and shafts 

A notable feature of the site is the distribution of wells across the site, with nine 

recorded from all phases (Figs. 26 and 27). The stability of the chalk negated the 

need for a lining with the only structure occurring at the well head, or the cap when 

the well became redundant. As a consequence most evidence dates their 

abandonment rather than their construction and as such they are difficult to phase. 

The site elevation is close to the highest in the town, and those wells that could be 

measured had been dug to in excess of 20m deep to achieve the water table.  A 

pumping station adjacent to the site now draws on the aquifer and all are now dry.  
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Figure  26.  Post-medieval plot boundaries and wells 
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The distribution of the wells across the site show a correlation between the location 

of the wells and that of the plot boundaries (Fig. 26). Five of the wells occurred on or 

immediately adjacent to a boundary with only those wells which could be dated to the 

19th century (Phases 4 and 5) sited wholly within an individual property. The 

excavation of a deep well clearly represented a considerable investment of effort and 

the distribution suggests that this must have been shared between neighbours. 

Where there is little physical evidence of the boundary between Plots 1 and 2, it is 

possible to postulate the line of the boundary based on the locations of wells; which 

would give a plot size similar to the more clearly demarcated plots to the south. The 

earliest wells were 0588 and 1574 which were lined with bonded flint and the nature 

of the lime mortar and absence of any later CBM within their makeup suggests that 

these were either medieval or early post-medieval in date. Only 0558 was securely 

dated, sealed by late 16th century deposits. The documentary material records that 

some of the land was being used as gardens and that animals were being kept here 

at this time; water would have been an important requirement for both.  

 

 

 
Figure 27.  Wells from the site: unlined shafts with C19th caps and medieval/early 

post-medieval lined wells 
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Well 0558 

Pit or well 0558 was situated on the Plot 9 boundary and predated building 2556. The 

cut for 0558 was a circular, vertical sided shaft with an internal diameter of 1.6m. The 

top of the shaft had been infilled with slumped layers including part of the floor of an 

overlying oven 0596. The depth of slump was at least 0.8m and the full depth of the 

excavated sample. This degree of soil settlement suggests that the backfill of the 

underlying well was not consolidated, suggesting that it had not been completely 

infilled but the top of the well was plugged, possibly by natural infilling processes, 

over a void. All of the excavated layers from within the well are slumped deposits that 

post-date oven 0597 and the well can therefore can be dated to prior to the 17th 

century. 

 

 
Figure 28.  Shaft 0882 

 

Shaft 0882 

A square pit or shaft 0882, measuring 1.5m across and with a lining of a wall of 

bonded flint was recorded about 30m back from the street frontage (Fig. 28). The 

lining extended only to a depth of 1m, below which the pit sides were unsupported 

natural chalk. The lining included fragments of hand-made ‘tudor’ bricks within its 

make-up suggesting a date no earlier that the late 15th or early 16th century. The 

feature was not bottomed, it was excavated to depth of 1.7m and auguring suggested 
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that it was in excess of 3.20m. The excavated fill was a single homogenous deposit 

of dark silt similar to a garden loam. The auguring suggested that there was a layer 

of mortar rubble below this which the excavator felt was close to the bottom. At 3.2m 

it is not as deep as the wells on the site and probably would not have reached water.  

 

All of the other wells are circular so the square shape suggests that this may have 

had an alternative function. It was infilled mainly with domestic rubbish, including a 

whole horticultural pot.  The presence of coke residues suggests industrial activity in 

the vicinity but otherwise there was no indication of how the pit was used. There is no 

structure associated with the pit which appears to be isolated, although it occurs in 

an area where the preservation of the archaeological record was poor. The 

documentary evidence indicates that there were cottages along the frontage at the 

start of the 18th century.  The frontage across putative Plots 1-4 was severely 

truncated and any evidence of buildings here lost. The pit may be a shared feature, 

located on the hypothetical plot boundary, as determined by the interval of known 

boundaries to the south although there is no physical evidence of it existing here. 

The feature was infilled in the mid-late 17th century. 

 

Buildings  

Introduction 

The documentary material demonstrates that there was at least one building fronting 

St Andrew’s Street during this period. The earliest reference is to a barn standing on 

Plot 5 (the Ffeoffment plot) mentioned in a will of 1551 and a building is repeatedly 

mentioned in successive wills and deeds that reference this plot.  
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Figure 29.  Photograph of building footings being excavated along St Andrew's Street 

frontage 
 

The excavation results, however, recorded a long regression sequence of overlying 

structural remains which suggests that Plots 7 and 9 also contained buildings during 

this period. All of the buildings are situated along the frontage of St Andrew’s Street 

where unfortunately modern disturbance has cut a 5m wide swathe through the 

archaeology adjacent to the road. This has been at the expense of the front of the 

buildings leaving only part of the footprint of the main and the rear ranges which has 

hampered the interpretation of the building plans. At the north end of the site (Plots 1-

4) this area had been severely truncated by later development and any building 

evidence from here has been lost.  

 

The earliest buildings of this period would have been timber-framed.  However some 

of the frames were supported on dwarf walls constructed from flint and limestone 

(probably sacked from the walls of the abbey) and it is the remains of these, the 

earliest dating to around the mid-16th century, that were found during the excavation. 

The remains consisted of the truncated stubs of walls with a sequence of up to four 

successive buildings being recorded in the plots at the southern end of the site. 

Although difficult to date precisely, the complete absence of brick in the earliest 

phases of the buildings suggests an early post-medieval date for these buildings. The 

surviving walls suggest that buildings were well-constructed and sophisticated; there 

was evidence of hearths in the building at the south end of the site suggesting that 

some were more than just barns and functioned either as dwellings or workshops.  
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Plot 5, Building 0953 

Summary 

Building 0953 was situated within the Ffeoffment plot and in its final incarnation stood 

here until 1879. Throughout its history, from the first reference in the middle of the 

16th century, the building was always described as a barn. The wall fragments were 

constructed of flint-bonded with a coarse lime mortar and were truncated close to the 

former ground level with only 2-3 courses surviving. The remains suggest a length of 

at least 12.6m and the building occupies almost the entire width of the plot. The 

recorded building was made up of at least three different phases of construction.  In 

some instances early walls were incorporated and retained into the final version of 

the building and as a consequence they were better preserved and survived to height 

of up to four courses. A plan of all phases of the building is shown in Figure 30.  

 

In its final version the building was attached to the boundary wall 0301 on its south 

side, and the west and north sides of the building can be traced by the line of the 

open drain 0950 which follows the base of the walls.  To the rear of the building is a 

boundary wall 2260, which separated the building from the rest of the plot and which 

became the boundary to the Cattle Market after 1823.  The wall remains were 

constructed of bonded flint and between the walls lay a surface of rammed chalk 

(0937 and 0952). Most of the datable material related to the final re-modelling of the 

barn which probably occurred at around the turn of the 19th century but analysis of 

the wall fabric suggests that fragments of earlier buildings were represented, some 

dating to the early post-medieval period.  

 

Building 0953, Sub-phase I - 16th century 

The earliest parts of the building consisted of walls 0947, 0948, 0949 and possibly 

2260. These could be identified by either stratigraphic relationship or by fabric as 

none of these walls contained post-medieval ceramic building material (CBM). The 

dating of wall 2260 is problematic, as whilst clearly a different phase of construction 

to the connecting mid 17th century wall 0943, the two are joined by a straight butt 

joint and which comes first is unclear. 2260 has been attributed to the early phase as 

it contained no CBM. The front of the building has been lost and no complete 

dimension of the early building survived, making it was difficult to form a coherent 

plan.  
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Figure 30.  Plan of all Sub-phases of Building 0953 
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Figure 31.  Wall 0948 

 

Wall 0948 was constructed of closely spaced flint 2-3 courses high (Fig. 31).  The 

flints were sorted for size and the wall was very well built with the flints laid dry or with 

a very lean mortar/sand mix. Wall 0949 was very similar to 0948 and believed to be 

the same phase of work, and it had been attached to 0948 but divided from it when 

drain 0950 was cut through. The west end of the north wall, 0948 had been 

truncated, when wall 0944 was added in a later reworking of the building, and may 

originally have extended to the line of 2260.  

 

Walls 2260 differed from 0948 in that it contained a large proportion of dressed 

limestone, which was re-used material salvaged from some unknown medieval 

building. The wall had been constructed within a footing with the base course of flint 

laid on the underlaying subsoil surface. At c.10m distant from the frontage, wall 2260 

was considered too far back to be the rear wall of a single span building and 

suggests either a two cell form or more likely a building with a walled stockyard 

attached to the rear. The position of wall 0947 is more likely to be the rear wall of the 

building itself, which at 5-6m back from the road is more typical of a barn width. 

Where surviving, wall 0947 was reduced to only a single course of flints. The height 
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of the wall had been truncated more severely (to below the early 19th century ground 

level) than the other pieces of masonry and a large section between the planned 

north and south extent were missing. At the south end the wall was sealed beneath a 

later cobbled surface 0946, but at the north end the relationship with the rammed 

chalk floor 0952 was not clear and the two may be contemporary.  

 

Building 0953, Sub-phase 2  mid-17th century 

A re-modelling of the building occurred in around the mid 17th century. Wall 0944 

was added butting against the truncated west end of 0948.  Wall 0944 does not quite 

run at a right angle to 0948 and the line of the wall at the north end has been 

adjusted to fit. Wall 0944 was similar to 0943 and the two walls were thought to have 

been added at the same time. Included with the fabric of both walls were handmade 

plain bricks (9"x 4" x 2 ½"), a size which suggests a date range spanning the mid 

17th–early 18th century. There is a documentary record from 1651 that describes a 

barn in this plot as newly built and it is tempting to assume that this refers to this 

phase.  

 

Notably, walls 0943, 0944 and 0947 are all truncated at their south end and the 

truncation points all align. The former extent of these walls also coincides with the 

south edge of a chalk surface 0937, and this common stopping point may indicate 

the position of the south gable of the earlier buildings. This putative gable lies on the 

line of earlier posts, 0964, 0962, 0967, 0376, 0374, 0515 and 0513 and suggests that 

the flint-built barns were sited with a respect to a former boundary. Within the building 

the north limits of the chalk spreads 0937 and 0952 was real and suggest a partition 

or missing wall along this line.  The distance from the south to the north edge of the 

chalk was 8m.  

 

A lined rectangular pit or tank, 0954, measuring 2m x 0.8m and 0.7m deep was 

located against the east face of wall 2260 (Fig. 32). The lining was constructed of 

bonded flint with 17th-18th century brick. The side butted against the inner face of 

2260 and was an addition to it. The floor of the tank was chalk and there was a sump 

hole close to the north edge. The pit was filled with brick rubble and a drain running 

east west from the building was retrospectively added cutting into the structure from 

the south east corner. The bricks and mortar were similar to those used in the 

construction of wall 0944 and the two are believed to be contemporary. The rubble fill 
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and the addition of the drain suggests that the feature in its final form acted as a 

soakaway, but its original function is unknown. 

 

 
Figure 32.  Drain 0950 and tank 0954 during excavation 

 

Building 0953, Sub-phase 3  early 18th century 

The final phases of build are shown in red on the plan (Fig. 30). The existing walls 

were extended with the addition of 0300 and 0945 to meet the boundary wall 0301. 

The walls of the building butt against the boundary but were not actually built at the 

same time. The bricks used in the construction of both 0300 and 0945 date to the 

17th-18th century but are all reused. Following the walls of the building is an open 

drain 0950 (Fig. 32). The drain is formed from bricks in which a U profile channel has 

been moulded. Similar bricks were used to repair the drains on the Guildhall (Gill 

2009) and here the work was dated to the first decade of the 19th century. In the 

case of the Guildhall a moulded top brick was laid over the top creating a closed pipe 

which was buried below the ground surface.  If this is paralleled here it confirms that 

the chalk surfaces 0937 were stratigraphically lower and part of an earlier phase.  
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Plot 6, 16th-early 18th century  

Plot 6 remained undeveloped, in terms of being built on, longer than all of the other 

plots fronting St Andrew’s street and remained as a garden and orchard until the end 

of the 18th century. Warren's map shows it as an open plot in 1747 and the earliest 

structural evidence dates from the turn of the 19th century. The archaeology of the 

site confirms this with little more than modest pit digging which extended close to the 

front of the plot. The pits were shallow and produced very low levels of cultural 

material and their function was unknown. Figure 33 shows those features that were 

dated to the post-medieval period, principally because they contained tile and mortar 

fragments, shown in red and the undated features in grey. An adjustment to the plot 

boundary is also apparent with the later fence lines shown in blue, a change which is 

likely to have occurred around the end of the 18th century when the plot was first 

built upon.  
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Figure 33.  Plot 6 plan 
Grey- undated features, red- features containing tile and mortar, green- original plot boundary, blue- 

adjusted plot boundary 
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Plots 7 and 8, 16th- early 18th century buildings  

A sequence of buildings was recorded within Plot 7. The evidence consists of a 

series of fragmentary short lengths of flint and brick rubble walls and the sites of at 

least three hearths. The evidence is limited and does not form a coherent building 

layout nor is well dated, but it is clear that several phases of construction occur here 

prior to the substantial brick-built houses and commercial premises that were erected 

on this plot in the early 19th century. Whilst there is almost no positive datable 

evidence of early post-medieval buildings the frequent occurrence of 15th and 16th 

century bricks in later structures suggest that earlier buildings were being dismantled 

within the vicinity. The phase plan shown in Figure 34 shows all of the pre-turn of the 

19th century building remains. In this three phases of build have been identified.  

 

The plot's north boundary follows the line of posthole row 2253, the line of which was 

probably established in the immediate post-medieval period and was maintained until 

at least the middle of the 18th century, after which it migrated southwards periodically 

as Plot 6 developed and became fixed in the 19th century with the construction of 

garden walls. The original south boundary of Plot 7 could be identified only by the 

extent of the early phase building features that respect it, but the spacing between 

two hearths 0856 and 0853, which are believed to represent the gables of two 

adjacent buildings, suggests that a passage existed between the buildings which was 

later infilled. Although the building evidence is indefinite the original plot width is 

probably best defined by gully 0891 and posthole row 2268.  

 

Building 2255, Sub-phase1  

The features attributed to the Sub-phase 1 are shown in green. The earliest evidence 

for buildings within Plots 7 and 8 are two fireplaces 0853 and 0856 which occurred at 

the base of their respective stratigraphic sequences. No evidence of the buildings of 

which the fireplaces were a part was found, but excavation of a 17th century early 

post-medieval timber-framed building at Redgrave (Gill 2008) has shown that even 

chimneys were sometimes built without a footing and that these buildings can leave 

only minimal traces in the archaeological record. The fireplaces were laid either side 

of the plot boundary as suggested by the extents of subsequent features and the 
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Figure 34.  Plot 7 Buildings 16th-18thC 

Sub-phase 1 = green, Sub-phase 2 = blue and Sub-phase 3 = red 
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regular plot intervals, which implies that they may have been situated in the 

gable walls of neighbouring buildings and the relative positions of the fireplace 

would suggest a passage between them.   

 

 
Figure 35.  Hearth 0856 

 

Heath 0856 consisted of a rectilinear area of burnt clay and charcoal (Fig. 35) 

which lay directly over the subsoil and beneath worked soil 0848 through 

which the 18th century building remains were cut. The hearth was situated 

immediately adjacent to the edge of the large medieval ditch 2261 which, 

because of their proximity, suggests was the ditch was already infilled when 

0856 was constructed.  This is supported by evidence in the section of 2262 

(Fig. 23) which shows a layer of clay, possible a floor, overlying the ditch fill. 

The burning covered an area 2m x 0.7m and the regular rectangular shape 

suggests that it was originally contained within a structured fireplace; this 

would date it to no earlier than the 15th century, the date at which chimneys 

were being added to buildings replacing the earlier open heaths. The hearth 

was orientated east-west and located approximately 4m from the street edge 

and it is notable that all the succeeding fireplaces, (0853, 0860, 2265 and 

2266) all lie roughly on this line. Typically the chimney would be situated along 

the centre-line of the main (front) range of a building. The distance from the 

edge of St Andrews Street that the fireplaces all occur is commensurate with 

this and gives a scale to the buildings in the absence of further evidence. The 

hearth was sealed by a worked dark loam layer a continuation of 0848, which 

was a mixed topsoil–like layer but contained concentrations of post-medieval 
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deposits of tile and mortar, possibly partly a destruction layer associated with 

the earliest building of which hearth 0856 was once a part.   

 

 
Figure 36.  Limestone blocks in fireplace 0853 

 

The earliest piece of bonded wall fabric was fireplace 0853. It was made up of 

large blocks of re-used dressed limestone (Fig. 36) released by the demolition 

of the Abbey bonded with a coarse sandy lime mortar. The remaining 

fragment was part of a below ground footing and none of the hearth floor 

survived. The walls of the fireplace were 450mm wide and survived only to the 

height of a single course of stone. The east pier of the fireplace was missing, 

truncated by wall 0851 and it was cut by footing 0854, but the west side of the 

rear external corner and the front of the pier were well formed from limestone 

blocks. This gave the orientation of the fireplace and suggests that it was 

situated at the south end of a building and faced into a room to the north. The 

internal width of the fireplace was in excess of 2m, which indicates it was 

burning wood and pre-dates the use of house coal from mid-late 18th century. 

It was located a similar distance away from the road frontage as hearth 0856.  

 

Building 2255, Sub-phase 2  

A second phase of building is shown in blue and replaced the structures 

represented by fireplace 0853 and 0856. The building was evidenced by 

fragments of a rubble-filled wall footing 0851 and 0850. The alignment of the 

building was at a slight variance to the later buildings on this part of the site 

and surrounding features that were associated with the 2255 building could be 
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identified on this alignment. Building 2255 was later extended and the plan in 

Figure 33 shows the features assigned to the earlier phase in green and the 

development in red. The surviving fragments are likely to be footings and 

below the ground level associated with the building. There were few deposits 

therefore associated with the occupation of the building and as such it is 

poorly dated. However it part sealed and post dated a c.16th century soil 

layer.   

 

Wall footings 0851 and 0850 were constructed of bonded flint with occasional 

fragments of narrow-section handmade bricks; these date to the late 15th 

century, although were thought to be re-used. The stubs of bonded fabric 

survived to a height of 300mm and were 300mm wide. The rough unfinished 

faces (Fig. 37) suggested that these were not designed to be exposed and 

they are upstanding below ground footings which have been excavated in 

reverse. The surviving depth of the wall was set entirely within a dark loam 

deposit and there was no indication of floor levels. The west extent of 0851 is 

a true corner defined by a limestone quoin.  

 

 
Figure 37.  Details of walls 0850 and 0851 

 

0850 and the south end of 0851 were very similar and thought to be 

fragments of the same wall circuit giving a internal width of 3.5m for the 

building cell. Most of the length of wall 0851, although part of the same 

building was a later reconstruction and the junction with the earlier fabric could 

be identified at a change in wall thickness just to the north of 0854. The later 

element of 0851 continued to form a corner with an east-west return to 

suggest an ultimate layout of a small two-celled building end-on to the road. 
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The east side (the front) was truncated but a dimension c.4.5m x 8m long can 

be suggested. The building was later extended with the addition of wall 0855, 

which was butted to the corner of 0851.  

 

Following the west side of the north-south length of 0851 was a shallow, flat 

bottomed, linear slot 0852. It was filled exclusively with crushed 17th century 

roof tile which butted against 0851 and its extent respected the corner. 

Although related to 0851 it is below the floor level of building 2255, and is not 

part of the footing. The fill and the relationship with the wall suggest it may be 

part of a French drain and a remedial measure. 

 

Close to the plot’s north boundary were the vestiges of a hearth/oven 

structure 0860 made up of hard-fired clay consolidated with re-used roof tiles 

and flints (Fig. 38). The hearth was cut away on its south side but the 

remaining deposit was gourd-shaped in plan with the vestige of a hard-fired 

clay wall along its north edge and east end suggesting possibly an oven or 

kiln structure. The oven was cut by the later extension to 2255, wall 0855, but 

is thought to be associated with the original phase of the building. The oven 

was constructed over a cobble surface suggesting that this may have been 

located in the open within a yard. The oven and cobbles overlay soil layer 

0848 which was dated to the 16th-17th century. 

 

The oven was associated with adjacent wall footing 0970; the two shared the 

same position with the vertical stratigraphy and respected a common ground 

level. Footing 0970 followed the line of what was to become the north plot 

boundary and is overlain by the south wall of a later building, 0972, which 

occupied the adjacent plot, but at this period it was wholly within Plot 7. The 

footing comprised a narrow trench packed with clean, unfired clay, and was 

excavated in two locations 0970 and 0923. Compressed into the top was a 

layer of bedding mortar, 0973, indicating it once supported a bonded wall, but 

this was completely robbed. The trench was extensively cut away by later 

features and it full extent was unknown.  

 

Five metres to the rear of the building and paralleling its rear wall was narrow 

steep-sided slot 0891. It traversed the whole width of the plot, extending from 
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a fence terminating at each end on the plot's north and south boundary; it 

defines which of the north fence lines was extant at this time (2252) and 

coincides with the putative ‘lost’ south boundary as suggested by the gable of 

Building 2255. There was no closely dated material within 0891 but the 

excavator noted the concentration of fragmentary tile within the fill, which 

could be related to the tile spread within the possible French drain recorded 

as 0832. The narrow profile of the slot suggests that this was a structural 

feature, the rear wall of an ancillary range to the building or, more likely a 

division or fence separating the immediate environs of the building yard from 

the rest of the plot. Similar plot sub-divisions occur behind the buildings in Plot 

5, 8 and 9 and all approximately align with 0891.  

 

 
Figure 39.  Building 2255 during excavation 

  

Building 2255 Sub-phase 3, post mid-18th century 

The building was later enlarged to the north with the addition of wall 0855 to 

the corner of 0851 to create either a large single building or more likely, two 

symmetrical small cottages that filled the entire width of the plot; a deed of 

1808 describes the plot as containing two offices or cottages. The former 

north wall of the building became a party wall and a fireplace 2266 was 
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constructed against its north face. The extension of the building infilled what is 

thought to have previously been an open yard and wall 0855 cut through the 

oven 0860. Wall 0855 was truncated at its north end; the truncation is an 

adaptation of the wall when it was incorporated into a later building, but in its 

original form it is likely to have extended to the line of gable wall footing 0972. 

Also cutting the south edge of 0860 was a regular linear depression 2269. 

This was also interpreted as a wall line and paralleled that of the putative 

north gable, 0972.  The two walls are 1.3m apart and suggestive of a cross-

passage.   

 

Set behind the building at 2.5m distance was a north–south rubble wall 0830 

similar to the make-up of 0850, 0851 and 0855. At least three versions of a 

wall lie along this line with the south ends of the earliest, footing 0835 and 

then wall 0830, stopping at the line of the gable wall of building 2255 and at its 

north end 0835 turns but terminates respecting narrow ditch 0891. These 

coincidences suggest that the wall is related to Building 2255. The later 

version (wall 0830) is incorporated into the rear wall of a larger building but its 

function is unclear in its earlier incarnation. 

 

The sub phase 3 features appear to have been re-aligned to be at right-

angles to the line of the street and respect a plot boundary defined by the line 

of postholes 0240, 0247, and 0492. This is south of and re-orientated from the 

previous boundary which is shown on Warren’s first map (Fig. 5) and 

suggests that the Sub-phase 3 alterations date to after 1747.  
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Plot 9 16th-18th century  

There is good evidence for successive occupation within Plot 9 during the early post-

medieval period with the presence of structures including a well and an oven, and the 

fabric of a demolished building dating from possibly as early as the late 15th-early 

16th century. The plot boundary to the south is defined by the remains of a mortared 

flint wall; the wall itself is probably later, constructed after the mid-17th century, but 

the presence of an earlier, shared well suggests that the line of the boundary 

predates the wall’s construction. The north of the plot is defined by a row of widely-

spaced posts, 2271, and indicates a plot width of 15.5m.  This is wider than the Plots 

1-8 further to the north but later on there is evidence that it was sub-divided into 

smaller tenements. The length of the plot is unknown as no features were recorded 

beyond c.20m west of the street front.  

 

The building evidence is presented in a series of Sub-phase plans shown in Figures 

40 and 41. 

 

Sub-Phase 1 (Fig. 40) 
Ditch 0753 

The earliest feature within this plot during this phase was an open ditch 0753. The 

finds evidence suggests that it was backfilled after the 16th century but it may have 

earlier medieval origins. The ditch ran north-south close to the rear of Building 2256, 

curving to the west and becoming progressively shallower before terminating near to 

the plot boundary. The extent of the ditch was not identified further to the north and it 

may have continued into Plot 8 but did not extend into Plot 7.  

 

The ditch was sectioned in three places but only produced finds where excavated in 

a section (0394) along with later pit 0395. These suggest that the ditch was backfilled 

after the 16th century - although as this is similar to the date of the pit, it may not be 

secure. Tile, mortar, bricks and building flint were assigned to the ditch and this was 

thought to derive from the alteration or demolition of the adjacent Building 2256, 

suggesting that the two were contemporary. The layout of the building however is not 

understood so its relationship with ditch 0753 is unclear. The ditch lies 2.4m from wall 

0633, 
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Figure 40. Plot 9  Sub-phase 1 
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which forms part of the first phase of the building, but many of the other plots 

appear to have delimiting features (generally walls) sub-dividing the plot 

immediately to the rear of the buildings and it is possible that this is the case 

here too.  

 

Building 2556 

The building evidence suggests either a succession of, or frequently 

remodelled structures on the site between the early 16th and the end of the 

17th century and this number has been assigned to embrace all of these. The 

earliest evidence is for demolition rubble, including a concentration of roof tile 

fragments, within a buried worked soil at the base of the soil profile. The 

pottery date for this layer suggests a terminus post quem for the sealing of 

this buried soil as the late15th–early 16th century. Further building debris was 

recovered from ditch 0753 including bricks which were also dated to the 15th-

16th century. 

 

The in situ building remains consist of two lengths of bonded flint wall, initially 

0633 and 0419 and later 0449; these wall lines were retained and 

incorporated into a later building. The walls are largely flint but contain 

occasional fragmentary pieces of handmade ‘tudor’ bricks in repaired 

sections. The walls were insubstantial and are likely to be shallow footings 

rather than upstanding walls and whilst being relatively early represent a 

second phase of construction as they overlie a buried soil layer which 

contained the demolition detritus of a previous building. The surviving walls do 

not form a coherent ground plan and probably represent two different, or a 

much altered, building,  the limitation of the plot suggesting that the building 

was no bigger than 7.8m x 4m.  Walls 0633 and 0419 were the earliest, 0633 

has finished surfaces on both faces at the north end of the wall, but there is a 

narrow section on the east face where it was truncated, suggesting that a 

cross wall has been removed. South of this the surviving surfaces were laid in 

fragments of either very abraded or unfinished Purbeck marble slabs.  The 

east and west edges are truncated suggesting that the slabs formerly covered 

a wider area and represents a vestige of an associated floor or yard surface.  
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Wall 0449 was thought to post-date 0633 and was later linked to north wall 

0419 when the two were extended to form a corner. There is a distinct change 

in build where the wall was extended and the junction of the two coincides 

with the limits of a clay spread, and an underlying hollow.  

 

To the north of the flint footing was a row of closely spaced, square postholes, 

0522, 0524, 0526 and 0556 which are 3.5m to the north of and parallel with 

wall 0419. The end posthole, 0556, cut the top of the ditch and the western 

extent of the row coincides with the recorded limit of the clay spread 

suggesting they are related.     

 

Pit 0395 

Immediately adjacent to the north-west corner of Building 2256, and cutting 

ditch 00753, was a large square-sectioned and flat bottomed pit 0395. A 

posthole was recorded in the base of the pit within the narrow excavated 

sample suggesting that it contained some form of timber structure and was 

more than a simple rubbish pit. The edges of the pit align with the building’s 

west and north walls suggesting that the two were associated. This 

relationship with the building is supported by the presence of demolition 

rubble in the fill of the pit including a short block of bonded flint wall similar to 

the adjacent wall stubs. The second phase of 0449 however overlies a linear 

hollow, part of 0395, and the wall cannot have been extended until the pit was 

infilled.      

 

The pit was well-dated by pottery and a good assemblage of clay tobacco 

pipes which dated the infilling to the mid 17th century (1640-1660), and by 

association a nearby building must have been demolished or structurally 

altered at this time. The pit is overlaid buy a second shallow rectangular cut 

which the clay pipe evidence suggests was backilled around 1660-1680 and it 

is over this feature that the secondary brick-built length of wall 0449 was built. 

The relationship between the wall fragments and these features suggests that 

the building remains are of a structure which stood on the site from at least 

the mid 17th century and which was being altered towards the end of the 

1600’s. The pit was a structural feature integral to the use of the building, 
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implying a specialist function and tends to suggests that these are not 

dwellings but workshops; but the activity they supported is unknown. 
 

 
Figure 41. Section across Building 2256, pit 0395 and ditch 0394 

 

Well 0558 

Pit or well 0558 was situated on the plot boundary but it was also an early 

feature with the plot and predated the construction of the wall 0560 (Sub-

phase 3, Fig. 40). The top of the shaft had been infilled with slumped layers 

including part of the floor of an overlying oven 0596 (Sub-phase 2, Fig. 40) 

 

Oven 0557 

Oven 0557 was an external structure orientated at right angles to and butted 

against the south boundary of Plot 9. The oven consisted of a discrete patch 

of solid fired clay measuring 1.8 m x 0.70m, the oven’s dome had been all but 

removed but pieces of clay showing impressions of the wattle superstructure 

were found within the charcoal rich soil that overlay the oven and a vestige of 

the oven wall was recorded in plan. Part of the oven floor had collapsed into 

the earlier well feature 0558 and further pieces of dome structure were 

recorded in the well fill (Fig. 42). The oven was below and predated the 

boundary wall 0560, and pottery from with the charcoal suggested a late 16th-

early 17th century date for the oven’s use.  

 

In the opposing north corner of the plot was a small structure, 2270, based on 

four earth-fast posts forming the corners of a 920mm square. The posts were 

filled with dark silt and were 170mm deep.   
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Figure 42.  Oven 0557 and well 0558 during excavation 

 

Plot 9 Sub phase 2, late 18th century (Fig. 43)  

Figure 43 shows the development of Plot 9 to the end of the 18th century, with 

the late 18th century features shown in black and the feature retained from the 

previous phase in green. The south boundary at this time is defined by a 

bonded flint and mortar wall 0560, and this extends to define the western 

edge of the plot. The western boundary was replaced in the 19th century but 

vestiges of the original wall, 0485, were recorded with the later fabric. At this 

juncture the plot is clearly divided into two smaller tenements and the rear 

yards behind building 2256 is bisected by a row of postholes 2272. The 

northern of the two half-plots was reduced in width further by the adding of a 

dog leg in the northern boundary, postholes 2273, which altered the line of the 

boundary at the front which was retained from the previous phase. This 

change in the alignment of the boundary anticipates the construction of the 

early 19th century house, formerly No 59, which stood back from the frontage.  
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Figure 43.  Plot 9 Sub-phase 2  
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6.6 Phase 4 (Late 18th century-early 19th century)  

Phase 4 covers the period of the 18th century through to the purchase of the land by 

the Borough for the Cattle Market in 1828. Thomas Warren published two maps of 

Bury in 1747 and 1791 (Figs. 5 and 6). The earlier map, along with the property's 

description in the title deeds and wills of the time, show that the semi-rural character 

of St Andrews had hardly changed from the previous century with most of the 

buildings given over to the stabling of animals and the plots to pleasure gardens and 

orchards.  

 

When Warren drew his second map of the town in 1791, The Woolhall had been 

demolished and in its place Woolhall Street had been cut through linking the then 

beast market (Cornhill) with St Andrews Street, making it more a part of the town. 

Until this point the only access to the street was by way of the former Risbygate. 

From the close of the 18th century the character of the street began to change, 

slowly becoming more affluent through residential and commercial development.  

 

The plan illustrated in Figure 44 shows the site at around the turn of the 19th century 

prior to the re-location of the Cattle Market. The archaeology shows that most of the 

construction that occurred at this time was the replacement of, or alteration to, 

existing buildings and second and third phases of structures were recorded in Plots 

5, 7, 8 and 9. The footprints of the buildings which occupied the frontage at this time 

are shown shaded red. The building's were formed from the re-modelling of existing 

building features which are shown in green on the plan, with the later additions 

shown in red. The most significant changes are the addition of a large building 2250 

in Plot 6 and the reconfiguring of the buildings in Plots 7/8 to create a long range of 

buildings set back from the frontage accessed by a central courtyard.  Prior to the  

construction of building 2250 Plot 6 had not been developed and had always been 

described as a garden.   

 

The plot boundaries were largely unchanged but the south boundary for Plot 6 was 

moved further to the south, enlarging the plot to accommodate the new building. In 

addition to this the putative passageway between the buildings in Plots 7 and 8 was 

blocked as the adjacent buildings were altered to become attached. Access to the 

rear of the plots was maintained between Plots 5 and 6 and two closely spaced 

parallel rows postholes, 2254 and 2274, at the north edge of Plot 5 may have 
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provided a path to Browne’s Close, the meadowland to the rear of the plots on the 

west edge of the excavation (Warren Map, Figs. 5 and 6).  
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Figure 44. Site plan showing features prior to 1828 

 

Plot 2,  Barn 1802 and animal burials  

Browne’s Close was an open area of pasture at the rear of the St Andrew Street plots 

and the absence of occupation evidence in this area suggests that it had always 

been a meadow or agricultural land. The boundary ditch which defined the north and 
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east limits of the close was recorded in section 2218 (Fig. 45). A fragment of flint and 

brick rubble wall, 1803, representing the remains of the small barn or out-building 

shown on the Warren Map was found just beyond the west end of Plot 2. The 

adjacent area had been used for the disposal of animal carcasses and two complete 

animal burials, a horse and a pig, were found within 8m of the barn (Fig. 46). The 

burials occurred at approximately the same stratigraphic level but apart from the 

proximity to each other and the barn there was no evidence to positively connect the 

three.  

 

The horse was buried in a pit 1687 and had been part dismembered to make it fit the 

hole; its head and neck had been first removed and arranged along with the rest of 

the torso. The burial was not closely dated with only a small quantity of residual 

medieval pottery, along with fragments of post-medieval mortar and tile being 

recovered from the fill. It was however dated prior to the relocation of the Cattle 

Market and it was sealed beneath the earliest chalk surface laid in around 1828. 

Within a separate pit, 1892 (and also a pre-market burial) the skeleton of a young pig 

with at least 12 unborn piglets was also found. It is unusual for horses to be buried as 

they were normally knackered for dog meat, horse hair and glue and a pig is a 

valuable food source, so it may be that these animals were diseased.  

 

Plot 6, Building 2250 

The building in Plot 6 was constructed with its long wall facing onto the street. It was 

built abutting the building in Plot 7 and at 10.5m long took up almost the entire width 

of the plot (Fig. 47). It was separate from the barn in Plot 5 leaving a narrow 

passageway between the two along the north boundary. Only the rear and part of the 

north walls, 0957 remained; these had been incorporated into a later building which 

ensured their survival, but the addition of a cellar along the edge of the street meant 

that all of the front of the original  
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Figure 45. Site plan showing the location of barn 1802 and animal burials.  

 
Figure 46. Articulated animal skeletons  
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building had been removed. Wall 0957 was substantial and was constructed mainly 

of mortared flint but the bricks within its make-up dated the building to the latter part 

of the 18th century. The walls were 350mm wide and survived to a height of 9-10 

courses. They were truncated at the floor level of the later 19th century building and 

the 18th century ground surface was not evident. There is no indication of the 

building being partitioned in its original form and it appears to have been a single 

large open space. A will of 1808 lists the plot as containing a stable and there are 

similarities in form with Building 0953, which is similarly described in Plot 5 to the 

north. 

 

A brick-lined well, 1919, was located immediately behind the rear of the building on 

the centre-line of the plot equidistant from the north and south boundaries. The top of 

the well was constructed of specialist curved bricks, which created a 1.7m internal 

diameter. When Building 2250 was enlarged to cover this area the well was re-sited 

and a second well, 2124, was excavated on the plot boundary. The well had been 

infilled with building rubble and layers of ash when it became redundant and was not 

re-excavated.  
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Figure 47. Plan of Building 2250 
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Plot 7, 8 and 9 (Fig. 48) 

The development of the buildings in Plot 7 are described in a previous chapter but 

during this period the plot was divided into two small cottages or offices with two 

gardens and in 1808 is described as the property of The Kings Arms Inn. During this 

period the archaeological evidence suggests that the building was remodelled and 

returned to single premises. The existing wall 0830 was extended with the addition of 

a short length of bonded flint footing, 0824, and connected to the remains of the 

neighbouring building in Plot 8. Wall 0834, a separate phase of build, was added 

abutting the east face of 0830. 0834 was constructed of narrow bricks in yellow clay, 

probably reused floor bricks, and bonded with a mortar mixed with ash to accelerate 

and harden the setting properties. The pointing was struck only on the south face, 

whereas on the north side it was rough and unfinished. This evidence together with 

the stub of a south return at the east end suggests that this represents the north end 

of a building in Plot 8 rather than the south end of one in Plot 7.  Further possibly 

contemporaneous building components including part of a chalk floor and a lined 

cellar, 2275 were also recorded in this plot but it was not apparent how these 

features relate.  

 

The area bounded by walls 0830 and 0834 produced a large dumped deposit of 

ceramics dating to the 18th century.  This contained a wide range of ceramics, both 

utilitarian and decorative, as well as glass wine bottles, wineglasses and clay pipes. 

The groups include quantities of decorative glazed wares including real Chinese 

porcelain and English copies of such wares. A fragment of an English stoneware 

drinking mug with the remains of a commemorative inscription to one of the first two 

Hanoverian kings (George I or George II) dates one of the deposits to the early to 

middle years of the 18th century. The finds were collected from a dark soil horizon, 

0533, but there was no cut for the wall 0834 and it was believed that the deposition of 

this material post-dated its construction. These artefacts are thought to represent 

debris cleared out of one of the inns or taverns in town, and although there is no 

evidence of a tavern actually being sited here, it supports the documentary evidence 

of the plot's connection with the public house in the town.    

 

From the latter part of the 18th century Plot 8 was occupied by a range of small 

connected out-buildings and small workshops. Figure 45 shows the shaded footprint 

of the building shown on the Warren map in 1791 overlaying the building remains 
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that existed with the archaeological record. The buildings were developments of ones 

that existed since the start of the 1700’s, as discussed in the previous chapter. The 

workshops were occupied by various tradesmen including, malt-grinders, wool 

combers and cutlers. The features included alignments of postholes, suggesting that 

these, certainly at the start of the 18th century, may have been rudimentary sheds or 

open-sided structures based around earth-fast posts; these were constructed as 

lean-to structures against wall 0455 at the rear of the plot. Some of these post-built 

structures were replaced with masonry during the 19th century and wall 0454 was 

added. Against the south face of the wall and integral to it were two oven structures 

(or coppers) 0496 and 0461. The area south of the wall was floored with a rammed 

chalk surface which was believed to be internal.  However the area immediately to 

the north was cobbled and included a gutter drain 0485 and this probably functioned 

as a yard.  
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Figure 48.  Plan of the site up to 1828 Plots 7, 8 and 9 
(with the 18th century features shown in green and early 19th century in red)   
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6.7  Phase 5   Introduction of the Cattle Market 1828  

The Beast Market was moved in 1828, having outgrown the medieval market and the 

current site was purchased by the Borough for £920. The area of the new Cattle 

Market is shown on Payne's map of 1834 (Fig. 7) and occupies the northern half of 

the main excavation area. The new market took in several plots but fitted in with the 

existing boundaries on its north and south sides. The market was initially created by 

the demolition of the buildings on the street frontage and the surfacing of an area 

which had been gardens, with layers of rammed chalk topped with gravel which was 

laid over and sealed the former topsoil horizon.  

 
Figure 49. Rammed chalk surfaces of the original 1828 market 

 

The extent of the chalk surface was bounded by the wall and its coverage was 

recorded over the whole of the excavation area to the north of it. The market surface 

was periodically re-laid and this sequence was recorded in section in the original 

evaluation trenches which showed as interleaved bands of chalk and gravel to a 

depth of 75cm. The section indicates the major re-laying of the market surfaces on 

three occasions which were recorded along with interim periods of patching.  

 

The flint-built stable 0953 on the frontage of the street remained, but most of the plot 

was absorbed into the market. Existing wall 2260 became the boundary between the 

stable and the market, a former opening and the south end of wall 2260 was blocked 

in order to connect it with wall 0301 which ran along the south boundary of the new 

market.  

No structures are shown on Payne’s map (Fig. 7) and the documentary material 

records that the penning of livestock in the early days of the market was done using 

post setting for 
permanent pens  
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temporary hurdles hired in on market days. In 1858 the Borough, concerned at this 

continual expense, ordered that more permanent enclosures were to be built and the 

plan in Figure 50 shows the alignments of postholes associated with the structure of 

the permanent pens. Two groups of posts were recorded and the distribution of the 

postholes demonstrates that these pens were laid out alongside what were to 

become the market’s east-west internal streets, although at this time there is no 

evidence that the way-leaves between the penning areas were paved and until the 

erection of the permanent pens, it may not have been possible to identify the market 

roads on non-market days. Two phases of postholes (shown in red and blue on the 

plan) were identified within each of the main groups of postholes indicating that the 

pens were completely replaced on at least one occasion.  

 

The posts were deep set, cut from the final chalk surface just below the brick paving 

of the 1860’s market. The posts' full depths were recorded in the evaluation which 

shows that they were set 0.8m in to the ground and demonstrates how robust the 

structures were. The introduction of the permanent pens came only after the surface 

of the market had already been repaired several times and there is no evidence of 

any great density of post-built structures associated with the previous chalk and 

gravel layers. 

 

From the stripped surface of the excavation level postholes associated with the 

market structures were readily distinguishable from those features predating the 

market by their loosely compacted chalk fills; the posts had been withdrawn when the 

pens were upgraded and were infilled with disturbed chalk, and only a limited sample 

were excavated. 

 

When the permanent pens were erected the area of the excavation was dedicated to 

the sale of sheep and pigs; the cattle sales had moved to the area west of the 

excavation when the market was expanded in 1838. The pens were designed to hold 

groups of smaller livestock. The sheep pens each measured 3.9m wide and at least 

10.5m long (16 x 30ft) and spanned the complete width between two of the market 

‘streets’. There is no evidence that  
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Figure 50. Site plan: First phase of the Cattle Market 

 
the length of the pens were divided which suggest that the pens may have been 

entered and exited through opposite ends as sheep passed thorough the sale 

system. The best evidence for the pig pens was just south of building 0665, where 

seven bays of pig pens measuring 1.7m x 2.9m (9 x 5ft) survived. Two phases of 

pens were identified within this group and the later postholes still had the remains of 

posts which had been cut off at ground level. The later posts were spaced only 1.7m 

apart suggesting that the pens were resilient and boar-proof whilst the earlier ones 

were made up of only corner posts. The documentary sources reveal that in the 
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summer months the pigs were protected from the sun by canvas stretched between 

the posts.  

 

 

 
Figure 51. Postholes for the pig pens against the north edge of the site  

 
The permanent sheep and pig pens seemed to have fixed the layout of the market as 

an identical pattern of pens was retained when the timber pens were later replaced 

with iron fencing.   

 

Wall stubs of a small lean-to building, 0665, were recorded against the north 

boundary wall of the market. The building was 6m long x 4m with well constructed 

0.3m wide walls in bonded flint and brick rubble. The building dated to the first half of 

the 19th century and was contemporary with the rammed chalk surface of the original 

market, which butted against the walls. The building appears to be short-lived and 

was demolished prior to the laying of the hard surfaced pig pens in 1860’s.  It was 

sealed by the cobbled internal street of the later market and does not appear on the 

1881 plan of the site. 
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Mid-Late 19th century  
Cattle Market 

The site plan in Figure 52 shows the archaeological features surviving from the late 

19th century. In 1879 the property that had belong to the Ffeoffement charity was 

sold to the corporation and the stable, 0953 that stood on the street frontage was 

knocked down and paved over. The documentary records state that the site of the 

building was to be  ‘levelled and rammed …..the land fenced off into two sheep pens 

and a passage’.   
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Figure 52. Site plan showing the extent of the Cattle Market surfaces, with the 
properties outside the market shown in red 
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The market was subject to inspection by an early form of the Board of Agriculture 

who ensured that legislation concerning animal welfare was being upheld. It was 

reported that the old chalk and gravel surfaces were difficult to keep clean, and the 

action of the animal feet and in particular the activity of the pigs could churn the 

market into a mire on wet days which contravened legislation on market hygiene. 

Outbreaks of various pestilences caused trading to be suspended in the market on 

several occasions and these led to changes in the law that drove the market’s 

development. 

 

Surfaces  

The market was re-surfaced over the course of the mid-late 19th century and several 

different materials, including granite sets, brick paving and asphalt were used 

(Fig.47). The area of the market surfaces were largely intact and the extent of the 

surfaces within the excavation area were plotted and a plan of the surviving layout is 

shown in Figure 46. The variation in materials was used to define areas within the 

markets and the areas of the stock pens and the road between were clearly 

identifiable. 

 

A cobbled road with a valley profile with central gutter was constructed through the 

centre of the market along with a plain cobbled road between the pens on the north 

edge of the site. The early phase of these were constructed in granite sets which 

were sorted and laid in respect of size, varying from 130mm cubes to larger blocks 

up to 300mm x 200mm x 130mm. There was no pattern but the larger blocks were 

generally at the west end of the road. The two streets were both extended and joined 

to form a continuous circuit around the west end of the pens.  This section was 

completed in sets worked from limestone (Fig. 53).  

 

The documentary material records that the pig pens were surfaced with asphalt, first 

laid in 1862, and an additional row of pens were installed against the north boundary 

wall of the market and Building 0665 demolished to accommodate it. In 1865 the 

sheep pens were paved, in two stages, with white bricks from the brickyards in 

Culford and Woolpit. A thousand bricks were ordered in February at a cost of £21 

with an instruction to ‘pave as far as 
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Figure 53. 19th century hard surfaces in the area of the sheep and pig pens.  

 

they extend’ and more bricks had to be ordered by May. The cattle stands over the 

western half of the market remained as loose earth and, despite complaints, the 
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council resisted paving the area because of the cost. The threat of closing the market 

encouraged a change of heart and the cattle stands were paved with Culford paving 

lumps and a hydrant was installed for washing down. From the 1890s new pens and 

repairs were made in concrete but this area remained known as ‘the bricks’ until at 

least the 1940s.  

 

Pens  

The timber pens were replaced with iron ones in 1890. The new pens were 

supported on slender fluted stanchions with splayed broad feet, of which in situ 

examples were found on site broken off close to the ground.  Some of these were re-

buried in the holes from where they had been pulled out of the ground. An overlay 

plot of the stanchions demonstrated that the layout of the iron pens closely mirrored 

that of the timber ones. Two stanchion variants were found with the pig pens at the 

north of the site following a slightly simpler pattern. A stanchion top was also found 

which had a loop terminal to support a rail and a latch mechanism to secure a gate. 

Figure 48 shows the truncated bases of the stanchion as recorded, the iron pens in 

use and the original architect's proposal for covered pens with rusticated thatched 

roofs, an option that was not taken up.  

 
Figure 54. Truncated iron stanchions in the ground and archive images of the pens 

 

The Settling House  

The octagonal settling house which stood in the centre of the Cattle Market until 2006 

was built in 1862 at a cost of £84. It was open on market days between 10 and 4 
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o’clock for the collection of the market tolls. The plan of the market features in Figure 

56 shows its prime site, alongside the what had been the central spine road, next to 

the weighbridge. The building was the subject of a photographic survey, undertaken 

by St Edmundsbury BC and selected images are included in Figure 55 and the 

Appendix. The timbers were labelled before it was dismantled and it is to be 

reconstructed at the Museum of East Anglian Life in Stowmarket. The building had 

been removed prior to the start of the excavation and the footprint simply recorded in 

plan. The building was built off a foundation of red brick with a concrete pad beneath 

the suspended wooded floor.  The building was 5.3m across. 

 

 
  Figure 55. The settling house  All but bottom right picture copyright SEBC 

 
Weighbridge 1762 

A ‘Pooley patented weighbridge’ was constructed near the site of the settling house 

(Fig. 56) after the requirement to weigh animals was introduced by legislation in 

1891. It was capable of weighing four cattle or twenty-four sheep at a time and 

worked on the principle of a steelyard with an uneven length balance arm. The 

substructure which contained the machinery took the form of two brick-lined pits, 

1762, linked by an angled channel. The pit was constructed using local white bricks 

laid in Flemish bond. The pits and channel had been simply backfilled with rubble 
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and soil when the weighbridge was removed and was well preserved. An architect’s 

plans of the footings are held in the archive (Fig. 57) but unfortunately the records do 

not include details of the mechanism. The weighing pan would have been suspended 

over the larger rectangular pit which measured 3.5m x 1.9m and was 1.45m deep. It 

is thought that the area of the pan would have been slightly bigger than the pit to 

prevent it from dropping into the hole. Bevelled bricks were recorded on the top edge 

of the lining, which were opposed on each of the 
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Figure 56. Plan of the weighbridge and settling house 
 

short sides and it seems likely that the frame of the pan would have had an opposing 

chamfer to their ends and would have sat inside within these cut outs; and the 

movement of the pan would have been limited to the thickness of one brick. Three 

further small sockets were recorded equally spaced along the top of the south wall 

and in the bottom of the large pit was a central drain to prevent it collecting water. 

Alongside the weighbridge was a plank-lined slot, 1833, packed with chalk which was 

a setting for three posts, and to the north east a second lined slot, 1854, was 
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recorded which aligned with the channel of the weighbridge. These features were 

respected by the paving and directly related to the operation of the weighbridge. To 

the north the pit and paralleling it,  was a row of postholes, 1802, 1806 and 1812; 

these were thought to be part of either an associated fence or a canopy over the 

weighbridge. 

 

The distance from the centre-point of the large pit to the entrance to the channel is 

exactly one third of the length of the channel to the centre-point of the smaller pit. 

This suggests that the pivot of the balance may have been at the entrance to the 

channel and the balance arm has a weighing ration of 3:1.  
 

 
Figure 57. Weighbridge as excavated and the archive architect's plan 

 

Non Market Features 
From the start of the 19th century there were buildings fronting the street in all of the 

plots south of the Cattle Market entrance. The former flint and rubble buildings that 

had occupied these plots were replaced or remodelled with brick-built ones, with the 

walls constructed off bonded crushed brick rubble footings more akin to modern 

building practise; with an increasing use of Portland cement in the later additions. 

The footprint of these buildings matched closely those recorded on the first edition 

OS map (1885) and within the building enough of the fabric remained for the 

excavation to establish the general layout.  
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Figure 58. Late 19th century buildings fronting St Andrew’s Street. 
(earlier features shown in green) 

 

Building 0827 

Building 0827 is the large and latest building in Plot 5. The recorded outline was the 

same as that shown on the 1885 OS map but the archaeology of the internal layout 

shows that the building underwent extensive modification as its function changed 

from a domestic to a commercial property during the 19th-20th centuries. The 1885 

OS map shows the property as a domestic residence, with shrubs and two 

greenhouses in the garden. The excavation recorded a chequer-board red and black 
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tile-floored service range at the rear of the building along with the remains of a 

copper cistern, 0837, and small hearth, 0839 with the indication that the rear of the 

building comprised a series of small rooms.  The internal layout of the main part of 

the building was not domestic in nature however and was taken up with a large single 

room measuring 8.5m x 7m; the ceiling of which was supported on a large central 

post 0849. In its final incarnation the building had operated as a grain merchant's 

property and the recorded layout probably reflects this and is more indicative a 

warehouse. To the rear of the building on the south side was the remains of a brick-

paved passage 2133, which had a central gutter and was wide enough to 

accommodate a wagon, indicating that there was vehicular access to the rear. The 

paving overlay part of the rear wall suggesting that it was a later addition and not part 

of the original structure and it does not appear on the 1885 map.  

 

Building 2250 

The late 18th/early 19th century flint and rubble-built stable (Fig. 58) which occupied 

the front of Plot 6 was expanded in the latter part of the 19th century and was 

converted to a dwelling or commercial premises. A brick-built range, comprising 

several rooms, was constructed off the rear wall of the building, 0887. The later 

structure, covered well, 1919, which was contemporary with the original building, was 

replaced by well 2124 which was sunk close to the plot boundary. The remaining 

stub of an early brick built wall, 1784, suggests that part of an earlier range 

contemporary with the original building had been knocked down to make way for the 

later extension. The front of the building was remodelled and cellared, removing all 

trace of the earlier building. The stable which occupied Plot 5 to the north was 

demolished to make way for the expanding market and the boundary wall, 0301 

which separated the two properties was built or rebuilt at this time.  

 

These buildings along the frontage stood until around 1960 when they were 

demolished to create more vehicle parking. The Cattle Market closed in November 

1998. 
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7. The finds evidence  
 

7.1  Introduction  
Table 1 shows the quantities of finds collected during the evaluation and the 

excavation. A full quantification by context is included as Appendix 4. 

 
Find type No. Wt/kg
Pottery 1060 44,223
CBM 1577 179,826
Fired clay 81 3,268
Stone 17 9.855
Mortar/plaster 49 2,844
Post-med bottle glass 154 7.340
Post-med window 
glass  

72 0.245

Clay tobacco pipe 372 2.245
Iron nails 109     1.617
Worked flint 23 0.320
Burnt flint/stone 15 0.782
Slag 28 1.209
Animal bone 3084 31.131
Shell 331 3.378

Table 2.  Finds quantities. 
 

7.2 The pottery  
Richenda Goffin 
 
Introduction 

A total of 1060 fragments of pottery was recovered from the excavation, weighing 

44.223kg. The assemblage is mainly post-medieval in date, with a small quantity of 

earlier material. The breakdown of the pottery by ceramic period is as follows:  
 

Ceramic Period No of Sherds Weight (kg) %  by weight of total 
assemblage

Prehistoric 1 0.0009 0.000
Iron Age/Early Saxon 2 0.005 0.000
Late saxon/medieval 1 0.011 0.000
Medieval 106 1.009 0.002
Post-medieval 950 43,189 97.66
TOTAL 1060 44,223 97.68

Table 3. Breakdown of pottery by major period 
 

 
Methodology 
The ceramics were quantified using the recording methods recommended in the 

MPRG Occasional Paper No 2, Minimum standards for the processing, recording, 

analysis and publication of Post-Roman ceramics (Slowikowski et al 2001).  The 
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number of sherds present in each context by fabric, the estimated number of vessels 

represented and the weight of each fabric was noted.  Other characteristics such as 

form, decoration and condition were recorded, and an overall date range for the 

pottery in each context was established. The pottery was catalogued on proforma 

sheets by context using letter codes based on fabric and form and has been input on 

the database (Appendix 4). 
 

The codes used are based mainly on broad fabric and form types identified in 

Eighteen centuries of pottery from Norwich (Jennings 1981), and additional fabric 

types established by the Suffolk Unit (S Anderson, unpublished fabric list).  
 

The pottery by period 

Prehistoric   

A single fragment of thick-walled flint-tempered pottery was the only sherd present in 

0609, the fill of a steep-sided pit located towards the north-eastern corner of the site. 

It has a buff external surface and grey interior, but is undiagnostic in terms of specific 

dating and can only be identified as later prehistoric (Colin Pendleton, pers. comm.). 

Other finds from the pitfill include post-medieval ceramic building material, post-

medieval bottles and fragments of ceramic tobacco pipe.   

Iron Age/Early Saxon 

Two small and abraded hand-made body sherds were present as residual elements 

in pitfill 1976. Both sherds have a fine sandy reduced fabric with external tooling. One 

fragment which has laminated has visible linear organic impressions.    

Late Saxon – Early medieval  

One fragment of St Neots-type ware was present in pitfill 1720, dating to the 9th-12th 

century. It was found with several medieval sherds dating to the 13th century and is 

likely to be residual.  

Eleventh to Fourteenth century (Medieval) 

One hundred and six fragments of medieval pottery were recovered from the 

evaluation and the excavation (1.009kg).  

 

There is very little ceramic evidence for the early medieval period, with only a small 

sliver of possible Early medieval ware dating to the 11th-12th century present in fill 
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0525, accompanied by a sherd of post-medieval date. Medieval coarsewares make 

up the major proportion of the ceramics dating to the twelfth to fourteenth century, 

with most of these identified as different types of Bury wares (0.671kg), with Bury 

Medieval Coarseware being the most common variant. These wheelthrown medium 

sandy coarsewares are found on many other sites in the town and are probably 

locally produced. In addition to Bury Medieval Coarseware, a small quantity of Bury 

Coarse Sandy ware and Bury Sandy Fine Ware was identified, with some sherds of 

Bury Medieval Shelly ware. Other coarsewares were not assigned to any particular 

production centre (MCW), although a single sherd of Hollesley-type ware was 

catalogued. Much of the pottery consists only of body sherds, but some cooking 

vessels or jars and a small number of bowls were identified. There are two examples 

of jars with neckless rims dating to the 13th-14th century (Cotter 2000 94), but 

thickened rims were also present. The medieval coarseware bowls also have 

thickened rims, with one example of a squared rim type F1 in 1720, which is probably 

13th century in date. The remains of a cistern with thumbed bung-hole present in 

2117 is 14th-15th century in date. A small fragment of unglazed Colchester redware 

was also recovered.  

 

Twenty-four sherds of medieval glazed wares were recorded, making up 19.1% by 

weight of the medieval pottery overall (0.193kg).  Two fragments of Developed 

Stamford wares were identified, but they were both small and abraded. Three sherds 

of Grimston-type ware were present, including a collared jug rim, and a fragment with 

iron oxide striped decoration, which dates to the 13th-14th century. Hedingham 

Fineware was represented in a minor way, with twelve sherds present, four of which 

were decorated with red slip. Only a single abraded fragment of a Mill Green ware 

jug was recovered dating to the 13th-14th century.  

 

A small rim sherd from a Tudor Green cup found in 1949 dates to the late medieval 

period (c1380-1500). There are no medieval imported wares present in the 

assemblage. 
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Post-medieval 

A total of 950 fragments of post-medieval pottery was recovered, weighing 43,189kg. 

Although a small proportion of the ceramics date to the 15th-16th century, the 

majority date to the later part of the post-medieval period.  

Transitional or Early post-medieval (Fifteenth to sixteenth century) 

A number of small groups of post-medieval pottery date to the fifteenth to sixteenth 

century. These are characterised by the presence of redwares such as Dutch-type 

red earthenware, Late Colchester redware (including slipped vessels), and Late 

Medieval Transitional wares and Glazed red earthenwares, mainly from bowls, 

pipkins, cauldrons, and jars.  Such fabrics are sometimes accompanied by Rhenish 

wares such as Raeren or early Frechen stonewares in the form of drinking vessels. 

Fragments of a Glazed red earthenware steep-sided bowl with near-bifid or 

‘hammerhead’ flanged rim with a scored groove from 0397 is similar in fabric and 

form to Colchester-type ware bowls dating to the sixteenth century, frequently the 

first half (Cotter 2000 147-9).   Most of this early post-medieval pottery was recovered 

from a series of pits (fills 0543, 0708, 1552, 1770, 1809, 1843, 1856, 1971, 2029, 

203). A small fragment from a Cistercian ware cup or mug was present in 1891 

dating to the late 15th-16th century. 

Seventeenth century 

Several features contain 17th century ceramics, although the most substantial groups 

date to the later part of the century and into the eighteenth century. The earlier part of 

the century is represented by small groups of pottery containing fabrics such as 

Glazed red earthenwares, Post-medieval redwares and Iron Glazed blackwares and 

some Frechen stoneware. Additional minor fabrics present are West Norfolk 

Bichrome which dates from the late sixteenth to seventeenth century, and yellow-

glazed Border ware from the Surrey-Hampshire border.  Most of the pottery dating to 

this period is insubstantial and is often represented by small body sherds, but several 

large fragments of a Glazed red earthenware storage jar with a flat base and a 

thumbed horizontal handle were found in 1552.  

Late seventeenth – early eighteenth century  

Ceramics dating to the later part of the seventeenth and into the eighteenth century 

were recovered from a number of pitfills, together with other features. Pit 0395 was 

made up of four fills, three of which contained pottery of mainly similar date, that is 
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Glazed red earthenware, Iron Glazed blackware, Speckle-glazed wares and Frechen 

stoneware, with clay pipes dating to the second half of the 17th century. The 

uppermost fill of this pit contained ceramics and clay pipes of a slightly later date. In 

addition to red earthenwares and a fragment of Frechen stoneware, fill 0398 

contained two fragments of tin-glazed earthenware, a sherd of English stoneware 

and a highly decorated fragment of Staffordshire slipware, a buff-coloured flatware 

base with applied circular decoration in dark brown and mid brown slip. A large 

quantity of clay pipe stems and bowls were recovered from this fill, which are dated 

mainly to 1660-1680.  

 

 

Figure 59. Late seventeenth – early eighteenth century Glazed Red Earthenwares 
and Speckle-glazed ware 

 
The largest ceramic assemblage of this date was found in the fill 0755 of a deep, 

square pit filled with building rubble. In addition to earlier ceramics, an almost 

complete, two-handled bucket shaped flat-based Speckle-glazed ware container was 

recovered (Fig. 59, Fig 60.1 and Fig. 61). Its size and shape suggests that it is likely 

to have been used as a container for plants. The base of another horticultural vessel 

was found in the same fill, made from white-firing clay, with the remains of two 

perforations (Fig 60.2). The upper part of a Frechen plain ovoid jug was found in the 

fill, dating to the first half of the seventeenth century (Hurst 1986, 216), but the clay 

pipe fragments in this deposit date to c1660-80.   
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Figure 60.  Post-medieval horticultural vessels (1-4), and post-medieval lid-seated 

jars (5-6) at 1:4 at A4 
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Figure 61. Speckle-glazed ware container from pit 0747 

 

The remains of two further possible horticultural vessels were recorded on site as a 

single pot found with a second pot inverted over the top, in a layer 0746. Most of the 

sherds come from a single red earthenware container, which has splashes of lead 

glaze externally with crude areas of faint slip showing (Fig 60.3). The knife-trimmed 

base is perforated with four holes around the edge with a central hole, which has 

been enlarged after firing. The base bears the remains of kiln scars, one of which has 

white clay still adhering. The rim of the jar has an internal lid-seating, but also an 

external flange. The fabric is medium sandy with occasional iron oxide inclusions, 

sparse flint, and occasional calcareous material. A second base is made in a finer, 

paler fabric which has some silty bands with iron oxide inclusions. The vessel has 

external splashes of lead glaze, and has only one perforation surviving on the base, 

which has been pierced with a circular object from the outside (Fig. 60.4). Such post-

medieval red earthenwares have been found in Essex, one of which has a pierced 

rim as well as the base (Cotter 2000, 215, fig. 149 No 182). The function of such 

vessels is not completely clear, but the drainage holes suggest that they are most 

likely to be plant and flower pots. The fabric and rim type suggests a late seventeenth 
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or later date for the vessels, but there is no additional dating for the vessels in layer 

0746. A number of perforated redware vessel bases were recorded from excavations 

at Norwich Cathedral Refectory, but these are slightly earlier in date (Goffin, 2006).  

 

Smaller quantities of pottery were recovered from other pitfills. Fill 0984 contained 

part of a large Speckle-glazed ware shouldered jar with lid-seating (Fig. 60.5), a plain 

tin-glazed earthenware dish and the base of an English stoneware drinking mug or 

tankard, with an unidentified applied decoration. A similar Speckle-glazed jar (Fig. 

60.6) was present in 0632, a feature which contained fragments of pottery of 

eighteenth century date, with some nineteenth century sherds.  

Eighteenth century 

A total of 69 fragments of pottery was recovered from 0533, a ?dumping layer on the 

main site, weighing 1.734kg. The majority of the pottery is homogenous in its date, 

although there are some seventeenth century wares present. Three different 

Staffordshire slipware dishes were recovered, together with five Staffordshire salt-

glazed stonewares dating to c1720-1780. A second example of a Speckle-glazed jar 

with lid-seating, similar in form to the one found in 0984 although smaller, was 

recovered. Several fragments of English stoneware tankards or drinking vessels 

were identified. These included a fragment from the upper part of a globular tavern 

mug or ‘gorge’ dating to the end of the seventeenth century and sherds from another 

tankard. One of these has an applied panel showing two robed and crowned figures, 

one of whom is carrying a sceptre. The remains of an inscription on one side reads 

‘God’, possibly part of the motto ‘God protect King George’. This is likely to be a 

drinking vessel produced to commemorate the accession to the throne of one of the 

first two Hanoverian kings, either George I (1714-27) or George II (1727-60). A 

second fragment has the remains of an inscription. A fragment of a Nottingham-type 

stoneware bowl or cup with incised lathe-turned decoration dates to the 18th century, 

and the remains of a blue and white Chinese porcelain teabowl was also present 

dating to the early 18th century. The ceramic tobacco pipe from this deposit dates to 

the middle part of the 18th century, c1730-80. 

 

 A substantial group of post-medieval wares which probably dates to the first-middle 

part of the 18th century or possibly later was found in pit fill 0632 (124 fragments @ 

7.348kg). Some earlier wares such as a highly decorated blue and white tin-glazed 
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earthenware dish with café au lait rim, Staffordshire slipwares and a Speckle glazed 

jar are likely to date to the early eighteenth century. Several Staffordshire white salt-

glazed stonewares are present, including a mug, jugs and bowls, and a small amount 

of Chinese porcelain including a sherd of a saucer with red and green decoration. A 

small quantity of later wares include a fragment of Ironstone china, miscellaneous 

sherds of plain non-Chinese porcelain, and a small fragment of ‘mocha’ ware with 

green and black fronds, are indicative of an early nineteenth century date, but these 

may be intrusive. The fact that there are no creamwares or pearlwares present dating 

to the second half of the eighteenth century suggests that this is the case.  In addition 

to the finewares, a large group of Glazed red earthenware vessels were recovered 

from this deposit (6.097kg). A range of different forms are represented, including 

some well preserved chamberpots, and bowls and dishes of different sizes (Fig 59). 

The few clay pipe fragments collected from the pitfill date to the eighteenth century. A 

number of small finds were present, including the bone rib of a fan (SF 1113).  

 

Three different tin-glazed earthenware vessels were present in pitfill 1931. A plain 

white chamberpot and bowl were recovered, together with fragments of a blue and 

white steep-sided bowl decorated internally with blue bands and ‘sponged’ 

decoration. The decorated bowl may suggest an early 18th century date for the 

deposition of this pitfill, although a single tobacco pipe bowl was found dating to 

1660-80.  

Nineteenth century and later 

A number of deposits contained ceramics dating to the nineteenth century. The 

largest group is a collection of ceramics collected from a rubbish pitfill 0470 (139 

fragments @ 8.710kg). A range of Ironstone china, Transfer printed wares in 

polychrome, Refined white earthenware and English stoneware bottles were present, 

with the deposition dating to around the middle of the 19th century. A quantity of 

bottle and window glass was recovered from this feature, although only a single 

fragment of ceramic tobacco pipe was collected.   

 

A sherd from a buff-coloured, highly decorated earthenware was recovered from 

0844. The fragment has a round aperture with funnel-shaped opening, embellished 

on two sides with applied acanthus leaves. The associated ceramics are a sherd of 
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Glazed red earthenware and a teacup handle which is probably of nineteenth century 

date.  

 

Discussion  

Only a single sherd of late prehistoric date was recovered from the site redeposited 

into a later pit.  The small number of hand-made sand and organic sherds which are 

possibly Early Saxon are similar to other fragments which have been recorded 

elsewhere in Bury St Edmunds (for example, BSE 181, Anderson 2000). The lack of 

any quantity of early medieval pottery is not unexpected, given the location of the site 

beyond the extent of the late Saxon and medieval town.   

 

The medieval component of the assemblage is more substantial overall, although the 

pottery consists mostly of small sherds rather than complete profiles or vessels, often 

recovered from the fills of pits. The groups are made up of a range of fabrics and 

forms commonly found elsewhere on other sites in Bury St Edmunds, although this 

range is less varied than many of those located  within the medieval town grid itself. 

Bury medieval coarsewares and other variants are the most dominant fabric group, 

with small quantities of other coarsewares present. The glazed wares are 

represented chiefly by Hedingham wares from northern Essex (Cotter 2000, 75), 

supplemented by some Grimston-type ware from north-west Norfolk, with only a 

single fragment of Mill Green ware from Essex. A small number of developed 

Stamford wares were also identified.  

 

The major part of the ceramic assemblage is post-medieval in date. Pottery dating to 

the fifteenth to sixteenth century was identified in a number of pits. The fabrics 

represented are local or at least regional, with Late medieval and transitional wares 

from within Suffolk, as well as other fabrics from Colchester and other production 

sites in Essex. In addition some Dutch or Dutch-type redwares are present, together 

with a small number of sherds of Rhenish stonewares. The pottery of this date is 

mainly fragmentary, and no substantial pitgroups are present.  

 

The most significant groups of post-medieval pottery date to the eighteenth century 

and are an interesting indication of the growing affluence of the citizens of the town 

during this period. The collection of ceramics, glassware and clay pipes, such as 

those recovered from 0533 and 0632 may represent discarded items from a large 
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household or even an inn or tavern. This is particularly true of the dumped deposit 

0533, which contained the English stoneware drinking vessels with applied 

commemorative decorations. Although relatively small, such assemblages can be 

compared with published tavern groups such as the former King’s Arms in Uxbridge, 

Middlesex (Pearce, 2000. 144-86), and 16 Tunsgate, Guildford (Fryer and Shelley, 

1997).  
 

7.3 The building material 
Sue Anderson 

The Ceramic Building Material (CBM) 

Introduction 

A total of 1577 fragments of CBM (179.826kg) was collected from 248 contexts. 

Table 1 presents the count and weight quantification by form. A full catalogue of this 

material by context is included in Appendix 5.   

 
Type Form Code No Wt (g) 
Roman Roman tile RBT 5 768 
Roof Plain roof tile RT 1281 61040 
 Ridge tile RID 35 7445 
 Pantile PAN 8 597 
Wall Early brick EB 6 1621 
 Late brick LB 184 76296 
 Moulded brick MB 4 5481 
Flooring Medieval floor tile FT 1 676 
 Flemish floor tile FFT 2 497 
 Quarry tile FT 27 5590 
 Floor brick FB 18 19325 
Miscellaneous Drainpipe DP 1 173 
 Malting tile MALT 2 276 
 Unidentified UN 3 41 
Total   1577 179826 

Table 4. CBM quantities by form. 
 
Methodology 

The assemblage was quantified (count and weight) by fabric and form. Fabrics were 

identified on the basis of macroscopic appearance and main inclusions. The width, 

length and thickness of bricks and floor tiles were measured, but roof tile thicknesses 

were only measured when another dimension was available. Forms were identified 

from work in Norwich (Drury 1993), based on measurements. Other form terminology 

follows Brunskill’s glossary (1990). 

 

The assemblage 

A full catalogue of the CBM showing the quantification by fabric and form is shown in 

Appendix 5.1.   
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Roman tile 

Five fragments of Roman tiles were recovered. All are in fine to medium, soft fabrics 

and two are abraded. One fragment from 0481 has a coarse pink lime mortar on the 

surface. Four of the tiles measure between 33 and 45mm in thickness, which is 

within the range expected for wall or floor tiles in the Roman period. Tiles of this type 

were often robbed from Roman structures in the Saxon period to use for hearth lining 

or in stone buildings. They do not indicate the presence of Roman occupation on the 

site. All five examples show signs of burning and were presumably used in hearths. 

There is a possibility that three fragments recorded as ‘late brick’ could also be 

Roman tiles. 

 

Roofing 

Roof tiles form the largest component of this assemblage. They comprise plain tiles 

(1281 fragments), ridge tiles (35 fragments) and pantiles (8 fragments). Table 5 

shows the quantities by fabric.  

 

The majority of plain tiles are in red-firing fine and medium sandy fabrics, with flint 

and ferrous fragments being the most frequent inclusions, as is typical of the region. 

Only ten were in white-firing fabrics. No nib tiles were identified, but 97 fragments 

have peg holes (83 round, 14 square). Where it is possible to tell, most peg tiles have 

two holes; no example with a single, central hole was identified. Only fourteen 

fragments in the estuarine clay fabrics of medieval date were found. Red-firing 

fragments were assigned a medieval date on a variety of attributes including 

coarseness of fabric and form, presence of a reduced core and/or surfaces, and 

presence of glaze. However in this group a relatively large number of medium sandy 

flint-tempered fragments are fully reduced and this may have been due to burning, 

rather than the original firing. These examples are of uncertain date but have been 

classed as possibly medieval. On this basis, there are 124 medieval fragments, 141 

possibly medieval fragments, a further nine which appear transitional and may be 

late medieval, and 1007 post-medieval fragments. Only one fragment in this group 

has traces of glaze.  

 

Only five tiles were complete in width and there was one for which length could also 

be measured. Widths of these vary between 165-177mm and thicknesses between 
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13-15mm. The single complete example measures 248 x 171 x 14mm. This places 

them within Drury’s ‘RT4’ category, which occurs in 13th- to 16th-century contexts in 

Norwich. The Bury group is more likely to be of post-medieval date on the basis of 

fabric. 

 

A few plain tiles show signs of sooting or burning and may have been used in 

hearths, although they could also be related to accidental fires. These were 

recovered from layers 0004, 0212 and 0912, post-holes 0278, 2107 and 2109, pits 

0631, 0892, 0907, 1893, 1905, 1966, 1968 and 2904, gully 0891 and ditch 2126. 

Many fragments have mortar on the surfaces and breaks and have probably been re-

used in walling, although thick mortar on the underside of a few may represent 

plastering of an open roof space.  

 

Ridge tiles of both medieval and post-medieval date are present, all in medium sandy 

fabrics. One of the six medieval examples has spots of brown glaze externally. Ridge 

tiles are generally thicker than the plain tiles, ranging between 14-26mm thick in this 

group, although most are 18-20mm thick. One post-medieval piece, from pit fill 1931, 

is complete in length, measuring 271mm, and 192mm high to the apex. Another 

fragment, from well fill 1920, is a semi-circular arc in section and may have 

functioned as a coping tile rather than a ridge tile.  

 

The few fragments of pantile are in both fine and medium fabrics and are probably 

handmade rather than machine-pressed. The most frequent inclusions are ferrous 

fragments. One piece is overfired and its identification is uncertain. 

 

Bricks 

‘Early bricks’ in estuarine clay fabrics, as described by Drury (1993) and dated to the 

13th-15th centuries, comprise only six fragments. These are generally small, abraded 

fragments, but one piece from layer 0917 is more complete, measuring 104mm wide 

by 58mm thick. The base has occasional straw impressions but is largely sanded. It 

is probably an example of Drury’s form EB4, which is dated to the late 13th-14th 

centuries in Norwich. 
 

‘Late bricks’ comprise 183 fragments (75,283g). Table 5 shows that the majority of 

late bricks are in medium sandy flint-tempered fabrics, but that a wide range of other 
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fabric types is present. Sixty-five bricks could be measured in one or more 

dimensions, and forms were assigned where possible, as shown in Table 6. There is 

no obvious clustering of brick forms by fabric, all red brick forms occurring in fabric 

‘msf’ most frequently.  

 
Colour Form No.
Red LB0 3
 LB1 2
 LB1/2 6
 LB1/2/4 2
 LB3 11
 LB3/6 1
 LB4 8
 LB4/5 7
 LB5 6
 LB6 3
White LB9 6
 LB10 10
Table 5. Late brick forms. 

 
Bricks within the size range for LB3, assigned to the ‘late 17th-18th centuries’ in 

Norwich, are the most common in this assemblage, although LB4 and LB5 forms of 

17th-century and later date also occur relatively frequently. Those designated ‘LB0’ 

(not a Drury form) are below 45mm in thickness and are probably ‘Tudor’ bricks. In 

addition to the fragments shown in Table 5, there is a complete 19th-century 

compressed blue brick which measures 233 x 115 x 76mm and had a frog stamped 

with the maker’s name, ‘H. DOULTON & CO’. 

 

A number of fragments show signs of burning, partial vitrification or reduction of the 

surfaces. Vitrification can sometimes indicate a relatively early date and is particularly 

common on ‘Tudor’ (15th/16th-century) examples, although several examples here 

are in forms dated to the 17th century or later. It is possible that, like the roof tile, 

some of the burnt fragments were parts of hearths or had been affected by accidental 

fires. 

 

At least six white bricks (form LB10) from pit 0462 have been rubbed along one or 

both stretchers to make them narrower, and several are tapered. Their widths vary 

from 36 to 88mm. Presumably they had been shaped for a particular purpose, 

although their function is uncertain. White bricks were often used as paviours but 

there is no sign of wear on most of these pieces. One other LB10 brick, from brick 

surface 1786, is almost complete and is stamped ‘CULFORD / NO. 4 1885 / SUFFOLK’. An 
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LB9 brick from footings 1785 has a similar stamp, but without the date and number, 

and another LB9 from brick surface 1786 was stamped ‘WOOLPIT’.  

 

Rectangular frogs were noted in three LB3 bricks, suggesting a 19th-century date for 

these. They were recovered from footings 1785, wall 0827 (sample 2135) and brick-

lined pit 2144. A fragment of a possible air brick, pierced at least twice with holes 

20mm in diameter, was collected from pit fill 2167. 

 

Four fragments of moulded brick were present, all with simple chamfered edges. Two 

were in LB4/5 sizes and two were LB3s. They were found in brick-lined pit fill 0980, 

well 1714, pit fill 1931 and post-hole fill 2198. 

 

 
Figure 62.  Medieval inlaid floor tile 

Flooring 
A single example of a floor tile decorated with inlaid slip was present in pit fill 1971 

(Fig. 62). It is complete and measures 121 x 121 x 22mm. Medium sandy lime mortar 

survives on the base and sides. The design is one which would have been used with 

three others to form a circular pattern with a fleur-de-lys in each corner. Similar tiles 

are recorded in St. Mary’s, Bury St. Edmunds and All Saints, Drinkstone (Sherlock 
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n.d., No. 98). The tile is probably of 14th-century date but was redeposited in a later 

context. 

 

Two fragments of Flemish-type floor tiles were present. They are 30-34mm thick and 

probably parts of medium or large tiles of this type. One is green-glazed and the 

other is worn. 

 

Twenty-seven fragments of post-medieval unglazed floor tiles were present. Most are 

very worn, but those which are not varied in thickness between 42-45mm. Two 

smaller tiles are present, both 122mm long, and there is one large tile with a length of 

235mm. One of the smaller tiles, from pit fill 0463, appears to have been cut to size 

and is 45mm wide. 

 

Eighteen floor bricks are also present. Some of the ‘late bricks’ recorded above have 

also been used in this way, but those recorded as floor bricks are thinner and 

probably specifically made as paviours. All except one are in white-firing fabrics and 

can be dated to the 17th–19th centuries. These vary in thickness between 38-48mm, 

in width between 95-125mm and in length between 245-252mm. One fragment from 

pit fill 1541 has a rubbed stretcher. The remaining paviour, from surface 2134, is a 

19th-century type in a compressed ‘blue’ near-stoneware fabric and has a moulded 

surface with a relief lozenge pattern; it measures 252 x 123 x 50mm. Like the other 

blue brick in this assemblage, the paviour has a Doulton’s mark, but the N is 

imprinted backwards. 

 

Miscellaneous 

A fragment of the flanged end of a red earthenware drainpipe was recovered from 

well fill 1920. There is a possibility that it could be a chimney pot fragment, but there 

are no signs of internal sooting. 

 

Two pieces of pierced malting tiles, both in white firing fabrics, were collected from pit 

fills 0527 and 1760. These are likely to be of 18th-19th-century date. One is 27mm 

thick and the other shows signs of surface wear. 

 

Three fragments remain unidentifed. One is a curving fragment in a medium sandy 

red fabric which has lost its surface. A fragment from pit fill 0898 is in a white-firing 
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fabric; it has a slightly curved surface and is possibly pierced. A fragment from pit fill 

0532 is in a coarse sandy fabric but may be pottery. 

 

Discussion 

The majority of stratified CBM from this site was collected from pit and post-hole fills 

(1139 fragments), with smaller quantities from general layers (174 fragments), ditch 

and gully fills (198 fragments), and animal burials (14 fragments). From structural 

features there are 48 fragments: structures (5 fragments), walls (3 pieces), surfaces 

(8 pieces), wells (10 pieces), brick footings (5 fragments) and lined pits (17 

fragments). In situ structures remaining below ground, such as wells and brick-lined 

pits, were generally only sampled. Much of this assemblage therefore represents 

hardcore, whether intentionally or unintentionally used, and demolition rubble. The 

post-medieval assemblage can be related to the clearance of the site for the 

Cattlemarket in the 19th century and probably represents rubble from earlier 

structures which was retained for use in make-up layers. It can therefore provide 

some clues to buildings and structures which once stood on or near the site. 

 

The few fragments of possible Roman tile are probably associated with Late Saxon 

or early medieval activity on or near the site.  

 

Fired clay 

Introduction 

Eighty-one fragments of fired clay were recovered from twenty contexts (3.235kg). A 

full catalogue of this material by context is included in Appendix 5.2 

 

The assemblage 

Most fragments are small and undiagnostic. They are generally in medium sandy 

fabrics with calcareous and/or organic inclusions and most are pinkish-buff in colour 

although a few darker red-grey pieces were also found. At least 28 fragments show 

signs of surface smoothing. Two pieces appears to be corner fragments. Two pieces 

have wattle impressions, suggesting roundwood withies of between 20-25mm were 

used. Whilst these may be fragments of daub, there is no particular evidence to 

suggest that the withies were woven. 
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Discussion 

The fired clay is largely unidentifiable, although some could be categorised as 

possible daub. However, the presence of at least one timber-framed building on or 

near the site is shown by fragments of lime mortar which appear to have been used 

in timber-framed panels. Where dating evidence is available, the fired clay and 

mortar is largely associated with post-medieval pottery, although ten fragments of 

fired clay were recovered from possible medieval contexts. Altogether 46 pieces of 

fired clay came from pit/post-hole fills, 23 from layers, five from a gully and seven 

from a structure. 

 

Mortar 

Introduction 

Forty-nine fragments of mortar were recovered from nineteen contexts (2.844kg). A 

full catalogue of this material by context is presented in Appendix 5.3 

 

The assemblage 

All pieces are lime mortar with varying degrees of coarse or medium sand, chalk and 

flint used as aggregates. Most pieces are white or yellowish cream-coloured and 

more typical of post-medieval mortar types, but buff-coloured, potentially earlier, 

material with coarse sand aggregates is also present in several contexts. Four pieces 

of pink pozzolanic are also present. Function is difficult to determine as there are few 

pieces with impressions. Two white fragments (pitfills 0214 and 1971) and one buff 

piece (pitfill 1972) have timber impressions and may have been used in timber-

framed structures, and there are two buff pieces which may have been from flint 

walling (pitfill 2029 and post-hole fill 2157). A fragment from pitfill 1891 may have 

been used as bedding for a tile or brick floor.  

 

The mortar fragments are largely from pits and post-holes (44 fragments) and linear 

features (4 fragments), with one piece coming from a structure. 

 

Overall building materials discussion and conclusion 
Only a small quantity of early brick and medieval roof tile was recovered and it seems 

unlikely that there were any substantial medieval structures on the site. Mortar of this 

period is probably represented by the buff fragments containing relatively coarse 

aggregates and apparently used in flint walling, although these were redeposited. A 
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single example of an inlaid floor tile was found in a pit fill. Its similarity to an example 

from St Mary’s Church may indicate that it was brought to the Cattlemarket from 

there, perhaps when the church floor was replaced. 

 

CBM representing the late medieval period comprises a few roof tiles and possible 

‘Tudor’ late bricks, and there are two fragments of Flemish-type floor tiles. The 

evidence is slim and potentially the material found its way to the site as hardcore. 

 

The post-medieval assemblage comprises a large quantity of roof tiles, 16th-18th-

century bricks including some with chamfered edges, white-firing floor tiles/bricks, a 

few red pantiles, a drainpipe and two malting tiles. The bricks include locally-

produced white examples from Woolpit and Culford, as well as the two ‘blue’ bricks 

from the Doulton factory in London. The main mortar type of this period is white or 

cream in colour, medium sandy, and was probably used largely in the bedding of 

floors and bonding of walls. Whilst some of the material could represent construction 

debris, the majority of it has been used and probably represents demolition of post-

medieval structures which stood on the site prior to the 19th century. 

 

Whilst the early assemblage is small and does not provide evidence for buildings on 

the site itself, the post-medieval material probably represents several structures or 

phases of building on the site, prior to its clearance for use as the Cattlemarket. As 

can be seen in the town today, these are likely to have had walls of mortared flint, 

brick, and plastered timber-framing, roofs of plain red tile, and floors of white and red 

quarry tile and brick. In addition to the structures seen above ground, CBM was 

employed in hardcore and footings, and was used to line pits and wells on this site. 

The fabrics in this assemblage contain inclusions which are typical of the region, but 

the wide variety is probably indicative that building materials were being bought or 

commissioned from the many small-scale brick- and tile-making sites which were 

working in the countryside around Bury during the period. The ‘Woolpit whites’ and 

Culford products in the assemblage are only two named examples of this widespread 

industry. 
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7.4 Ceramic tobacco pipe 
Kieron Heard 

Methodology 

The pipe bowls have been identified by reference to Adrian Oswald’s Simplified 

General Typology (Oswald 1975, 37) and bowl type numbers are given the prefix OS. 

 

Stem and mouthpiece fragments have been dated approximately according to their 

thickness and the diameter of the stem bore; generally larger bores suggest a 17th-

century date and the narrowest bores are found on 19th-century pipes. Precise stem 

bore measurement has not been undertaken. 

 

The pipe fragments have been quantified and recorded on Museum of London clay 

tobacco pipe record sheets using a system developed by the writer from guidelines 

proposed by David Higgins (Higgins, 1988). There are 70 record sheets (one per 

context) and these are stored in the site archive, which is housed in the office of the 

SCCAS at Shire Hall, Bury St Edmunds. Quantative data has been recorded fully in 

Appendix 6. 

 

Three Key Groups of pipes have been selected for detailed analysis and these are 

described in this report. 

 

All 17th-century marked and decorated pipes and a selection of 17th-century bowl 

forms have been drawn for inclusion in this report (Figs. 63 to 65).  

 

 

General nature of the material 

There are 372 pieces of clay tobacco pipe, in the following proportions: 84 bowl, 278 

stem and 10 mouthpiece fragments. Nine pipes have makers’ marks and three pipes 

are decorated. There are no complete pipes and there is no clear evidence for clay 

pipe manufacture on the site although one pipe clay object might be a pipe maker’s 

trial piece. There are no obvious imports and it is assumed that all of the pipes were 

manufactured locally. 

 

Most of the pipes are of mid–late 17th century date (1640-80). Pipes of the early 17th 

century and 18–19th centuries are represented poorly. 
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Pipes were recovered from 70 contexts, mostly the fills of pits and postholes. Only 

nine contexts produced more than one bowl fragment and only two contexts 

produced more than ten bowl fragments. A large proportion of the contexts contained 

just a single stem fragment. 

 

The pipes are generally very fragmented and abraded. No complete pipes can be 

identified and the relative proportion of bowl to mouthpiece fragments (more than 8:1) 

suggests that not all pipe fragments were recovered. 

 

No attempt has been made to statistically analyse or otherwise assess the quality of 

the clay pipes, although a number of general observations can be made regarding 

the mid–late 17th-century pipes that make up the bulk of the assemblage. Generally 

these pipes are finished poorly. In some cases the heels have been trimmed 

imperfectly or have been distorted prior to firing. On the later types (OS 6, dated 

1660-80) where milling has been applied it is usually only as a cursory line on the 

back of the bowl, facing the smoker. Many pipes of this date have no milling at all. 

Pipes of type OS 5 (1640-60) tend to have slightly more milling, though rarely applied 

with care. Few if any of the pipes dated 1640-80 have been burnished. Many have 

cut marks resulting from poor attempts at removing surface imperfections prior to 

firing. 

 

By contrast, a type OS 4 pipe (1600-40) from context 0755 (one of only two pipes of 

this date) has been milled fully, burnished and trimmed neatly. 

 

Summary by context 

A full catalogue for the pipes from each context with a date ranges and summaries of 

the data recorded on the Context Record Sheets is shown in Appendix 6.   

 

Maker’s marks 

IH (context 0533) 

Large, serif initials moulded in relief on the sides of the heel of a type OS 12 bowl 

(1730-80). The maker is unknown (not illustrated). 

 

PAWSON/CAMB (context 0464) 
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Stamped incuse across the top of a 19th-century stem fragment, in a circular frame. 

The lettering is serif and in two rows. The mark of the Cambridge maker Pawson has 

been recorded previously, although details are not given (Oswald 1975, 162) (not 

illustrated) 

 

ER #1 (context 0398) 

The initials, surmounted by a probable fleur-de-lys, are stamped in relief on the base 

of the heel of a type OS 6 bowl (1660-80). The die is probably heart-shaped. The 

bowl is large and slightly bulbous with a pronounced oval and everted heel. Crude 

milling has been applied to the back of the bowl (Fig 63.5). 

 

 

Figure 63.  Clay tobacco pipes at 1:2 
 

ER #2 (context 0401) 

A heart-shaped die with the initials in relief separated by a pellet, and with a crude 

representation of a crown below. The R is slightly larger than the E. The bowl is of 

type OS 5 (1640-60) with a heart-shaped and everted heel. A line of milling has been 

applied with some care to the back half of the bowl rim (Fig 64.10). 
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ER #3 (context 0755) 

A heart-shaped die with the initials in relief separated by a pellet, and with a crude 

representation of a crown below. The R is slightly larger than the E. This stamp is 

probably from the same die as #2. The bowl is fragmentary and cannot be identified, 

but has a heart-shaped and everted heel (Fig 65.25). 

 

ER #4 (context 0886) 

A heart-shaped die with the initials in relief separated by a pellet, and with two small 

circles below. The R is noticeably larger than the E. The bowl is of type OS 5 (1640-

60) though slightly longer than some other examples and with a heart-shaped heel. It 

has been finished to a poor standard. A crude line of milling extends about half way 

round the back of the rim (Fig 65.26). 

 
Figure 64.  Clay tobacco pipes at 1:2 

ER #5 (context 0402) 

This circular die has large and rather crude initials, in relief. The bowl is of type OS 5 

(1640-60). It has milling around the back half of the rim and a low profile, circular heel 

(Fig 64.11). 
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ER #6 (context 1552) 

This circular die has large and rather crude initials, in relief, and is probably the same 

as #5. The bowl is of type OS 7 (1660-80) with relatively straight sides and a neat, 

circular heel. It is decorated on both sides with the so-called ‘mulberry’ design. There 

is a line of milling on the back of the bowl (Fig 65.22). 

 

Pellet (context 0398) 

A single pellet moulded in bold relief occurs on the left side of the heel of a type OS 6 

bowl (1660-80). This type of moulded mark is unusual on 17th-century pipes but has 

been recorded previously in Bury St Edmunds (Higgins, 2003). The oval heel has 

been poorly trimmed leaving a pronounced ridge at the front, and a crude line of 

milling has been applied to the back of the bowl (Fig 63.6). 

 
Figure 65. Clay tobacco pipes at 1:2 

 

In addition to the marked pipes described above there is a type OS 4 bowl from 

context 0254 with a line of milling across the base of the heel. This is not a maker’s 

mark but could be a tally mark or a test piece for the milling wheel (not illustrated). 
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Decorated pipes 

Three pipe bowls are decorated with the so-called ‘mulberry’ design – a triangle of 

moulded dots with a line below representing a stalk or trunk. It has been suggested 

that the design originated in East Anglia in the mid 17th century, but it is found also in 

the Midlands, the West Country and along the south coast (Oswald 1975, 96). 

Although known generally as mulberry pipes it has been suggested alternatively that 

the design might represent an orange or cherry tree or a bunch of grapes. 

 

Type OS 5 bowl (1640-60) from context 0755. The bowl is small and bulbous, with a 

heart-shaped and everted heel. The rim is almost fully milled. The design, which 

occurs on both sides of the bowl, is by necessity more compact than the other 

examples from this site and has three additional dots below and to the left of the 

main triangular grouping (Fig 64.15). 

 

Type OS 7 bowl (1660-80) from context 1552, which also has the maker’s mark ER 

stamped on the heel. There is a line of milling on the back of the bowl (Fig 65.22). 

 

Type OS 7 bowl (1660-80) from context 1554. This bowl is similar in form to the 

example from context 1552, though slightly smaller. The design is similar also except 

that on the left side of the bowl there is an additional dot to the right of the stalk or 

trunk. There is a line of milling on the back of the bowl (Fig 65.24). 
 

Key Groups 

Three Key Groups of pipes have been have been selected for detailed study. These 

are groups that contain significant numbers of pipes and a range of 17th-century 

bowl forms. Many of the bowls are sufficiently characteristic to be given unique mould 

numbers, as described below. The Key Groups are from the fills of three pits and it is 

noted that some mould types occur in more than one pit, suggesting that these 

features were backfilled at roughly the same time. 

 

Key Group 1: the fills of quarry/rubbish pit 0395 

This Key Group contains 30 bowl, 112 stem and 4 mouthpiece fragments. The bowls 

are types OS 5 (1640-60) from contexts 0400, 0401 and 0402 and OS 6 (1660-80) 

from contexts 0398 and 0399. Assuming than the higher context numbers are 
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associated with earlier fills of the pit, the pipe evidence suggests that there were two 

distinct phases of backfilling. 

 

Context 0398 (13 bowl, 69 stem, 1 mouthpiece) 
 

Five of the bowl fragments are too small to be identified positively but are clearly of 

17th-century date. The other bowls are all of type OS 6 (1660-80), being large and 

slightly bulbous with thick walls and a variety of heel forms, as described below: 

 

Mould 1: Large, slightly bulbous type OS 6 with a pronounced heart-shaped and 

everted heel. Part of the rim is missing but the pipe does not appear to have been 

milled. This is the only example of this mould type in the Key Groups (Fig 63.1). 
 

Mould 2: Two examples from the same mould. Type OS 6. Large, slightly bulbous 

type OS 6 with a pronounced oval-shaped and everted heel. The more complete 

example has a line of milling on the back of the bowl (Fig 63.2). 

 

Mould 3: There are two examples of type OS 6 bowls from the same mould. They 

have pronounced, circular and everted heels and short lines of milling on the back of 

the rim (Fig 63.3). 

 

Mould 4: Another type OS 6 bowl with a pronounced, circular and everted heel. This 

mould type is shorter and slightly wider at the rim than Mould 3 (Fig 63.4). 

 

Mould 5: This is a type OS 6 bowl with a very pronounced oval and everted heel and 

is the only example of this mould type in the Key Groups. The heel is stamped with 

the initials ER below a probable fleur-de-lys. The back of the rim is milled (Fig 63.5). 

 

Mould 6: Another type OS 6 bowl with a single pellet moulded in bold relief on the left 

side of the heel. There is a crooked line of milling on the back of the bowl. The heel 

has been trimmed badly, leaving a pronounced ridge on the front end (Fig 63.6). 

 

Context 0398 contains also a pipe clay object resembling a piece of pipe stem. It is 

cylindrical, 52mm in length, and has been pinched into a dumbbell shape and pierced 

lengthwise with a moulding wire. It was cut from a longer roll of clay, with a circular 
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cutting action, and the wire was inserted after it had been cut. The evidence for this is 

a raised lip at either end (such as is found on the mouthpiece of a pipe) produced by 

the insertion and withdrawal of the wire. Although the surface of the clay has a lumpy 

finish, the piece has been burnished crudely. Its function is unknown, but it might 

have been a trial piece fashioned by an apprentice pipe maker (Fig. 65.27). 

 

Context 0399 (4 bowl, 16 stem, 0 mouthpiece). 

 

Three bowls are identified as type OS 6 (1660-80) and a fourth is a heel fragment 

that cannot be identified although it is clearly of 17th-century date. 

 

Mould 2(?): There are two type OS 6 bowls with pronounced oval and everted heels 

that are probably from Mould 2 (see context 0398). They have short lines of milling 

on the back of the rim (not illustrated). 

 

Mould 7: A third bowl is another type OS 6 with a very pronounced, circular and 

everted heel. It is similar to Mould 5 in context 0398 (with the ER stamp) but has a 

sharper angle at the top of the heel on the front of the bowl. This mould type occurs 

also in context 0755 (Key Group 2) (Fig 63.7). 

 

Context 0400 (5 bowl, 0 stem, 1 mouthpiece) 

 

This context contains two type OS 5 (1640-60) bowls from different moulds and three 

17th-century heel fragments. Type OS 5 bowls are medium-sized and bulbous, and 

are similar to contemporary London types. The complete bowls are described below: 

 

Mould 8: This is a type OS 5 bowl, quite long and slender with a small, oval heel. 

There is a crooked line of milling on the back of the bowl (Fig 63.8). 

 

Mould 9: Another type OS 5 bowl, squatter than the example above, with a moderate, 

oval heel. Three-quarters of the rim is milled neatly (Fig 63.9). 

 

Context 0401 (1 bowl, 1 stem, 0 mouthpiece). 

 

This context contains a single type OS 5 bowl (1640-60), described below: 
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Mould 10: The bowl is rather small with a moderate heart-shaped and everted heel. 

The heel is stamped with the initials ER, separated by a dot and above a crude 

representation of a crown, all within a heart-shaped die. The back half of the rim has 

been milled (Fig 64.10). 

 

Context 0402 (7 bowl, 26 stem, 2 mouthpiece). 

 

0402 contains seven type OS 5 bowls (1640-60), as described below: 

 

Mould 11: A type OS 5 bowl, slightly less bulbous than some and with a flattish, 

circular heel. The heel is stamped with the initials ER in a circular die. The back half 

of the rim has been milled (Fig 64.11). 

 

Mould 12: A type OS 5 bowl with a medium-sized, heart-shaped heel. Three-quarters 

of the rim has been milled (Fig 64.12). 

 

Mould 13: This type OS 5 bowl has a medium-sized, circular heel. The back half of 

the bowl has been milled. It is similar to mould 11 but more upright and with a greater 

curve to the lower part of the front of the bowl (Fig 64.13). 

 

Mould 14: This type OS 5 bowl is slightly cylindrical and has a small, oval heel. This 

pipe has not been milled (Fig 64.14). There are three similar bowls, possibly from the 

same mould (not illustrated). 

 

Key Group 2: the fill of well/cesspit 0882 (27/29/1) 
 

Context 0755, the single fill of pit 0882, contained 27 bowl, 29 stem and 1 

mouthpiece fragments. This is a mixed group of pipes with a broad date range of 

1600-80 and a terminus post quem of c.1660. There are five unidentified heel 

fragments of 17th-century date and a number of more complete bowls, described 

below: 

 

A single bowl of type OS 4 (1600-40) is small and bulbous with a neat, circular heel. 

It is well made, having been milled fully and burnished. It is very much like 
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contemporary pipes of type AO5 from London (Atkinson and Oswald, 1669). As this 

is the only example of an early 17th-century pipe in this context it is likely to be 

residual (not illustrated). 

 

Mould 10(?): There is a heel fragment stamped with the initials ER, separated by a 

dot and above a crude representation of a crown, all within a heart-shaped die (Fig 

65.25). This is probably the same mould and stamp as found in context 0401 (see 

Fig 64.10). 

 

Mould 15: This type OS 5 bowl (1640-60) is small and bulbous with a heart-shaped 

and everted heel, and is an early example of a pipe decorated with the so-called 

‘mulberry’ design. The rim is almost fully milled (Fig 64.15). 

 

Mould 16: Five type OS 5 bowls (1640-60) are clearly from the same mould.  They 

are medium-sized, bulbous bowls with pronounced, heart-shaped and everted heels. 

They have all been milled for three-quarters of the rim (Fig 64.16). A similar bowl is 

from a different mould (not illustrated). 

 

In addition there are ten type OS 5 bowls (1640-60) of medium size and with either 

oval or circular heels. They all have some milling, between one-quarter and three-

quarters of the rim (not illustrated). 

 

Mould 7: Another example of this type OS 6 bowl (1660-80) with a very pronounced, 

circular and everted heel. It occurs also in context 0399, Key Group 1 (see Fig 63.7). 

 

Mould 17: This type OS 6 bowl (1660-80) is fairly slender and has an unusually 

small, oval heel (Fig 64.17). 

 

Mould 18: Type OS 6 bowl (1660-80), similar to mould 17 but slightly more forward 

leaning and with a larger, oval heel (Fig 64.18). 
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Key Group 3: the fills of quarry/rubbish pit 1550 

 

Two fills of pit 1550 produced a total of 12 bowl, 31 stem and 5 mouthpiece 

fragments. This group has a broad date range of 1640-80 and a terminus post quem 

of c.1660. 

 

Context 1552 (8 bowl, 22 stem, 2 mothpiece). 

 

There are seven identifiable bowls of types OS 5 (1640-60), OS 6 (1660-80) and OS 

7 (1660-80) and a 17th-century heel fragment. 

 

Mould 19: A type OS 5 bowl (1640-60) that is small, bulbous and has a fairly flat, 

slightly oval heel (Fig 64.19). 

 

Mould 20: A type OS 5 bowl (1640-60) that is small, slightly cylindrical and has a 

fairly flat, oval heel (Fig 65. 20). 

 

Mould 21: Three type OS 6 bowls from the same mould are slightly smaller than 

some of the other examples of this type. They are bulbous with thick walls and 

stems, and large, heart-shaped and everted heels (Fig 65.21). Another bowl is 

similar, but obviously from a different mould (not illustrated). 

 

Mould 22: The bowl is of type OS 7 (1660-80) been fairly long with relatively straight 

sides and a neat, circular heel. It is decorated on both sides with the so-called 

‘mulberry’ design. There is a line of milling on the back of the bowl. The initials ER 

are stamped on the heel, in a circular die (Fig 65.22). The same stamp was probably 

used on a plain, type OS 5 bowl (Mould 11) from context 0402, Key Group 1 (see Fig 

65.11). 

 

Context 1554 (4 bowl, 9 stem, 3 mouthpiece). 

 

Mould 10(?): Type OS 5 bowl (1640-60), medium-sized and bulbous with a fairly 

pronounced heart-shaped base. This bowl is very similar to Mould 10 in context 

0401, Key Group 1 (not illustrated). 
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Mould 23: This type OS 6 bowl (1660-80) is rather long and slender with a circular 

heel. The bowl is more forward leaning than others of this type (Fig 65.23). 

 

Mould 24: Type OS 7 bowl (1660-80) decorated with the so-called ‘mulberry’ design. 

The bowl is cylindrical with a small, oval heel and has been milled on the back of the 

rim. The design is of the usual pattern except that on the left side of the bowl there is 

an additional dot below the main triangular grouping (Fig 65.24). 

 

Discussion 

 

The excavation has produced a medium-sized assemblage of clay tobacco pipes 

dating mostly to the mid–late 17th century. It is reasonable to assume that they form 

a representative sample of the range of pipes that were in use in Bury St Edmunds at 

that time.  

 

In the absence of a typology for East Anglian pipes this material has been classified 

according to Oswald’s Simplified General Typology (Oswald 1975, 37). As such they 

fall into two main groups – type OS 5 (1640-60) and type OS 6 (1660-80). However, 

it is clear that within these two groups there is considerable variation in form. 

 

The assemblage contains only two early 17th-century pipes (type OS 4, dated 1600-

40) and these are identical to contemporary London forms. As in London these early 

pipes are well made and have been finished to a high standard. 

 

The type OS 5 bowls are also generally similar to contemporary forms from London, 

being bulbous and of medium size. However, they display a wider range of heel 

forms, including heart-shaped and everted bases. The spurred pipes of this date that 

are found in London are absent from this assemblage. These pipes are not 

particularly well made, with incomplete milling and some surface defects. 

 

The type OS 6 bowls are larger and less bulbous, marking the transition to the 

straight-sided pipes of the very late 17th- and 18th centuries. They also display a 

wide range of heel forms, with everted bases being prevalent. This is in contrast to 

the situation in London and presumably represents a local tradition. Again, spurred 

pipes are absent and it is safe to assume that they were not a feature of the industry 
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in this part of the country. Generally the type OS 6 pipes are finished poorly, often 

with only cursory milling and little attempt to remove defects. Many have been 

deformed prior to firing. 

 

It is assumed that the pipes were produced in local workshops, probably in Bury St 

Edmunds itself. The three Key Groups that were selected for detailed study contain 

69 of the 84 pipe bowls from the site. Within the Key Groups there are at least 24 

different mould types; it is unlikely that a single workshop would possess so many 

moulds, so it is assumed that there were several makers working in the town in the 

mid–late 17th century. 

 

There are six pipes stamped with the maker’s mark ER, using at least four different 

dies on five different mould types. The maker is unknown but was clearly a key figure 

in the local pipe-making industry. It is hoped that documentary research might shed 

some light on his identity. It is particularly interesting to note that this maker was 

producing ‘mulberry’ pipes. 

 

Another type of maker’s mark, a pellet on the left side of the heel, was an unusual 

style in the 17th century but is found on 18th-century pipes from London. 

 

This is only the second assemblage of pipes from Bury St Edmunds to have been 

recorded in detail. The first was from a site in High Baxter Street (BSE 202) (Higgins, 

2003). The two assemblages have many features in common. The pipes from High 

Baxter Street (derived mainly from the backfilling of a cellar) are primarily of late 17th-

century date (1660-90) and include at least one (possibly two) further examples of 

the ER stamped mark. That group also contains a pipe with the dot mark on the left 

side of the heel and three ‘mulberry’ pipes that are apparently similar to one of the 

examples from the Cattle Market site (Mould 22, fig 22). Higgins identifies a wide 

range of 17th-century bowl forms, with at least 34 mould types being present. 

 

In fact, many of the comments made here regarding the range of 17th-century bowl 

forms and the degree of finishing of the pipes from the Cattle Market site are stated 

also by Higgins in relation to the High Baxter Street pipes.  Taken together, these two 

groups of pipes provide a firm basis for the construction of a typology for 17th-

century clay pipes in this part of East Anglia.  
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7.5 Post-medieval bottle glass 
One hundred and fifty four fragments of bottle glass weighing 7.340kg were collected 

from the excavation. Several contexts contained fragments of rims and bases of dark 

green bottle glass, dating to the seventeenth and eighteenth century, in particular 

contexts 0533, 0632, 0888, 0894, 1931 and 2143.  A complete handle from a glass 

bottle dating to the first half of the eighteenth century (c1713) was present in 0377 

check (Noel Hume, 1980, 64).  

 

7.6 Post-medieval window glass 
Seventy-two fragments of post-medieval window glass (0.245kg) were collected. A 

single piece of medieval window glass was assigned a small find number (see 

below). 

 

7.7 Iron nails 
109 iron nails were collected from the site (1.617kg). These were not allocated small 

find numbers but were retained in the bulk assemblage. 

 

7.8 Slag 
Twenty-eight fragments of slag were recovered (1.209kg). Twenty pieces were 

collected from pitfill 0609, which contained post-medieval building material and 

ceramic tobacco pipes.  

 

7.9 Worked flint 
23 fragments of redeposited worked flint were recovered @ 0.320kg. The material 

has not been fully catalogued but is available for study in the archive. 

 

7.10 Burnt flint  
15 pieces of burnt flint weighing 0.782kg were collected. The material was fully 

quantified and discarded. 

 

7.11 Worked stone 
 A total of 17 fragments of stone was recovered from the excavation, weighing 

9.855kg. The small assemblage includes three flint nodules with mortar which had 

been used in flint walling or facing, and three slate fragments, one of which may have 
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been used as roofing tile. The remainder of the group is made up of fragments of 

limestone and clunch.  Some of these may be the remains of architectural fragments 

which may have originally been used in the Abbey. Several larger fragments of 

moulded stone have been allocated individual small find numbers and are described 

below. 

 

Moulded stone (identifications by Bob Carr) 

It is highly likely that some or all of the stone came from the Abbey buildings, 

especially those stones which date to the later medieval period. These may have 

come from the claustral buildings of the abbey, which were comprehensively 

destroyed during the Reformation.  

 

Fragment of attached shaft to square moulding. Barnack stone, 12th-13th century. 

SF1130 0980. 

 

Decorative voussoir with plain roll moulding from 2 centre arch. Coarse limestone, 

Early English/Norman, c1100-1240.  SF1131 0980. 

 

Rectangular block, with fully finished surfaces on the long sides, with hollow 

mouldings and small projecting fillet. The block has square projections symmetrical to 

a central squared recess for the jointing peg. The short sides are roughly finished for 

jointing to adjacent pieces. Such a stone would have been suitable to make up a 

plinth capping, dressed to leave locations for other stones to fit alongside. 14th-15th 

century. SF1134 0980. 

 

Small fragment of Weldon stone, similar to SF1132 and of a similar date. Small 

concave moulding 29mm in width. The remains of a soft chalky beige mortar with 

chalk inclusions adheres to the reverse.  SF1133 2167. 

 

Fragment of large window mullion with rebate for glass. At least two layers of 

limewash. Made from Weldon stone from Northamptonshire, a mixture of coarse 

shelly fabric with finer shell inclusions. The stone dates to the 14th-15th century. 

SF 1132 2171. 
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7.12 Small Finds 
 

Introduction 

A total of 131 small finds was recovered from the excavation. These have been 

catalogued and the metalwork has been x-rayed. A full list of the artefacts by small 

find number is shown in Appendix 7. A breakdown by material is shown below: 

 
Material No of small finds 

Bone 1 
Copper alloy 69 

Glass 11 
Iron 24 

Iron/Bone 2 
Lead 12 
Silver 7 
Stone 5 
Total 131 

 
Table 6.  Breakdown of small finds by material 

 
The majority of the small finds were collected from systematic metal detecting of the 

buried topsoil layer, 2248, sealed by the Cattle Market surfaces. A total of 87 of the 

metal finds allocated small find numbers came under this category, with only 26 items 

of metalwork being recovered from the other excavated deposits.  In spite of these 

limitations, some observations on the distribution of the metal detected finds can be 

made.  

 

Brief summary by period 
A small number of unstratified Roman coins were recovered through metal detecting. 

These are both early and late Roman in date. They include a very worn coin of 

Vespasian (69-79 AD) and two fourth century coins, one of which has been pierced 

with a suspension hole. 

 

Other metal detected finds date to the medieval period. These include seven silver 

coins, and two lead Boy Bishop tokens dating to the late medieval/early post-

medieval periods.  

 

A range of medieval dress accessories were recovered from the site, with copper 

alloy strap-ends and buckles being well represented in the assemblage. A copper 

alloy figurative mount in the form of a human head has incised triangular-shaped 

eyes and three tufts at the top of the head (SF1006), and a second mount is sexfoil in 

shape with a domed centre and flat lobes defined by radiating lines. A folded 
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fragment of copper alloy from a scabbard chape (SF 1038) was identified, and a 

copper alloy coin weight (SF1060). A stirrup-shaped finger ring inset with a blue 

glass stone (SF1040) is also medieval. A single fragment of undecorated and opaque 

medieval window glass was found in 2150.  

 

The post-medieval small finds include two knives with iron blades and bone handles. 

One of these (SF1177) is a scale-tanged folding knife found in a deposit containing 

late 18th century pottery (SF1107). Two small fragments from the bone rib of a fan 

(SF 1113) were also found in the same deposit.  The remains of a whittle-tanged iron 

knife with a wooden handle was identified in 0402 which contained finds dating to the 

second half of the 17th century.  Fragments of 4 clear wineglasses were found in 

0533 which date to the middle of the 18th century.  
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8. The biological evidence  
 

8.1 Faunal remains    
 

The animal bone 

Julie Curl 

Introduction 

A total of 33.131kg of faunal remains, consisting of 3,084 pieces, was recovered from 

163 contexts, with most derived from medieval and post-medieval pitfills. This is an 

interesting and varied assemblage with a range of faunal material, including butchery 

waste from domestic stock, the burial of a pig with her young, and a partially 

dismembered horse skeleton. Some high-status foodstuffs are indicated by the 

remains of deer and birds such as turkey and peacock. The assemblage also 

contains evidence of hunting, with deer, snipe, rabbit, fox and squirrel all 

represented. The assemblage was recovered entirely from deposits which pre-dated 

the actual use of the site as the Cattlemarket. 

 
Methodology 

All of the bone studied in this assemblage was hand collected. No environmental 

samples were examined. The mammal bones were recorded using a modified 

version of the guidance described by Davis (1992). The following were always 

recorded: all upper and lower teeth, scapula (glenoid articulation), distal humerus, 

distal radius, proximal ulna, distal metacarpal, carpal 2–3, pelvis, distal femur, distal 

tibia, calcaneus, lateral part of the astragalus, cuboid, distal metatarsal, and the 

proximal end of phalanges 1, 2 and 3. For all of these bones at least 50% of the 

given part had to be present. 

 

For the bird bone, the following was always recorded: distal tarso-metatarsus, distal 

tibio-tarsus, distal femur, distal humerus, proximal coracoid, proximal ulna, proximal 

carpo-metacarpus and scapula (articular end). Measurements (listed in the appendix) 

were taken, generally following Von Den Dreisch (1976). Humerus BT and HTC and 

metapodial ‘a’ and ‘b’ are recorded as suggested by Davis (1992). Very few 

mandibles were present in this assemblage. A note was made of tooth wear on the 

faunal remains sheet, but a separate table of tooth wear has not been included as so 

few records were made. 
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Horncores were recorded where present and the following measurements were 

taken: greater length, maximum base-width and minimum base-width. The horncores 

were only measured when at least one of the complete measurements could be 

taken. These measurements also appear in a separate table in the appendix. Few 

measurements were taken, as this is a late assemblage. Any necessary 

measurements appear in the species text. 

 

Evidence for butchering was also recorded, noting the type of butchering, such as 

cutting, chopping or sawing. A note was also made of any burnt bone. Pathologies 

were recorded with the type of injury or disease, the element affected and the 

location on the bone. Other modifications were also recorded, such as any possible 

working, working waste or animal gnawing.  

 

Weights and total number of pieces counts were taken for each context and these 

appear in the appendix. A table for the total number of all bones identifiable to a 

species is also included and that takes into account the fragments, such as horn and 

antler, that can be positively identified but which are not included in the count. All 

information was recorded on the faunal remains recording sheets and the information 

was entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. A catalogue is provided in the 

appendix giving a summary of all of the faunal remains by context (Appendix 8). 

 

The assemblage – provenance and preservation 

The animal bone was found in a range of contexts, including pit and ditch fills, linear 

features, layers and the fill of a well. Some of the pitfills contained articulated animal 

burials. In terms of both weight of faunal remains and the number of pieces, pitfills 

produced the greatest quantity – 62% of the assemblage by weight and 38% of the 

assemblage by quantity. In terms of quantity of elements, the horse burial accounted 

for 38% of the assemblage.  

 

The bone was generally in good condition, although much was fragmentary due to 

butchering and wear. Two articulated animal burials, a horse and a pig, were 

recovered, both of which were in very good condition. The pig burial produced the 

remains of twelve, probably unborn, piglets, which were in very good condition 

considering the small size and porous nature of prenatal or neonatal bone. Burnt 
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bone was noted in the following contexts:  0654 (layer), 1562 (pitfill), 1843 (pitfill) and 

2190 (pitfill); the fragment of burnt bone in 1893 is likely to be re-deposited as this 

was found with the articulated remains of the pig and piglets. Several burnt fragments 

were found in 1562, suggesting that they are the remains of waste disposed of in a 

domestic fire. 

 

Some canid gnawing was evident on sheep and cattle metapodials from fill 2117. 

Gnawing was more extensive on the sheep and cattle metapodials in ditch fill 1796. 

Gnawing was noted on a sheep metatarsal and pig talus in pit fill 1891. Canid 

gnawing was seen on equid bones in pitfill 0986. Slight gnawing was seen on the 

proximal end of a sheep/goat femur in pitfill 0201.  

Summary by period 

 
Date Total Wt (kg) 
Undated 21.536 
Med 3.090 
Med/Pmed .874 
Other 1.129 
Pmed 6.492 
Total 33.121 

Table 7. Total weight of faunal remains recovered from each period, including undated 
contexts. 

 
Date Total Qty 
Undated 1395 
Med 590 
Med/Pmed 43 
Other 667 
Pmed 389 
Total 3,084 

Table 8. Total quantity of faunal remains recovered from each period, including undated 
contexts. 

 

Medieval 

A total of 3.090kg of bone, consisting of 590 pieces, was recovered from medieval 

contexts. The bone from this period is in good condition, although the material is 

fragmentary due to butchering. The faunal remains were largely derived from pitfills 

and a linear feature, although small quantities were produced from post-hole and 

ditch fills.  
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The remains from this period consisted of sheep/goat, cattle and pig, and small 

quantities of cat, peacock, bantam and goose were also identified. Much of the 

material in this period was butchered, with more secondary butchering and food 

waste noted on the sheep/goat and cattle.  

 

Medieval/Post-medieval 

This period is represented by remains totalling 0.874kg and consisting of 43 pieces. 

The majority of bone from this intermediate period was recovered from one pit 0670, 

but further remains were produced from other pitfills, a post-hole/pitfill and a linear fill. 

Species identified were cattle, sheep/goat, pig and hare, all of which had been 

butchered. 

 

Post-medieval 

Faunal remains totalling 6.492kg and consisting of 389 pieces were recovered from 

post-medieval deposits. Most bone-producing features were pitfills, but other 

deposits included post-holes, linear fills and a ditch fill. The greatest variety of 

species was identified in this period, with 13 species represented, including at least 7 

wild species. Five birds were identified, the presence of turkey and snipe are 

indicative of quality meat being consumed, while rook and raven would suggest 

scavengers. The butchered remains of fallow deer in this period further suggest 

higher-status meat waste. The presence of deer, fox and rabbit in the assemblage 

could suggest an association with hides/pelts. 

 

Undated material 

The undated faunal material included both the burial of a large, sub-adult pig in pitfall 

1892, along with the remains of at least 12 neonatal piglets; these almost certainly 

represent a young mother pig with her (probably unborn) piglets. In addition the 

substantial remains of the skeleton of a horse was found in pitfill 1744. The head and 

neck had been removed and placed around the rest of the body, perhaps to enable 

the carcass to be fitted into a restricted burial space. The undated bone also 

comprised bone from duck, rook, chicken and sparse remains of dog. A red squirrel 

was also identified, which may have been a pet or was possibly hunted.  
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Cattle 

Most remains of cattle were derived from adult animals that would have been kept for 

traction, breeding and milk before being culled for meat, hides and other by-products; 

their use as traction animals is further suggested by some of the pathological 

conditions observed. Some juveniles and neonatals were identified, which may be 

from animals culled to allow milking of the mother as well as providing good-quality 

meat. The neonatal in the pitfill 1604 and ditchfill 1795 would suggest breeding 

nearby.  

 
Species discussion 

Species MED MED/ 
PMED 

OTHER PMED PRE Grand 
Total 

Bird – Goose – Anser sp. 1   2  3 
Bird – Raven – Corvus corax     1  1 
Bird – Snipe – Gallinago gallinago     1  1 
Bird – Rook – Corvus frugellis   2   2 
Bird-Bantam – Galliforme  1     1 
Bird – Duck – Anas sp.       
Bird-Peacock - Pavo cristatus 1     1 
Bird-Turkey – Meleagris gallopavo     2  2 
Cattle – Bos taurus 14 10  84  108 
Deer – Fallow – Dama dama     6  6 
Dog – Canis sp.     3  3 
Equid – Equus caballus 519     519 
Feline – Felis sp. 3     3 
Fox – Vulpes vulpes     1  1 
Hare – Lepus europaeus   1    1 
Pig – Sus scrofa 8 6 667 21  702 
Rabbit – Oryctolagus cuniculus     2  2 
Sheep/goat – Ovis/capra 42 1  55  98 
Squirrel – Sciurus vulgaris     1  1 
Grand Total 589 18 669 179  1455 

Table 9. Number of elements identified to each species for each period. This table does not 
include material not identifiable to a species or material from undated fills. 

 
Two cattle thoracic vertebrae (Fig. 66) from the ditchfill 1923 showed extensive wear 

between vertebrae and porosity on the surfaces and ends of the neural spine, which 

can probably be attributed to osteoarthritis and may indicate a traction animal. 

 

A small lesion, approximately 8mm in diameter, was noted on a proximal metacarpal 

in pitfill 1974. A similar round lesion 10mm in diameter was seen on a proximal cattle 

metacarpal in the post-medieval pitfill 0402. These lesions may be attributed to 

Osteochondritis dissecans; this condition is associated with trauma, can occur in 

relatively young animals and suggests a difficult time as a juvenile, suffering from 
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stress on the joints and restriction in the circulation. It is possible that animals at this 

site began training for their working life as traction animals at a young age.  

 

 

 
Figure 66. Thoracic cattle vertebrae from context 1923 showing osteoarthritis 

 
 

One proximal phalange from the post-medieval linear fill 0543 showed arthritis which 

may be as a result of age or stress from working. 

 

An adult cattle mandible from the medieval/post-medieval pitfill 0671 has very thick 

deposits of calculus that has caused minor periodontal disease and some loosening 

of the teeth. 
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Complete metapodials were seen. One large metacarpal from pitfall 2197 showed 

very heavy and repeated chops at the rear of the bone, starting some 80mm from the 

fusion line; the larger size of the animal probably necessitated extra effort when 

butchering. Skinning of cattle was seen with fine knife cuts on the proximal 

metacarpals, although far fewer than with the sheep/goat, suggesting less skinning 

and importance of the hides of the cattle at this site. Certainly there was a good deal 

of primary waste with mandibles, which may have supplied cheek meat, and chopped 

metapodials, that could suggest their use for marrow.  

 

Sheep/goat  

While most remains of sheep/goat can be attributed to sheep, some elements of goat 

were positively identified. Two pieces of goat skull were seen in the pitfill 0986 that 

have small horn buds, suggestive of a young male. One context, pitfill 0813, 

produced neonatal ovicaprid remains that may suggest on-site breeding. Most 

ovicaprid bones were from adults, probably from animals reared for wool, breeding, 

dung, lanolin and probably milk before being culled for meat, hide and horn. Some 

juveniles were present, but it is interesting to note that the juvenile bones are mostly 

from good-quality meat elements, suggesting that they could have been culled for 

quality meat. 

 

A range of butchering was noted with the sheep/goat. Pitfill 0201 produced a 

humerus with fine knife cuts all around the mid-distal end of the shaft from removal of 

the meat. Numerous metatarsals were also seen with fine knife cuts at the proximal 

end from when the animals were skinned; more skinning waste from the ovicaprids 

was recorded than with cattle or pig, suggesting sheep/goat were of more importance 

for hides at this site. A good range of secondary butchering and quality meat waste 

was seen throughout the assemblage with chops from dismemberment and finer 

knife cuts from removal of the meat.  

 

Several sheep horncores (Figs. 67 and 68) were recovered from the medieval linear 

feature fill 2117. Most were of a very large size, reaching lengths as much as 230mm 

with maximum basal widths of over 52mm. One very small sheep horncore was 

noted, with a maximum length of 58mm and a maximum basal width of 19.6mm. 

Most of the horncores, including the very small core, have been chopped and cut. 

Chops occur near to the base of the cores, removing them from the skull. One sheep 
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skull was seen with chops removing the horncore. Knife cuts were observed near to 

the base of the core, presumably from when the outer horn sheath was removed for 

horn-working. Further working waste was seen in the medieval pitfill 1843 and pitfill 

1974.  All horn-working in this assemblage was from sheep, with no horn from cattle 

or goat identified. 

 

 
 
Fig. 67. Sheep horncores from context 2117, showing variation in ages and size. The 
larger horncore also shows chop/cut marks from removal of the outer horn sheath for 
working.  
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Fig. 68. Pair of sheep horncores from context 2117, part of a group of horns probably 
kept for horn-working.  
 
A sheep skull with a horncore attached was recovered from pitfill 1974, a small 

pathology was noted close to the base of the horncore in the form of an oval 

depression known as ‘Thumbprint depression’ (Albarella 1995). A further horncore, 

more badly affected by this pathology, was found in the medieval pitfill 1843; this 

core showed three depressions around the base of the core that give a ‘pinched clay’ 

effect. There are many suggestions for these depressions, which occur as a result of 

calcium re-absorption. Castration is a possible cause and is known to reduce the 

thickness of the horncore wall, but other possible causes include malnutrition and 

breeding in older animals (Albarella 1995). 

  

Pig 

The number of pig bones far outnumbered any other species in this assemblage, 

totalling 51% of the bone identified to species (compared to 10% for cattle and 9% for 

sheep/goat), but this total was distorted by the complete pig skeleton and the majority 

of the main bones from her 12 piglets in cut 1892 and fill 1893; the pig and her piglets 

amounted to 88.5% of the porcine remains.  

 

The vast majority of pig elements were from juvenile animals, with adults only seen in 

6 out of the 29 contexts that yielded pig. The young age of the pig remains is due to 

their having little use except for meat and by-products, such as hides, after death, so 

culling is normally seen at around 1 year old.  

 

Articulated pig burial with piglets in cut 1892, fill 1893, skeleton 1913 

Context 1893 produced the remains of a large sub-adult pig (Sk1913) along with 

bones from at least 12 piglets (calculated on the presence of 24 femurs = MNI 12). 

The piglet bones include 22 scapulas, 23 humeri, 24 femurs, tibias, radii, ulnas, 

mandibles, skull and vertebrae fragments. All of the piglets are neonatal and 

probably prenatal. The piglets varied considerably in size, with femur lengths from 

32.82mm to 49.05mm and humerus lengths from 34.98mm to 48.52mm; the size 

difference is typical amongst a litter when several animals are born, the 

measurements above representing the dominant piglet and the runt of the litter.  
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It is probable that the sub-adult pig was the mother and that she died before giving 

birth or from complications of birthing. No butchering is evident on any of the pig 

bones from the pitfill 1893, which would suggest that these pigs were buried 

complete. The piglet bones were mostly recovered from under the main pig skeleton, 

some were found within the main body area, strongly suggesting that the pig had not 

yet given birth. Problems with birthing in pigs are not uncommon. Several conditions 

affect these animals around farrowing time resulting in the ill-health of the mother and 

death of piglets. Deficiency of vitamins such as calcium or vitamin A can result in still 

births and abortions. Bacterial infections in the womb, if left untreated, can affect both 

adults and piglets. There is a disease known as ‘post-parturient (pigging) fever’ that 

can lead to death, certainly of the young, if not treated with antibiotics (Field 1957). 

Most of these diseases or infections would produce visible signs, such as swellings 

and discharges, which would probably deter most people from using the affected pigs 

for meat or other by-products, hence their burial without any butchering. It is probable 

that the sub-adult pig succumbed to illness before farrowing. Some of the piglet 

bones that were found below the main skeleton may have sunk lower in the fill as the 

mother pig decayed.  

 

 
Figure 69.  Pig burial 1892 
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Another partial pig burial was found in pitfill 1915. The head is missing from the 

western end. Most of the main body is present with vertebrae (including all tail 

vertebrae), ribs, parts of the pelvis, femurs and the proximal unfused end of one tibia 

and one unfused femur head. Other limb and foot bones are missing, with the 

exception of two distal phalanges (hooves) and two patellae. Alignment of the body 

was W–E, that is head to the west and tail to the east. The burial measured 0.37m 

north–south, 1.18m east–west and was 0.11m deep. The animal was a juvenile/sub-

adult, with many bones unfused and the fusion line visible on the femur. No obvious 

butchering was seen on any of the bones, so it may be possible that this is another 

infected pig that the people of Bury avoided eating.  

 

Some pig remains were butchered. In post-medieval pitfill 1891 a talus showed a 

knife cut from skinning and a further chop from when the animal was dismembered. 

One talus from 1891 had also been gnawed, waste bones from processing may have 

been given to domestic or working dogs or simply scavenged by them. 

 

Pitfill 0521 produced scapulas, thoracic vertebrae and some ribs from a juvenile pig; 

none of these prime-meat-producing bones showed any butchering which could 

suggest that these are from part of an articulated burial?  

 

Equid 

In terms of the number of elements identified to species, horse accounted for 27% of 

the identified remains, although of the 524 equid bones, 518 were from one 

articulated skeleton in the medieval pitfill 1744. The remaining 6 equid bones were 

distributed among four contexts. 

 

Equid burial 1687 

A horse’s skeleton was recovered from cut 1687, fill 1744. The skull had been 

removed and placed at the foot of the rear legs, facing south. The atlas, axis, cervical 

vertebrae 1, 2, 3 and the cranial half of the forth cervical vertebrae had been 

removed and placed (articulated) at the northern end of the burial cut aligned east–

west (caudal east, cranial west). The atlas has been cleanly removed from the head, 

with no obvious cuts or breaks are present on the bone, however the fourth cervical 

vertebrae had been cleaved in half. The pelvis, rear right leg and majority of caudal 
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vertebrae have been lost, it is not known whether they were machined away or lost 

pre-deposition.  

 

The horse skeleton is reasonably complete, with the right rear leg, pelvis and some 

foot bones missing, but the burial is unusual with the head removed and placed next 

to the hind feet and the neck separated and placed at one end of the pit, adjacent to 

the front legs. Some signs of arthritis were seen on the fourth thoracic vertebrae and 

on the cervical vertebrae. Arthritis was also seen on the femur. A high calculus build-

up was noted on all teeth, affecting the gums and leading to periodontal disease. 

Small cavities were observed on the rear molars which are typical of periodontal 

disease with its characteristic erosion of the enamel in a line just above the gum. A 

ridge of erosion was noted just above the gum-line on both the buccal and lingual 

sides of the upper and lower teeth, more pronounced on the buccal side where food 

deposits can build up and not be cleaned away by the movement of the tongue. It is 

possible that the tooth problems with this horse arose as a result of too much 

‘greenfeed’ (young, early-cut hay) which is loaded with fructan and simple 

carbohydrates that can lead to dental problems (Bennet, pers. comm.). 

 

 
Figure 70.  Horse burial 1667 
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An equid calcaneus and humerus fragments were seen in the pitfill (0986), and all of 

the equid bone had been gnawed which could suggest that equids were knackered 

for a supply of meat for dogs. The practice of knackering equids and dogs for meat to 

feed working dogs has been recorded on a much larger scale at Witney Palace, 

Oxfordshire (Wilson and Edwards 1993), where there was a particularly large 

assemblage of horse and dog remains that were probably butchered for their meat 

and skins. A pony-sized tibia was seen in the medieval pitfill 1720 and a small horse 

proximal phalange was identified from the medieval pitfill 1961. 

 

Dog and cat 

A tibia, calcaneus and metapodials from a medium-sized dog (spaniel-sized) were 

recorded in pitfill 0986. A large adult metapodial from a Wolfhound-size breed was 

found in ditch segment fill 1923. Two very small mandibles, 80.5mm and 82mm in 

length, were recovered from post-medieval layer 0533; these mandibles are from a 

toy breed of dog. 

 

Three bones from a cat were found in medieval linear feature fill 2117, the femur, 

pelvis and tibia showed the fusion-lines on the bones, indicating a sub-adult cat. 

While it is quite possible that this is a cat that had been kept for pest control, it was 

once fairly common to utilize cats for their pelts, although no butchering marks were 

seen on any of these bones.  

 

Deer 

Three bones – a humerus, scapula and proximal tibia – from a fallow deer were 

found in the post-medieval brick/flint deposit 0463; fine knife cuts were seen on the 

neck of the scapula where the meat had been removed. Two butchered tibias from a 

fallow deer were identified from the post-medieval pitfill 0980. 

 

Small mammal  

Hare (Lepus europaeus) was noted in medieval/post-medieval linear feature fill 548. 

This is a fairly common species in East Anglia and much favoured for food; its pelt 

may also have been of use. 

 

A single pelvis from a red fox (Vulpes vulpes) was noted in post-medieval layer 212. 

Foxes are known scavengers in both countryside and urban areas and were 
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occasionally used for their pelts; the fox in this assemblage shows a probable knife 

cut on the pelvis, this is not a typical location for a skinning cut (normally seen on the 

head and lower limbs) that would suggest that the meat from this animal had also 

been used, not necessarily for human consumption, but possibly to feed dogs.  

 

Two bones from a rabbit (Orytolagus cuniculus) were seen in post-medieval layer 

214 with a tibia and radius from an adult animal. No obvious butchering was seen on 

this rabbit, but it is likely that this animal was used for its skin and meat.  

 

A mandible, tibia and metapodials, identified as red squirrel (Sciurrus vulgaris) were 

found in the ?medieval/post-medieval pitfill 0334; the presence of the red squirrel is 

interesting and quite unusual. The red squirrel is normally an animal of pine forests 

and is poorly adapted to deciduous woodland and, unlike the now common grey 

squirrel, it is not an urban animal. The squirrel is not an animal known to burrow and 

therefore not likely to be intrusive. A squirrel appears in a fragment of late-medieval 

glass in a window of the parish church of SS Peter and Paul in East Harling, Norfolk. 

The squirrel comes from the badge of the Lovell family who originated in East 

Harling. Squirrels are not only carved on three Lovell tombs in East Harling Church, 

there is also a fine stained-glass painting of a red squirrel cracking a nut in the east 

window of the church and six more squirrels appear on painted shields of arms in 

various windows in the same church. The red squirrel also appears in a 16th-century 

painting by Hans Holbein the Younger entitled ‘A Lady with a Squirrel and Starling’ 

thought to be of Anne Lovell <www.nationalgallery.org.uk>. The squirrel in the 

painting is obviously a pet and it is possible that the squirrel in this assemblage may 

have been a pet too, as they have been recorded as such, at least from the medieval 

period (Reeves 1997). Another possibility is that the squirrel was used for fur, 

although there was no obvious butchering. It is possible to skin an animal and leave 

no trace on the bones (Serjeantson and Waldron 1989). Large numbers of red 

squirrel appear on the records for the Royal Household, where the accounts for 

1285–8 list 119,300 squirrels (Serjeantson and Waldron 1989). Red squirrels have 

not always been viewed as cute animals; Edward Topsell wrote in the early 17th 

century that ‘they were very harmful and will eat all manner of woollen garments’. 

Squirrel hunting was practised in many areas, including Suffolk (Buczacki 2002), with 

hunts (where the animals were stoned) occurring on Boxing Day after which the dead 

animals were taken home to be eaten (Buczacki 2002). 
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Bird 

The remains were varied with 9 species identified. Domestic food birds were 

represented by goose (Anser sp.) in the medieval pitfill 1976 and post-medieval 

deposits and remains of a bantam (Galliforme sp.) in the medieval fill 813; the 

undated remains also produced chicken (Galliforme sp.) bone. A tarsometatarsus 

from a larger species of duck (Anas sp.) was also seen in the undated pitfill 1893; 

this may be from a species such as Shelduck, which was identified at The Angel 

Hotel (BSE231) in Bury (Curl 2005). 

 

Two post-medieval pitfills produced remains of turkey (Melegris gallopavo). A turkey 

humerus which shows small cuts from removal of the meat was produced from the 

post-medieval pitfill 0755. A turkey ulna which also has fine cuts on the shaft was 

found in the post-medieval pitfill 1552. If these bones are of an earlier date, these 

could be interesting finds as the turkey was only introduced into England in 1524, 

probably via Spain (where they were introduced in 1500), from America.  

 

A tarsometatarsus from a peacock (Pavo cristatus) was recovered from the medieval 

pitfill 1976. This peacock had been butchered, showing its use for meat. The peacock 

was first introduced in the Roman period and became a popular high-status dish in 

the medieval period, when the practice of carefully skinning this bird and retaining all 

the feathers to re-dress the cooled cooked bird was practised (Hammond 2005). This 

would have made a spectacular table decoration, but the risk from infection from the 

uncooked skin must have been great. 

 

Two bones, a carpometacarpus and a radius, from a rook (Corvus frugelis) were 

found in pitfill 0958. A raven (Corvus corax) was recovered from the post-medieval 

layer 498. Rook and raven are known scavengers and both are known residents of 

urban environments; these birds may have picked over rubbish discarded at this site. 

It is possible that, given the mimicry talents of corvids, that they could have been kept 

as pets and such birds were kept and trained at least from the medieval period 

(Reeves 1997). It is also possible that the rooks could have been eaten, a practice 

that continued until the Second World War (Cocker 2005). Ravens were still resident 

in Norfolk and Suffolk until the 19th century; Sir Thomas Browne stated that ravens 

were ‘in good plenty about the city’ in 17th century Norwich (Browne 1989) and one 

could assume this was the case in other urban environments.  
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A snipe (Gallinago gallinago) femur was produced from post-medieval layer 0355. 

Birds such as snipe were much-favoured eating and again indicate high-status foods. 

They would have cost around 2d to 4d in the 16th century, with the price rising to 10d 

by the turn of the 17th century (Simon 1944). 

 

Comparisons with other sites and conclusions 

Considered overall, the animal bone assemblage is varied with faunal remains 

ranging from whole animal burials to high-status waste from wild species. While 

broadly similar to other faunal assemblages of a similar date in Bury St Edmunds 

(Curl 2005; Curl 2006) this assemblage is more unusual in that it contains whole 

animal skeletons. While the assemblage is somewhat dominated by the complete 

animal burials, the majority of contexts produced butchering and food waste from the 

main domestic farm animals: cattle and sheep. From the elements present and the 

butchering evidence it would seem that both the cattle and sheep were processed 

and consumed locally. Skinning evidence was frequent for both species and some 

horn-working waste was noted with the sheep.  

 

The bird remains suggest some high-status food waste. Depending on a more 

precise date, the post-medieval turkey could be interesting as this species was only 

introduced into this country in the 16th century. Snipe was a sought after food bird 

and the butchered remains of peacock certainly suggest a more prestigious dinner.  

 

Hunting of wild species is evident with deer, fox, rabbit and squirrel, although the 

later may have been a pet. Red squirrel are relatively unusual in archaeological 

assemblages, although a skinned specimen was seen in medieval fill at York (Bond 

and O’Connor 1999). Although the deer may have been caught from the wild, it is 

possible the remains in this assemblage are from stock kept in a deer park in the 

area, such as the one at Monk’s Park (Meeres 2002).  

 

It is probable that the remains of the neonatal pigs, all recovered with the larger pig 

skeleton, are from natural aborted foetuses or neonatal losses from small scale 

farming and may be the result of a disease or birthing complications, with the mother 

dying at the same time. It is more likely, however, given that the piglets were found in 

the area of the sub-adult pig abdomen, that the mother died before giving birth. 
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Neonatal pig remains were found in previous work at The Laurels, Fleggburgh (Curl 

2007), where there were the unbutchered remains of a sub-adult pig and neonatal 

piglets. A pig burial was seen at Minstergate in Thetford (Andrews and Penn 1999). A 

complete pig burial is also known from a later to post-medieval date from a burial 

ground at St Martin’s Field in Canterbury (Diack, pers. comm.). 

 
The horse burial is of interest, although a little unusual as it has been decapitated 

and had the head placed at the feet and has one leg missing. Whole horse burials in 

general are not particularly common and whole, but decapitated horses are even less 

common. It is possible that there was a restricted burial space for the Bury horse, 

requiring a ‘re-arrangement’ of the carcass. Such a burial was found at Minstergate in 

Thetford (Andrews and Penn, 1999), but it was of an earlier date (11th–12th c.). A 

post-medieval horse burial was found in the burial ground of St Martin’s Field in 

Canterbury, along with another pit containing a pig; neither of the Canterbury animal 

burials show any butchering (Diack, pers. comm.). Horses are often knackered for 

dog meat (Wilson and Edwards, 1993) and for human consumption in times of need, 

so there must have been a special reason for this burial. It is rather odd, given that it 

was given a ‘special’ burial, that the carcass was partially butchered. The suggestion 

that horses may be butchered for disposal was also made of the medieval and post-

medieval horses at Market Harborough in Leicestershire (Baxter 1996).  

 

8.2 Shell 
Three hundred and thirty-one fragments of shell were quantified from the site 

(3.378kg). The assemblage consists mainly of oyster shells, and land molluscs, 

which have been retained but not catalogued, and are available in the archive for 

further study.   

 

8.3 Plant macrofossils and other remains 
Val Fryer 

Introduction 

Four samples were assessed for the retrieval of the plant macrofossil assemblages 

from features of late medieval/post-medieval date, including a truncated hearth, pits 

and a deposit containing the skeleton of a pig and piglets.  
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Methodology 

The samples were processed by manual water flotation/washover and the flots were 

collected in a 300 micron mesh sieve. The dried flots were scanned under a 

binocular microscope at magnifications up to x 16 and the plant macrofossils and 

other remains noted are listed in Appendix 9. Nomenclature within the table follows 

Stace (1997). With the exception of two mineral replaced seeds, all plant remains 

were charred. Modern contaminants, including fibrous roots, moss and seeds, were 

present throughout.  

 

The non-floating residues were collected in a 1mm mesh sieve and sorted when dry. 

All artefacts/ecofacts were retained for further specialist analysis. 

 

Results 

Cereal grains/chaff, fruit stone fragments and seeds of common weeds were present 

at varying densities in all four samples. Preservation was variable; some macrofossils 

were abraded and heavily fragmented, whilst others (most notably the chaff 

elements) were reasonably well preserved and intact.  

 

Barley (Hordeum sp.) grains were noted within two assemblages along with a single 

rye (Secale cereale) grain from sample 1. Barley and rye chaff was also recorded 

along with a small number of bread wheat (Triticum aestivum/compactum) type 

rachis nodes. Other probable food plant remains included fragments of cherry 

(Prunus avium), plum (P. domestica) and sloe (P. spinosa) fruit stones and grape 

(Vitis vinifera) seeds.  

 

Seeds of common weeds occurred most frequently within the assemblage from 

Sample 1. Segetal and ruderal taxa including stinking mayweed (Anthemis cotula), 

brome (Bromus sp.), cornflower (Centaurea sp.), ribwort plantain (Plantago 

lanceolata), grasses (Poaceae), dock (Rumex sp.), shepherd’s needle (Scandix 

pecten-veneris) and stinging nettle (Urtica dioica) were noted. A possible fragment of 

hazel (Corylus avellana), nutshell and bramble type (Rubus sp.) ‘pip’ , both from 

Sample 1, were the sole tree/shrub macrofossils recorded. Charcoal fragments were 

present throughout along with small pieces of charred root or stem. Other plant 

macrofossils included indeterminate buds, culm nodes and rose (Rosa sp.) type 

thorns. 
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Fragments of black porous and tarry material were present within all four 

assemblages. Whilst those from Samples 1 and 6 were probable residues of the 

combustion of organic remains at very high temperatures, those within Samples 2 

and 4 were probably by-products of the combustion of coal; coal fragments were also 

abundant within the latter two samples. Other remains occurred infrequently, but did 

include ferrous globules, degraded glass fragments, small mammal bones and 

vitreous globules. The burnt concretions within the assemblage from Sample 1 

appeared to consist of densely compacted comminuted organic remains. Without 

further detailed analysis it was not possible to determine the precise nature of the 

material. 

 

Conclusions 

The assemblage from hearth 0596 (Sample 1) is almost certainly derived from 

domestic detritus including food remains (soft fruits and some cereals) and possibly 

burnt flooring materials. The presence of large quantities of glass fragments is 

somewhat unusual, although it may represent an accidental domestic breakage. The 

assemblages from pit 0755 (Sample 2) and pit lining 1542 (Sample 4) are largely 

composed of small coal fragments and related porous and tarry residues, all of which 

are probably derived from hearth waste. Sample 6 was taken from a deposit which 

contained an entire pig skeleton. Apart from charcoal fragments, plant macrofossils 

are rare within this assemblage, with most probably being accidental inclusions of 

scattered or wind-blown detritus. 
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9. Discussion and Conclusions 
 

The investigations of the site of the former cattle market site has characterised the 

development of the area and made a record of the surviving structures and features 

associated with the livestock market itself.  

 

The excavation results suggest that for much of its early history the area was one of 

low intensity, bucolic activity. It was never part of the original town and did not 

become a viable commercial street until the turn of the 19th century and the absence 

of urban development is probably a direct reflection of the site's position. It was 

detached from the Norman urban centre when the town defences, which comprised a 

walled bank behind a vast ditch (the western side of which was recorded for the first 

time in the excavation) were built during the 12th century. The Norman town had 

been laid out by design in the second half of the 11th century.  The line of the wall 

reflects the aspiration of the town’s planners as this would have encompassed the 

existing town and presumably included scope for the town to expand. The site's 

position beyond the wall was outside what would have been, to the Norman mind, 

considered the extent of the settlement. The complete absence of any post-

prehistoric cultural material within the preserved buried soil below the town bank, as 

found in previous excavations (Tester 2000), confirms that the area was probably no 

more than a green-field site when the wall was built. Whilst ribbon development 

occurred along the roads leading to the Risby and West gates, the site, which lies 

between these roads, appears to have remained completely unaltered. The results of 

the current excavation confirmed this with the absence of any features indicating 

early occupation. The value of the site appears to have been in the underlying chalk 

which outcrops close to the surface and the earliest recordable activity was pit 

digging for its extraction which occurred before the 16th century. The site is not listed 

on the rental document of 1433 suggesting it was not tenanted or common ground.   

 

By the time of the Reformation  the town had already begun spill beyond the line of 

the town defences; townsfolk whose property backed onto the wall had already 

successfully petition the abbey to breach it even prior to the Dissolution (AD 1539). 

By this period the site was apportioned into regular, equal-sized plots; suggesting 

that they were laid out by an authority, be it town or church.  Nine plots were 

identified on the site and each was approximately 2 rods wide and a quarter acre in 
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area and these boundaries could be seen to have been relatively stable throughout 

the post-medieval period, until the formation of the Cattle Market.  The plots would 

have been secondary holdings attached to properties in the town; acting as 

extension, in the form of either gardens or stabling, in support of the urban dwellings. 

Although the town defences no longer existed, the access into the town was still 

restricted to the original gates and this may have been a factor in retarding the urban 

development of the site. The early documentary descriptions of the plots as gardens 

and orchards is notable as it is during this period (16th-17th century) that the fashion 

for gardening, lead by the highly stylised gardens of the great medieval aristocratic 

houses, is first demonstrable amongst the middle classes; and this is apparent in the 

archaeology of the site. It is from this time that pottery manufacturers first start 

producing specialist horticultural product to satisfy this demand and example of ‘plant 

pots’ were a significant feature of the pottery assemblage on the site.   

 

Throughout the 17th and 18th century many of the plots are recorded as the property 

of inns within the town and variously the White Hart, the Kings Arms, the Three Kings 

and The Black Boy all had holdings on St Andrews’s Street.  Although there is no 

evidence of a tavern actually being sited here, the stabling and barns recorded are 

likely to have been for the livery of travellers’ horses. Coaching inns were part of a 

national network for travel until the middle of the 19th century. Bury St Edmunds was 

on the London to Norwich route and coaches from these metropolitan centres 

stopped in the town everyday and its inns would have supplied the travellers and 

their carriers with welcome hospitality and accommodation, food and drink, and 

entertainment before the next stage of the journey. Two large dumped deposits of 

18th century decorative ceramics along with wine bottles, wineglasses and clay pipes 

were interpreted as debris which was deliberately cleared out of one of the town’s 

inns or taverns. This would have been in order to make way for newer and more 

fashionable goods, in an age of developing consumerism and bear witness to the 

growing affluence and changing social habits of the population of Bury. By the early 

18th century ceramic production in Britain was being driven by changes in social 

custom, not least the growing popularity of beverage drinking, especially of tea and 

coffee. However tea was an expensive commodity and the presence of several 

Chinese porcelain and English tea wares from the site indicates that affluent society 

in Bury St Edmunds was taking on the fashionable social activities that were 

widespread in London and other prosperous centres.  
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A fundamental change in the fortunes of the site was the construction of Woolhall 

Street at the end of the 18th century which created a direct connection with the 

centre of town. It is from this period that St Andrew Street started to flourish and large 

houses were constructed where stables and collections of small workshops formerly 

stood.  The remains of these were found along the St Andrew's Street frontage, 

although in the northern-most plots (1-4) modern disturbance had destroyed the 

street frontage and all evidence of any buildings in this area.  Sequences of building 

remains in Plots 5-9 showed modifications to the buildings between the 16th and 

19th centuries. 

 

The Beast Market was moved to St Andrews Street in 1828 having outgrown the 

medieval market. In 1822 the British parliament was the first in the world to pass 

animal welfare legislation: ‘The Act to Prevent the Cruel and Improper Treatment of 

Cattle’ and Bury’s market was purpose-built soon after this in the light of these laws. 

The changes and development to the fabric of the market throughout the next 170 

years, as identified in the various surfaces and evidence for pens found in the 

excavation, were all driven by subsequent legislation and were tangible and 

important evidence of society’s growing enlightenment towards the treatment and 

sale of animals. Livestock markets have not left our towns with a legacy of imposing 

buildings, unlike the corn trade which has left Bury with Roberts Adams’ fine market 

cross and the Corn Exchange, styled on a Roman temple, which sit on the site of the 

original beast market.  

 

Livestock markets have all but disappeared from East Anglia now; there are none left 

in Suffolk and the remaining markets in Norwich and Colchester are no longer held 

on their traditional urban sites. More than a thousand years of livestock trading in 

Bury St Edmunds has ended and this marks a significant change in the commercial 

and social life of the town and the region in general.  In the commissioning of the new 

shopping development the Borough has begun the latest chapter in Bury’s evolution 

as a market centre. As in the past, the change has not been welcomed by everybody 

but as the excavation has shown, the identity of St Andrews Street has altered many 

timesand in locating the development here the Borough has responded to the 

changing retail needs of Bury, whilst seeking to respect the layout of the original 

medieval market and town. 
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10. Archive deposition 
 

The physical site archive is stored in the Archive store at Suffolk County Council 

Archaeological Service in Bury St Edmunds. 

 

A copy of the digital archive is kept on CD with the physical archive and stored on 

SCC computer network in the following location: svr-etd077/arc/data/archive field 

projects/bse/bse252. 

 

A copy of the report has been lodged with the county HER and Archaeological data 

Services http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/library/greylit 
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S U F F O L K  C O U N T Y  C O U N C I L  
A R C H A E O L O G I C A L  S E R V I C E  -  C O N S E R V A T I O N  T E A M  

 
 

Brief and Specification for the Archaeological Record of a building. 
 
 

CATTLE MARKET AREA, BURY ST EDMUNDS 
 
 
 
1. Background 
 
1.1 There are a number of flint and mortar and brick walls within the area of new 

development on the site of the old Cattle Market (SE/04/2197/P).   These walls 
represent boundary walls for gardens and properties which pre-date the use of the land 
as a market.  They will all  be lost to the development.   As part of the historic 
environment of the town they deserve recording as a form of mitigation. Figure 1 
shows the line of the historic walls affected. 

 
1.2 The use of planning conditions to ensure programmes of work take place to mitigate 

damage are all integral to Planning Policy Guidance 15, “Planning and the Historic 
Environment”.  This brief follows the substance of the advice of PPG 15 and 
“Informed Conservation:  Understanding Historic Buildings and their Landscapes for 
Conservation”, English Heritage 2001. This latter proposes that a programme of 
Conservation-Based Research and Analysis (CoBRA) is needed in order to: 

 
i) Produce a record of features which will be lost in mitigation of partial or 

wholesale demolition (normally as a condition of consent). 
 
1.3 In accordance with the standards and guidance produced by the Institute of Field 

Archaeologists this brief should not be considered sufficient to enable the total 
execution of the project. A Project Design or Written Scheme of Investigation 
(PD/WSI) based upon this brief and the accompanying outline specification of 
minimum requirements, is an essential requirement. This must be submitted by the 
developers, or their agent, to the Conservation Team of the Archaeological Service of 
Suffolk County Council (Shire Hall, Bury St Edmunds IP33 2AR; telephone/fax: 
01284 352443) for approval. The work must not commence until this office has 
approved both the archaeological contractor as suitable to undertake the work, and the 
PD/WSI as satisfactory. The PD/WSI will provide the basis for measurable standards 
and will be used to establish whether the requirements of the planning condition will 
be adequately met 

 
2. Brief for Archaeological Recording of the Historic Structure 
 
2.1 Undertake systematic drawn and photographed record of the walling fabric. 
 
2.2 Provide a description and analysis of the fabric.  Relate the recorded structure to early 

mapped evidence showing the context, associated buildings and/or other property 
boundaries. 

 
2.3 Provide an archive of results and a written report. 
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2.4 This project will be carried through in a manner broadly consistent with English 

Heritage's Management of Archaeological Projects, 1991 (MAP2), all stages will 
follow a process of assessment and justification before proceeding to the next phase of 
the project.  Each stage will be the subject of a further brief and updated project 
design, this document covers only the recording stage. 

 
2.5 The developer or his archaeologist will give the Conservation Team of the 

Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council (address as above) five working 
days notice of the commencement of ground works on the site, in order that the work 
of the archaeological contractor may be monitored. 

 
3 Minimum Standards of Recording  
 
3.1 A measured ground plan of the wall is to be prepared to a minimum scale of 1:100. 
 
3.2 Full face measured elevation of all wall faces to a minimum scale of 1:100.  This need 

not be a stone by stone record (see below) but must include the limits of the wall, the 
external outline of openings, any cracks, any identified fabric joint lines or phasing 
lines, if lift lines showing fabric construction are present these are to be included.  This 
drawing is to act as a key for the photographic survey. This survey may be achieved 
by, e.g. direct measurement, rectified photography or photogrammetry. 

 
3.3 To accompany and complement the elevation drawing a photographic record using 

black and white negative stock (35mm will be adequate). Photographs are to be taken 
square on to the wall fabric;  a wall length no greater than 10m is to be included in 
each frame;  overlaps between frames of at least 2m are to be allowed. A conventional 
2m photographic scale should also be visible. 

 
3.4 Digital photography may be used to supplement the archive quality black and white 

images, they may be particularly appropriate to enable cost-effective rectification to 
overlay with the measured elevation outlines.  

 
3.5 Descriptive text and linked analysis of results must be provided 
 
3.6 Standards of recording and archive keeping should be in general accord with “Metric 

Survey Specification for English Heritage” (May 2000, English Heritage, National 
Monuments Record Centre, Swindon). 

 
4. General Management 
 
4.1 A timetable for all stages of the project must be agreed before the first stage of work 

commences, including monitoring by the Conservation Team of SCC Archaeological 
Service. 

 
4.2 The composition of the project staff must be detailed and agreed (this is to include any 

subcontractors). 
 
4.3 A general Health and Safety Policy must be provided, with detailed risk assessment 

and management strategy for this particular site. 
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4.4 The Institute of Field Archaeologists’ Standards and Guidance should be used for 

additional guidance in the execution of the project and in drawing up the report. 
 
5. Report Requirements 
 
5.1 An archive of all records and finds must be prepared consistent with the principles of 

English Heritage's Management of Archaeological Projects, 1991. 
 
5.2 The data recording methods and conventions used must be consistent with, and 

approved by, the County Sites and Monuments Record. 
 
5.3 The objective account of the archaeological evidence must be clearly distinguished 

from its archaeological interpretation. 
 
5.4 Reports on specific areas of specialist study must include sufficient detail to permit 

assessment of potential for analysis, including tabulation of data by context, and must 
include non-technical summaries.  

 
5.5 The Report must include a discussion and an assessment of the archaeological 

evidence. Its conclusions must include a clear statement of the archaeological potential 
of the site, and the significance of that potential in the context of the Regional 
Research Framework (East Anglian Archaeology, Occasional Papers 3 & 8, 1997 and 
2000). 

 
5.6 The site archive is to be deposited with the County SMR within three months of the 

completion of fieldwork.  It will then become publicly accessible. 
 
5. 7 Where positive conclusions are drawn from a project a summary report, in the 

established format, suitable for inclusion in the annual ‘Archaeology in Suffolk’ 
section of the Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute for Archaeology, must be prepared. 
It should be included in the project report, or submitted to the Conservation Team, by 
the end of the calendar year in which the evaluation work takes place, whichever is the 
sooner. 

 
5.8 County SMR sheets must be completed, as per the county SMR manual. 
 
Specification by:   R D Carr 
Date: 1 February 2006       Reference:  /Spec Structure-BSECattleMarket200602 

 
 

Conservation Team    ARCHAEOLOGICAL SERVICE    Suffolk County Council 
Shire  Hall  Bury St Edmunds  IP33 2AR   01284 352443 

 
 

This brief and specification remains valid for 12 months from the above date. 
If the work defined by this brief forms a part of a programme of archaeological work 
required by a Planning Condition, the results must be considered by the Conservation 
Team of the Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council, who have the 
responsibility for advising the appropriate Planning Authority. 
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S U F F O L K  C O U N T Y  C O U N C I L  
A R C H A E O L O G I C A L  S E R V I C E  -  C O N S E R V A T I O N  T E A M  

 
Brief and Specification for an Archaeological Excavation 

 
Ex-CATTLE MARKET AREA, BURY ST EDMUNDS 

 
Although this document is fundamental to the work of the specialist archaeological 
contractor the developer should be aware that certain of its requirements are likely to 
impinge upon the working practices of a general building contractor and may have 
financial implications, for example see paragraphs 2.1 & 4.11. The commissioning body 
may also have Health & Safety responsibilities, see paragraph 1.7 
 
 
1. Background 
 
1.1 Consent has been granted for development (SE/04/2197/P).  The planning authority 

have applied a PPG 16, paragraph 30 condition to the consent.   The required 
programme of archaeological work will include inter alia recording of standing 
structures on the site;  documentary studies of the cattle market  usage;  and 
excavation to record buried archaeological features which will be removed by 
development.  This brief deals only with the excavation – separate briefs have or will 
be issued for other aspects of archaeological interest. 

 
1.2 The development area has been evaluated (Suffolk County Council Archaeological 

Service, Report No 2005/129 & secondary documentary study of market structure), 
the reports adequately describes the archaeology and history of the site. 

 
1.3 In order to comply with the planning condition the prospective developer has 

requested a brief and specification for the archaeological recording of buried 
archaeological deposits which will be affected by development. 

 
1.4 There is a presumption that all archaeological work specified for the whole area will 

be undertaken by the same body, whether the fieldwork takes place in phases or not.  
There is similarly a presumption that further analysis and post-excavation work to 
final report stage will be carried through by the excavating body.  Any variation from 
this principle would require a justification which would show benefit to the 
archaeological process. 

 
1.5 Detailed standards, information and advice to supplement this brief are to be found in 

“Standards for Field Archaeology in the East of England” Occasional Papers 14, East 
Anglian Archaeology, 2003. 

 
1.6 All arrangements for field excavation of the site, the timing of the work, and access to 

the site, are to be negotiated with the commissioning body. 
 
1.7 Before any archaeological site work can commence it is the responsibility of the 

developer to provide the archaeological contractor with either the contaminated land 
report for the site or a written statement that there is no contamination. 

 

Appendix 1.2 
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2. Brief for Archaeological Project 
 
2.1 In the area ‘A’, as defined on Figure 12, full archaeological excavation, as specified in 

Section 3, is to be carried out prior to development.  In areas ‘B’ (which are designed 
to be representative of the 19th and 20th century cattle market structures, surfaces and 
roadways) excavation is to extend only to the post 1800 levels; archaeological 
excavation, as specified in Section 3, is to be carried out prior to development. Note : 
although the surface areas represented are accurate, because of differing OS historic 
map projections the locations of areas ‘B’ may not be precise to within 10m; 
determination of exact areas to sample the pens and sale rings targeted may require 
removal of larger areas of modern surfacing. See figures 13 & 14 for early mapping 
and targets. 

 
2.2 The excavation objective will be to provide a record of all archaeological deposits 

which would otherwise be damaged or removed by development, including services 
and landscaping. 

 
2.3 The academic objective will centre upon the high potential for this site to produce 

evidence for late medieval and post Reformation occupation of the area. A secondary 
objective is a definition and description of 19th century cattle market surfaces and 
structures. 

 
2.4 In addition to the formal archaeological excavation there will be a programme of 

systematic archaeological monitoring of development works.  This is specified in 
Section 4.  For costing purposes an indicative estimate of time allowances is made. 

 
2.5 The archaeological contractor is to make provision for an on site display and 

explanation of work (e.g. viewing window in hoarding and offsite display board), plus 
allowance for at least one day for site tours at a weekend, towards the end of the 
archaeological contract period. 

 
2.6 The cattle market has been an important economic and social focus for the sub region 

and town;   an illustrated history, accessible to the public, would be an appropriate 
response to its heritage interest.  With this in mind, collate source material already 
collected for desk-top studies and assess suitable methods of making it available to the 
public. 

 
2.7 This project will be carried through in a manner broadly consistent with English 

Heritage's Management of Archaeological Projects, 1991 (MAP2).  Excavation is to 
be followed by the preparation of a full archive, and an assessment of potential for 
analysis and publication.  Analysis and final report preparation will follow assessment 
and will be the subject of a further brief and updated project design. 
It is probable that this project will justify publication of its results; it is suggested that 
orders of cost include provision for analysis and publication. 
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2.8 In accordance with the standards and guidance produced by the Institute of Field 
Archaeologists this brief should not be considered sufficient to enable the total 
execution of the project. A Project Design or Written Scheme of Investigation 
(PD/WSI) based upon this brief and the accompanying outline specification of 
minimum requirements, is an essential requirement. This must be submitted by the 
developers, or their agent, to the Conservation Team of the Archaeological Service of 
Suffolk County Council (Shire Hall, Bury St Edmunds IP33 2AR; telephone/fax: 
01284 352443) for approval. The work must not commence until this office has 
approved both the archaeological contractor as suitable to undertake the work, and the 
PD/WSI as satisfactory. The PD/WSI will provide the basis for measurable standards 
and will be used to establish whether the requirements of the planning condition will 
be adequately met. An important aspect of the PD/WSI will be an assessment of the 
project in relation to the Regional Research Framework (East Anglian Archaeology 
Occasional Papers 3, 1997, 'Research and Archaeology: A Framework for the Eastern 
Counties, 1. resource assessment'. Occasional Pap. 8, 2000, 'Research and 
Archaeology: A Framework for the Eastern Counties, 2. research agenda and 
strategy'). 

 
2.9 The developer or his archaeologist will give the Conservation Team of Suffolk County 

Council's Archaeological Service (SCCAS) five working days notice of the 
commencement of ground works on the site, in order that the work of the 
archaeological contractor may be monitored. The method and form of development 
will also be monitored to ensure that it conforms to previously agreed locations and 
techniques upon which this brief is based. 

 
3. Specification for the Archaeological Excavation   
 The excavation methodology will form part of the Project Design and is to be agreed 

in detail before the project commences; defined minimum criteria in this outline are to 
be met or exceeded: 

 
3.1 In Area A (Figure 12) allow for excavation of all archaeological deposits. 
 

In Areas B (Figure 12) allow for excavation and recording of 19th and 20th century 
cattle market features only. 
 

3.2 Modern surfacing and structures may be removed by machine.. Excavation down to 
cattlemarket structures and surfaces may be done by machine (to incorporate 
appropriate hand cleaning of cattle market structures). Excavation of structures below 
modern surfacing and cattle market structures to be done principally by hand. 

 
3.3 Fully excavate all features that are, or could be interpreted as, structural.  Post-holes, 

and pits that may be interpreted as post-holes, must be examined in section and then 
fully excavated. Fabricated surfaces within the excavation area (e.g. paths, yards, 
hearths & floors) must be fully exposed and cleaned. Any variation from this process 
can only be made by agreement with a member of the Conservation Team of SCCAS, 
and must be confirmed in writing. 
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3.4 All other features must be sufficiently examined to establish, where possible, their 
date and function.  For guidance: 

 
a)  A minimum of 50% of the fills of the general features is be excavated. Note that it 

is likely that prehistoric features e.g. especially pits, are likely to require full 
excavation. 

 
b)  Between 10% and 20% of the fills of substantial linear features (ditches etc) are to 

be excavated, the samples must be representative of the available length of the 
feature and must take into account any variations in the shape or fill of the feature 
and any concentrations of artefacts. Any variations from this practice are to be 
agreed [ if necessary on site ] with the Conservation Team. 

 
Any variation from this process can only be made by agreement with a member of the 
Conservation Team of SCCAS, and must be confirmed in writing. 

 

3.5 Collect and prepare environmental samples (by sieving or flotation as appropriate). 
The Project Design must provide details of the sampling strategies for retrieving 
artefacts, biological remains (for palaeoenvironmental and palaeoeconomic 
investigations), and samples of sediments and/or soils (for micromorphological and 
other pedological/sedimentological analyses. Advice on the appropriateness of the 
proposed strategies will be sought from P Murphy, English Heritage Regional Adviser 
for Archaeological Science (East of England). A guide to sampling archaeological 
deposits (Murphy and Wiltshire 1994) is available from the Conservation Team of 
SCCAS. 

 
3.6 A finds recovery policy is to be agreed before the project commences.  It should be 

addressed by the Project Design.  Use of a metal detector will form an essential part of 
finds recovery.  Sieving of occupation levels and building fills will be expected. 

 
3.7 All finds will be collected and processed.  No discard policy will be considered until 

the whole body of finds has been evaluated. 
 
3.8 All ceramic, bone and stone artefacts to be cleaned and processed concurrently with 

the excavation to allow immediate evaluation and input into decision making. 
 
3.9 Metal artefacts must be stored  and managed on site in accordance with UK Institute of 

Conservators Guidelines and evaluated for significant dating and cultural implications 
before despatch to a conservation laboratory within 4 weeks of excavation. 

 
3.10 Human remains are to be treated at all stages with care and respect, and are to be dealt 

with in accordance with the law. They must be recorded in situ and subsequently 
lifted, packed and marked to standards compatible with those described in the Institute 
of Field Archaeologists' Technical Paper 13: Excavation and post-excavation 
treatment of Cremated and Inhumed Human Remains, by McKinley & Roberts. 
Proposals for the final disposition of remains following study and analysis will be 
required in the Project Design. 
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3.11 Plans of the archaeological features on the site should normally be drawn at 1:20 or 
1:50, depending on the complexity of the data to be recorded.  Sections should be 
drawn at 1:10 or 1:20 again depending on the complexity to be recorded.  Any 
variations from this must be agreed with the Conservation Team. 

 
3.12 A photographic record of the work is to be made, consisting of both monochrome 

photographs and colour transparencies. 
 
3.13 Excavation record keeping is to be consistent with the requirements Suffolk County 

Council's Sites and Monuments Record and compatible with its archive.  Methods 
must be agreed with the Conservation Team of SCCAS. 

 
4. Brief for Archaeological Monitoring 
 
4.1 To provide a record of archaeological deposits which are not to be archaeologically 

excavated prior to development but which will be damaged or removed by any 
development [including services and landscaping] permitted by the current planning 
consent. 

 
4.2 To carry out the monitoring work the developer will appoint an archaeologist (the 

observing archaeologist) who must be approved by the Conservation Team of SCCAS. 
 
4.3 The developer or his archaeologist will give the Conservation Team of SCCAS 48-

hours notice of the commencement of site works. 
 
4.4 A contingency allowance must be made to cover archaeological costs incurred in 

monitoring the development works.  The size of the contingency should be estimated 
by the approved archaeological observer, on the basis of the work specified below and 
the contractor's timetable and working practices. 

 
4.5 The developer shall afford access at all reasonable times to both Conservation Team 

of SCCAS and an ‘observing archaeologist’ to allow archaeological observation of 
building and engineering operations which disturb the ground. 

 
4.6 Opportunity must be given to the ‘observing archaeologist’ to hand excavate any 

discrete archaeological features, which appear during earth moving operations, 
retrieve finds and make measured records as necessary. 

 
4.7 The ‘observing archaeologist’ will not be entitled to enforce specific delays and hold 

ups to the work of the contractor other than those previously agreed and set out in the 
Project Design.  If delays prove desirable to the archaeological recording process they 
should be arranged by mutual agreement with the contractor; the developer’s architect 
may be approached as an arbitrator. 

 
4.8 All archaeological features must be planned at a minimum scale of 1:50 on a plan 

showing the proposed layout of the development. 
 
4.9 All contexts must be numbered and finds recorded by context. 
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4.10 The data recording methods and conventions used must be consistent with, and 
approved by, the County Sites and Monument Record. 

 
4.11 The precise monitoring works required cannot be specified until detailed development 

plans are formulated.  The principal aims will be to trace the line and extent of ditches 
which were encountered in evaluation trenches - particularly those around areas to be 
archaeologically excavated, and the investigation of isolated features.  The form of the 
monitoring is likely to depend on the location of roadways, services and building 
footings. Working practices are to be defined in the Project Design.  For the purposes 
of providing an indication of the scale of work and comparable quotations for this 
work it is suggested that for this entire application area a minimum of attendances on 
site will be: 

 
  Five attendances of two concurrent days each 
  plus ten attendances of one day each 
 
4.12 The results of this monitoring must be recorded in a manner consistent with the main 

excavated areas and incorporated into the archive record. 
   
5. General Management 
 
5.1 A timetable for all stages of the project must be agreed before the first stage of work 

commences. 
 
5.2 Monitoring of the archaeological work will be undertaken by the Conservation Team 

of SCCAS.  Where projects require more than a total of two man-days on site 
monitoring and two man-days post-excavation monitoring, an ‘at-cost’  charge will be 
made for monitoring (currently at a daily rate of £150, but to be fixed at the time that 
the project takes place), provision should be made for this in all costings.  [A decision 
on the monitoring required will be made by the Conservation Team on submission of 
the accepted Project Design.] 

 
5.3 The composition of the project staff must be detailed and agreed (this is to include any 

subcontractors). For the site director and other staff likely to have a major 
responsibility for the post-excavation processing of this site there must be a statement 
of their responsibilities for post-excavation work on other archaeological sites. 

 
5.4 A general Health and Safety Policy must be provided, with detailed risk assessment 

and management strategy for this particular site. 
 
5.5 The Project Design must include proposed security measures to protect the site and 

both excavated and unexcavated finds from vandalism and theft. 
 
5.6 Provision for the reinstatement of the ground and filling of dangerous holes must be 

detailed in the Project Design. 
 
5.7 No initial survey to detect public utility or other services has taken place.  The 

responsibility for this rests with the archaeological contractor. 
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5.8 The Institute of Field Archaeologists’ Standard and Guidance for Archaeological 
Desk-based Assessments and for Field Evaluations should be used for additional 
guidance in the execution of the project and in drawing up the report. 

 
6. Archive Requirements 
 
6.1 Within four weeks of the end of field-work a timetable for post-excavation work must 

be produced. Following this a written statement of progress on post -excavation work 
whether archive, assessment, analysis or final report writing will be required at three 
monthly intervals.  

 
6.2 An archive of all records and finds is to be prepared consistent with the principle of 

English Heritage's Management of Archaeological Projects, 1991 (MAP2), 
particularly Appendix 3.  However, the detail of the archive is to be fuller than that 
implied in MAP2 Appendix 3.2.1.  The archive is to be sufficiently detailed to allow 
comprehension and further interpretation of the site should the project not proceed to 
detailed analysis and final report preparation.  It must be adequate to perform the 
function of a final archive for lodgement in the County SMR or museum. 

 
6.3 A clear statement of the form, intended content, and standards of the archive is to be 

submitted for approval as an essential requirement of the Project Design (see 2.5). 
 
6.4 The site archive quoted at MAP2 Appendix 3, must satisfy the standard set by the 

“Guideline for the preparation of site archives and assessments of all finds other than 
fired clay vessels” of the Roman Finds Group and the Finds Research Group AD700-
1700 (1993). 

 
6.5 Pottery should be recorded and archived to a standard comparable with 6.3 above, i.e. 

The Study of Later Prehistoric Pottery: General Policies and Guidelines for Analysis 
and Publication, Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group Occasional Paper 1 (1991, rev 
1997), the Guidelines for the archiving of Roman Pottery,  Study Group for Roman 
Pottery (ed. M G Darling 1994) and the Minimum Standards for the Processing, 
Recording, Analysis and Publication of Post-Roman Ceramics, Medieval Pottery 
Research Group Occasional Paper 2 (2001). 

 
6.6 All coins must be identified and listed as a minimum archive requirement. 
 
6.7 The data recording methods and conventions used must be consistent with, and 

approved by, the County Sites and Monuments Record.  All record drawings of 
excavated evidence are to be presented in drawn up form, with overall site plans.  All 
records must be on an archivally stable and suitable base. 

 
6.8 A complete copy of the site record archive must be deposited with the County Sites 

and Monuments Record within 12 months of the completion of fieldwork.  It will then 
become publicly accessible. 

 
6.9 Finds must be appropriately conserved and stored in accordance with UK Institute 

Conservators Guidelines. 
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6.10 Every effort must be made to get the agreement of the landowner/developer to the 
deposition of the finds with the County SMR or a museum in Suffolk which satisfies 
Museum and Galleries Commission requirements, as an indissoluble part of the full 
site archive.  If this is not achievable for all or parts of the finds archive then provision 
must be made for additional recording (e.g. photography, illustration, analysis) as 
appropriate.  If the County SMR is the repository for finds there will be a charge made 
for storage, and it is presumed that this will also be true for storage of the archive in a 
museum. 

 
6.11 Where positive conclusions are drawn from a project, a summary report in the 

established format, suitable for inclusion in the annual ‘Archaeology in Suffolk’ 
section of the Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute for Archaeology journal, must be 
prepared and included in the project report, or submitted to the Conservation Team by 
the end of the calendar year in which the evaluation work takes place, whichever is the 
sooner. 

 
7. Report Requirements 
 
7.1 A report on the fieldwork and archive must be provided consistent with the principle 

of MAP2, particularly Appendix 4.  The report must be integrated with the archive. 
 
7.2 The objective account of the archaeological evidence must be clearly distinguished 

from its archaeological interpretation. 
 
7.3 An important element of the report will be a description of the methodology. 
 
7.4 Reports on specific areas of specialist study must include sufficient detail to permit 

assessment of potential for analysis, including tabulation of data by context, and must 
include non-technical summaries.  

 
7.5 The report will give an opinion as to the potential and necessity for further analysis of 

the excavation data beyond the archive stage, and the suggested requirement for 
publication; it will refer to the Regional Research Framework (see above, 2.5).  
Further analysis will not be embarked upon until the primary fieldwork results are 
assessed and the need for further work is established.  Analysis and publication can be 
neither developed in detail or costed in detail until this brief and specification is 
satisfied. 

 
7.6 The assessment report must be presented within six months of the completion of 

fieldwork unless other arrangements are negotiated with the project sponsor and the 
Conservation Team of SCCAS 

 
7.7 At the start of work (immediately before fieldwork commences) an OASIS online 

record  http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/project/oasis/   must be initiated and key fields completed 
on Details, Location and Creators forms. 

 
7.8  All parts of the OASIS online form must be completed for submission to the SMR. 

This should include an uploaded .pdf version of the entire report (a paper copy should 
also be included with the archive). 
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Specification by:   R D Carr 
 
Suffolk County Council 
Archaeological Service Conservation Team 
Environment and Transport Department 
Shire Hall 
Bury St Edmunds 
Suffolk IP33 2AR     Tel:  01284 352441 
 
 
Date: 24 April 2006   Reference:   /BSECattleMarket02-2197 final 
 
 
This brief and specification remains valid for 12 months from the above date.  If work 
is not carried out in full within that time this document will lapse;  the authority should 
be notified and a revised brief and specification may be issued. 
 
 
 
 
If the work defined by this brief forms a part of a programme of archaeological work 
required by a Planning Condition, the results must be considered by the Conservation 
Team of the Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council, who have the 
responsibility for advising the appropriate Planning Authority. 
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Figure 12. Areas of archaeological excavation 
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Figure 13. 1st Edition OS Map 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Early 20th century OS map 
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BSE 252 context list excavationAppendix 2.

cont
ext

feat
ure

grou
p

ditch 
segme
nt

identifie
r

description Interpretation Widt
h

Lengt
h

Depth plan 
sheet 
no

plan
 no

section
 sheet 
no

section 
no

soil 
sam
ple

cuts cutb
y

over unde
r

spotdate phase

0200 0200 Pit Cut Circular. Irregular sides have collapsed causing undercutting, Flat base, sloping down to SW. Located SE corner of site, pit is 
cut into the top of a large chalk pit. This makes it difficult to accurately find the limits of the cut.

Irregular Pit cut into the top 
of chalk pit.

1.1m 1.1m 0.8m 1 1 1 1 0202 pmed

0201 0200 Pit Fill Mid greyish/brown, clay-silt,occasional chalk flecks (<59%), Fairly compact. Top fill of pit 1.1m 1.1m 0.6m 1 1 1 1 0202

0202 0200 Pit Fill Light - mid - yellow- grey- brown, occasional chalk flecks (<5%) fairly compact. Basal Fill [0200], tumble 
from the sides

1.3m 1.2m 0.6m 
max

1 1 0200

0203 0203 Pit Cut Circular. Concave sides,"U" shape. Flat base, slope down to W slightly. Unknown Trunc. Approx 13m West of the SE Corner. Pit. First pit in a line of three 0.55m 0.5m 0.2m 1 2 1 2 0204

0204 0203 Pit Fill Mid yellowish-grey-brown clay silt, occasional chalk fleck inclusions (<5%),fairly compact,SE corner of trench. No finds. Fill of pit 0203 0.55m 0.5m 0.2m 
max

1 2 1 2 0203

0205 0205 Pit Cut Sub-circular, elongated N-S. Concave section with straight side on north face 60 degrees convex south side, sharp break of the 
base. Flat base. Unknown trunc. Elongated N-S. South end of the trench.

Second pit in a line of three 
running E-W

0.6m 0.5m 0.2m 1 3 1 3 0206

0206 0205 Pit Fill Mid yellowish-grey- brown, occasional flint pebbles <5% (diameter-0.5.m, fairly compact. South end of the trench. Fill of pit 1 3 1 3 0205

0207 0207 Pit Cut Sub-circular, elongated NE-SW. Concave section. Straight NE side - 45 degrees, concave SW side with almost vertical break 
of the surface, Base is concave with a gradual break of base at the NE side and a sharp break of the base at the SW side , 
Unknown trunc. Elongated NE- SW. South of the trench.

Third pit in a line running E-
W

0.75m 0.5m 0.2m 
max

1 6 1 4 0208

0208 0207 Pit Fill Mid yellowish-grey-brown clay-silt. Occasional flint pebbles <5% (diameter 0.5m), fairly compact. South end of the trench. Fill of 0207 0.75m 0.5m 0.2m 
max

1 6 1 4 0207

0209 0209 Posthole
Cut

Square plan. Sub-square section. Flatbase dipping slightly in the centre. Unknown trunc. South end of the trench. Squared out posthole. 0.7m 0.45m 0.4m 
max

1 5 1 5 0210 6

0210 0209 Posthole
Fill

Mid dark-grey-brown clay silt. Occasional chalk (<5%) occasional CBM (<3%) fairly compact. South end of trench. Finds-
small dress pin and slag, and shell, pot,bone,tile/brick,flint and shell.

Packing for posthole 0209 1 5 1 5 0211 16th-
18th C

0211 0209 Posthole
Fill

Mid dark grey-brown clay-silt. Friable and crummy. No inclusions. Fill of post pipe 0.16m 0.45m 1 5 1 5 0210

0212 0212 Layer Machine excavated layer around brick lined well within the area of the Victorian building extensions. Number assigned for the 
recovered finds. Dark brown silty sand with chalk and rubble inclusions.

13 96 ?19th C 
unless

7

0213 0825 Pit Cut Sub-circular. Straight sides - 80 degrees. Convex base ( brick vaulting). SW corner of the original area. Well? 2m 2m 1 4 1 6 0214

0214 0213 Pit Fill Mid grey -brown, clay-silt. Mod cbm inclusions (15%). Fairly compact. Fill of capped well. 2m 2m 0.4m 
max

1 4 1 6 0221 1550-
1700

0215 0215 Posthole
Cut

Cut of posthole. Uneven in section and in plan. Uneven chalk base. Shallow sloping sides .Cuts adjacent posthole [0217] to the 
south.

0.54m
N-S

0.6m 
W-E

0.18m 1 7 0217 0216

0216 0215 Posthole
Fill

Fill of posthole [0215], mid grey/brown silty sand fill over an uneven chalk base. Chalk lumps present throughout fill. 0.18m 1 7 0215

0217 0217 Posthole
Cut

Cut of small posthole, cut to the N by [0215]. Irregular in the section and in the plan, steep sloping site to South. 0.3m 
N-S

0.3m 
W-E

0.14m 1 7 0215

0218 0217 Posthole
Fill

Fil of [0207]. Mid grey silty sand on a chalk base, lumps and flecks of chalk present throughout. 0.14m 1 7 [0217
]

0219 0219 Posthole
Cut

Cut of regular posthole, circular in plan, near vertical sides, flat base. 0.64m
W-E

0.62m
N-S

0.30m 1 8 0220

0220 0219 Posthole
Fill

fill of posthole [0219] fill is mid grey silty sand with chalk flecks and lumps. 0.3m 1 8 0219

0221 0825 Structur
e

Brick vaulting. Capping of well? 1 4 1 6 0214

0222 0222 Pit Cut Cut of square pit. Sides are vertical 85 degrees. Base is flat.  
0.66m

0.60m
E-W

0.25m 1 7 1 10 0225 0223

0223 0222 Pit Fill Fil of square pit.Silty 80% chalk 20% -  mid brown grey. Soft - mod, occasional chalk pieces, occasional small stones. 0.66m 0.60m 0.25m 1 7 1 10 0222

0224 0224 Posthole
Cut

Cut of posthole 0224. Shallow cut U shaped section. Circular in plan. Sides- only south side and east side remains steep, 65 
degrees. Base is flat - shallow concave.

0.36m
N-S

0.48m 0.10m 1 7 1 10 0225

0225 0224 Posthole
Fill

Fill of posthole [0224]. Silty chalk - soft and mod. Mid brown - grey. Occasonal chalk frags, occasional small stones. 0.36m
N-S

0.48m
E-W

0.10m 1 7 1 10 0224

0226 0226 Posthole
Cut

Cut of posthole [0226] possible circular- semi circular? Sides steep 80 degrees, base concave? 0.25m
E-W

0.42m
N-S

0.22m 1 7 1 11 0222 0230

0227 0226 Posthole
Fill

Upper fill of posthole [0226]. Chalk 90% and 10% silt.solid - firm. White chalk frags with occcasional silt. 0.25m
E-W

0.15m 1 7 1 11 0230 1740-
1880

0228 0228 Pit Cut rounded base, steep edges.  Alignment N-S. Located north of pit [0203]. Small pit 0.76m 0.90m 0.72m 1 9 0229

0229 0228 Pit Fill Mid brown silt with some chalk mixed in and some chalk lumps, medium and small. Fair amount of chalk flecks, with some 
small pieces of flint and occasional medium sized pieces of flint. Not very compact, easy to remove. Located on south edge of 
site.

Fill of small pit 0.76m 0.90m 0.22m 1 9 0288

0230 0226 Posthole
Fill

Fill of posthole [0226]. lower fill silty 90% chalk 10% soft-mod.mid brown/grey. Very occasonal small stones. 0.18m
E-W

0.70m 1 7 1 11 0227

0231 0231 Posthole
Cut

Cut of small posthole, semi circular in section, circular in plan. 0.22m
N-S

0.21m
W-E

0.06m 1 52 1 12
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0232 0231 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey silty, sand fill. 1 52 1 12

0233 0233 Posthole
Cut

Cut of small posthole. Irregular, roughly circular in plan, irregular in section. Base - irregular. 0.36m
N-S

0.30m
W-E

0.9m 1 53 1 13 0234

0234 0233 Posthole
Fill

Fill of posthole [0233]. Mid grey silty sand. 0.09m 0233

0235 0235 Posthole
Cut

Cut of posthole 0235. Ovoid in plan, long side running N-S. Cut by posthole [0238] from the east. Circular in section, base flat. 0.64m
W-E

0.50m 0.17m 1 54 1 14 0238 6

0236 0235 Posthole
Fill

Second fill of [0235] fill is mid grey, silty sand with clay and chalk flecks. 0.13m 1 54 1 14 0238 16th-
18th C

0237 0235 Posthole
Fill

First fill of posthole [0235]. Fill is mid grey silty sand. 0.18m 1 54 1 14 0238

0238 0238 Posthole
Cut

Cut of posthole [0238]. Cut of ovoid posthole, long side of ovoid N-S. Flat base, vertical sides. 0.30m
W-E

0.45m
N-S

0.12m 1 54 1 14 0235

0239 0238 Posthole
Fill

Fill Of [0238). Fill is mid grey silty sand. 0.12m 1 54 1 14 0238

0240 0240 Posthole
Cut

Posthole cut (0240). Steep sides 80 degrees. Base -  concave. U shaped section. Circular in plan. 0.35m
E-W

0.35m
N-S

0.19m 1 1 15 0241

0241 0240 Posthole
Fill

Fill of PH [0240]. Silty 70% chalky 30% clay, soft - mod compaction, mid brown grey. Occ small chalk frags - max 0.2m. 0.35m
E-W

0.35m
N-S

0.19m 1 1 15 0240

0242 0242 Posthole
Cut

Steep sloping sides. Base- sloping into a point,. Located near [0246] [0257] [0244][0240]. Cut of posthole 0.41m 0.19m 9 1 16 0243

0243 0242 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown clayed silt with some flecks of charcoal, small lumps of chalk and flecks of chalk. Fairly compact, easy to remove 
with trowel.

0.40m 0.41m 0.19m 1 16 0242

0244 0244 Posthole
Cut

Steep sloping sides, base - sloping into a point. Located near [0257] [0246] [0242] [0240]. Cut of posthole 0.43m 0.2m 2 9 1 18 0245

0245 0244 Posthole
Fill

dark brown clayed silt with lumps and flecks of chalk, some pieces of flint, small and medium sized. Fairly compact. Located 
near [0246] [0242] [0257] [0240].

Fill of posthole 0.2m 9 2 1 18 0244

0246 0246 Posthole
Cut

Sloping sides to flat base. Located near [0240] [0244] [0257] [0242]. Cut of posthole 0.31m 2 9 1 17 0247

0247 0246 Posthole
Fill

dark brown clayed silt with flecks and small lumps of chalk, some flecks of charcoal, fairly compact but easy to remove. 
Located near [0244] [0240] [0257] [0242].

2 9 1 17 0246

0248 0248 2253 Posthole
Cut

Circular plan. U shaped. Concave base. Unknown trunc. Part of post line running E-W approx 11m north of southern edge of 
trench.

Posthole 0249 6

0249 0248 2253 Posthole
Fill

Light mid whiteish yellowy brown silty clay. Occ chalk flecks (<5%). Fairly compact. Fill of posthole 0.35m 0.32m 0.14m 0248 6

0250 0250 2253 Posthole
Cut

Circular plan. U shaped section. Concave base. Unknown trunc.part of a post line running E -W approx 11m north of southern 
end of trench.

Posthole 0.32m
E W

0.37m
N S

0.18m 0251 6

0251 0250 2253 Posthole
Fill

Mid light whiteish yellowy brown silty clay. Occ chalk fleck inclusions (<5%). Fairly compact. Posthole fill 0.32m
E W

0.37m
N S

0.18m 0250 6

0252 0252 2253 Posthole
Cut

Sub circular plan. U shaped section. Concave base. Unknown trunc. Part line of posts running EW approx 11m north of 
southern end of trench.

Posthole 0.33m
E W

0.37m
N S

0.2m 0255 6

0253 0252 2253 Posthole
Fill

Mid light whiteish yellowy brown silty clay occ chalk gravel inclusions (<5%) (diameter 0.5m) fairly compact. Posthole fill 0.33m 0.37m 0.2m 0252 6

0254 0252 2253 Posthole
Fill

Mid dark brown. Occ flint pebble inclusions (<5% Diameter 0.01m). Over burdened fill in [0252]. 0.33m
E W

0.04m 0253 6

0255 0255 Ditch 
Cut

Linear plan. U section. Concave base. Unknown trunc. NS alignment. Plough scar 0.4m 
E W

3.8m 
N S

0256

0256 0255 Linear 
Feature

Mid grey brown clay silt. Occ fleck inclusions. Fairly compact. Fill of plough scar (left over 
subsoil)

0255

0257 0257 Posthole
Cut

Base sloping into point. Near [0246] [0244] [0240] [0242] Cut of posthole 2 9 1 19 0258

0258 0257 Posthole
Fill

Mid/light brown/orangey clayed silt, some small lumps and flecks of chalk, some flecks of charcoal, fairly compact. Near 
[0244] [0240] [0242] [0246].

Fill of posthole 2 9 1 19 0257

0259 0259 Pit Cut Square pit [0259] square in plan. Sides - steep 80 degrees. Base - flat. B -top +b base -sharp. N facing section. 0.80m
E W

0.86m
N S

0.28m 2 10 2 20 0260 6

0260 0259 Pit Fill Fill of pit [0259]. Solid  - mod. Mid brown grey chalk 30% silty 10% clay 60%. Mottled brown with chalk frags. Occ brick occ 
charcoal.small, medium stones rounded 0.06m.

0.80m
E W

0.86m
N S

0.28m 2 10 2 20 0259

0261 0261 2253 Posthole
Cut

Sub circular elongated EW. U shaped section. Concave base, unknown trunc. Part of PH line running EW approx 11m north of 
southern end of trench.

Posthole 0.48m
E W

0.35m
N S

0.14m 0262 6

0262 0261 2253 Posthole
Fill

Mid yellow grey brown slity clay. Chalk fleck inclusions <5%. Fairly compact. Posthole fill 0.48m 0.35m 0.14m 6

0263 0263 2253 Posthole
Cut

Subcircular, u shaped section, concave base. Unknown trunc. Part of PH line running EW approx 11m north of southern end 
of trench.

Posthole cut 0.35m
E W

0.36m 0264 6

0264 0263 2253 Posthole
Fill

Mid whiteish yellowy brown silty clay. Occ chalk flecks <5%. Fairly compact. Posthole 0.35m
E W

0.36.
m N S

0.13m 0263 6

0265 0265 2253 Posthole
Cut

Subcircular plan. U shaped section. Concave base. Part of a PH line running EW approx 11m north of southern end of trench. Posthole 0.34m
E W

0.37m 0.11m 6

0266 0265 2253 Posthole
Fill

Mid light yellow grey brown silty clay. Occ chalk flecks. Fairly compact. Posthole fill 0.34m 0.37m 0.11m 0265 6
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0267 0267 Pit Cut Cut of pit [0267] sq in plan. Shallow. Sides - shallow, grad. Base - concave. 0.70m
E W

0.86m
N S

0.10m 0268 6

0268 0267 Pit Fill Fill of pit [0267] silty 40% chalky 10% clay 50% soft-mod. Chalk and brick frags. Mid brown grey. 0.70m
E W

0.86m
N S

0.10m 2 11 2 21 0267 1550-
1700

0269 0269 Posthole
Cut

Flat base, steep sides. Located near [0257[ [0246] [0244] [0242] [0240]. Cut of posthole 2 9 1 25 0270

0270 0269 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown clayed silt, small lumps and flecks of chalk, some large stones inlcuding brick and flint and one large lump of 
chalk. Fairly compact but easy to remove.

Fill of posthole 2 2 1 25 0269

0271 0271 Posthole
Cut

Cut of PH, square cut, looks fairly modern no visable alignment. Fairly shallow. 0.6m 0.5m 0.2m 2 12 2 22 0272 4

0272 0271 Posthole
Fill

Fill of PH [0271]. Mid dark brown silt with occ flint and occ chalk flecks. Look as post med. 2 12 2 22 0271 L12th-
14th C

4

0273 0273 Pit Cut Cut of pit [0271] oval in plan. Bowl shaped in section. Sides slope 50 degrees to a nearly u shaped base. Elongated NW-SE. 1.1m 
NE -

1.3m 
SE -

0.7m 
max

2 13 2 23 0274 5

0274 0273 Pit Fill Fill of pit [0273] a clayed silt fill with occ flint inclusions and freq chalk flecks and lumps. Mid light brown. 0.7m 
max

0273 15th-
16th C

0275 0275 Posthole
Cut

Cut of PH [0275] fills 0276 0277, sq cut then a lower circular cut in plan, steped cut in section. Sides steped from the two 
steep cuts, 1st 60 degrees, 2nd 70-75 degrees to base. Looks fairly modern, part of a EW alignment with (0277).

0.75m
E W

0.85m
N S

0.3m 
max

3 14 2 24 0277

0276 0275 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown clayed silt. Occ chalk lumps. 0.3m 
max

2 14 2 24 0277

0277 0275 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown clayed silt. Very ? Organic deposits. 0.3m 2 14 2 24 0276

0278 0278 Posthole
Cut

Steep sloping sides, base slopes down. Cut of posthole 2 9 2 26 0279

0279 0278 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown silty with some orange silty sand, some small stones, farily frequent, some flecks and small lumps of chalk and 
charcoal located near [0242] [0244] [0246] [0257] [0240] [0269].

2 9 2 26 0278

0280 0280 Posthole
Cut

Cut of PH [0280] circular in plan sides are steep 90 degrees. B base is sharp. Concave base. 0.45m
E W

0.45m
N S

0.32m 2 15 2 27 0281

0281 0280 Posthole
Fill

Fill of PH [0280] solid - firm poss packing. Silty 10% sandy 20% clay 70%. Yellow light brown. Reg small stones sub angular. 
Some charcoal.

0.45m
E W

0.32m 2 15 2 27 0286

0282 0282 Posthole
Cut

Cut of PH [0282] circular in plan. Sides - very steep, 95 degrees. Base, shallow, flat, concave. N facing. 0.45m
E W

0.42m
N S

0.30m 2 15 2 28 0283

0283 0282 Posthole
Fill

Fill of pH [0282] solid - firm poss packing.silty 10% sandy 20%  clay 70%, yellow light brown. Occ  small stones. 0.30m 0.30m 2 15 2 28 0282

0284 0284 Posthole
Cut

Cut of PH [0284] circular in plan. N facing sec. Sides grad 55 degrees, base is shallow and concave. 0.35m
E W

0.35m
N S

0.14m 2 16 2 29 0285

0285 0284 Posthole
Fill

Fill of [0284] silty 20% sandy 40% clay 40%. Mid brown orange. Occ small stones. 0.35m
E W

0.14m 2 16 2 29 0284

0286 0280 Posthole
Fill

Post pipe Fill in PH [0280] soft - mod. Silty 70% Clay 30%. Light brown, orange. Occ small stones. 0.20m
E W

0.20m 2 15 2 27

0287 0282 Posthole
Fill

Post pipe fill of PH [0282] soft - mod, sandy 10% silty 70% clay 20%, mid brown orange. Occ small stones. 0.16m
E W

0.30m 2 15 2 28 0282

0288 0328 0288 Segment Mid orangey brown sandy silt. Linear running EW across trench for 4/5m. Upon excavation the linear was revealed to be a 
spread covering a sub-square pit.

Segment into pit 1.8m 
N S

1.0m 
E W

0.4m 1 31 1 46

0289 0289 Posthole
Cut

Cut of small squareish  PH. Irregular square in plan. Shallow dish in section. Sides slope 50 degrees to uneven flat base. Look 
as quite modern.

0.5m 
N S

0.38m
E W

0.12m
max

2 19 2 33 0290

0290 0289 Posthole
Fill

Filll of pH [0289] mid dark brown silt fill with occ chalk flecks and flint inclusions. 0.12m 2 19 2 33 0289

0291 0291 Linear 
Feature

Cut of shallow linear. Linear in plan. Very shallow  in section but a definate feature. Very small linear feature like this runs 
across the site. Maybe plough related. Has another feature [0294] on the side of it that looks contempary due to the same fill 
and also it is very shallow.

0.6m 
E W

2.7m 
N S

0.1m 2 20 2 34 35 0292 5

0292 0291 0292 Segment Seg of linear (0291) and southern end, butt end. 2 20 2 34 35 0291 5

0293 0291 0293 Segment Seg through linear [0291] and blob 0294 and north end of [0211]. 2 20 2 35 5

0294 0294 0293 Linear 
Feature

Very shallow blob at north end  of [0291] oval in plan, dish in section. Unclear feature but seems contempary with [0291] due 
to fill of how shallow it is.

0.6m 
E W

1.25m
N S

0.15m
max

2 20 2 35 5

0295 0291 0292 Linear 
Feature

Fill of linear [0291] in seg 0292. Dark brown silt fill with occ flint inclusions of chalk flecks. 0.1m 2 20 2 34 16th-
18th C

5

0296 0294 0293 Linear 
Feature

Fill of feature  [0294] in seg 0293. Dark brown silt with occ flat inclusions and  chalk flecks. 2 20 2 35 0294

0297 0297 Pit Cut Cut of poss modern pit [0297] sides, grad, steep 65 degrees. Base is shallow and concave. B- base- very grad. Circular in plan. 1.2m 
E W

1.2m 
N S

2.20m 1 17 1 30 0298 7

0298 0297 Pit Fill Fill of [0297] soft - mod, silty 20% sandy 40% clay 40%. Mid  brown/orange occ small sub angular stones. 1 17 2 30 0297

0299 0299 0943 Wall 
Structur

2m in sec of wall. Cut at the N end by the mod concrete pipe trench. Adjoins 0300 at S end.Compromises of softish 
creamy/yellow mortar with few inclusions. 4 rough courses- mainly irreg flints but includes occ brick (broken) + limestone (?) 
At N end, lower sec shows a soft orange/cream mortar with red chalk granules - similar to [0300].

Possibly footing rather than 
upstanding wall. Although 
not footing trench visiable -
mortar and flints paved +laid 
into the footing trench?

0.45m
?

2 31 0300
?
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0300 0330 0943 Wall 
Structur

2m in sec of roughly constructed footing/wall.Adjions 0299 at N end. Butts 0301 at S end. Soft orange/cream mortar with very 
reg chalk flecks + granules. Single consistent course of mixed flint +brick in top 0.20m. Occ flints visable within mortar below.

Possible footing with single 
course of wall surviving?

0.30m 2 31 0299 0302

0301 0301 Wall 
Structur

50m + sec of wall crossing site in EW direction. Soft Cream mortar with very reg chalk lumps, 3 rough courses of mixed flint 
+ brick with occ limestone? Wall faced with the hardest creamy/grey mortar. See 0299 for plan.

0.30m

0302 0302 Layer Mid brown sandy clay with reg small stones + chalk granules. Occ brick granules. 0.10m
?

0300 6

0303 0303 Posthole
Cut

Cut of circular PH bowel shaped, curved base. 0.37m 0.19m 1 18 1 32

0304 0303 Posthole
Fill

Fill of PH [0303] mid brown silty sandy clay. Mod small charcoal lumps + flecks. Mod/occ small chalk lumps. occ small 
stones. Occ, very small lumps of fired clay/brick?

0.37m 0.16m 1 18 1 32 0303

0305 0303 Posthole
Fill

Upper fill of PH [0303] small uppper layer of chalk. Mid brown silty sandy clay with frequent chalk nodules. 0.37m 0.4m 1 18 1 32 0304

0306 0306 Pit Cut Circular plan. NE section side is concave. SW section side is stepped. Flat base. Unnwn trunc. Pit 0.74m 0.76m 0.34m 0332

0307 0306 Pit Fill Mid/dark grey brown , clay silt. Occ chalk flecks ~5%. Fairly compact. Top fill of pit 0.6m 
NE

0.74m 0.12m 0306

0308 0308 Pit Cut Circular plan. U shaped sec. Concave base. Unknown trunc. Posthole 0.25m 0.25m 0.12m 2 33 2 48 0309

0309 0308 Pit Fill mid/light whiteish yellowy brown. Mod chalk fleck 15%. Quite compact. Fill of pit 0.25m 0.25m 0.12m 2 33 2 48 0308

0310 0291 Linear 
Feature

Fill of linear [0291] in seg 0293. Dark brown silt with occ inclusions and chalk flecks. L12th-
14th C

5

0311 0311 Posthole
Cut

Cut of poss post med Ph [0311] circular in pan. Sides are steep vertiacl 85 degrees. B base is very sharp, base is concave. 0.38m
E W

0.42 
N S

0.40m 0312

0312 0311 Posthole
Fill

Fill of PH [0311] soft - mod, silty 70% sandy 10% clay 20%. Rare small stones. Rare charcoal. 0.38m
E W

0.42m
N S

0.40m 2 21 2 36 0311

0313 0313 Pit Cut Steep sides, flat base. Near [0257] [0240] [0244] [0246]. Cut of pit 1 22 1 37 0314 4

0314 0313 Pit Fill Sandy silt, orange/mid brown, with some tiny flecks and lumps of chalk,fairly loose. Near PH's [0257] [0244] [0246] [0240] 
[0278] [0269].

Fill of small pit 1 22 1 37 0315 4

0315 0315 Pit Cut Steep sides, rounded base. Cut of small pit 1 22 1 37 0314 4

0316 0315 Pit Fill Light brown/mid brown clayed silt with flecks and lumps of chalk. Freq large lumps of flint, freq med ium and small pieces of 
flint near [0257] [0240] [0244] [0246] [0278] [0269].

1 22 1 37 0314 L12th-
14th C

4

0317 0317 Posthole
Cut

Cut of post hole or fill of this context could just as well be a post pipe. Located near [0278] [0269]. 1 22 1 37 0315 4

0318 0317 Posthole
Fill

Could be post pipe, dark brown/grey very loose sandy silt. Near [0278] [0269]. 1 22 1 37 0315 13th-
14th C

4

0319 0319 Pit Cut Sub rectangular plan. Sq sec. Flat base sloping down towards the east. Unknown trunc. Elongated EW. SW corner of trench. Pit 0.95m
max

1.5m 
E W

0.5m 0327 4

0320 0319 Pit Fill Mid grey reddy brown sandy silt. Occ chalk pebbles ~5% diameter 0.2m occ flint pebbles 5%. Top fill of [0319] 1.3m 
E W

0.16m 4

0321 0321 Posthole
Cut

Cut of oval PH oval, circular, steep sides slighty irregular to eastern side, posibly two posts or packing. Slighty curved base. 0.33m 0.34m 1 23 1 38 0322

0322 0321 Posthole
Fill

Fill of [0321] orange and brown mottled silty sand, very occ charcoal small lumps and flecks. Moderate compaction. 0.33m 0.34m 1 23 1 38

0323 0322 Pit Cut Oval in shape. Base is concave and flat. Sides very grad 30 degrees. 1.3m 
N S

0.60m
E W

0.12m 2 24 2 39 0324 6

0324 0323 Pit Fill Soft mod. Silty 70% Clay 30% mid brown. 1'g quantity of snail shell. Occ small stones and chalk flecks. 1.3m 
N S

0.60m
E W

0.12m 2 24 2 39 0323

0325 0319 Pit filll Light mid yellow brown grey silty clay.mod chalk fleck ~10%. Fairly compact. Fill of 0319 0.95m
E W

0.18m
max

2 47 0326 4

0326 0319 Pit Fill Mid reddy grey brown sandy silt. Occ flint pebbles diameter, 0.5m, ~5% occ chalk fleck ~5%. Fairly compact. Fill of pit 1.4m 
E W

0.24m 0325 4

0327 0319 Pit Fill Mid grey brown clay silt. Occ chalk fleck inclusions ~5%. Fairly compact. Basal fill of [0319] 1.34 
E W

0.2m 
max

2 47 0319 L12th-
14th C

4

0328 0328 Pit Cut Sub sq plan. N side of sec is concave with a sharp and steep, (almost vertical) break of surface.S side of sec is convexed with 
grad BOB. Base is flat. Unknown trunc. NIT -. DIM -  L D . MOE - .

Sq quarry pit 1.8m 1m 0.4m 1 31 1 46 0330

0329 0328 Pit Fill Mid grey brown sandy silt. Occ chalk fleck <5%. Occ flint stones 5% diameter 0.6m. Top fill of [0328] 1.8m 1m 0.4m 1 31 1 46

0330 0328 Pit Fill mid reddy grey brown sandy silt. Occ chalk flecks 5% fairly compact. Basal fill of pit [0328] 1.4m 
N S

0.2m 
max

1 31 1 46 0328

0331 0306 Pit Fill Mid light yellowish white. Freq Chalk fleck 35%.very compact. Second fill of [0306] 0.34m
NE

0.4m 
NW

0.1m

0332 0306 Pit Fill Mid reddy brown clay silt. Occ flint pebbles ~5%. Quite compact. Basal fill 0.7m 0.28m
max

2 48

0333 0333 Posthole
Cut

Cut of PH [0333] rectangle in plan. W slope in sec. Odd feature, probably disturbed by roots. 0.2m 
max

0.5m 
max

0.1m 
max

1 34 1 49 0334

0334 0333 Pit Fill Fill of PH [0333] dark brown silt with freq chalk lumps and chalk flecks. 1 34 1 49 0333

0335 0335 Posthole
Cut

Cut of pit [0335] nearly rectanglar cut. PH in sec, bowl shape in sec. Looks fairly convincing as a feature. 0.25 
E W

0.35 
N S

0.18m 1 35 1 50 0336
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0336 0335 Posthole
Fill

Chalk packed PH with dark brown silt. 0.18m 1 35 1 50

0337 0337 Posthole
Cut

Oval sloped feature. Possible PH but could be  animal related. Sloped in sec to deeper pit in SW side. 0.4m 
SW

0.6m 
SE

0.18m
max

1 36 1 51 0338

0338 0337 Posthole
Fill

A mid brown silt with freq chalk flecks and chalk lumps. 1 36 1 51

0339 0339 Feature 
Cut

Feature has cut because it could be the base of shallow pit/PH but looks more spread like in plan and sec. Irregular circule in 
plan, shallow slope in sec, sides slope 25-70 degrees to flat base.

0.9m 
N S

0.9m 
E W

0.7m 1 37 1 52 0340 6

0340 0339 Feature 
Fill

Probable spread. Dark brown silt. 1 32 1 52 0339 16th 
century

0341 0341 Feature 
Cut

Very irregular feature, looks like tree bowl. Sec and plan not drawn.

0342 0341 Feature 
Fill

Dark brown silt.

0343 0343 Posthole
Cut

Shallow ph. Circular in plan. S facing section. Sides are very grad, 30 degrees. Base-shallow very grad and concave. 0.50m
E W

0.60m
N S

0.13m 2 38 2 54 0344 5

0344 0343 Posthole
Fill

Silty 70% clay 30%. Mid brown. Occ small rounded stones. 0.50m
E W

0.60m
N S

0.13m 2 38 2 53 0343 15th-
17th C

0345 0345 Posthole
Cut

Circular in plan. Sides, very grad 35%. Base - concave, grad. W facing sec. 0.40m
N S

0.40m
E W

0.10m 2 39 2 55 0346

0346 0345 Posthole
Fill

Soft-mod,silty 60% chalky 15% clay 25%. Mid brown grey. Occ rare chalk nodules and flints. Rare small stones. 0.40m
N S

0.40m
E W

0.10m 2 39 2 55 0345

0347 0347 Posthole
Cut

Shallow, circular - oval in plan. North facing section. Sides- very gradual 30%. Base is grad  concave. 0.42m
E W

0.31m
N S

0.9m 2 40 2 56 0349

0348 0347 Posthole
Fill

Soft -mod dark brown. Silty 70% clay 30%. 0.42m
E W

0.31m
N S

0.09m 2 40 2 56 0347

0349 0349 Posthole
Cut

Irregular- circle in plan. U shaped sec facing north. Sides very steep 90 degrees. Base is flat. B base sharp. 0.64m
E W

0.62m
N S

0.46m 2 40 1 56 0357 6

0350 0349 Posthole
Fill

Upper fill, mod - fiim. Silty 15% sandy 15% clay 70%. Light brown yellow with odd green tinge. Occ chalk nods. 2 40 2 56 0352 16th-
18th C

0351 0349 Posthole
Fill

Post pipe fill. Soft-friable. Silty 70% sandy 15% clay 15%, dark mid brown. 0.14m
E W

0.46m 2 40 2 56 subs
oil

0352 0349 Posthole
Fill

Lower fill. Soft, crumbly. Silty 30% sandy 60% clay 8% chalk 8%. Dark mid brown/grey. Occ small stones. 0.41m 0.24m 2 40 2 56

0353 0353 0356 Pit Cut Presumed oval pit. Not visable on surface. Only identified during excavation of slot/seg. Half oval pit. Steep sides, fairly 
irregular. Flatish, fairly irregular. Cut by bricks. Probably associated with building at east. Also cut by linear feature.

1.83m
N

0.30m 1 41 1 53 0354 6

0354 0353 Pit Fill Mid brown slightly clayey sandy silt. Mod charcoal lumps 0.3/0.4m. Compaction is moderate- soft. 1 41 1 53 0335

0355 0355 0356 Layer General number for the fill/spread in seg 0356 + 0359 over pit [0353] + PH [0360] INT - probaly  a natural hollow dip in 
natural, therefore sub-soil remaining form stripping.

1 41 1 53 0353 6

0356 0353 Segment Through [0353]  linear feature layer (0355). 0.80m 1 41 1 53

0357 0357 Pit Cut Circular plan. Shaped sec. U shaped sec with concave sides with gradual BOS. Concave base. Aprox 4m NNW of TST station 
1.

Pit 0.6m 0.6m 0.25m 1 42 1 57 0358 4 or 6

0358 0357 Pit Fill mid grey reddy brown clay silt. Mod flint stones, diam - 0.10m15%. Occ chalk flecks 5%. Slightly compact. Fill of pit [0357] and 
indcateds med?

0.6m 0.6m 0.25m 1 42 1 57 0357 M12th-
M13th C

4

0359 0355 0359 Segment Seg through layer (0355) bricks possibly associated with building cutting it. 1 43 1 58

0360 0360 0359 Posthole
Cut

Cut of Ph in seg [0359] through layer (0355) bowel shaped, steeper at western side. Flattish, truncated under layer. 0.30
M

0.13m 1 43 1 58 0355

0361 0360 0359 Posthole
Fill

Light brown/grey slightly silty clayey sand. Occ small charcoal lumps + flecks. Compaction is mod, located under (0355) 0.30m 0.13m 1 43 1 58 0355

0362 0362 Posthole
Cut

Sides slope down into a piont. Next to [0366] Cut of posthole 1 45 1 61 0363

0363 0362 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown/grey slight; clayed silt. Some medium sized stones, some occ big flecks or yellow clay with chalk flecks. Freq 
small stones.

3 45 3 61 0365

0364 0362 Posthole
Fill

Orangey/mid /dark brown sandy silt with some clay mixed in. freq small stones, very occ small lumps of chalk. Fairly compact. 
Located next to PH [0366].

Fill of pit 3 45 3 61

0365 0362 Posthole
Fill

Yellow/beige clay with flecks and small lumps of chalk, fairly compact. Next to [0366]. Fill of pit 3 45 0364

0366 0366 Posthole
Cut

Flat bottomed base. Next to [0362]. Cut of pit 3 45 3 61 0367

0367 0366 Posthole
Fill

Yellow/beige clay with flecks and medium/small lumps of chalk.very compact.  Next to [0362]. 3 45 3 61 0366

0368 0368 Pit Cut Shallow pit. Oval in plan. Irregular in plan.sides very grad 25%. Base -very grad concave, flat. 2.35m 1.4m 
WSW

0.09m 2 44 2 60 0369 6

0369 0368 Pit Fill Soft- mod, silty 70% clay 25% chalk 5%. Dark brown, rare charcoal, occ small stones. Occ chalk flecks. 2.35m 1.4m 0.90m 2 44 2 60 L17th-
18th C

0370 0366 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown/grey slightly clayed silt. Freq small stones, 2 medium sized stones. Fairly compact. Next to [0362] fill of PH/post 
pipe

3 45 3 61 0367
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0371 0371 Pit Cut Pit curved end to W. cut by wall [0299] to E steep sided/flat bottomed. 0.60m 0.70m 0.34m 2 46 2 62 0299 4

0372 0371 Pit Fill Mid brown sandy clay with very reg chalk granules, occ brick frag and charcoal. 0.60m 0.70m 0.34m 2 46 2 62 0299 4

0373 0371 Pit Fill Redeposited chalk- dirty/loose. 0.60m 0.70m 0.34m 2 46 2 62 0299

0374 0374 Posthole
Cut

Circular in plan. Very steep sided, going to a point at the base. 0.30m 2 47 2 63 0375

0375 0374 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown sandy clay. Reg chalk granules. 0.30m 2 47 2 63 0374

0376 0376 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, steep curving sides to flat base. Badly disturbed. 2 48 2 64 0377

0377 0376 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown sandy clay. Occ chalk gran. Very badly disturbed. - animal 2 48 2 64

0378 0378 Posthole
Cut

Oval in plan. Shallow. Sides are very grad. Base -  concave. NE facing sec. 0.36m
SE

0.51m
NE

0.06m 3 49 3 65 0379

0379 0378 Posthole
Fill

Silty 60% sandy 10% clay 30%. Mid brown/orange. 0.36m
SE

0.51m
NE

0.06m 3 49 3 65 0378

0380 0380 Posthole
Cut

Circular, slightly oval, curved gently. base is flatish. cut by spread/ pit [0384], associated with PH [0382] to east + pair [0282] 
+ [0280] to south.

0.48m 0.19m 3 50 3 67 0384

0381 0380 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown slightly clayed silt sand with patches of yellow/brown clay with chalk nodules (packing)?. Occ charcoal, small 
lumps + flecks. Very occ brick/tile.Compaction is mod.

3 50 3 67 0380

0382 0382 Posthole
Cut

Circular, cut by pit/spread [0384], associated with PH [0380] to the west + pair of PH [0282] + [0280] to the S. 3 50 3 68 0384

0383 0382 Posthole
Fill

Yellow.brown clay with chalk nodules mottled with patches of silty sandy clay. Occ charcoal flecks. 3 50 3 68 0384

0384 0384 Pit Cut Cut of shallow pit or possible spread of subsoil. Good shape in plan but not much depth. 0.53m 0.10m 0.12 
m

3 50 3 66 0382 6

0385 0384 Pit Fill Mottled mid brown silty sandy clay + light brown/yellow clay with chalk nods. More silt at the top, 0.4m-0.6m. Mod freq brick 
+ tile. Mod charcoal lumps small and flecks.

3 50 3 66 68 0380

0386 0386 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. Sides are grad-steep 60 degrees. Base is concave. NE facing sec. 0.30m
NE

0.30m
NW

0.10m 3 49 3 65 4

0387 0386 Posthole
Fill

Silty 70% sandy 10% clay 20%. Dark brown - orange. Occ rare charcoal. Occ rare small stones. 0.30m 0.30m 0.10m 3 49 3 65 subs
oil

L12th-
14th C

4

0388 0388 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. W facing sec, u shaped, sides are steep 80 degrees. Break top - sharp. Break base - sharp 60%. 0.62m
N S

0.60m
E W

0.44m 3 51 3 69 0392

0389 0388 Posthole
Fill

Post pipe. Soft - mod and crumbly. Dark/ mid brown,  silty 70% clay 30%. Occ chalk nods max 0.30m. 0.27m 0.27m 3 51 3 69 subs
oil

0390 0388 Posthole
Fill

Upper fill, solid firm, grey/yellow beige. Silty 10% chalky 20% clay 70%. Rare charcoal, very regular chalk nods and flecks. 0.40m 0.27m 3 51 3 69 subs
oil

0391 0388 Posthole
Fill

Middle fill, soft-mod. Mid brown orange, 60% silty 20% sandy  20% clay. occ small stones. 0.60m 0.60m 3 51 3 69 0390

0392 0388 Posthole
Fill

Lower fill, solid -firm, light brown grey, beige. Silty 10% chalky 40% clay 50%. Very regular chalk flecks + nods. Rare 
charcoal.

0.56m 0.14m 3 51 3 69 0391

0393 0394 0393 Segment Seg through ditch [0394] + pit [0395], next to /in between wall 0419 + pipe trench. [0420] fill (0421. Seg has exstended to the 
North to make it more workable.

0.9m 
max

2..7m 
max

1.45m
max

4 58 4 74 75

0394 0394 0393 Ditch 
Cut

Cut of linear running NS next to pit [0395] in seg 0393. U shaped cut on section linear in plan. Seems to run over most of the 
area near to the old post office complex.

1.2m 
max

5m 
visible

0.6m 
max

4 58 
59

4 74 75 0397 6

0395 0395 Pit Cut Cut of the rectangle pit in seg 0393, next to ditch [0394]. See plan 58 + 59, very straigh edges + flat base. Could be chalk extractions 
but is too neat really, not a 
general rubbish pit so 
purpose is unknown

1.5m 
max

2.1m 
max

1.25m
max

4 58 
59

4 74 75 0401 6

0396 0396 0393 Layer Layer over pit + ditches in seg [0393] light - mid creamy brown clay silt with CBM + occ flint inclusions. 2.5m 
E W

0.15m 4 74 75 0398 L17th-
18th C

6

0397 0394 Ditch 
Fill

Mid brown clay silt fill with frequent large flint inclusions, freq CBM + small chalk lumps. 50% sample of CBM kept. Probably late med in date 0.4m 4 58 
59

4 74 75 0397 16th-
18th C

0398 0395 0393 Pit Fill Top fill of [0398] Dark charcoal stained fill in pit [0395], Dark brown - black charcaol stained silt fill, small layer/ slump in the 
top of pit, few/n inlusions apart form CBM. 10%  sample of CBM kept.

0.2m 4 58 4 75 0399

0399 0395 Pit Fill Mid brown soft silt with moderate amount of mid sized chalk lumps. 10% of CBM kept. 0.4m 4 38 
39

4 74 75 0398

0400 0395 0393 Pit Fill Main fill In pit [0395] fairly solid packed chalk lumps with loose chalk dust + grey/chalky silt in between. 50% of CBM kept. 4 58 
59

4 74 75 0399 L17th-
18th C

0401 0395 0393 Pit Fill Small silt dump fill on east side on section 75, mid brown chalky silt fill. 0.2m 
max

4 58 
59

4 75 0400 16th-
18th C

0402 0395 0393 Pit Fill Primary fill of pit [0395]. Mid brown soft silt with moderate amount of chalk lumps + occ flint inclusions with freq CBM + 
masonry.

0.6m 
max

4 58 
59

4 74 75 0400 L17th-
18th C

0403 0395 0393 Pit Fill Chalk dump on east side in section 75, in pit [0395] small sloping dump of chalk lumps. 0.1m 
max

4 58 
59

4 75 0401

0404 0404 Posthole
Cut

Rounded base, steep sloping sides. Cuts [0362]. 3 55 3 70 0362 6
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0405 0404 Posthole
Fill

Dark grey clayed silt with chalk lumps and flecks, occ flecks of burnt clay, fairly compact, next to [0362] [0267]. Fill of posthole 3 55 3 70 0362

0406 0406 Posthole
Cut

Cut of circular PH [0406], steep sloping sides,irregular with flat base and roughly ovioid in plan with longer sides NS. 0.60m
W E

0.75m
N S

0.24m 2 52 2 71 0407

0407 0406 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown/grey silty sand fill. 2 56 2 71 0406

0408 0408 Pit Cut Cut of rectangluar pit, steep sloping sides, base is flat. Cuts PH [0410]. 1.1m 
E W

1.4m 
N S

0.34m 2 3 62 2 88 0410 7

0409 0408 Pit Fill Dark brown sandy clay with patches of Light yellow clay with chalk flecks. 0.34m 2 62 2 88 0408 18th-
20th C

0410 0410 2253 Posthole
Cut

Rounded , cut by and under pit [0408]. Steep sloping sides , concave base. 0.60m 0.60m 0.56m 2 3 62 2 88 0411 6

0411 0410 2253 Posthole
Fill

Mid orangey brown sand. 2 3 62 2 88 16th-
18th C

6

0412 0412 Posthole
Cut

Roughly circuar plan. 45 degrees curving sides to rounded base. 0.15m 3 57 3 74 0414 0413

0413 0412 Posthole
Fill

Mid/dark brown sandy clay with occ yellow cream clay lump. 0.15m 3 57 3 74 0414

0414 0414 Pit Cut Roughly circular plan. Flat bottomed. Sides 45 degrees - curved W side. N side straighter. 1.70m 2m 0.34m 3 57 73 0412 4

0415 0415 0393 Posthole
Cut

Cut of PH in base of pit (0395). . U shaped in sec, circ in plan. Cut before or while pit [0395] was cut but maybe not used as 
much as no indication of cut in pit fill above.

0.2m 
E W

0.2m 
N S

0.3m 4 74 76 0416

0416 0415 0393 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown soft silt with occ chalk lumps. 0.3m 4 74 75 0415

0417 0417 0393 Posthole
Cut

Cut into chalk fill (0400) In pit (0395) Circ in plan, bowl shaped in sec. Cut not visible in fills of pit [0395 ] above (0400) so 
cut before the rest of the pit was filled in.

0.5m 0.2m 
max

4 74 0400

0418 0417 0393 Posthole
Fill

Mid- dark compact silt fill with occ chalk lump inclusions. 0.2m 
max

4 74 75 0417

0419 0419 2256 Structur
e

WEall, W orientation. Footings/very base of . Mortar, brick and flint. 4 58 
59

4 74

0420 0420 0393 Pipe 
Trench

Cut of modern pipe trench.cutting all linears in area of old PO complex. 0.2m -
0.3m

Whole
site

4 58 
59

4 75

0421 0420 0393 Pipe 
Trench

Fill of modern pipe trench. 0420

0422 0422 Drain 
Cut

Drain is running through from plan 9 to 60,  drain is partially excavated in plan 60. - context sheet not completed.

0423 0422 Drain 
Fill

Drain is approx ?m deep. Context sheet not finished

0424 0395 0393 Pit Fill Small layer above PH [0417] in pit [0395] maybe related to the ph cut but looks more like a make - up layer to LUL the pit. 
Chalky fill with a litle mid brown Silt in between small chalk lumps.

0.6m 
E W

0.1m 4 58 
59

4 74 0418

0425 0425 Posthole
Cut

Fairly clear sq cut in plan and nearly sq cut in sec, concave base. Located next to [0427]. 0.3m 
N S

0.4m 
E W

0.25m 4 58 4 79 0426

0426 0425 Posthole
Fill

Clayed sillt, brown/grey in colour with freq small chalk flecks. Located next to [0427]. 0.3m 
N S

0.4m 
E W

0.25m 4 58 4 79 0425

0427 0427 Posthole
Cut

Irregular in plan, dish in section, concave base. Maybe just packing. Next to PH [0425]. 0.25m
E W

0.35m
N S

0.13m
max

4 58 4 79

0428 0427 Posthole
Fill

Clayed silt, grey brown in colour. Freq chalk flecks + occ small flint inclusions. Next to PH [0425]. 0.25m
E W

0.35m
N S

0.13m
max

4 58 4 79 0427

0429 0429 Posthole
Cut

Shallow irregular PH, irregular sq in plan. Dish in sec, concave base. 0.2m 
N S

0.3m 
E W

0.1m 4 58 4 80

0430 0429 Posthole
Fill

Grey brown clayed silt with freq chalk flecks. 0.2m 
N S

0.3m 
E W

0.1m 4 58 4 80 0429

0431 0431 Posthole
Cut

Rectangular in plan, bowl shape in sec. 0.25m
N S

0.35m 0.25m
max

4 58 4 81 0432

0432 0431 Posthole
Fill

Mid - light grey brown clayed silt with freq chalk flecks. 0.25m
N S

0.35m 0.25m
max

4 58 4 81

0433 0433 Posthole
Cut

Rectangluar in lan, sq cut in sec. Steep sides + flat base. 0.3m 
E W

0.5m 
N S

0.4m 4 58 4 82 0434

0434 0433 Posthole
Fill

Mid light clayed silt with freq chalk flecks +chalk dust. 0.3m 
E W

0.5m 
N S

0.4m 4 58 4 82 0433

0435 0435 Posthole
Cut

Rectangular in plan with a circ cut in the base of the PH, steped in section with steep side and a flat base. 0.35m
E W

0.06m
N S

0.4m 4 58 4 83 0436

0436 0435 Posthole
Fill

Mid light grey brown clayed silt freq chalk flecks with flint inclusions. 0.35m
E W

0.06m
N S

0.4m 4 58 4 83 0435

0437 0437 0444 Posthole
Cut

Cut of shallow shape, possible PH packing area around busy area in the segment 0444 + 0445. Sq in plan, shallow dish in sec, 
gradual sloping sides and sloping base.

0.2m 
visible

0.2m 
visible

0.05m 4 58 4 84 0438

0438 0437 0444 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown silt with mod chalk flecks. 0.2m 
visible

0.2m 
visible

0.05m 4 58 4 84 0437

0439 0439 0444 Posthole
Cut

Cut in middle of busy area with seg 0444 + seg 0445 put through it. Sq in plan, sq cut in sec with steep sides 80 degrees + flat 
base.

0.3m 
N S

0.3m 
E W

0.3m 4 58 4 84 0437

0440 0439 0444 Posthole
Fill

Mid light brown grey clayed silt with freq chalk flecks + occ chalk lumps. 0.3m 
N S

0.3m 
E W

0.3m 4 58 4 84
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0441 0441 0444 
0445

Slot Cut Cut for 2 PH's ? Across a busy area in seg's 0444 + 0445. Runs roughly NS, elongated rectangle in plan. Sq cut in sec steep 
sides 80 - 85 degrees to an irregular flat base.

0.2m 
E W

1m N 
S

0.2m 4 58 4 84 85 0442

0442 0442 Posthole
Cut

Very shallow feature in busy area with seg 0444 + 0445 out through it. Irregular sq cut in plan dish in sec with gentle slopy 
sides 30 - 35 degrees + sloping base.

0.2m 
E W

0.4m 
N S

0.1m 4 58 4 85 0443

0443 0442 0445 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown silt with moderate amounts of chalk flecks. 0.2m 
E W

0.4m 
N S

0.1m 4 58 4 84 0442

0444 0441
0437

Segment Seg across a lovely mess of PH + slots. See plan. Seg is through slot [0441], PH [0439] + shallow PH [0437] on north of busy 
area on plan.

4 58 4 84

0445 0441 0445 Segment Seg though busy area , shows slot [0441] + possible PH [0442]. On south of busy area, see plan. 4 58 4 85

0446 0446 0451 Wall Wall slot - narrow wall running EW form ST Andrew's street., smll mixed flint + brick fragments bonded in a hwite fine grain 
mortar. Fabric coursed, 2 corses survive bottom course laid directly on to occupated soil layer 0448 butt against 0446 but part 
of same build. Clay bonnded by wall, 0446 un faced clay 0449 butts against it.

0.24m 6 69 6 117 0447

0447 0447 Layer Occupation debris layer. Directly below wall 0446 + sealed by clay o448 - dark brown silty loam. Charcoal ,chalk + CBM 
frags. O446 built direclty off this layer.

6 117 0446 1550-
1700

5

0448 0448 0451 Layer Layer of green clay bounded by the walls 0446 + 0449. 5-6 cm thick. Base of layer same level as base of walls, simialr to the 
clay layer west of 0449. Soft pliable clay flecked in crushed CBM beneath layer of crushed peg tile.

Floor surface 0447 
0450

0449 0446 0451 Wall Stub of rubble wall running NS forms corner  wall 0446, butted against 0446, but some building constructed of brick + 
pammoat fragment, bricks laid in two courses of headers. Bricks, soft reds - close to corner. 5" x 2 " - no whole lenghts, 
bonded with fine white lime mortar same mix as 0446. Corner over Pit [0395].

0.24m 4 6 58 
69

6 118 0396

0450 0450 Layer Buried topsil layer beneath walls 0446 and 0449 - mid/brown fine silt, completely rw worked garden/plough soil. Flecked with 
chalk + 0ccasional crushed CBM - but cleaner than over lying occupation debris layer.

6 117 0446

0451 0451 0451 Structur
e

Building south of sub station. Near to probable yard + out building, whole property with in the front garden of the former  
NO? 55, build post - dates pit 0395 & ditch 0397.

0452 0452 0451 Surface Yard surface at near building 0451. Comprimises of flint cobbles plus path or drainage channel in white floor laid on edge. 
Survies in baulk. Cut by brick lined drain.

0.13m 0.5-
10m

0453 0453 0451 Wall Wall frag within EW baulk running NS, made up of halved white floor bricks & roof tiles - possibly defines the east edge of 
yard 0452 & with edge of building 0451.

0454 0454 0451 Wall Rubble wall - EW property boundary wall running from the rear of building 0451 to back of property across back yard - (wall 
0455). Uncoursed rubble wall- constructed of round flint cobble, tiles and brick frgas, butt inside rear wall with brick buttress 
and quoin - pale brown sandy motar -different phase of wall to walls 0446 and 0449.  -  2 and a half inch bricks all re - used.  - 
east end truncated by end trench.

0.32m

0455 0455 Wall NS wall boundary wall defining rear of the yard. Flint & brick rubble wall bonded with sandy lime nods. Wall 0454 butts inside
it but contempary build north exstent truncated by late drain.

0456 0456 Layer Brown silt trench wall 0449 -  south of + adjacent to pit [0395] possibly continuation of slump layer 0396. In fact over 0396. 0396 0449 16th-
18th C

6

0457 0457 Posthole
Cut

Small rectangual PH, westernmost of a line of 4 similar PH's running EW immediately N of wall 0454 - probably below yard 
0452. Vertical sided cut with flat base.

0.30m 0.15m 5 63 5 127 0452

0458 0457 Posthole
Fill

Chalk rubble with occ fragments of crushed CBM.

0459 0459 Posthole
Cut

PH part of alignment of 0457, rectangular in plan - vertical sided & flat bottomed. 0.40m 0.20m 0452

0460 0459 Posthole
Fill

Dark chalk rubble with frags of CBM - fill similar to 0458.

0461 0461 Pit Cut Sectioned NS, abutts and respects wall [0454], circ in plan, has ring of chalky trample around the feature on the west side. 
Roughly U shaped in sec, stepped sides and a flat chalk natural base. Cuts edge of pit. [0467].

1.10m
N S

1.10m
W E

0.63m 5 63 77 0467 7

0462 0461 Pit Fill Fourth fill of pit. Fill is dark grey silty with large strips and lumps of metal. Maybe part of an upper deposit, above the feature, 
but inconclusive. Seems almost homogenous in character to fill of [0416] but inconclusive.

0.05m 5 65 77 1770-
1850

0463 0461 Pit Fill 3rd fill of pit [0461]. Fill is loosely packed chalk with light grey silt (ash) in between. 0.31m 5 63 77

0464 0461 Pit Fill Second fill of [0461]. Light grey silt (ash) fill. Base of fill contains layers (x2) of metal atrips. Fill has scqattered chalk lumps 
throughout.

0.55m 5 63 77 Prob 
19th C

0465 0461 Pit Fill First fill of pit [0461]. Light grey silt almost pure ash. 0.63m 1780-
1900

0466 0466 Pit Cut Irregular smear in plan, abutting and respecting wall [0454]. Base is irregular and section refelcts this. Edge is straight on east 
side, NS cut by pit on the west side by [0461].

0.70m
N S

0.65m
W E

0.18m
max

5 63 78 0461 7

0467 0466 Pit Fill Pit fill - dark grey/black silty, sand with chalk lumps and flecks. Both features 0461 and 0466 
are ash pits that have been 
dug into what is presumably 
a back yard, respecting and 
abutting wall 0454.

0.18m
max

5 63 78 0461 19th C

0468 0441 0444 
0445

Feature 
Fill

Mid light grey brown clayed loose silt with, very freq chalk flecks + occ flint inclusions + lots of nice big bricks, lovely. 0.2m

0469 0469 Pit Cut Quart circ in plan. U shaped sec. Concave base, unknown trunc. SW end of 0454. Located in Mike's area. 1.48m
EW

1.1m 
NS

0.3m 5 63 5 94 7
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0470 0469 Pit Fill Dark black clay silt.occ chalk fleck (~5%) fairly loose. Slighltly humic. Located in Mikes area. Silted fill of rubbish pit 
[0469].

1.48m
E W

1.1m 
N S

0.3m 5 63 5 94

0471 0471 Pit Cut Flat bottomed base. Steep on west side sloping on east side n sec. Cut of pit 3 89 0472 6

0472 0471 Pit Fill Dark brown clayed silt with some medium lumps and flecks of chalk, lumps of charcoal and flecks. Small medium and large 
pieces of tile and brick, some shell large medium and small pieces of flint. Fairly loose, some of the sec came away.

3 89 0471 16th-
18th C

0473 0473 Pit Cut Shallow, circ in plan, W facing sec. Cutting pit [0474] sides  - grad 45 degrees. Base is uneven, shallow and concave. 1.00m
NS

1.00m
EW

1.00m 61 86 0474

0474 0474 Pit Cut Shallow linear like pit.  Cigar shaped, sides are steep - 65 degrees, base is concave to flat. 0.52m
EW

0.25m
NS

0.10m 61 86 0473 7

0475 0474 Segment Seg through pit [0474] 61 87

0476 0473 Segment Seg through pits [ 0473] + [0474] 61 86

0477 0473 Pit Fill Silty 70%, sandy 5%, clay 25%. Soft - mod. Ornage - mid brown. Rare small stones. 0.10m
N S

0.10m 61 86

0478 0474 Pit Fill Darker brown soft  - mod. Silty 80%, clay 20%, reg small pebbles 0.01m. 0.52m
E W

0.25m
N S

0.10m 61 86 87 0473 17th-
19th C

0479 0479 0482 Layer Spread of sub soil in NE corner of area west of victorian building. Mid dark brown slighlty clayey sandy silt. Mod charcoal, 
small lumps & flecks, mod chalk small lumps & flecks. Mod - soft. Near to and probably same as (0355).

Dip in natural therefore a 
pocket of sub soil.

3 64 3 96 L12th-
14th C

4

0480 0480 0482 Pit Cut Circ pit in NE area, west of victorian building. Steep sided.  Flat bottomed. Under spread/layer. Pit or possible PH. 0.58m 0.33m 3 64 3 96 0481 6

0481 0480 Pit Fill Mid brown/ grye clayey silty sand. Mod chalk, small lumps and flecks, occ charcoal small lumps + flecks + 0cc stones, 0.8m x 
0.40m. Mod compaction.

3 64 3 96 16th-
18th C

0482 0479 0482 Segment 2.30m NS Segment through spread/layer (0479) + Pit [0480] + spread (0498) 3 64 3 96

0483 0483 Post 
Pipe

Possible cut post pipe in PH [0435] looks quite convincing but is covered by chalk so maybe not. 4 58 4 83

0484 0483 Post 
Pipe Fill

Mid brown sandy silt fill. 4 58 4 58

0485 0485 Wall Small butt of NS wall. Light lime mortar + yellow brick. Only two brick surface due to later drain. 0.2m 
E W

0.3m 
N S

4 58

0486 0486 Posthole
Cut

Cut of small shallow PH. Irregular sq in plan, dish in sec.wide slope 45-50 degrees with an irregular concave base. 0.25m
E W

0.3m 
N S

0.1m 0487

0487 0486 Posthole
Fill

Only fill in PH, mixture of light brown sandy silt + light creamy brown clay lumps. Occ brick/tile fleck + occ chalk flecks. 0.1m 4 58 4 94 0486

0488 0488 Posthole
Cut

Rounded bottom, steep curved sides.  Near [0494] cuts [0490]. 0490

0489 0488 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown clayed silt with small lumps and flecks of charcoal. Fairly compact. 3 92 0490

0490 0490 Pit Cut Irregular shape in plan,  steped side. Sloping bottom. Cut of pit 3 92 0488

0491 0490 Pit Fill Dark brown/grey clayed silt with freq lumps and flecks of chalk, fairly compact. Pit fill 3 93 0490

0492 0492 Posthole
Cut

Steep sloping sides, oval in plan 0493

0493 0492 Posthole
Fill

dark/mid brown sandy clayed silt, with small lumps and flecks of chalk. Compaction- holds together in sec but easy to loosen. Fill of posthole 3 90

0494 0494 Ditch 
Cut

Steep sloping sides, very grad sloping base. Cut of ditch segment. 3 91 4

0495 0494 Ditch 
Fill

Mid light brown silty sandy clay with freq small, medium and large stones and pieces of flint and chalk, freq flecks of chalk and
charcoal. near [0408].

Fill of ditch 3 91 L12th-
14th C

4

0496 0496 Layer Mid greyish brown silty clay. Mod chalk nods ( diam -~1cm) + chalk fleckin (10% fairly) fairly compact. Made surface into 
which negative features are cut, located south of sub station.

Made ground for structures 
in mikes area

0.74m
N S

0.74m
E W

5 65 5 94

0497 0480 0482 Pit 
Posthole

Post pipe within. Mid dark brown/grey slighlty sandy clayey silt. Occ charcoal small lumps/flecks. Occ chalk flecks. Mod soft 
compaction. Only identified whist drawing 4 days after excavation. Not sure whether it shows up on the photo also taken 4 
days ago.

3 64 3 96 0481

0498 0498 0482 Layer Mid brown/orangey clayey silty sand. Occ - mod charcoal, medium,small lumps + flecks. Occ pot.occ -  mod frags (small) 
brick/tile. Boundary uncertain. See sheet for updated plan. Small slot in seg [0482]

1.20m
N S

1.40m 0.2-
0.6m

3 6 64 
75

3 6 96 137 0479 18th C? 6

0499 0499 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, base u shaped, regular. Cut into cap of shaft [0558]. Machined. 0558

0500 0499 Posthole
Fill

Yellow clay with large lumps and flecks of chalk. Large amounts of tile on edge of feature. 5 63 5 101 0558

0501 0501 Posthole
Cut

Oval in plan, U shaped in sec, steep sided to the south. Cut into [0558]. 0.15m 0.21m
W E

0.10m 5 63 5 102 0558

0502 0501 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey sandy silt. 5 63 5 102

0503 0503 Posthole
Cut

Steep sided to the north, gently sloping to the south, irregular in sec. Circ/ovoid in plan. Machined. 0.17m
N S

0.23m
W E

0.05m 5 63 5 103 0504

0504 0503 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey silt. Machined. 5 63 5 103
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0505 0505 Posthole
Cut

Cut of small PH, irregular in sec, ovoid in plan. 0.2m 
N S

0.25m
W E

0.10m 5 65 5 104 0506

0506 0505 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey sandy silt. 5 63 5 104

0507 0507 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan + maybe similar to PH [0499] but has been machined away to a greater extent. 0.35m
N S

0.35m
W E

0.05m 5 63 5 105

0508 0507 Posthole
Fill

Machined. 5 63 5 105 0507

0509 0509 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, steep curving sides, rounded base. 3 57 3 97 0513 0510 4

0510 0509 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown sandy clay, small irreg flints.chalk gran + small lumps. 3 57 3 97 0513 L12th-
14th C

4

0511 0511 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. Steep sided, almost vertical sides. Rounded base. 0.40m 3 57 3 98 0414

0512 0511 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown sandy, silty clay, occ small reg stones. Very occ chalk gran. 0.40m 3 57 3 98 0414

0513 0513 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, shallow, curved sides. Flat bottom. Relationship clear in plan but less obvious in sec. 0.20m 0.25m 0.10m 3 57 3 97 0514

0514 0513 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown silty clay, charcoal flecks - occ, occ chalk grans. 0509

0515 0515 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, steep sloping, curved sides. Rounded base. 2.20m 3 57 3 99

0516 0515 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown sandy clay, very clean - occ chalk fleck + small stone. 3 57 3 99

0517 0517 Pit Cut Shallow, u shaped sec, oval in plan. Sides - grad - 45 degrees, base concave, break of base sharp. E facing sec. 0.92m
N S

0.64m
E W

0.24m 3 67 3 100 0519 6

0518 0517 Pit Fill Dark brown/ orange. Sandy 10%, Silty 65% clay 25%, soft - mod compaction. Rare charcoal, occ small stones 0.02m. Occ 
stones max 0.08m.

0.92m
N S

0.10m 3 67 3 100 0519 M12th-
M13th C

0519 0517 Pit Fill Soft mod compaction. Sandy 60%, Silty 25%, Clay15%. Orange - mid brown. Occ sub angular. Stones max 0.08m. 0.60m
N S

0.16m 3 67 3 100

0520 0520 0584 Pit Cut Circular in plan, gentle curve in sec curved flattish base. 0.77m
S W

0.16.
m

6 75 6 137 0561

0521 0520 0584 Pit Fill Mid dark brown, slightly clayey sandy silt. Occ brick/tile frags. Occ charcoal small lumps + flecks. Mod chalk small lumps and 
flecks. Mod compaction.

0.77m 0.16m 6 75 6 137 0478

0522 0522 Pit Cut Sqr in plan. Sq in sec, flat based, located NW corner of mikes area. Fence post/pit 0.53m
N S

0.54 
E W

0.02m 0523 6

0523 0522 Pit Fill Mid grey yellowy greyish brown clay silt. Freq chalk flecking, slighlty loose. NW corner of mikes area. 0.53m
N S

0.54m
E W

0.2m 0522 16th-
18th C

0524 0524 Pit Cut Sq in plan. Sq in sec. Flat base. Located 1.15m west of [0522]. Fence post/pit 0.37m
E W

0.5m 
N S

0.2m 0525 6

0525 0524 Pit Fill Mid grey brown clay silt, mod chalk fleck ( ~10%) fairly compact. Basal Fill of [0524] 0.37m
E W

0.5m 
N S

0.1m 3 120 0534 L17th-
18th C

0526 0526 Pit Cut Sq in plan. Sq in sec. Flatbased. NE corner of mikes area. Fence pot/pit 0.5m 0.4m 0.2m 6

0527 0526 Pit Fill Mid grey brown with orangey- brown patches. Sandy slit. Slightly loose. Fill of [0526] 0.5m 0.4m 0.2m 0526 L17th-
18th C

0528 0528 Posthole
Cut

PH aligned with 0457 + 0459 north of 0454 and below yard surface 0452. Deep PH rectangular in Plan with vertical sides and 
flat base.

0.50m 0.30m 5 63 5 129 0452

0529 0528 Posthole
Fill

Fine brown/grey silt, fleck with chalk and clay beneath  shingle and chalk rubble. 5 129

0530 0530 Posthole
Cut

Similar and adjacent to 0528 - probably paired and aligned with 0457 and 0459. Rectangular in plan with vertical sides and flat 
base.

0.50m 0.24m 5 63 5 130 0452

0531 0530 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown grey silt packed with chalk and clay. Uneven slope of chalk rubble. 0530

0532 0524 Pit Fill Light mid greyish brown clay silt. Freq chalk ( ~30%). Slightly Loose. Top fill of [0524] 0.37m
E W

0.5m 
N S

0.1m 18th C

0533 0533 Layer Fine dark silt bonded by walls, 0828,0850 and 0829 on the southern edge of the main site. Loose friable soil, rubble deposit -
possibly dumped against 0834. No cut for 0834 visible. Seals demolition layers associated in underlying place of 
buildings.dense concentration of pottery between 0834 and 0829.

0.3m 11 89 6

0534 0534 Posthole
Cut

Elongated circ in plan, elongated NS bowl shape in plan, flat edges slope, 70-80 degrees to a flat base. 0.6m 
E W

0.7m 
N S

0.2m 7 70 5 106 0355 5

0535 0534 Posthole
Fill

Clayed silt deposit, mid dark brown in colour with mod freq chalk fleck inclusions and occ flint inclusions. 0.6m 
E W

0.7m 
N S

0.2m 7 70 5 106 0534 16th-
E17th C

0536 0536 0546 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan but not clear on N edge due to trench [0542] dish in sec, S edge slopes 50 degrees to a flat base. No relationship 
visable between [0536] and linear [0542], they are probably contempary.

0.5m 0.6m 
E W

0.21m 7 70 5 107

0537 0536 0546 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown clayed silt with mod chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.5m 0.6m 
EW

0.21m 7 70 5 107 0536

0538 0538 0547 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, nearly u shaped in sec, steep sides slope 60-70 degrees to concave base. No visable relation with trench/ linear 
[0542], they are probably contemporary.

0.4m 0.45m 0.34m
max

7 70 5 108

0539 0538 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown clayed slit fill with mod chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.4m 0.45m 0.34m
max

7 70 5 108
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0540 0540 Posthole
Cut

Fairly irregular in plan and sec. Steped in sec, deeper at the south end, sides slope 50 - 60 degrees to irregular stepped base. 
Maybe stake hole.

0.4m 0.5m 
N S

0.24m
max

7 70 5 109

0541 0540 Posthole
Fill

0.4m 0.5m 
N S

0.24m
max

7 70 5 109

0542 0542 0546 
0547

Linear 
Feature

Cut of strange linear feature/trench. Very deep but small in length. And width of feature. See plan. Linear in plan, straight sides 
and nearly flat base. Sides slope 85-90 degrees to base.

0.6m 0.9m 
max

7 70 5 107 108 5

0543 0542 0547 Linear 
Feature

Mid brown clayed silt with freq chalk flecks and chalk lumps with occ flint inclusions. 7 70 5 108

0544 0544 Linear 
Feature

Feature on the edge of excavation area. Could be elongated pit, or slot of a linear. Under due to location of feature. Shallow in 
sec, u shaped in plan. Sides slope grad to sloping base 30-35 degrees.

0.7m 
N S

0.8m 
E W

0.15m 7 70 5 110

0545 0544 Linear 
Feature

Mid brown slightly clayed silt with occ chalk flecks and flint inclusions. 0.7m 
N S

0.8m 
E W

0.15m 7 70 5 110 0544

0546 0542 0546 Segment Segment cut along PH [0536] and linear [0542]. No cuts visable and probably contempary. 7 70 5 107

0547 0542 0547 Segment Segment to find relationship but none found. Probably contempary features as no cut was visible. 7 70 5 108

0548 0542 0546 Linear 
Feature

Mid brown clayed silt with mod chalk flecks and lumps and occ flint inc.

0549 0549 Pit Cut Shallow pit, west facing sec, circ in plan, sides are grad 40 degrees. Base is shallow and concave. 3 68 3 111 0550

0550 0549 Pit Fill Silty 60%, sandy 20% clay 20%, mid brown orange. Rare charcoal, rare - occ small stones. 0.48m
N S

0.10m 3 68 3 111 0549

0551 0551 Pit Cut Sq in plan, sides are steep 65 degrees, base is flat, shallow, concave. West facing sec. 0.40m 0.40m 0.9m 3 68 3 112

0552 0551 Pit Fill Sandy 10% silty 50% clay 40%. Occ chalk nods, rare charcoal, rare small stones. 0.40m 0.40m 0.9m 3 68 3 112 0551

0553 0553 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, u shaped N facing sec. Sided are steep, grad 50 degrees, base is concave. 0.27m 0.29m 0.12m 3 68 3 113 0554 6

0554 0553 Posthole
Fill

Silty 60% sandy 30% clay 10%, soft - mod, mid brown orange, rare charcoal, rare small pebbles. 0.27m 0.12m 3 68 3 113 0553 L17th-
18th C

0555 0556 Pit Fill Mid greyish brown clay silt, occ chalk flecking (~5%), slighlty loose. Fill of pit ~0.3m ~0.3m ~0.18
m

4 71 4 122

0556 0556 Pit Cut Circ in plan, u shaped sec, concave base. Located N end of mikes area, is situated at the end of  a row of sq ph running EW but 
is not though to be associated with them. See plan.

Pit ~0.3m ~0.3m ~0.18
m

4 71 4 122

0557 0557 Structur
e

Structure number [0557] for hearth + hearth has collapsed and a sec of it has fallen 0.40m when the plug of a well/shaft/pit 
[0558] slipped, leaving that part of the hearth below fill (0559) of [0558] + profile of the hearth visable in sec 0134 and spread 
of hearth visable on plan 63. Detected. Machined.

0558 L16th-
17th C

6

0558 0558 Well 
Shaft

Shaft was cut through wall 0560. Fill of shaft accumulated later on top of oven [0557]. Vertical sided, with cir shape in plan. 
Not completely excavated as some of feature is under baulk.

c.0.7
m

5 63 5 133 0560

0559 0558 well fill Shaft is filled succesive layers (it is assumed) see sheet for details. Fill is mid grey silty sandy clay with chalk flecks through and
flint cobbles with mortar on them. The cobbles are probably from wall [0560].

5 63 5 133 0558

0560 0560 Wall Wall [0560] on plan 63, cut by other srtucture [0557]

0561 0561 0584 Pit Cut Circ in plan, very steep sides (vertical) until close to bottom. Curving at the top to the south. Cut by shallow pit. [0520]. 0.77m 0.78m
S N

0.78m 6 75 6 137 0498 4

0562 0561 Pit Fill Mid brown clayey sandy silt. Mottled with yellow clay and chalk patches. Mod chalk small nods and flecks. Mod - occ, pot and 
bone. Occ stones 0.07m x 0.06m small.

6 75 6 137 4

0563 0561 0584 Pit Fill Upper fill of pit, mid brown clayey sandy silt. Mod charcoal, medium small lumps and flecks, very occ stones 0.08m x 0.06m 
small. Mod chalk small nods and flecks. Mod compaction.

6 75 6 137 0498 L12th-
14th C

4

0564 0565 0564 Segment See sheet. 3 72 3 114 115

0565 0565 0564 Ditch 
cut

Base is flat. Steep sloping sides, not very deep. 3 72 3 114 0565

0566 0566 Pit Cut Sloping base,  fairly shallow pit, irregular in plan. Located on edge of [0565]. Pit 3 72 3 118

0567 0565 0564 Ditch fill Mid yellow/light brown clay with lumpss and flecks of chalk. Some silt mixed in, and small stones. Very compact, near [0566] 
+ 0571.

0568

0568 0565 Ditch fill Orangey brown slighlty clayed silty sand. With occ medium and small stones, not very compact at all. Next to [0566] and 
[0570].

3 72 3 114 115 0570

0569 0565 0564 Ditch fill Light mid brown fairly clayed silt, with occ medium and small  stones. Some traces of sand in the fill. Fairly compact. Near 
[0571] and [0566].

3 72 3 114 115

0570 0571 0564 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown fill almost black/dark grey towards the top of the PH, sandy slightly clayed silt. Fill turns dark brown/mid brown 
to the bottom of the PH but is not a separate fill.

3 72 3 114 0571

0571 0571 0564 Posthole
Cut

Rounded base, steep curved edges, circ in plan. On edge of ditch [0565]. 3 72 3 114

0572 0566 Pit Fill Black/dark grey clayed silt with some small and medium stones, fairly compact. Next to ditch [0565]. 3 72 3 116

0573 0573 Posthole
Cut

Small sq PH, deep with vertical sides and flat base, westernmost of a group of small PH north of surface 0452, group probably 
sealed beneath 0452. Machined.

0.30m 0.24m 4 6 123 0452
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0574 0573 Posthole
Fill

Fill of 0573 single fill of loose chalk and mortar rubble to full depth of cut. 6 123

0575 0575 Posthole
Cut

PH adjacent to east of 0573, sq in plan, similar to probably associated with 0573. Vertical sides, flat base. 0.30m 0.30m 6 124 0452

0576 0575 Posthole
Fill

Chalk and mortar rubble with occ small frags of CBM. Single fill similar to 0574. 6 124 0575

0577 0577 Posthole
Cut

Small circ PH, with rounded profile, probably sealed beneath yard surface 0452 and part of a group of small PH's N of 0454. 0.25m 0.10m 6 125 0578

0578 0577 Posthole
Fill

Loose fill of mortar and chalk rubble - sinlge fill to full depth of PH, fill is similar to 0579. 6 125 0577

0579 0579 Posthole
Cut

Small shallow sq PH adjacent to and west of 0575 and aligned with 0575 and 0573, probably sealed by yard 0452. 6 126 0452

0580 0579 Posthole
Fill

Loose chalk and mortar rubble. 6 126 0579

0581 0581 Posthole
Cut

Shallow PH/small pit. Rectangular in plan and flat bottom, adjacent to [0577] probably sealed between 0452 - yard surface. 0.45m 0.8m 6 131 0452
?

0582 0581 Posthole
Fill

Single fill of curse chalk rubble - large nods (decaying surface) and finely crushed CBM.frags of roof tile that looks later. 6 131 0581

0583 0583 0564 Layer Thin layer identified during excavation of segment 0564. Dark brown clayey silt. 0.52m
E W

0.66m
N S

0.03m 3 72 3 115 0565

0584 0520 0584 Segment SN sec through pits [0520] + [0561] in area west of victorian building. See sheet. Sec SN. 1.85m 6 75 6 137

0585 0585 Pit 
Posthole

Oval plan, u sec, concave base, elongated NE SW, west end of area by auction house. Possible remains of a PH. ~ 
0.2m

0.4m 
NE

0.12m 3 74 3 136

0586 0585 Pit 
Posthole

Reddy grey brown sandy silt. Occ clay nods, slighly loose. 0.2m 0.4m 0.12m 3 74 3 136 0565

0587 0587 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, steep, almost vertical sides. Deeper to NE side - setting for post. 0.50m 0.54m 0.35m 0414 6

0588 0587 Posthole
Fill

(0588) post pipe. Mid dark brown silty sandy clay. Very occ flecks of chalk, CBM and charcoal. Loosely compacted. Detected. 3 57 3 138 0414 0589

0589 0587 Posthole
Fill

Mix of mid brown silty/sandy clay with chalk lumps. Medium to large irreg flints. Tightly compacted. 3 57 3 138 0414 0588

0590 0591 Pit Cut Circ in plan, 45 degrees curving sides. Flat base. Detected. 0.75m 0.92m 0.35m 3 65 3 140 4

0591 0590 Pit Fill Mid brown sandy clay, reg chalk grans and lumps, occ small rounded stones, occ charcoal flecks. Detected. 0.75m 0.92m 0.35m 3 65 3 140 0590 L12th-
14th C

4

0592 0592 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, shallow 45 degrees curving sides, rounded base. Detected. 0.28m 0.80m 0593

0593 0592 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown sandy silt, very occ chalk grans. Detected. 0.28m 0.80m 3 66 3 139 0592

0594 0594 Pit Cut Sq ish pit, sq in plan, shallow, soth facing sec, sides are very grad 30 degrees. Loose - flat shallow concave. 1.10m
E W

1.10m
N S

1.10m 6 73 6 132 0595 6

0595 0594 Pit Fill Fill of post med pit. Soft - mod, silty 50% sand 35% clay 15%. Mid brown orange. Rare charcoal. Rare chalk flecks. 1.10m 1.10m 1.10m 6 73 6 132 0594

0596 0557 Layer ayer varies from 0.03m to barely 0.01m in width. Spread of hearth marked on plan 63, denoted by the exstent of this layer in 
plan. Detected.

1.80m
N S

1.50m
W E

0.03m
max

5 63 5 134

0597 0557 Layer Red clay layer, clay layer varies in width also/aswell as (0596) and (0598). 5 63 5 134 15th-
16th C

5

0598 0557 Layer Orange clay has been moulded ( as in part with (0597) ) but for structural reasons maybe. There is signs that it was a wattle 
and daub type structure, with mash from straw and sticks (is a reg pattern) and a flat, moulded side. Detected.

5 63 5 134

0599 0414 Pit Fill Mix of dirty brown chalk and sandy clay. Patches of medium - large irr flints. Loosely compacted. 3 57 73 0412

0600 0600 Pit Cut Large oval pit under wall 0604 and cut by well 0607. Oval in plan, bowl shaped in sec, sides slope 45 - 50 degrees to a 
concave base. Probably a chalk excavatin pit. Wall was removed before sec was cut into pit.

1.6m 
N

3.2m 
E W

0.62m 7 70 7 135 0604

0601 0600 Pit Fill Mid brown clayed silt with mod amounts of chalk flecks and chalk lumps and mod amounts of large flint inclusions. 0.62m 7 70 7 175 0600

0602 0602 Pit Cut Sq in plan, sq in sec, flat base, elongated NS. W of auction house. 0.64m
E W

0.8m 
N S

0.3m 0603 6

0603 0602 Pit Fill Mid dark grey brown clay silt. Occ chalk fleck (<5%) slightly compact. 0.64m
E W

0.8m 
N S

0.3m 0602

0604 0604 Wall Hand made red brick and lime (yellow) mortar, wall running EW with loose material, some flint and tile, quite untidy and 
disturbed wall. Wall is over pit [0600] and was removed to dig a sec out of the pit. Older than other walls in area.

0.4m 
max

3.8m 0.2 - 
0.4m

7 70

0605 0605 Wall 
Structur

Modern red brick wall. See sheet. 7 20

0606 0606 Wall 
Structur

Modern yellow brick wall, yellow mass produced modern brick wall with lime mortar. 7 70

0607 0607 Wall 
Structur

Well cut into chalk, not lined and capped with red brick in a dome structure. Well looks fairly modern due to cutting pit [0600] 
half of well capping was taken off but well was filled in. a small amount of the fill was taken out to find the cut into the chalk.

7 70 0600

0608 0608 Pit Cut Partially  composed at edge of site -appears oval. Steep sided, appears rounded. NS sec, NE corner of site. 1.0m 0.45m 8 77 8 0609 6

0609 0608 Pit Fill Mid grey/brown silty, clayey sand. Freq chalk flecks and stones. Occ charcoal flecks. 8 8 Undiagno
stic later
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0610 0610 Posthole
Cut

Circ, see section, (awkward to describe) flat under p/pipe. NE corner of site. 0.44m 0.18m 8 77 8 149 0613

0611 0610 Posthole
Fill

Vertical sided sq cornered post pipe, mid grey/brown, clayey, silty sand. Very loose, crumbly, off centre of feature and 
reaching to base. Sieved. Detected.

8 77 8 149

0612 0610 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey/brown, clayey silty sand. Very occ stones and chalk flecks. Surounds (0611). 8 77 8 149

0613 0613 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, steep sided in sec, rounded base. 0.50m 0.22m 8 77 8 149 0610

0614 0613 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown clayey silty sand,occ charcoal and chalk flecks. Occ mainly small stones. 8 77 8 149

0615 0615 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, steep sides in sec, flat base. Althought there is no sec between PH's [0613] + [0615] the relationship could be 
clearly seen after surface cleaning.

0.52m 0.20m 8 77 8 150 0613

0616 0615 Posthole
Fill

Vertical sided sq post pipe, mid grey/ brown silty clayey sand. Occ small stones. Loose compaction, off centre of feature and 
reaching to base. Detected.

8 77 8 150

0617 0615 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown silty clayey, sand. Occ charcoal and chalk flecks, very occ small stones. Compact compared to (0610). 8 77 8 150

0618 0618 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, sides are gently sloping on W side, steeper on E, slighlty rounded. 0.36m 0.8m 8 77 8 147

0619 0618 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey/brown silty clayey sand, freq chalk flecks, very occ charcoal flecks and reddened clay flecks. Occ charcoal flecks and 
fairly small stones. Detected.

8 77 8 147 0618

0620 0620 Posthole
Cut

Sub cir in plan, steep sided on west edge, less on East, rounded base. Test bonding excavated on E edge to establish adjacent 
edge.

0.60m 0.24m 8 77 8 151 0621 6

0621 0620 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey/brown silty, clayey, sand. Freq chalk flecks, occ charcoal flecks and small stones. Detected. 8 77 8 151 0620 16th-
18th C

0622 0622 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, 45% slope to sides, flat base under post pipe. 0.60m 0.20m 8 77 8 152 0623

0623 0622 Posthole
Fill

Sq vertical sided post pipe. Mid grey/brown silty clayey sand. Occ small stones. Very loose indeed. Knots from timber still 
present. Fill continuous, to flat base of cut. Detected.

8 77 8 152

0624 0622 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey/brown silty clayey sand. Freq chalk and charcoal flecks. Occ small stones. Surrounds (0623). 8 77 8 152

0625 0625 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, shallow, gently sloping sides. Rounded base. 0.60m 0.18m 8 77 8 153 0626

0626 0625 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey/brown silty clayey sand. Occ chalk and charcoal flecks. Occ small stones, 0.04m. Detected. 8 77 8 153 0625

0627 0627 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, shallow and steep sided in sec, flat base. Shaped like a frying pan. 0.44m 0.10m 8 77 8 154 0628

0628 0627 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey/brown slity clayey sand, freq chalk flecks. Very occ, charcoal, flecks and small stones. Detected. 8 77 8 154 0287

0629 0629 Pit Cut Shape in plan, is partially exposed from edge of site - probably sq or rectangular, sides are curving 45 degrees slope. Base, is 
still going down.

0.36m 8 77 8 155 0681 4

0630 0629 Pit Fill Mid grey/brown silty clayey sand. Freq chalk flecks, occ charcoal flecks and mainly small stones. Detected. 8 77 8 155 0629 L12th-
14th C

4

0631 0631 Pit Cut Modern pit with large amounts of 19th and 20th C pot. Not drawn, only TST'd. 0632 6

0632 0631 Pit Fill Dark brown silty 70% clay 30%, soft  - mod compaction.

0633 0633 2256 Wall NS wall, S of sub statin,close to west edge of the site. Wall truncated at the N end. N end well structure with well defined 
edges, S end E and W end Truncated. S end may be fragment of yard. Wall constructed of fragments of pubeck rubble slabs - 
top at the S end finished surface, N end truncated slab.

0634 0634 0634 Posthole
Group

Group of PH's see (0635) 7 76

0635 0864 0634 Posthole
Fill

Silty 60% clay 40%. Mid brown, orange, rare small pebbles. NOTE: 0670 given twice -cut of PH changed to [0864] cut of pit 
remains [0670].

0.30m
E W

0.32m
N S

0.24m 7 76 7 141 0864

0636 0636 0634 Posthole
Cut

Shallow, u shaped, s facing sec, circ in plan. Sides are grad 45 degrees, base is concave. 0.30m 0.34m 0.10m 7 76 7 142 0367

0637 0636 Pit Fill Silty 60% clay 40%. Mid brown orange. Rare pebbles. 0.30m 0.34m 0.10m 0636

0638 0638 0634 Posthole
Cut

Shallow, u shaped sec, s facing sec, circ in plan, sides are grad 45 degrees. 0.20m
E W

0.24m
N S

0.14m 7 76 7 143 0639

0639 0638 0634 Posthole
Fill

Silty 60% clay 40%. 0.20m
E W

0.24m
N S

0.14m 7 76 7 143 0638

0640 0640 0634 Posthole
Cut

Shallow, u shaped, SE facing sec, circ in plan. Sides are steep 60 degrees. 0.16m 0.22m 0.18m 7 76 7 144 0641

0641 0640 0634 Posthole
Fill

Silty 60% clay 40%, mid brown orange, rare small pebbles. 0.16m 0.22m 0.18m 7 75 7 144

0642 0642 0634 Posthole
Cut

Shallow, u shaped, S facing sec, circ in plan, sides grad 40 degrees. 0.20m
E W

0.20m
N S

0.10m 7 76 7 145

0643 0642 0634 Posthole
Fill

Silty 60% clay 40%. Mid brown orange, rare small pebbles. 0.20m
E W

0.20m
N S

0.10m 7 76 7 145 0642

0644 0644 0634 Posthole
Cut

Shallow, u shaped, S facing sec, circ in plan. Sides - 45 degrees. 0.26m
W E

0.24m
N S

0.12m 7 76 7 146 0645
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0645 0644 0634 Posthole
Fill

0.26m
W E

0.24m
N S

0.12m 7 76 7 146 0644

0647 0647 0742 Pit Cut Cut of western most pit in group 0742. Oval in plan, steep sided, base is flat. Merges together with pit [0719] no clear 
relationship visible.

1.6m 
N S

0.42m 9 86 7 170 0648 5

0648 0647 0742 Pit Fill Mid grey brown silty sand  and occ chalk flecks. 0.42m 9 86 7 170 0647

0649 0649 0750 Pit 
Posthole

Sub circ in plan, u shaped sec, concave base. Elongated EW, N end , near Palmers. 1m 0.6m 0.6m 0870 6

0650 0649 0750 Pit 
Posthole

Mid orangey grey brown clay silt, mod chalk fleck (15%) , occ flint stones, ( diam ~0.06m) ( 5%) quite compact. 0.6m 
E W

0.4m 
N S

0.2m

0651 0651 Segment Segment, through pits [0652] + [0655] in area to south of sub station. 6 79 6 157

0652 0652 0651 Pit Cut Cut of circ pit in area to south of sub station. Circ, curved side to S/SE with a gentler clip of top. Cut by [0655] NNW end of 
section. Flattish base. Cut by pit [0655] to north.

0.98m
E W

0.38m 6 79 6 157 0655 6

0653 0652 0651 Pit Fill Primary fill of pit, mid brown clayey sandy silt. Mod CBM.occ charcoal, small lumps and flecks. Occ chalk flecks and small 
lumps, very occ pot. Mod but quite crumbly (friable) 0cc, stones 0.40m x 0.30m, small.

6 79 6 157 0654 16th-
18th C

0654 0652 0651 Pit Fill Upper fill of pit [0652] light brown slightly silty clay, with freq chalk nods. Freq CBM, very occ bone.occ charcaol small lumps
and flecks. Mod compaction.

6 79 6 157 0653

0655 0655 0651 Pit Cut Cut of large quite irregular shaped pit in area to south of sub station. Oval in plan, gentle curve to WSW. Steep curve to ENE. 
Slighlty curved but flatish base.

1.78m
N S

2.32m
E W

0.48m
in

6 79 6 157 0652 7

0656 0655 0651 Pit Fill Primary fill of pit [0655] in seg 0651. Mid brown sandy silt. Mod charcoal small lumps and flecks. Occ, CBM, pipe stems. 
Mod compaction.

6 79 6 157 0652

0657 0655 0651 Pit Fill Upper fill of pit [0655] mid dark brown sandy silt. Freq charcoal lumps and flecks. Freq CBM. Mod stones 0.60m x 0.70m. 6 79 6 157 0652

0658 0658 Linear 
Feature

Linear running EW adjacent to building 0665. 1.10m wide, terminating in the rounded butt end at east, cut by chalk fill ph's. 1.10m

0659 0659 Posthole
Cut

Sub sq pit, 0.60m across filled with crushed chalk, CBM and gravel linear cutsm, east end of 0658, one of a concentration of 
similarly filled ph's in the area. Probably associated in the cattlemarket.

0.60m 0.60m 0658

0660 0660 0698 Posthole
Cut

Sub sq PH densely filled with crushed chalk and gravel loam, 0.54m x 0.54m. Cuts fill of 0658. Similar to 0659. 0.54m 0.54m 0658 7

0661 0661 0698 Posthole
Cut

Sub rectangular PH 0.70m x 0.60m, filled with crushed chalk and gravel silt. Includes fragment of woolpit brick. Similar to 
[0659].

0658 7

0662 0662 0698 Posthole
Cut

Sub rectangular PH cutting south edge of 0658, filled with crushed chalk and small frags of the well fired brick. Similar to 
0659.

0.60m 0.60m 7

0663 0663 0698 Posthole
Cut

Small sq PH cutting 0658. Central post pipe, packed around with chalk rubble. P/pipe 0.24m diam. 7

0664 0664 0698 Posthole
Cut

Small sq PH adjacent to the south of 0663. 0.40m x 0.40m with 18 x0.20m sq pit. Off set on North side of ph packed with 
chalk rubble and gravel. Very similar and associated with 0663.

0658 7

0665 0665 Structur
e

Small building 6m wide and extending 1m into the silt from the north edge of the excavation, flint and brick rubble wall 0.30m 
wide, cut through or repacked by chalk surface and sealed beneath the cobbled road of the later cattlemarket.

0666 0666 Pit Cut Cut of elongated pit, ovoid in plan, gently undulating in sec.base is uneven, with some chalky areas. Feature is adjacent to 
features [0301] and [0703]. Detected.

0.50m
N S

1.35m
W E

0.20m 9 82 9 162 0667

0667 0666 Pit Fill fill of ovoid shallow pit, mid grey silty sand. Detected. 0.20m 9 82 9 162 0666

0668 0668 Pit Cut Long narrow pit, pit was not clear in plan due to disturbance but was clear in sec due to cut in chalk, is very narrow, oval in 
plan, dish in sec, edges slope 70-75 degrees to a flat base.

1m E 
W

2.4m 
appro

0.2m 5 79 0669 7

0669 0668 Pit Fill Mid orange brown clayed silt with mod chalk flecks and occ small flint inclusions. 0.2m 5 179 0668 19th C 7

0670 0670 Pit Cut Large elongated oval pit. Not clear in plan, but clear in sec due to being cut with the chalk. Sides slope 50 degrees to a flat 
base.

1.9m 
max

4.1m 
N S

0.75m 5 167 0671 4

0671 0670 Pit Fill Main fill of pit, mid dark brown silty stuff, freq chalk flecks and chalk lumps. Occ flint inclusions. Some small top lines visable
But very mixed so included in the main fill.

0.71m
max

5 167 4

0672 0672 Posthole
Cut

PH is shallow with an uneven but flat base. Detected. 0.60m
N S

0.50m 0.12m 9 83 9 163 7

0673 0672 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey silty sand with patchy inclusions of yellow/ green clay. 9 83 9 163 0672 7

0674 0674 Posthole
Cut

Has curved base, and is steep sided to the south, with gently sloping sides to the north. Roughly circ in plan. 0.40m
N S

0.40m
W E

0.13m 9 84 9 164

0675 0674 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey silty sand with yellow/green inclusions. Visible in section and in plan, fill is similar to (0673). Detected. 0.13m 9 84 9 164 0674

0676 0676 Posthole
Cut

Steep sides, rounded base. Circ in plan. 9 78 9 155 0678 6

0677 0676 Posthole
Fill

Dark grey clayed sandy silt with lumps and flecks of charcoal, small lumps and flecks of chalk, small medium and large stones. 
Very compact.

Fill of posthole 9 78 9 155 0679 1550-
1700

0678 0678 Pit Cut Steep sides, rounded bottom, elongated oval in plan. 9 78 9 155 0679 6

0679 0678 Pit Fill Orangey/mid brown sandy silt with charcoal flecks, some small lumps and flecks of chalk, freq small and medium stone. Fairly 
compact.

Fill of pit 9 78 9 155 0677 16th-
18th C
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0680 0629 Pit Fill As 0630, opposite end of same feature. Detected. 8 77 8 159 0683

0681 0681 Posthole
Cut

Appears to be oval ( partly removed by pit (0629) very steep sides, flatish base. 0.45m 0.30m 8 77 8 159 0629

0682 0681 Posthole
Fill

Sq post pipe - shallow composed to depth of cut, mid grey brown silty clayey sand. Very occ stones mainly small. Loose. 
Detected.

8 77 8 159 0683

0683 0681 Posthole
Fill

Mid orangey brown silt, clayey sand, trip line of olive brown clay. Freq charcoal and chalk flecks. Occ small stones. Detected. 8 77 8 159 0680

0684 0684 Posthole
Cut

Circ, small vertical sided. Flat bottomed. 0.22m 0.28m 8 77 8 158

0685 0684 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey/brown silt, clayey, sand. Occ small stones. Very occ chalk and charcoal flecks. This pH is very different. To the 
remainder of the group. Gives the impression of a driven post, but base is flat. Detected.

8 77 8 158

0686 0686 0750 Pit 
Posthole

Sub circ in plan, shallow in sec, slightly concave. Elongated EW, N end of site. Near Palmers. Part of group 0750. 0.54m
E W

0.4m 
N S

0.1m 8 87 8 173 0687

0687 0686 0750 Pit 
Posthole

Mid orangey brown, clay, silt. Freq flint stones diam (~40%) Fairly compact. Fill of [0686] 0.54m
E W

0.4m 
N S

0.1m 8 87 8 173 0686

0688 0688 Pit 
Posthole

Circ pit/pH. Edges are unclear and faint. Bowel shaped in plan, with gentley sloping sides. Roughly circ in plan. Cut by later 
PH [0690] is exactly in the centre of it. So may be a recut of the same feature. Detected.

0.60m
N S

0.60m
W E

0.28m 9 84 9 166 0689 7

0689 0688 Pit 
Posthole

Mid grey silty sand with charcoal flecks. Detected. 0.25m 166

0690 0688 Posthole
Cut

Cut of pH within [0688]. Possibly on recut. Roughly circ in plan, with bowl shaped, steep sloping sides in sec. Detected. 0.40m
N S

0.40m
W E

0.20m 9 84 9 166 0688 0688 7

0691 0688 Posthole
Fill

Fill of recut (possible) of PH [0688]. Densely compacted mid grey silty with large concentration of chalk and small stones. 0.20m 9 84 9 166 0690

0692 0692 0698 Posthole
Cut

Sub sq PH 0.50 x 0.50m adjacent to and associated with 0664. Off set rectangular post setting packed around with chalk 
rubble and orange gravel. Very similar to 0664.

0.5m 7

0693 0693 Posthole
Cut

Circ PH 0.35m in diam. Filled with gravel, silt with occ chalk and frags of handmade early post med bricks. 7

0694 0694 0698 0698 Posthole
Cut

Sub sq PH 0.60m x 0.60m. Chalk rubble and gravel/brown silt packing around a sq 0.20m x 0.20m post, of centre with S half 
of PH. Part of 0698 group and similar to all.

0.6m 0.6m 7

0695 0695 0698 Posthole
Cut

Sub sq pH 0.60m 0.60m, similar to, adjacent to 0694. 0.6m 0.6m 0724 7

0696 0696 0698 Posthole
Cut

Sub sq PH 0.60m 0.60m.muddy silt and chalk rubble fill with frags of charcoal and well fired CBM, similar to and probably 
associated with adjacent PH 0662.

0.6m 0.6m 7

0697 0697 0698 Posthole
Cut

Sub sq rectangular PH 0.50m x 0.60m. Chalk rubble and gravel and tiny frags of CBB, central Post 0.15m sq contains decayed 
wood similar to and paired with 0664 (post pipe [1679] in PH).

0.46m
N S

0.45m
E W

13 117 13 246 7

0698 0698 Posthole
Group

Group of closely spaced sq PH all fill with chalk rubble and gravel and some with visable post position (with extant wood!) all 
late, cutting homogenous topsoil layer, covering the area and sealed beneath the cobbled surface. Spread of PH, coincides  
with the limits of building 0665.

0699 0699 Pit Cut Cut of pit [0699] sub circ in plan, shallow u shaped sec. Base concave. Sides -grad 45% ESE facing. 0.56m 0.54m 0.16m 9 80 9 160

0700 0699 Pit Fill Soft - mod. Silty 60% sandy 20% clay 20%.. Mid brown orange, no arch finds. Occ pebbles sub rounded max 0.90m. Rare 
charcoal. Rare small pebbles.

0.56m
NNE

0.16m 9 80 9 160 0699

0701 0699 Pit Cut Circ in plan. U shape din sec. Sides are very grad cutting [0703] base is concave. N of [0666]. 0.78m
+

0.74m
+

0.15m
+

9 81 9 161 0703

0702 0701 Pit Fill Silty 50% sandy 35% clay 15%. Mid brown orange soft mod compaction. 0.50m
E W

0.15m 9 81 9 161

0703 0703 Pit Cut Oval in plan. Base is concave. Sides are grad 40%. 0.78m
E W

0.17m 9 81 9 161 0701 5

0704 0703 Pit Fill Soft mod compaction. Sandy 30% silty 55% clay 15%. Mid brown/light brown orange. Occ chalk flecks, rare charcoal, rare 
small pebbles.

9 81 9 161 0703 15th-
16th C

0705 0705 Pit cut Ovalish steep sided at the w end, gently sloping at E, flat base. 0.10m 0.12m 0.30m 8 77 8 165 0706

0706 0705 Pit Fill Grey silty sandy clay. Freq stones 0.60m down. Charcoal flecks. Chalk flecks and nods also lumps of lime mortar. Freq peg tile 
frags. Detected.

8 77 8 165 0705

0708 0678 Pit Fill Mid brown sandy silt with some small stones and occ lumps and flecks of chalk. Not very compact.located next to Palmers, 
further up from Roy's area.

9 78 9 168

0709 0709 Posthole
Cut

Base is partly flat on northan side, southern side dips downwards. 9 78 9 168

0710 0709 Posthole
Fill

Dark gray slightly clayed silt with freq large stones, small and medium stones. Occ lumps and flecks of chalk, flecks of 
charcoal. Fairly compact. Located next to Palmers, near Roy's area.

9 78 9 168

0711 0711 Pit 
Posthole

Oval circ in plan, steep sided, flattish curved. Disturbed at S Edge by stanchion. Located to east of pit [0647] SE of pit [0719]. 0.53m
E W

0.68m
S N

0.33m 9 85 9 169 5

0712 0711 Pit 
Posthole

Located in Northern most area of excavation. Mid brown/grey sandy silt. Mottled with orange sand.mod charcoal. Small lumps 
and flecks. occ CBM, occ, small shells, very occ, bone. Compaction id mod - soft. Disturbed at the southern edge by stanchion.

0.53m
E W

0.63m
S N

0.33m 9 85 9 169 0711 15th-
16th C

0713 0713 Posthole
Cut

Modern sq PH next to dug PH [0688] not dug. Detected. 0.60m
N S

0.60m
W E

7
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0714 0714 Possible 
Oven

Roughly rectangular, shallow, with well defined steep edges, flat base. Appears to have been dug into existing ground. Very 
little remaining of chalky clay base (reddened at S end) no trace of oven floor - appears to have been demolished in antiquity, 
more so at S end.

1.05m 1.60m 0.8 - 
0.10m

8 77 8 192

0715 0715 0742 Pit Cut Small oval pit, located on the northern edge of pit [0719]. Steep sided, base is flat. Relationship with [0719] incertain. Sec 
overcut in error. Next to but separate from pit 0717.

0.40m
E W

0.55m
N S

0.23m 9 86 7 171

0716 0715 0742 Pit Fill Mid grey brown silty sand and occ chalk flecks. Detected. 0.23m 9 86 9 171

0717 0717 0742 Pit Cut Small oval pit just east of [0715] on northern edge of pit [0719] steep sided, base is flat, relationship with pit [0719] uncertain. 0.55m
N S

0.70m
E W

0.25m 9 86 9 171 4

0718 0717 0742 Pit Fill Mid grey brown silty sand and occ chalk. Detected. 9 86 9 171 0717 L12th-
14th C

4

0719 0719 0742 Pit Cut Large oval pit in group 0742 merges together with large pit [0647] and smaller pit [0715] + [0717]. Located on its northern 
edge. Steep sided, flat base. Depth, base and steepness of sides are very similar to pit 0647.

not 
fully

not 
fully

0.35m 9 86 6 172 4

0720 0719 0742 Pit Fill Mid grey brown, silty sand and occ chalk flecks. Detected. 0719 L12th-
14th C

4

0721 0721 0698 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam and small quantities of crushed chalk. Compared to 0692. (Next PH E). Sub sq ph with p/pipe. Part of 0698. 0.57m 0.64m 7

0722 0722 0698 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam, small quantity of crushed chalk and lime mortar. Brck frags. Sub sq ph no p/pipe visable. Part of 0698. Part 
of 0698

7

0723 0723 0698 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam, small quantity of crushed chalk and lime mortar. Small sub sq PH no p/pipe visible. Part of 0698. 0.40m 0.40m 7

0724 0724 0698 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam, small quantity of very freq charcoal flecks. Oval PH, no p/pipe visable. Part of 0698. 0.5m 0.8m 0695

0725 0725 0698 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam with occ chalk nods. Reg tile frags. Sub sq PH no p/pipe visable. Part of 0698. 0.4m 0.4m 0658 7

0726 0726 0698 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam packed with crushed chalk and gravel. Sub sq PH no p/pipe visable. Part of 0698. 0.55m 0.55m 7

0727 0727 0698 Posthole
Cut

Orangey brown loam, crushed chalk packing. Sub sq PH no p/pipe visable. Part of 0698. 0.70m 0.60m 0658 7

0728 0728 Pit Cut Sub circ in plan. E side of sec is U shaped, W side has been cut by [0649] flat base is slightly concave. Elongated EW. N end 
by Palmers.

1.45m
N S

1.6m 
E W

0.5m 
max

8 88 8 174 0729

0729 0728 Pit Fill mid orangey brown silty sand, occ flint stone (diam ~0.07m) (~5 - 10%). Compaction is quite loose. 0.6m 0.4m 0.2m 0728

0730 0730 0698 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam, gravelly crushed chalk packed. Cir in with p/pipe (0ff centre). Part of 0698. 0.80m 7

0731 0731 0698 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam, gravelly crushed chalk packed. Small peg tile and red brick frags. Sub circ with p/pipe off centre. Part of 
0698.

0.68m 7

0732 0731 0698 Posthole
Cut

Slightly orangey, grey brown loam, gravelly crushed chalk packed. Sub sq PH no p/pipe visable. Part of [0698]. 0.60m 0.55m 7

0733 0733 0698 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam, gravelly crushed chalk packed. Oval ph ( no p/pipe visable) part of 0698. 0.35m 0.6m 7

0734 0734 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam, very occ chalk flecks. Probable small circ p/h. cut by modern crushed concrete, filled rectangular feature. 
Part of 0698.

mod
ern

7

0735 0735 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam, gravelly freq crushed chalk. Sub sq ph, no p/pipe visable. Part of 0698. 0.50m 0.55m 0736 7

0736 0736 Pit Cut Orangey grey brown loam, freq charcoal flecks and chalk nods. Amorphous shaped pit. 0.10m 0.90m 0735

0737 0737 0698 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam, gravelly, crushed chalk packed. Sub sq ph no p/pipe visable. 0.75m 0.80m 0736 7

0738 0738 0698 Posthole
Cut

Orangey grey brown loam, gravelly freq chalk nods. Sub sq ph, no visable p/pipe. 7

0740 0640 0698 Posthole
Cut

Orangey brown slightly silty sand. Freq grey lumps. P/pipe, sub sq, loam with very freq charcoal, probably burnt post. Sub sq 
ph. Part of 0698.

0.60m 0.65m 0741 7

0741 0741 0698 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam with high % of grey chalky clay. Part of 0698. 0.70m 0.70m 0740 7

0742 0647 0742 Pit 
Group

Four intercutting pits oacated near North of Eastern corner of site fronting ST andrews street south. 2 large oval pits [0647] 
and [0719] appear to merge together with no clear relationship visable in plan or sec, ( the fill is identical) the 2 smaller pits on 
northern edge of (0719) were only identified during excavation of [0719] again the fill in the pits is identical and no 
relationship is visable.

9 86 6 7 170 171 
172

5

0743 0743 0698 Pit Cut Orangey grey brown loam, frew chalk lumps and small stones. Possible pit with straight sides, ends obscured by cutting 
features. Cut by phs 0741 and 0737. Part of 0698.

0.60m 0737 7

0744 0744 0698 Posthole
Cut

Orangey rey brown loam, crushed chalk packed , gravelly, white and red brick frags.sub sq ph no p/pipe visable. Part of 0698. 0.60m 0.70m 7

0745 0745 0698 Posthole
Cut

Grey brown loam with occ chalk lumps and flecks. Small circ ph, no p/pipe visable. Part of 0698. 0.30m 7

0746 0747 Pot Pots found machining. Appears as single pot within the feature [0747] with second pot inverted over top. 2

0747 Layer Very light brown clay with moderate chalk layer identified originally in Evaluation Trench 1 and numbered as 0108. Possibly 
surface but heavily disturbed by later features. Pot 0746 recovered from in this fill.

5
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0748 0748 0750 Pit 
Posthole

Circ in plan. Shallow, V shaped, slightly concave. N end of site near Palmers. Part of group [0750] ~0.55
m E

~0.55
m N S

0.1m 8 8 0749

0749 0748 0750 Pit 
Posthole

Mid grey orangey brown silty clay. Mod flint pebbles (diam - ~0.03m) ( 15%). 0.55m 0.55m 0.1m 8 8 0748

0750 0750 0750 Pit 
Posthole

Running EW in a line along north end of the site. All cuts are approx ~0.6m wide, [0748] and [0686] are approx 0.15m deep. 
[0649] is 0.65m deep, however the top fill which resembles the other cuts on the surface and is similar in depth etc to [0748] 
and [0686].  [0872] is unexplained.

Structural grouping

0751 0751 Pit Cut Sub rectangular pit in area south of sub station. Steep sided, flat base. 1.20m
N S

2.10m
E W

0.53m
in

9 91 9 183

0753 0753 0784 
0795

Ditch 
Cut

Cut of SW to NE running ditch, ditch intersects pit [0797] but relationship unclear. Buttend of ditch visable in segment [0796]. 
Ditch may be [0394]. Ditch cuts pit [0785] in seg [0784]. Steep sided ditch, with uneven sides cut into chalk natural, with a 
flat base. Ditch is unclear in plan as fills from many features and ditch fill (0754) are roughly homogenous. Ditch is also cut by 
oval test pit to the NE. Detected.

0.80m
NW-

0.38m 10 195 196 0785 6

0754 0753 0784 Ditch 
Fill

Fill of ditch [0753] in segment [0784] fill is mid grey silty sandy clay with intermittent chalk flecks, hard compaction. Detected 0.38m 10 195 196 0785 16th-
18th C

6

0755 0882 Pit Fill Fill of sq deep pit [0882], light mid brown topsoil loam like. Silty 90% clay 10%, very soft and dry. Full of building rubble and 
17th C finds. Basically back filled at once with 1 deposit of topsoil and rubbish. Early 17th C found above later 17th C stuff all 
dumped at once.

1.35m
E W

1.53m
N S

1.7m 
< +

3 0882

0756 0756 Posthole
Cut

Gently sloping sides, flat base, has post pipe in the centre. Circ in plan. Detected. 0.30m
N S

0.30m
W E

0.12m 10 188 0758

0757 0756 Posthole
Fill

Fill is mid grey silty sand with numerous large and small chalk inclusions. Detected. 0.12m 10 188

0758 0756 Post 
Pipe

Post pipe in PH 0756. Post pipe is cut by upper fil of PH. Vertical sided, at least 0.21m deep. Cannot be dug any deeper as my 
hands cannot reach any further down.

Post pipe hole is driven into 
the ground, (chalk natural). 
Then post either snapped off 
or fills up with non chalky 
sediment. Top fill of PH is 
either packing or sediment 
accummulated after PH fell 
into disuse.

0.10m
N S

0.21m
at

10 188 0758

0759 0756 Post 
Pipe fill

Mid grey silty sand. No chalk inclusions and looser compaction than (0757). Detected. 0.21m 10 188

0760 0760 Posthole
Cut

Roughly rectangular PH. Flat concave base, steep sided. P/pipe presemt at south end. Detected. 0.40m
N S

0.30m
W E

0.12m 10 189 0761

0761 0760 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown silty sand, loosely compacted with chalk flecks. Detected. 0.12m 10 189

0762 0760 Posthole
Cut

Vertical sides, rounded base. Cut by upper fill of PH. Detected. 0.12m
N S

0.25m 10 189 0761

0763 0760 Post 
pipe fill

Mid grey silty sand, hard compaction. Different in colour to upper fill. Of feature and with no inclusions. Detected. 0.25m 10 189

0764 0764 0775 Posthole
Cut

Small, under PH but more of a feature than a lot of PH's in this area. Irregular circ in plan, bowel cut in sec. 0.3m 
E W

0.35m
N S

0.2m 10 177 0765

0765 0764 0775 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown silt fill with mod chalk flecks. 0.3m 
E W

0.35m
N S

0.2m 10 177 0764

0766 0766 0775 Posthole
Cut

Under cut in plan and section, a possible PH. Irregular circ in plan dish sec. Edges slope 45 degrees to irregular base. 0.3m 
E W

0.41m
N S

0.1m 10 177 0767

0767 0766 Feature 
Fill

Mid orangey brown, silt fill with occ chalk fleck. 0.3m 
E W

0.41m
N S

0.1m 10 177

0768 0768 Posthole
Cut

Possible Ph due to slight variations in fill in seg [0775]. Half circ in plan running into disturbed natural, bowl in plan. Sides 
slope 50 - 55 degrees to that base.

0.3m 
E W

0.3m 
N S

0.12m 10 177

0769 0768 0775 Posthole
Fill

Mid orangey brown silt fill with occ chalk flecks. 0.3m 
E W

0.3m 
N S

0.12m 10 177 0768

0770 0770 0774 Posthole
Cut

Shallow, irregular PH. Irreg circ plan, irreg nearly V cut I section. Sides slope 50 degrees to shallow piont at base. 0.5m 
E W

0.4m 
N S

0.15m 10 176 0771

0771 0770 0774 Posthole
Fill

Irregular in section, , not very visable in plan due to being very disturbed natural.sides have 45 degrees  to irregular base. 0.3m 
E W

0.12m 10 176 0770

0774 0770 0774 Segment N facing seg of slot put through disturbed area on east edge of site. Possible PH's [0770] + [0772] found but most of slot was 
disturbed natural and not numbered or recorded.

2.8m 
seg E

10 176

0775 0764
+076

0775 Segment S facing sec of slot through mixed natural at east end of site. Slot found possible PH 0764, 0766 + 0768 although [0764] is the 
only real looking PH. The rest of the slot goes through or mixed natural that was not recorded, see sketch.

3.2m 10 177

0776 0776 Posthole
Cut

Rounded, concave, sides and base, ovoid in plan. Detected. 10 187 0777

0777 0776 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey silty sand with small chalk flecks. Detected. 10 187 0776

0778 0778 Posthole
Cut

Ovoid in plan, shallow and flat, sloping base in sec, with a post pipe at one end (south east end). Detected. 0.35m
SE-

0.05m 10 190 0779

0779 0778 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey silty sand with intermittent fine chalk inclusions. Detected. 0.05m 10 190

0780 0778 Post 
Pipe Cut

Shallow post pipe in post hole [0778]. 0.10m 10 190 0781
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0781 0778 Post 
Pipe Fill

Mid grey silty sand, homogenous with upper fill [0779]. Detected. 10 190

0782 0782 0784 Posthole
Cut

Semi circ in sec, circ in plan. Steep sides vertical side to the east, base is irreg, but flat. Disturbed area of feature to SE of 
feature mixes with red/brown natural sand in between posthole [0782] and ditch [0753]. The area is too disturbed to be 
discernable feature. Detected.

0.21m
W E

0.21m
N S

0.12m 10 195 0783

0783 0782 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey silty sand, loosely compacted. Detected. 10 195

0784 0753 0784 Segment See context sheet for illustrated description. 2.95 
W

0.92m
E

10 195

0785 0785 0784 Pit Cut Ovoid pit, linear pit in plan. And of even depth in sec. Base is cut into pit [0787] and into chalk natural at the N end. 0.70m
N S

0.14m 10 195 0787

0786 0785 Pit Fill Mid grey silty sand with numerous charcoal flecks and lumps and chalk inclusions, loose compaction. One large flint cobble 
inclusion at N end.

0.70m
N S

0.14m 10 193 0785

0787 0787 Pit Cut [0787] cir in plan. Irreg in base and sides. Detected. 10 195

0788 0787 0784 Pit Fill Mid grey silty sand, hard compaction. Detected. 0.40m 10 195 0787

0789 0787 0784 Pit Fill Second fill of pit, pit is mid grey silty sand with numerous large and small chalk inclusions. Detected. 0.40m 10 195 0788

0791 0791 0784 Pit Cut Steep sloping sides, curved sides in sec. Other side obliterated by cutting ditch [0784]. Base flat and concave. Detected. 0.36m 10 196 0753

0792 0791 0784 Pit Fill Mid grey brown silty sand, harder compaction than the silty clay fill of ditch (0754). Detected. 0.36m 10 196 0753

0793 0794 0793 Segment Seg through PH [0794] + linear/ditch [0394] to find relationship. Fill to PH [0794] + [0394] are very similar and no cuts can 
be seen so they look partly contempary.

0.8m 
E W

0.6m 
max

10 175

0794 0794 0793 Posthole
Cut

Cut of PH in seg [0793]. Nice sq cut PH on edge of ditch [0794]. Rectangular/sq cut in plan, bowel shape in sec. Edges to 
slope 50 - 55 degrees to a concave base.

0.4m 
N S

0.65m
E W

0.4m 10 175 0795

0795 0794 0793 Posthole
Fill

Light brown clayed silt fill with mod chalk flecks/lumps and mod flint inclusions. 0.4m 
N S

0.65m
E W

0.4m 10 175 0794

0796 0797
+075

0796 Segment Segment through mixed area of joining feature. This seg is on the south east of the area finding ditch [0753] and oval/linear 
feature [0797]. No relationship visible in seg due to so many features in the area.

10 180

0797 0797 0796 Linear 
Feature

Possible elongated pit related to [0787]. Comes off North side of [0787] + runs into a very mixed area which seg's 0796 and 
0800 cut through to find out the relationships, half sec, bowl shape in sec oval/linear in plan. Sides slope 50 degrees to concave 
base. Relationships on seg  0796.

1.2m 
appro

1.2.m 
N S

0.7m 10 180 0798

0798 0797 0796 Linear 
Feature

Fill of linear/possible pit [0797], mid grey brown clayey silt with occ flint and mod chalk flecks inclusions. 0.3m 10 180 0797

0800 0805 0800 Segment Seg through NW of dodgy area ith seg 0800 and 0796 cut into it. Seg through ditch [0753] PH's [0865] and [0807] and gully 
[0809]. Shows relationships between features. Ditch [0752] with gullly [0809] and possibly pit/linear [0797] and is over PH 
[0807]. No clear relationship between PH [0805] and linear [0797] or any other features.

PH [0807] seems to be the 
earliest feature along with 
gully [0809]

10 181

0801 0801 Posthole
Cut

Flat base, steep sides. 8 194 0802 4

0802 0801 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown sandy clayed silt with large medium and small stones. Small lumps and flecks of charcoal, fairly compact, next to 
palmers, near Roy's area.

8 194 850-
1150 but

4

0803 0803 Pit Cut Rounded base, steep on NE side and steped on SW side. 8 8 194 4

0804 0803 Pit Fill Dark/mid brown clayed silt with large, medium and small stones, some occ small lumps and flecks of chalk, some flecks of 
charcoal. Fairly compact.

8 194 4

0805 0805 0800 Posthole
Cut

On edge of seg 0800. Shallow feature, circ in plan. Dish in section. Edge slopes 60 degrees to flatish base. 0.3m 
max

0.12m 10 181

0806 0805 0800 Posthole
Fill

Mid orangey silt with occ chalk flecks. 0.3m 
max

0.12m 10 181

0807 0807 Posthole
Cut

Cut is only visible in sec and could not be seen in plan. Bowel shape in sec, nearly v shape, edges slope 70-75 degrees to a 
concave base.

0.3m 
NE-

0.3m 10 181 0752 4

0808 0807 0800 Posthole
Fill

Mid/dark grey brown silt with freq charcoal flecks, occ chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.3m 
NE-

0.3m 10 181 0752 4

0809 0809 Gully 
Cut

Cut of small gully/slot. Linear in plan, dish in section. Sides slope 50-60 degrees to irregular base, is cut by ditch [0752] and 
maybe linear [0797] is similar in sec 182 as in 181.

0.4m 
max

1m 
Max

0.1m 10 181 182 0810

0810 0809 0800 Gully 
Fill

Chalky mid brown grey silt with freq chalk lumps and flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.4m 
max

1m 
Max

0.1m 10 181 182 0809

0811 0753 0800 Ditch 
Fill

Fill of ditch [0753] in seg 0800, fill is mid brown grey clayed silt with mod chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. CBM found. 0.35m 10 181

0812 0808 Gully 
Fill

Butt end of gully taken out, cut  as in [0800], chalky mid grey brown silt with freq chak flecks and lumps  and occ flint 
inclusions.

0.3m 
E W

1.2m 
max

0.08m 10 182

0813 0751 Pit Fill Primary fill, of [0751],mid brown, sandy clayey silt. Freq small chalk nods. Mod charcoal, small lumps and flecks mod animal 
bone- very occ.mod fre stones, 0.08m 0.09m small. Compaction is mod - soft.

9 91 9 183 0814

0814 0751 Pit Fill Upper fill, mid brown clayey sandy silt, mod -freq chalk nods. Mod charcoal, small lumps and flecks, mod stones 0.05m x 
0.06m small. Occ CBM. Compaction is mod -  firm.

9 91 9 183 0813

0815 0815 Segment Seg through PH [0817] + pit [0751] in area south of sub station. See sheet for more detail. Level taken. 0.24m
N S

0.60m
E W
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0816 0816 Segment Seg through post hole [0820] and pit [0751] in area suth of sub station. See sheet for detail. 0.26m
E W

0.38m
N S

9 91 9 184

0817 0817 0815 Pit Cut Sq - circ in plan, curved gently in sec. Base is slightly curved. Cut by pit [0751] towards east. Inline with (to south of PH's 
]0636] [0670] and [0823].seems to have possible stake hole on eastern side. Probably associated with PH group [0634]. Width 
0.28m N S until truncated.

0.28m
N S

0.42m
E W

0.10m 9 91 9 185 0751

0818 0817 0815 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown clayey sandy silt, motttled with yellow clay. Occ chalk small nods. Occ charcoal, small lumps and flecks. 
Compaction is mod.

0.28m
N S

0.42m
E W

0.10m 0751

0819 0751 0815 Pit Fill Mid brown clayey sandy silt. Occ mod charcoal. Mod chalk nods and flecks. Mod stones 0.05m x 0.03m. Compaction is mod-
soft.

9 91 9 185 0817

0820 0820 0816 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, steep sided in sec. Flat base. Cut by pit [0751] to south, in line with ( to south of) [0644]. Possibly associated with 
group [0634].

0.28m
E W

0.17m 9 91 9 184 0751

0821 0820 0816 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown/grey clayey sandy silt.occ charcoal small lumps and flecks. Mod stones 0.06m x 0.08msmall. Mod chalk small nods
(especially to base). Width 0.22m until truncated by pit [0751].

0.22m 0.17m 9 91 9 184 0751

0822 0751 0816 Pit Fill Mid brown clayey sandy silt. Mod - occ charcoal small lump and flecks. Mod -chalk small nods and flecks. Compaction is 
mod - soft.

9 91 9 184 0820

0823 0823 Posthole
Cut

Slightly irreg oval. Steepish sides, flat base. Seems to have a half rounded stake hole to N. aligned with PH [0636] and [0670] 
to N and [0817] to south. Possibly associated with group [0634]. Depth 0.20m (0.31m to bottom of stakehole).

0.44m
N S

0.32m
E W

0.20m 9 91 
90

9 186 0824

0824 0823 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown grey sandy silty clay. Occ charcoal small lumps. Mod small chalk nods and flecks. Mod CBM in top of fill ( 
possibly pushed in) compaction is mod. Mottled yellow clay band running N-S from top N of sec to bottom centre of PH.

0.44m
N S

0.20m 9 91 
90

9 186

0825 0825 Well Pit above well cap dug by Andy. SW corner of site. Inlined well shaft cut dircetly into chalk. 20.20m from top of well cap 
(peak) to base. Shaft 1.20m internal diameter with c 0.20m x 0.14mpairs of opposing 'put lock holes' cut at 0.20m - 0.25m 
intervals to full depth. Of shaft - well now dry. Cap bricks are soft hand made reds/fine sandy texture with tiny flint and grog in 
?  Brick size - 2 and three eighths of an inch by 4 inches by 9. Bonded with cement based mortar.

6

0826 0826 0826 Building Large victorian range at the S end of the site, immediately N of the sub station. Group number for all component of the 
building.

0827 0827 0826 Wall Brick wall around the perimeter of building 0826. Truncated at building floor level and survives to only one curse of bricks, 
constructed of a mix of soft reds and white bricks - 9 inches by 4 inches by 2 and a half inches the reds with shallow frags. Wall
is 0.35m wide. See plan for wall mortar and brick bonding. Bonded with pale lime motar. Build over footing 0828. Post dates 
all rubble walls. Suggested build date, first half of 19th century.

0.35m 10 89 0829

0828 0827 0826 Footing Footing below 0827, constructed of re claimed bricks laid on edge only, which mix of mortar and broken brick frags poured 
over. Footing depth 0.35 -0.45m below, first course of bonded brick. 0828 bridged over 0829.

0827

0829 0833 Wall 
Footing

Frag of rubble wall running N - S part of ? Rear wall of earlier range. On the line of 0833 and possible continuation of this 
wall, constructed of mixed flint and re used brick frags, bonded. With white lime mortar and some stone. Truncated below 
ground level and part of footing. Bridged by footing 0828 and pre- dates 0826. (bricks hand made 2" , bricks 16th C used ).

0.29m 10 89 0828

0830 0833 Wall Narrow flint rubble wall constructed against the east face of 0833 and 0829 shallow, and separate from 0833 smooth, finished 
face on east side. Does not exist alongside 0832.

0.12m 0.10m 10 89

0831 0831 Posthole
Fill

PH or post pack, PH densely packed with flint and mortared brick 0831 sepearte from 0829 and 0832. 0834 probably cuts 
both - although these may butt against it. Cuts EW wall 0834.

10 89 0834

0832 0833 Wall 
Footing

Fragment rubble wall/footing on same line of possible PH construction of 0833 and 0829 construction distinct from 0833/0829 
and separated from 0829 by PH 0831 - constructed of brick rubble, tile and large frags of lime stone. Cuts 0834. 0832 
truncates below floor level.

0.30m 0.20m 0834 0831

0833 0833 Wall 
Footing

N-S wall/footing on the alignment of the boundary between street frontage properties of the cattlemarket. Truncated at the 
ground level, 1-2 courses bonded survive. And sealed beneath the sub base of floor to 0826. Constructs of a double row of 
HALF - bricks, soft reds, hand made, 2 and one eigth x 4"bonded with pale brown sandy mortar. Aligned with 0832 and 0829. 
And butts against  0830. Built over footing 0835 -truncated length at N end, line of footing 0835 suggests it corners here.

0.23m 0.10m
-

0849

0834 0834 Wall Frag of E-W brick walll truncated at each end. Butts against it. Constructed of fragment of yellow floor bricks 1 and a half inch 
thick. Laid in a rough stretcher bond. South face finished and mortar beds well pointed  N face left rough. Bonded with lime 
mortar mixed with ash and charcoal. Possible stub of N-S return at east end -defines the limit of 0533 which may have been 
dumped against it.

0.24m 0.26m 10 89

0835 0833 Footing Footing filled with crushed chalk beneath 0833, footing turns through 90 degrees and west at end of 0833, 0835 does not 
continue below adjacent wall 0832.

0.60m 0.12m 10 89 0833

0836 0836 Layer Layer of orange sand recorded both sides of 0840. sorted sharp orange sand with small flint inclusions beneath  0838 and over 
mixed dark ? Loam, finds from interface of 0836.

0838 16th-
18th C

6

0837 0837 0826 Structur
e

Structure consists of stonelined cistern. Internal dimensions 0.94m x 0.70m and associated brick lined hearth. Structure 
completely truncated to ground level. Part of building 0826 and associated with floor surface of 0838, suggesting that it was 
sunken. Possible coppes or water heater.

0852

0838 0838 0826 Layer Layer of crusted brick and mortar possible sub base to floor surface of building 0826. Extent bound by walls 0827 and seales 
wall 0833 - buts against out side of cistern 0837. Machined off top of 0838 same level as tiled and brick surfaces at the rear of 
the range - west of 0827.extent of 0837, to east unknown extent at least to and over 0840. Either demolish rubble from 
building 0826 or floor sub ?

0839 0839 0826 Hearth Brick built fire place - hearth level, same as 0838 and pot of late building 0826.

0840 0840 Wall 
Footing

Running N-S out by 0827 planned N end full extent. Constructed of small flints and occ brick frags bonded with a hard lime 
mortar to form a concrete unurnished face ' wet poured'into a cut trench. 0840 possible re-udused as part of 0826 extent of 
0840 coincides with return of 0827 -N extent.

0838
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0841 0714 Possible 
Oven

Creamy clay reddended area at S end of feature, freq chalk , nodules and lumps. Some brown loam compaction is friable, ( 
including reddend clay) no trace of charcoal. May have been removed from S end in antiquity. Detected.

8 77 8 192

0842 0823 Posthole
Fill

Fill of stakehole in PH [0823] mottled yellow clay and silty clay. Occ charcoal ( small lumps) Mod frim. Desont seem to run to 
top of post hole, only just caught in sec.

Possible stake driven into 
natural for packing or 
steadying post.

0.08m
N S

0.18m
E W

0.12m 9 91 
90

9 186

0843 0843 Pit Cut Cut of pit inside brick lined structure pit is lined on 3 sides by an arch and 2 decayed brickswall. Whole structure is set into pit 
cut 0845. Se shet [0784] for sketch plan. Feature not fully dug at this date. Detected.

1.42m
NS

1.20m
WE

6

0844 0843 Pit Fill Fill is varied, lots of brick rubble, lumps of concrete, cement, glass. Many areas of burnt tarred sand. Mid grey silty sand with 
chalk flecks and areas of yellow clay. Feature not fully dug. Detected. Mixed.

18th-
19th C

0845 0845 Pit Cut Outer pit cut into chalk natural around brick lined pit 0843. See sketch plan on [0784] for details in plan. Not dug. Detected.

0846 0797 0800 Pit Fill Fill of radiating from well/shaft [0558], mid brown silty sand with large and small chalk inclusions. Detected. 10 181

0847 0670 Pit Fill Orange sandy lens seen in pit [0670] maybe sand blown in when pit was open. 1.4m 
max

0.1m 
max

5 167

0848 0848 Layer Very dark silt, reworked garden soil, flecked with charcoal and crushed mortar and CBM. Sealed beneath layers 0838 and 
0836 and the layer that all of the footing trenches are out into. Similar to soil layer above excavation level west of building 
range.

Imported soil sealing 16th C? 
ground level and into which 
the 18th + footings are cut.

0836

0849 0849 0826 Structur
e

Limestone block, setting for a post? Set with a mortar filled hole. Mortar same as and associated with layer 0838. Post central 
to large single span room possibly between walls 0827 and 0840. Part of building 0826.part of 0838 surface.

? Studde stove /post surpport 
with large span room.

11 89 0833

0850 0850 2255 Wall 
Footing

Narrow rubble wall footing forming south-west corner of a building. Constructed of brick rubble and flint bonded within a 
white mortar. Corner former from large blocks of Abbey  stone.unface fragment. Bricks re used, handmade reds 2 and a 
quarter inches. 16th, 17th C - possibly associated with similarly constructed 0851.

0.15m
-

0.10m 11 89 0840 5

0851 0851 2255 Wall 
Footing

N-S wall footing- which turns east through 90 degrees corner and is truncated before the st andrews street frontage. 
Construction is similar to 0850, although not so substantial, bonded flint and brick rubble. Brick re used 15th-16th C. butts 
aaginst N face of 0853 but beneath 0854, pre dates 0855.

0.30m 0.30m 11 89 5

0852 0852 Layer Demolition layer associated with wall 0850. Layer of crushed tile, concentrated with a linear hollow immediately west of 0850, 
contiuous beneath 0837 and sealed below 0838.

11 89 0838 L17th C 6

0853 0853 Wall 
Footing

Wall - south west corner of building, constructed of re-used abbey stone. Some moulded bonded with a course lime mortar 
with large flint inclusions. Earliest of the standing structure in this area cut by 0840 and overlash by 0854. INT - Earliest stone 
wall amongst the ? 18th C footings.

0854

0854 0854 Wall 
Footing

Fragment of E-W aligned with but over 0853 and over 0851. Constructed of poorly coursed brick frags all broken re-used 
bricks. Brick 2and a half inches 18th C? bonded with sandy lime mortar, morter is similar to 0855 ? Possibly associated.

11 89

0855 0855 2255 Wall 
Footing

Wall/footing running N-S extending from the corner of 0851, later than 0851. Wall is constructed of crushed brick and flint 
bonded with sandy brown lime morter, possibly associated with 0854. 0855 N exstent same as 0840 with no evidence that 
either continued further.

Extended to a later phase of 
0851.

5

0856 0856 2255 Hearth Hearth or oven, elongated spread of hard fired clay edged with a thin line of charcoal, suggestive of recti linear, fireplace or 
oven survives only as the thin smear. 0856 and below the level of the footing of and pre dates the surrounding buildings.

0.80m 1.50m 0.2m 10 89 5

0857 0857 Layer Finds from backfill of trench containing salt glased pipe running between 0301 and 0955. Redeposited material, 
disturbed 20th C.

13 96 7

0858 0858 Surface Surface of solid rammed chalk between the N-S flint wall defining the east edge of the cattle market and the rear west wall of 
building fronting street. Actually muddy slot alongside wall 0299, finds from slot excavated against the east side of cattle 
market wall. Number for slot only.

12 95 19th C 7

0859 0859 0953 Layer Cleaning over cobblestones east of drain building, finds collected over cobbles 0946. 12 95 0946

0860 0860 2255 Spread Possible hearth, spread of burnt and hard fried clay with charcoal, over and integral with layer of broken roof tiles, southern 
limits truncated, cut following a straight edge. Under wall 0855 and cut by well 0840, overlies cobble surface and overlain by 
0836, same level.

13 96 0855 5

0861 0861 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, steep sided, round bottomed. 0.50m 0.30m 8 77 8 193

0862 0861 Posthole
Fill

Post pipe fill 0.17m sq, mid grey/brown loam, very occ stones, loose, off centre. Detected. 8 77 8 193 0863

0863 0861 Posthole
Fill

Mid orangey brown silty clayey sand. Freq small stones and poss post pack, see sec. Occ charcoal flecks and chalk flecks. 
Detected.

8 77 8 193 0862

0864 0864 0784 Posthole
Cut

Shallow, u shaped, south facing sec, circ in plan, sides are steep, 65 degrees, base is concave. 0.30m
E W

0.32m
N S

0.24m 7 76 7 141 0635

0865 0865 Surface Small area of brick tile and stove irreg slabs with chalk flecked clay boundary in between slabs. Surface is on N W area near 
old post office complex. Surface looks fairly modern due to material and being over wall 0560.

Maybe part of a path by 
modern wall.

10 92 0560

0866 0869 Ditch 
Fill

Mid grey brown clay silt. Occ clay nod inclusions (~5%) Occ chalk fleck inc (~5%) occ flint nod inc (~5%). Quite compact, 
located on sec 197. Machined away.

>2m 0.15m 10 197

0867 0867 Pit Cut Circ in plan, sq sec, flat base, located N end of sec 197. Chalk filled pit. 0.4m 
on sec

0.4m 10 197 0868

0868 0867 Pit Fill White chalk, occ mid brown silt inclusions ( ~5-10%) fairly loose. N end of sec 197. 0.4m 0.4m 10 197 0867

0869 0869 Ditch 
cut

Shape in plan unknown - machined. u section, flat base, located - sec 197, this cut was only seen in section. Cut into levelling context 
(0836).

0.72m 0.15m 10 197
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0870 0649 Pit Fill Mid orangey grey brown silty sand ( 10% - 90%). Quite loose. Basal fill of (0649). 1m 0.6m 
max

0871 0871 Pit Cut Large quarry pit machine excavated  to rear of brick exstentions to street fronting buildings identified in eval in 101, wrongly 
numbered as 0671 - photo has number 0671 on instead.

4

0872 0872 0750 Pit Cut Cir in plan, located at end of site near palmers. Part of group 0750, a series of 4 pits/phs. Left unexcavated due to other in the 
group being excavated.

0.5m 
(N-S)

0.4m 
(E-W)

0873 0872 0750 Pit Fill Mid greyish brown clay silt. Chalk flecks  ~5% CBM flecks ~5%, seems quite compact. Detected. Fill of [0872] 0.5m 
(N-S)

0.4m 
(E-W)

0874 0874 Pit Cut Rectangualr pit with curved sides. Sloping apparent flat bottom, only bottomed at east end. 1.10m 3.80m 1.10m 5 93 5 199 0875 6

0875 0875 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, curved sides to rounded base. 5 93 5 199 0874

0876 0875 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown sandy clay, v occ chalk grans. 5 93 5 199 0874

0877 0877 Posthole
Cut

Cir in plan with visible post pipe. 5 93 5 199 0874

0878 0877 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown sandy clay, chalk grans, medium-small irreg flints and tile. 5 93 5 199 0874

0879 0877 Post 
Pipe

Post pipe within 0878, mid brown sandy clay, very occ chalk grans. 5 93 5 199 0874

0880 0880 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, rounded sides to curved base. 5 93 5 199 0874 4

0881 0880 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown sandy clay, occ chalk grans 0874 4

0882 0882 Pit Cut Cut of long deep pit /well/cess pit? Not bottomed due to safety and awkwardness. Top 1m made up of mortar and brick/flint, 
then after that cut through natural. Sides are vertical. Base is unknown, poss brick rubble or brick base. See sheet for more 
detail.. Sq in plan.

1.65m
E W

1.80m
N S

1.7m< 3 0755 6

0883 0874 Pit Fill Mid brown sandy clay with loam. Reg charcoal flecks, very reg chalk grans. 93 199 L17th-
18th C

0884 0874 Pit Fill Mid light brown sandy clay with very reg pale cream clay throughout. Reg chalk grans and flecks. Occ brick and tile pieces. 93 199

0885 0874 Pit Fill Mid dark brown loamy clay with very reg large medium flints. Reg chalk grans and occ charcoal. 93 199

0886 0874 Pit Fill Mid dark brown loamy clay with very reg large-medium flints, reg chalk grans and occ charcoal. 93 199

0887 0887 Posthole
Cut

Sq-cir in plan, steep straight sloping sides. Flat base. Cut by walls SN-NW. Walls not numbered at time of recording. 9 94 9 205 walls 6

0888 0887 Posthole
Fill

Mix of greeny/grey and yellow brown slightly silty sandy clays. Mod charcoal lumps and flecks. Mod chalk, small nods and 
flecks. Mod stones 110 x 60 small.

9 94 9 205 16th-
18th C

0889 0887 Posthole
Fill

P/pipe, greeny brown/grey sandy silty clay. Mod-0cc charcoal, small lumps and flecks, occ chalk, small nods and flecks. Occ 
stones 0.06m x 0.04m, small,/ compaction is mod.

0.13m
W E

0.4m-
0.06m

0.29m 9 94 9 205

0890 0890 Layer Mid brown silty sand with chalk and charcoal flecks, intermittent tiles and CBM. Detected. 11 89 10 200

0891 0891 Gully 
Cut

Running NS on plan, quite narrow but fairly deep for size. Contained a lot of tile and other CBM. Sides slope 45 - 50 degrees 
to a flatish base. Flat base V cut in , linear in plan.

Probably construction ? For 
small wall? Due to to rubble 
alignment.

0.4m 
max

6.5m 
max

0.4m 
max

11 89 10 201 204 6

0892 0892 Pit Cut Sq cut in plan, strange irr in sec but this maybe due to disturbance from other feature.quite shallow for size in plan, but is very 
mixed near the base and maybe cut into older feature but under at this time. Cut gully 0891 and is probably contempary with 
PH 0893 due to same fill.

0.7m 
N S

1.1m 
E W

0.3m 
max

11 89 10 204 0891 6

0893 0893 Posthole
Cut

Looks fairly clear in plan but less so in sec due to being disturbed/ under because of pit [0892]. No relationship between pit 
[0892] and this PH could be seen due to fills being the same and they are probably contempary. Not seen in sec very well at all.

Possible PH but probably just 
disturbance.

0.4m 
N S

0.4m 
E W

0.4m 
max

11 89

0894 0891 Gully 
Fill

Mid brown grey slightly clayed silt with occ chalk, charcoal flecks, freq CBM. Flecks and freq tile, brick and mortar inclusions.
Very loose fill.

11 89 10 201 16th-
18th C

0895 0891 Gully 
Fill

Mid grey slightly clayed silt with occ chalk and charcoal flecks, freq CBM, flecks and lumps. 11 89 10 202 L16th-
17th C

0896 0891 Gully 
Fill

Same as fills in other setions, see (0894). 0.4m 11 89 10 203

0897 0891 Gully 
Fill

Same as in other sec, see (0894). 11 99 10 204

0898 0892 Pit Fill Dark brown silt fill with occ mod chalk and charcoal flecks and mod CBM flecks. Fairly compact fill. 0.4m 11 89 10 204 18th C

0899 0893 Posthole
Fill

Fill of PH 0893 in sec. Dark brown silt fill with occ mod chalk and charcoal flecks and mod CBM flecks. 0.4m 11 89 10 204

0900 0900 Floor 
Bricks

Single course of white floor bricks, bedded on lime mortar, butt, vertical joints. 250 mm x 125mm x 48mm. 1 brick sample. 
These bricks are the E edge of the floor - extended as before machinery. Relationship with 0909 is unclear.

12 8 198 0911

0901 0901 Pit Cut Cut of sub rectangular pit, situated in plan on the surface to the post hole [0831]. Actually cuts the foundation trench (so to 
speak) of the PH 0831 in section. Cuts the PH [0903], which is [0831]. Gently sloping sides in section, base flat. Detected.

0.38m
W E

0.47m
N S

0.11m 11 89 10 206 0831

0902 0901 Pit Fill Mid brown silty sand loosely compacted, with intermittent chalk and charcoal flecks. Detected. 0.11m 11 89 10 206
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0903 0903 Posthole
Cut

PH cut and packing. Cut comes up to the edge of flint packing in plan. Steep sided with flat base. 0.23m 11 89 10 206 0904

0904 0903 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown silty sand with many sized flint cobbles and chalk inclusions. 11 89 10 206 0901

0905 0905 Posthole
Cut

Cut is unclear in section. Dug on texture mainly. Top is 0.5m is densely packed with chalk inclusions and a circ of chalk visable
in plan. Detected.

0.30m
W E

0.34m
N S

0.21m 11 89 10 207

0906 0905 Posthole
Fill

Loosely compacted mid brown silty sand. Friable with lumps of clay. In the top 0.05m, there is a density of small chalk 
inclusions. One piece of burnt clay found near surface.

0.21m 11 89 10 207

0907 0907 Pit Cut Sq in plan, straight edges, flat base. Detected. 0.50m
WE

0.15m 11 89 10 208

0908 0907 Pit Fill Mid grey silty with charcoal and intermittent chalk flecks. Detected. 0.15m 11 89 10 208

0909 0909 Layer Layer of crushed (very compact) soft red brick. Occ flint and larger brick frag. Some lime mortar. 12 8 198 0910

0910 0910 Surface Simple course of white floor bricks, bedded on lime mortar. Butt, vertical joints and lime mortar joints. 245mm x 125mm x 
48mm. 1 brick sample. These brick are all vertical with the red brick cellar, to their N and W.

12 8 198

0911 0911 Layer Layer is made up of thin layers of very compact crushed chalk, orangey ballast, and sandy stoney clay. 12 8 198 0909

0912 0912 Layer Rubble layer consists of broken brick/tile, mortar, large lumps of chalkand flecks. Large, medium and small stones, large , 
medium and small lumps and flecks of charcoal. Very loose, easy to trowel off. Located on west edge of site, situated in the 
remains of modern walls.

Rubble layer 10 89

0914 0914 Segment See sheet for detailed drawing. Slot through layers (0915), (0916) and (0917) 9 209

0915 0915 0914 Layer Layer/area of broken tile. Mid brown sandy silty clay, freq broken tile and mortar rubble, mostly red but occ yellow tiles. Occ - 
mod small stones/flint. Occ small charcoal lumps occ chalk (small nods), compaction is mod - soft. Depth varies 0.12m - 0.4m 
in sec 209.

0.56m
W E

1.40m
S N

0.12m
-

9 209

0916 0916 0914 Layer Mid brown sandy silty clay. 0cc charcoal, small lumps. Mod - chalk small lumps and flecks. Occ stones 70mm x 40mm - small.
Occ CBM frags. Compaction - mod.

1.40m
slot

0.15m 9 209 0915

0917 0917 0914 Layer Mid brown sandy silty clay mottled with yellow clay. Freq CBM. Occ mod chalk lumps. Chalky lens running 0.20-0.30m into 
slot east from section.

1.65m
E W

1.70m
N S

0.8-
0.12m

11 89 9 209 0916 6

0918 0918 Layer Layer of medium sized flints with mid brown loam and the occ red brick frag. Compaction is loose. Relationship with 0900 
unclear, although the flints are not under 0900, they do meet the edges of the SE most brick.

12 8 198

0919 0919 Layer Layer of crushed red brick, peg tile lime mortar. Occ flint. Similar to 0909. 12 8 198 0918

0920 0920 Layer Layer of compact mid brown loam containing flints, peg tile frags, some lime mortar and chalk lumps. 12 8 198 0919

0921 0921 Layer Mid brown loam. Occ chalk flecks, red brick frags, coke frags and small stones. 12 8 198 0918

0922 0922 Layer Mid brown loam. Freq chalk flecks and lumps, red brick cellar wall to N. occ small stones. This layer is backfill to the cellar 
brickwork (no wall cut)

12 8 198 0911

0923 0923 Feature 
Cut

Small steep sided shallow slot. Continues thro baulk to W, to back of flints and brickwall. Unclear whether flints wall cuts this 
slot. Slot may be associated with or (in its same form) continue to the E beyond the digger excavation trench. (some 2m away) 
sealed by 0921. Aligment is EW. N proximity to adjacent PH.

12 8 198

0924 0923 Feature 
Fill

Olive brown clay with occ small chalk lumps. 12 8 198 0921

0925 0925 Layer Mid grey brown loam, small chalk lumps and flecks, occ small stones and very occ red brick frags. 12 8 198 0920

0926 0926 Posthole
Cut

Vertical sided PH ' lump' on N upper edge. Seen in machined section and partial base shape in base of this sec. See sec 198. 
Nb. Proximity to slot [0923] cuts layer 0925 and 0928 and continues into natural.

12 0925

0927 0926 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown loam. Occ chalk flecks and nods occ small stones, very occ reddened clay traces. 12 8 198 0918

0928 0928 Layer Layer of bright, slighlty orangey brown silty, clayey sand. Freq chalk flecks and lumps. Occ small medium sised flints and 
stones. Occ very small olive brown clay pockets. Although at the same level, this is a total different fill to that of (0925), to the 
S of PH (0926) compact compared to (0925).

Could this be sub floor of a 
building?

12 8 198 0921

0929 0929 Posthole
Cut

Shape unclear-seen in sec only, stripped below base. See sec 198. Sealed by 0921 and 0911. 12 8 198 0928

0930 0929 Posthole
Fill

Light grey/brown loam. Freq red and brick and peg tile frag. Freq chalk lumps, occ small stones. 12 8 198 0921

0931 0931 Pit Cut Although this appears as a PH in section, it is probable that this is the exstremity of a pit which can be seen in the base of the 
machined sec and which expands and continues to the east.

12 8 198 0928

0932 0931 Pit Fill Light grey/ brown slightly silty clayey snad, freq chalk flecks and nods. Occ small stones. 12 8 198

0933 0934 Ditch 
Cut

Linear plan, shalow u shape sec. Flat slightly undulating base. Unknown trunc. Running NS. Shallow linear running 
parallel to wall 0943, packed 
with a surface context.

1.5m 0.12m
max

8 210 6

0934 0933 Ditch 
Fill

Mid grey brown clay silt, freq chalk fleck (45%) Occ CBM (<10%) Occ flint stones (~5%) (diameter ~0.06m) parallel with 
wall 0943.

Surface context fill of [0933] 1.5m 0.12m 8 210
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0935 0935 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. Very shallow u shaped section. Flat based, prob truncated. Cut into (0943). Post pad, cut into (0943). 0.4m 0.4m 0.4m 8 210

0936 0935 Posthole
Fill

Mid light yellowish brown, slightly clay with a brunt concentration at the top of the context. No inclusions. Fairly compact. Fill 
of post pad.

0.4m 0.4m 0.4m 8 210

0937 0937 Surface Crushed chalk, mod, mid grey brown silt, quite compact. Crushed chalk surface. 0.8m 0.1m 
max

8 210

0938 0938 Layer Mid greyish brown. Occ CBM inclusions (~10%) mod chalk flecks (15%-20%), slightly compact. Made ground. 8 210 5

0939 0891 0942 Gully 
Fill

Mixed fill of brick rubble lens (near the surface) , mid brown silty sand with high densiy of chalk inclusions (middle - 0.1m 
from surface) and mid brown silty sand (0.05m from base). Dense compaction. Detected.

0.3m

0940 0940 0942 Pit Cut Sq in plan, sq in seg [0942]. Flat base. Detected. 0.60m
N S

0.50m
W E

0.30m 11 89 11 211 0891

0941 0940 0942 Pit Fill Mid brown silty sand with intermittent charcoal and chalk inclusions. Loose compaction. Detected. 0.30m 11 89 10 211 0891

0942 0940 0942 Segment See plan 89 and section 211. Detected. 11 89 10 211 0940

0943 0943 Wall Flint, brick and limestone wall.footing running NS from north side of main EW boundary wall 0301, at the rear of the building 
fronting St Andrews Street. Fabric suggests 2 pahses of build numbered 0299,0300. N exstent truncated by water main, wall 
line continuing beyond water main in distant table.

0.35m up to 
0.40m

12 95

0944 0944 0953 wall Wall/footing running NS from the edge of 0301 and east of 0943, constructed of closely packed rounded flint cobbles, packed 
dry with bonded bricks overlying - bricks plain 2and a half inches x 4 x 9 in both reds and whites. Linked to 0301 by later 
phase of build (0945).

0.36m 0.10m
-

12 95

0945 0945 0953 Wall Later phase, or re build of south end of 0944 where forms junction with 301, constructed of re used brick frags bonded with a 
limemortar variety of brick thickness from 2" to 2nd a half". 19th C, reds and whites. Later than 0944 and butts inside 0301.

12 95 0944

0946 0859 0953 Surface Surface of closely packed large flint cobbles laid against and respecting the east side of wall 0944/0945 and N edge of 0301 
survives in two small patches of overlying wall 0947. External yard surface probably part of 0953.

12 95 0947

0947 0947 Wall Fragment of NS Wall exstending from and cutting north edge of 0301. Constrcuted of mixed flint bonded with lime mortar- 
aligns with and possibly a construction of 0949 N of 0948 covered by surface 0947. Separate structure from 0953.

0.35m 0.15m 12 95 0947

0948 0948 0953 Wall Wall running EW, contamination of 0944, constructed of closley packed rounded flint cobbles, laid dry or within a very lean 
mortar soil mix. Includes very occ brick - (re used) 4" x 2". Plain reds survives to height of 2/3 courses of brick.

0.32m 0.30m 12 95

0949 0947 Wall Flint and mortar wall - running N - S, cut by or butting against N side of 0448 linear on same line and similar to wall fragments 
0947 possibly a contiuation.???

12 95

0950 0950 0953 Structur
e

Ceramic open drain formed from moulded brick, runs adjacent to walls 0944 and 0948. 12 95

0951 0951 Layer Layer of finely crushed mortar and brick and tile rubble. Found by wall 0948 and butting against chalk surface 0952. 
Demolition layer associated with 0953.

0.8m 
-

12 95

0952 0952 0953 Surface Linear spread of compacted chalk running E-W across the front range of buildings. Butts against rubble layer 0951 and cut by 
wall 0947. Floor surface or passage way throu structure 0953.

1m 0.5m 
-

12 95 0947

0953 0953 Building Stable in feoffement plot knocked down in 1879 and  levelled and rammed for sheep pens. Bound by walls 0948 and 0944 
group number for all component. Features and photograph.

12 95

0954 0954 Structur
e

Small rectangular walled pity/tank, built against the east face of wall 0943. Brick and flint construction bonded with lime 
mortar Bricks plain reds C17-18th . Wall 0.35m wide. Filled with brick rubble, chalk across the flor of the pit and drain  hole at 
the base plain .

Actually lined pit/tank with 
drain extending from or 
entering on S/E corner.

0.80m 2m 12 95

0955 0882 Structur
e

Masonry structure round top 1m of pit [0882]. Flint and brick avg =100mm sq, yellow-orange sandy 80% lime mortar 20%. 
Soft - mod compaction. Occ chalk flecks and very small pebbles.

200m
m

100m
m

0755

0956 0979 Brick Sample of brick from SE corner of inner wall of brick and flint subterranean pit 0979.

0957 2250 0953 Wall Flint and mortar wall running N-S with occ plain red brick 2 and a half inches x 9" x 4 and an eighth of an inch-18th C. 
rounded un coursed flints set into a course pale brown lime mortar and large chalk inclusions and course ground sand. 0957 
turns thru 90 degrees corner to St andrews street. E-W length built into later cellered building frontage. All later walls out to 
west of 0957 butt against and respect it. West and North wall of  Stable 2250

0.35m 0.40m 13 96 0908 turn of 
the C19th

0958 0959 Pit Fill Second fill of pit. Central fill filling the clay linning on the sides and base of the pit. Dark brown loose clayed silt fill with occ 
chalk flecks, flint and CBM inclusions.

0.74m
N-S

0.84m
E-W

0.2m 10 100 10 219

0959 0959 Pit Cut Circ in plan, dish in section with steep straight sides sloping 80-85 degrees to flat base. This pit is clay lined quite thickly and 
cenre circ was a dark fill 0958 clay lining is (1542).

1m N-
S

1.9m 
E-W

0.3m 10 100 
101

10 214 222 6

0960 0960 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, irregular u cut in section. Sidea slope 60 -65 degrees tro concave base. 0.42 
E W

0.4m 
N-S

0.25m 10 98

0961 0960 Pit Fill Dark brown silt fill with occ chalk flecks and flint inclusions. 0.42 
E W

0.4m 
N-S

0.25m 10 98

0962 0962 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. Shallow u shape. Flat, slightly undulating. Probably truncated due to shallow depth. 0.6m 
E-W

0.6m 
N-S

0.05m 10 97 10 214

0963 0962 Posthole
Fill

Mid dark greyish brown clay silt. Occ flint pebbles (~0.03m) ( <5% ). Quite compact. 0.6m 
E-W

0.6m 
N-S

0.05m 10 97 10 214

0964 0964 Pit Cut Pit is irregular rectangular, with steep sloping sides and a flat base. Pit overlies layer [0966]. 0.60m
W-E

0.50m
N-S

0.14m

0965 0964 Pit Fill Mid brown sandy silt.
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0966 0964 feature small v-shaped cut at the base of pit 0964

0967 0967 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. Unknown sec (unexcavated). Unknown base (unexcavated). Probably truncated as others in alignment have been 
also.

~0.35
m

~ 
0.4m

0968 0967 Posthole
Fill

Mid greyish brown, clay 10% silt 90%. Occ chalk fleck inclusions (<10%). TST

0969 0970 Layer Strip of unfired soft green layer lies in a narrow band, possibly fill of slot - over lies cut 0970 - possibly part of it and appears 
to extend to section 198 under strip of holding mortar 0973.

0.20m 0.10m 13 96 0973

0970 0970 Posthole
Cut

Deep straight sided cut - possible PH and possible defining the N side of early property - seen only in section. Beneath 0969. 
0969 possibly associated with 0970. Cut  buried topsoil layer 0848 - check? Layer flint footing are cut into.

0.36m 0.25m 13 96 2 215

0971 0970 Posthole
Fill

Finely crushed lime mortar and burnt? Daub with occ tile with a matrix of brown silt. Single uniform fill- demolition material - 
in filling.

13 96 2 215

0972 0972 Posthole
Fill

Circ patch of densely packed mortar and crushed tile filling shallow hollow on same line but over and distinct from 0969. Lime 
mortar and peg tile suggest pre 19th C.

13 96 2 215

0973 0970 Layer Narrow strip of lime mortar bedding for CBM overlies and aligns with clay 0969 suggesting possible association. INT - 
0973,0969 and cut 0970 possible part of wall line and define N edge of Pre 18th C building.

0.12m 0.05m 13 96 2 215

0974 0974 Pit Cut Small pit that cuts into centre of pit. See sheet for more detail. 0.61m 0.61m 0.30m 9 107 
104

9 227 7

0975 0974 Pit Fill Crumbly white yellow rubble ash with large amounts of tile and some brick. 0.61m 0.61m 0.30m 9 104 
107

9 227

0976 0978 Pit Fill Dark brown orange sticky sandy clay with few tile bits, some tiny flecks and of charcoal and places of greeny - ash stain near 
[0977].

0.88m 0.88m 0.24m 9 104 
107

9 227 0975

0977 0977 Peg and 
Brick

Used pegtile base with used brick on edge to from sides. Not all bricks are whole - some red, some white some floor. Gully 
would flow from E to W. at its W end , it has been cut into the brick work of the SW corner of 0979 (brick pit) ( not mortared 
in ) ( loam between bricks etc.).

TST 0979

0978 0978 Pit Cut Pit cut by 0874, see sheet for drawing. 0.88m 0.88m 0.24m 9 204 9 227 0977

0979 0979 Brick/ 
flint

Rectangular pit, brick built internal corners (brick sample 0956) in filled with flint, brick frags and the occ masonry lump. 
Mortar beads are consistent greyish, lime on brick corners but vary in colour ( cream-orangey and strength on infill. Base build 
directly on to the natural orangy material after levelling with fine crushed chalk and mortar. Outer structure is mainly made up 
of mortared flint. N-S Wall on W side of rectangle is under and part of N-S boundary wall across site.

Pit built at same toime as 
main N-S boundary wall-use 
unclear, storage? Base made 
up of construction dropping 
and trampled flat ( 0.1m -
0.2m) chalk. Not finished, 
not designed to hold water, 
not large enough to work in.

0.53m 1.95m 1.17m TST 
13

104 0977 6

0980 0979 Brick/ 
flint

Pit fill.general mixtuure of building rubble, mortar and chalky/lime mortary loam. Rubble more prolific at right levels. Several 
large pieces of masonary.

3 104 1740-
1880

0981 0981 Pit Cut Oval in plan, slightly irregular gentle slope E-W ( only quarter sectioned) flattish base but irregular. Distrubed to N by roots. 
Loacted N area under buildings. Photo taken before excavation of fill (0982).

3.84m 2.26m 0.64m 9 99 9 218 221 6

0982 0981 Pit Fill Early/primary fill. Greeny brown silty clay. Mod - freq sub flint 60 x 80mm - 40 x 20 mm. Occ charcoal small lumps. Photo 
section taken before excavation of this fill. Detected. Some root disturbance.

9 99 9 218 0983

0983 0981 Pit Fill Mid brown silty clay. Occ brick and tile. Mod charcoal lumps. Mod chalk small nods. Compaction is Mod-soft (crumbly). 
Probably same as (0984) but with significant less tile. Detected.

9 99 9 218 221

0984 0981 Pit Fill Lens of broken tile in pit [0981], mid brown silty clay. Freq broken tile ( only a sample kept) mod bone and charcoal lumps.  
Compaction is mod - soft, crumbly. Location - exstending approx 0.40m N from section 218 but irregular. Probably same as 
(0983) but with a high concentration of broken tile. Some finds  mixed with (1541) during early excavation. But the ones with 
this number are solely from this context. Detected. Some root disturbance.

9 99 9 218 1541 L17th-
18th C

0985 0985 Pit Cut Cut of pit in plan 98 unclear due to mixed  area near concrete footing but looks oval. Elongated N-S sides slope 30 degrees on 
south  and 50 degrees N edge.

1.6m 
E-W

2.6m 
N-S

0.5m 
max

10 98 10 216

0986 0985 Pit Fill Mixed fill of mid  but pale orangey brown silt with occ flint and chalk inclusion. 1.6m 
E-W

2.6m 
N-S

0.5m 
max

10 98 10 216 0985

0990 0990 Posthole
Cut

Cir in plan. NE excavated due to being modern. Dark brown chalk flecked silt with occ charcoal fleck. 0.3m 
E-W

0.4m 
N-S

TST

0991 0991 Posthole
Cut

Circ PH. Dark brown chalk flekced silt fill with occ charcoal fleck. Not excavated. 0.4m 0.4m TST

0992 0992 Posthole
Cut

Circ PH. Dark brown chalk flecked sit with occ charcoal fleck. Not excavated. 0.4m 
E-W

0.4m 
N-S

0993 0993 Posthole
Cut

Small rounded PH In area of PH's in NW corner of site. Steep sided base concave. Detected. 0.29m
N-S

0.29m
E-W

0.17m 13 122 12 251

0994 0993 Posthole
Fill

Light to mid yellow clay with white chalk flecks. 0.17m 13 122 13 251

0995 0995 Posthole
Cut

Cut of rounded cly filled PH in area of PH in NW corner of site. Steep sided, flat base. Middle of 3 light yellow clay PH's 
running N-S only one to be excavated. Detected.

0.32 
N-S

0.37m 0.12m 13 124 13 253 7

0996 0995 Posthole
Fill

Light/pale yellow brown clay fill with freq chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.12m 13 124 13 253

0997 0997 Posthole
Cut

Cut of sq-ish PH within group of PH in NW corner of site. Dark grey white chalk flecks occ flints and occ red brick frags. 
Steep edges 80 degrees or so to flat ish base, fairly shallow. Detected.

0.40m 0.40m 0.10m 13 118 13 247 7
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0998 0998 Posthole
Cut

Cut of rounded PH in group of PH's in NW corner of site. Dark grey/brown fill with mod white chalk flecks. Not excavated. 0.39m 0.40m 7

0999 0999 Posthole
Cut

Cut of oval PH in group of PH's in NW corner of site. Dark grey brown silty sand fill with freq white chalk inclusions. Not 
excavated.

0.35m
N-S

0.48m 7

1500 1500 Posthole
Cut

Mid grey brown silty sand , not excavated. In cluster of ph's, NW corner of site. Not excavated. Detected. 0.45m
N-S

0.45m
W-E

7

1501 1501 Posthole
Cut

PH in NW corner of site, rectangualr in plan, mid grey brown silty sand fill and numberous small to medium flints. Not 
excavated. Detected.

0.40m 0.80m 7

1502 1502 Posthole
Cut

Rectangular PH in cluster of PH's brown silty sand fill. Not excavated. Detected. 0.46m
N-S

0.60m
E-W

7

1503 1503 Posthole
Cut

Cut of PH post pad in cluster of PH's in NW corner of site. Rectangular in plan. Filled with closely packed bonded irreg flints 
up to 0.9m in length.

0.68m 1.1m 
N-S

7

1504 1504 Posthole
Cut

Cut of rounded Ph in cluster in NW corner of site. Mid grye brown silty sand fill with chalk and occ charcoal and occ red brick 
frag visible. Not excavated.

0.52m 0.46m 7

1505 1505 Posthole
Cut

Cut of oval PH in cluster  in NW corner of site. Mid grey brown silty sand with chalk and occ charcoal. Detected. Not 
excavated.

0.31m
N-S

0.54m
N-S

7

1506 1506 Posthole
Cut

Cut of rectangualr PH/post pad in cluster of PH's in NW corner of site. Similar to 1503 in shape and fill. 0.60m
E-W

1m N-
S

7

1507 1507 Pit/PH 
cut

Cut of rounded pit/ph within cluster of ph's in NW corner of site. Mid brown silty sand fill with pale yellow chalk and occ dark 
orange mortar frags. Not excavated.

0.70m
E-W

0.77m 7

1508 1508 Posthole
Cut

Cut of rounded ph in arear of ph's in NW corner of site. Mid to dark grey brown silty sand fill with animal bone and red brick 
frags visible. Not excavated.

0.60m
N-S

0.60m
E-W

7

1509 1509 Posthole
Cut

Cut of oval clay filled Ph in area of ph in NW corner of site. One of a group of clay fill ph's. oval in plan, bowl in section, sides 
slope 4 degrees to concave base. Fairly shallow.

0.32m
E-W

0.46m
N-S

0.15m 7

1510 1510 Posthole
Cut

Cut of small sq light yellow clay filled ph in area of ph's in NW corner of site.oval/sq-ish in plan, bowl in section, sides slope 50
degrees to flat base. Post pipe seen [1598] in centre of PH in plan and section.

0.25m
N-S

0.21m
E-W

0.3m 13 112 13 236 7

1511 1511 Pit Cut Cut of large oval pit in area of pit/ph's in NW corner of site. Mid to dark brown silty sand fill with numerous red tile and buff 
brick frags 0.24 long 0.12m wide 0.4m and several complete bricks and flint and chalk frags. Not excavated. Detected.

1.7m 0.90m 7

1512 1512 Posthole
Cut

Cut of rounded ph in group of ph's in NW corner of site. 1512,1513 and  1514 are all closely grouped but do not cut each 
other. Mid grey brown silty sand fill with white chalk frags. Not excavated. Detected.

7

1513 1513 Posthole
Cut

Cut of rounded PH adjacent to 1512 and 1514. Oval in plan steep sided base concave. 0.47m
N-S

0.50m
E-W

0.22m 13 123 13 252 7

1514 1514 Posthole
Cut

Cut of rounded PH next to 1513. Dark grey/brown silty sand with mod chalk flecks visable. Not excavated. 0.28m
N-S

0.34m 7

1516 1516 Pit Cut Cut of irregular pit in area of pit/ph's in NW corner of site. Pit is cut by modern? Chalk feature on western side and appears to 
be disturbed on northern edge. Also cuts possible feature 1568. Not excavated.

0.50m 1m N-
S

7

1517 1517 Posthole
Cut

Cut of ph's in cluster of PH in NW corner of site. Dark grey/brown silty sand fill with occ chalk and oyster shell frags visable. 
Steep straight cut sides slope 85-90 degrees to flat base. Excavated deeper due to mixed natural below would have be fill post 
pipe [1676] seen on photo.

0.53 
E-W

0.60m
N-S

0.18m 13 119 13 248 7

1518 1518 Pit Cut Rectangular in plan, base is irreg but flat. Steep sided. 0.60m
W-E

0.40m
N-S

0.12m 8 106 8 226

1519 1518 Pit Fill Mid brown sandy silt. Detected. 0.12m 8 106 8 226

1520 1520 Posthole
Cut

Circ ph, u shaped in section. Detected. 0.30m
N-S

0.30m 0.15m 8 105 8 225

1521 1520 Posthole
Fill

mid brown sandy silt. 0.15m 8 105 8 225

1524 1524 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. Aligned with [0964], [0960] and [0962] see plan 98. Not dug so not seen in section. 0.5m 
E-W

0.45m
N-S

1525 1524 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown silt fill. Not excavated.

1526 1526 Pit 
cut/spre

Shallow base of pit or spread area. Shallow sides 30 degrees to flatish base. No section drawn due to being so shallow and no 
photo.

1.3m 
E-W

1.7m 
N-S

0.07m 10 98

1527 1526 Pit Fill Spread? Mid dark brown mixed silt and sand fill with occ CBM flecks. Not photo or section drawn.

1528 1528 Structur
e

Brick lined modern drain. Red brick lined sq drain. Cut into mixed oven near concrete in plan 98. 0.6m 
E-W

0.5m 
N-S

10 98

1529 1529 Structur
e

Sq area of mortar with drain (brick lined) in centre, red bricks with occ flint lining the drain. Modern. 0.5m 
E-W

0.5m 
N-S

1530 1530 Pit Cut Ovoid pit - mid grey silt sand on top -not excavated. NE corner of site. Detected. 0.50m 0.70m
W-E

7

1531 1531 Pit Cut Cut of unexcavated, sq, modern pit with brick tile end and bone pilling out of it. 2.20m
W-E

1532 1532 Pit Ovoid pit, not excavated. 0.70m
W-E

1.10m
N-S

1533 1533 Pit Cut Cut of chalky un-excavated pit. 1.30m
N-S

1.00m

1534 1534 Ph/pit 
cut

Unexcavated. 0.45m
N-S

0.45m
W-E
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1535 1535 Pit Cut Shallow pit, 0.04m deep. Irregular in plan, concave base, gentle sloping sides. Detected. 0.70m
W-E

0.60m
N-S

0.04m 7

1536 1536 Posthole
Cut

Ovoid ph, unexcavated. 0.50m
N-S

0.30m
W-E

7

1537 1537 Posthole
Cut

Circ ph, unexcavated. 7

1538 1538 Posthole
Cut

Unexcavated. 0.30m 0.30m 7

1539 1539 Posthole
Cut

Unexcavated. 0.30m 0.30m 7

1540 1540 Ph Unexcavated. 0.30m 0.30m 7

1541 0981 Pit Fill Upper fill. Mid brown grey silty clay, freq chalk nods. Mod charcoal lumps. Mod CBM. Occ mod pot, china, bone, and clay 
pipe pieces. Lenses of snail shells. Mod oyster shell. Compaction is mod. Finds mixed with (0984).

9 99 9 218 221

1542 0959 Clay 
lining/fill

Clay lining of pit [0959] light/ pale yellow brown colour with mod chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.12m 10 100  
101

10 4 16th-
18th C

1543 1543 Pit Cut Unexcavated, circ pit. Detected. 1.20m
N-S

1.20m
W-E

1544 1535 Pit Fill Dark brown sand fill with flecks of charcoal. 0.4m 6 102 6 210

1545 1545 1549 Spread 
cut

Cut of circ-ish spread, shallow, barely 0.05m deep. See plan for dimensions. Detected. 0.05m 6 103 6 223

1546 1545 Spread 
fill

Light brown silty sand, fill of 1545 in seg 1549. 0.05m 6 103 6 223

1547 1547 1549 Gully/sp
read cut

Curving linear spread becomes deepr to the south in seg 1555, may be due to how the area was stripped, in plan the feature 
runs from NW-SE and tapers to the SE also becoming narrower. For Dim see plan. Detected.

0.05m 6 103 8 223

1548 1548 1549 Gully/sp
read fill

Mid brown silty sand of gully/spread in seg 1549. Detected. 0.05m 6 103 8 223

1549 1545 1549 Segment Segment through features 1545 and 1547. No definate relationship can be ascertained between them. 0.05m 6 103 8 223

1550 1550 Pit Cut Rounded sub sqr in plan. NE side of sec is vertical with a gradual concave break of surface, sw side of section is stepped with 
convex steps. Base is unexcavated due to depth. Sq is elongated N-S. area south of toilet block.

Sqr'd quarry pit 1.75m
NE -

1.5m 
SE -

ex'd 
to

1551 1550 Pit Fill Light mid greyish brown clay silt. Freq chalk fleck (45%). Mod compaction. SW side of section. Chalk packing with CBM. 0.6m 
SW

0.5m 
NW

0.1m

1552 1550 Pit Fill Mid greyish brown clay silt, occ flint stones ( diam - 0.05m) (~5%). Quite compact. This context has been disturbed by 
exstensive root action.

1.75m
NE

1.5m 
SE

0.9m

1553 1550 Pit Fill Mid orangey brown silty sand. Mod chalk inclusions due to tumble (~10%). Slightly loose. This fill is due to tumble. 1.1m 
NE -

0.4m 
max

1554 1550 Pit Fill Mid greyish brown clay silt. Occ chalk fleck (5%). Quite loose. 0.80m
SW-

ex'd 
to

16th-
18th C

1555 1547 1555 Segment Segment thourgh gully spread 1547 as seen on plan 103. 6 103 8 224

1556 1547 1555 Gully/sp
read fill

Mid brown silty snad fill of gully/spread 1543 in seg 1555. 6 103 6 224

1557 1557 Gully 
cut

Running N-S - linear in plan. U shaped sec. Concave base. Sides are steep 70%. Break of base is sharp. Terminal end also dug, 
not drawn.

340m
m

2.06m
<

240m
m

8 108 8 228 229 1575

1558 1558 1569 
1570

Pit Cut Oval in plan?, see sheets 1569 + 1570. Sides are steep 80 degrees. Base concave. U shaped section. Break of base is sharp. 1.00m
E-W

2.34m
N-S

500m
m

8 108 8 229 1557 6

1559 1559 1570 Pit Cut Cut by + disturbed by modern backfill and debris. Cant see full shape in plan. Or full profile in section. Base is concave. 520m
m

8 108 8 230 1558 6

1560 1560 Gully/Pit
area

Area [1560] containing [1557] and pits [1558] and [1559]. 8 108

1561 1561 Burnt 
bone

Small area approx 0.8m x 0.8m containing brunt bone not really a feature in the ground. In the area of the PH's in NW corner 
of site SE of [0997] 100% excavated and photo before lifting, not planned due to being pointless.

0.2m 
E-W

0.15m
N-S

0.1m 7

1562 1561 Burnt 
Bone

Small amount of burnt bone and degraded iron of the base of the brunt bone. In a mixed natural orange sandy silt, not sectoned 
or planned due to no feature cut seen.

0.2m 
E-W

0.15m
N-S

0.1m

1563 1563 Feature 
cut

Rectangular feature narrowing at east end. Fill is light yellow clay and lumps and frags of white chalk. Not excavated. Looked 
at the but tarmac crop found so not excavated. Modern.

1.15m
N-S

2.6m 
E-W

1516 7

1564 1564 Ph cut Rounded ph only half visable on sith side of feature 1563. Northan half cut away by 1563. Dark grey brown silty sand with occ 
white chalk flecks. Not excavated. Tarmac found on top and fill so not excavated. Modern.

not 
fully

0.63m
E-W

7

1565 1565 Posthole
Cut

Rounded ph in area of Pit/ph in NW corner of site. Dark grey brown silty sand fill with mod white chalk flecks and occ 
charcoal. Cuts possible feature 1568. Detected.

0.49m 0.50m
N-S

7

1566 1566 Posthole
Cut

Rounded ph in area of pits/ph's in NW corner of site. Dark grye/brown silty sand fill with moderate chalk flecks and occ red 
brick frags similar to 1565. Not excavated.

0.43m
E-W

0.45m
N-S

7

1567 1567 Ph cut Oval clay filled PH in area of pits/ph in NW site corner. Fill is light yellow clay with white chalk flecks and patchy mid brown 
silty sand. Shallow poss ph/post pad. Only 0.06m deep and was fairly mixed. Sides slop 20 degrees to concave base.

0.24m 0.50m
E-W

0.06m 13 110 13 234 7

1568 1568 Ph cut Cut of possible pit /ph in area of pits/ph in NW corner of site. Edges are patchy and pit is cut by 1565, 1516. Not excavated. 1565 7

1569 1557 Segment Seg through gully [1557] and pit [1558]. Pit cuts gully. 8 108 8 229
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1570 1558 1570 Segment Segment through pits [1558] cut by [1559], no full section profile of [1559].

1571 1571 PIT/ph Unexcavated. Circ in plan. Next to/south of pit [0981]. 0.50m
E-W

0.54m
N-S

9 99

1572 1572 Pit Oval pit. Visible fill - mid brown orangey silty sandy clay, occ broken tile visable, oc chalk, very occ charcoal. Unexcavated. 
Located south of [1571].

1573 1573 Pit Cut Unexcavated. Oval in plan, located west of seg1611 and south of seg 1612 cuts pit 1605. Mixed very dark brown silty sand 
and clayey sand  with freq brick/tile and mod chalk and flint.

1605

1574 1574 Structur
e

Flint lined well. Flint and fairly orange mortar, the flint lining varies in depth on the inside of the well, see diagram on sheet.cut
into degraded chalk with sand hollows then at about 1-1.2m cut into solid white chalk. Circular in plan as it’s a well and 
condulating sides due to collapse when well was dug. Collapse can be seen in top fill (1579).

1.02m
E-W

1.1m 
N-S

1.3m 5

1575 1557 Gully fill Silty 50% sandy 30% clay 20%. Soft- mod compaction. Mid brown orange. Rare charcoal. Rare small stones. 8 108 8 228 229 1557

1576 1558 Pit Fill Dark brown -soft mod silty 70% clay 30%. Very oc charcoal. Rare small stones. 8 108 8 229 230 1558

1577 1559 Pit Fill Dark silty 80% clay 20%, compaction is mod-soft. Rare charcoal, occ small stones. 8 108 8 230

1578 1574 Well Fill Top fill in well. Mixed chalk CBM and brown silt layer in top of well. 0.05m 13 231 5

1579 1574 Well Fill Loose orange sand with mixed mid brown silt areas. Slump fill in well with chalk nods etc in it showing after slump had 
occurred.

13 231 5

1580 1574 Well Fill Chalk lens/dump into well. Lumps of white chalk with grey/white chalk dust. 13 231 5

1581 1574 Well Fill Main fill. Mid brown humic silt. Very loose. Collapsed a few times in well. 1m + 
seen

13 231 5

1582 1582 Pit/ph Circ/off circ shaped pit/ph. Not excavated. Silty 60% sandy 10% clay 30%. Mid brown orange with beige clay patches. Small 
rounded stones.

820m
m N-

780m
m

8 108

1583 0301 1583 Segment Segment showing interface between differnet phase of E-W. running boundary wall 0301 and pit [1592]. 1.50m
in

TST 232 9

1584 1584 Posthole
Cut

Sq shallow ph, sides are grad 45 degrees. Base is flat. Sq in plan. South facing sec. 380m
m E-

360m
m N-

50mm 8 108 8 233 1585

1585 1584 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown silty 80% sand 20%. Compaction is soft. Occ small sub-ang pebble, max 30mm. 380m
m E-

360m
m N-

50mm 8 108 8 233

1586 1586 Pit Cut Large pit east of [1588]. 1.23m
E-W

1.60m 0.16-
0.30m

8 114 8 243 6

1587 1587 2276 Pit Cut Cut of large oval pit.1.08m wide. Slot out through widest piont N-S. sides that are seen are steep 80 degrees to a sloping base 
to the south.see sketch on sheet.

2.8m 
max

under 
7m +

0.74m
max

TST 13 260 4

1588 1588 Pit Cut Small pit west of [1586]. 0.60m
W-E

0.55m
N-S

0.09m 8 115 8 244

1589 1589 Pit Cut Tiny lens pit east of [1588]. 0.35m 0.34m 0.3-
0.5m

8 116 8 245

1590 1590 Pit/ph 
cut

Cut of sq pit/ph. Looks fairly modern.sides slope 85-90 degrees to concave base. Has a very small layer of dark silt at the base 
of the cut that outlines the feature. Ph is cut into an earlier PH [1774].

0.9m 
E-W

0.95m
N-S

0.4m 15 130 15 267 1774 5

1591 1773 Spread/t
op fill

Top fill, very large pit and spread out on surface. Number given to an area of spread/layer outside of area of pit cut but still 
some colour in a large area.

15 130

1592 1592 1583 Pit Cut Cut of pit below walls 0301 and 1594. Only approx half visable.Semi circ curved edgea, slightly irreg. Flatish base, shallower 
to west.

9 113 9 232

1593 1592 Pit Fill Mid brown/orangey silty sandy clay. Mod chalk more towards the base. Occ, small stones. 9 113 9 232

1594 1594 1583 Wall/str
ucture

Different (probably earlier) phase of E - W running boundary wall 0301. To the west of excavated area. Made of flint cobbbles 
and occ brick and tile and stone. Crumble/grey rubbley mortar with small flint, chalk and CBM frag inclusion. (visible section 
better on south side).

0.35 -
0.40m

7.37m 0.30 - TST 9 232

1595 1567 Posthole
Fill

Light/pale yellow clay lumps with freq chalk flecks. 13 110 13 234

1596 1510 Posthole
Fill

Light/pale yellow clay fill with mod chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.15m 13 111 13 235

1597 1509 PH 
packing

Light/pale yellow clay packing on all sides of posthole. Freq chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. Packing is around post pipe 
[1598] on south side of PH.

0.28m 13 112 13 236

1598 1509 Post 
pipe

Straight post pipe, fillled in when post was removed. 90 degrees slope to flat base. 0.3m 13 112 13 236

1599 1509 Post 
pipe fill

Mid brown grey silt with freq lumps of yellow clay and freq chalk flecks, occ flint inclusions. 0.3m 13 112 13 236

1600 1600 1602 Pit Cut Cut of pit in NE corner of pit group 1602.unclear- probably oval, very unclear edges due to root disturbance. Approx 45 
degrees sloping sides. Base unknown as not fully excavated, unclear relationship with other pits of group 1602.

1.4m 
(N-S)

0.35m 13 125 8 238

1601 1600 Pit Fill Mid brown clayey silt with occ small flint and very occ chalk fleck. 13 125 13 238

1602 1602 Pit 
group

Group of five pits along eastern edge of site, 1600,1603,1605,1607,1609. 13 125 4
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1603 1603 1611 Pit Cut Steep sided, with flat but slighlty concave base. Roughly cir in plan, though not visable on the surface, so exstent of feature 
unknown. Cuts or is cut by features [1601], [1605] and [1609] - relationship uncertain. N end of pit group 1602. Detected.

0.95m
N-S

0.75m 13 125 237 8 4

1604 1603 1611 Pit Fill Fill of 1604 In segment 1611. Mid brown clayey sandy silt. Mixed by root action and presence of roots inhibit the excavation. 
Detected. Quality of deposit is disturbed and mixed.

0.75m 13 125 8 237 4

1605 1605 1602 1611 Pit Cut Cut is vertical sided pit/shaft. Surface does not tell as group is just a homogenous mess. Heavily root  disturbed. Relationship 
between [1603], 1607, 1601 and  [1609] uncertain.

1.45m
N-S

2m E-
W

1.10m 13 125 8 237 4

1606 1605 1602 1611 pit fill Fill of deep steep sided pit. Fill is homogenous mid brown sandy clayey silt. Heavily root disturbed. Detected. 13 125 8 237 4

1607 1607 1602 1611 Pit Cut Cut of pit 1607. Pit  had near vertical sides and a flat but concave base. Relationship between rest of group 1602 uncertain. 
Disturbed and mixed.

0.8m 
N-S

1.9, 
E-W

0.59m 13 125 8 237 4

1608 1607 1602 1611 Pit Fill Fill is homogenous mid brown clayey sandy silt that is heavily root disturbed. Detected. 13 125 4

1609 1609 1602 1612 Pit Cut Cut of pit visable in NW corner of pit group 1602. Unclear in plan as fill identical to other pit in group, probably oval. Steep 
sided, concave base, unclear relationship with pit to south and pit 1603 to east.

0.95m 13 125 4

1610 1609 1602 1611 Pit Fill Dark brown clayey silt with occ flint and chalk, heavily disturbed by roots. 13 125 L12th-
14th C

4

1611 1611 1602 Segment Seg through pits [1603] [1605] [1607] of pit group [1602]. 13 125 4

1612 1612 1602 1612 Segment Seg through pits [1605] [1609] of pit group [1602]. 13 125 4

1613 1613 1614 Wall/str
ucture

Different phase (later?) of E-W running boundary wall. At eastern end of excavated area. See sheet for  a lot more detail and 
drawing.

0.46m
varies

5.60m
to

0.44m TST

1614 1613 Segment Segment number for interface between differnet pahses 0301 and 1613 of E-W running boundary wall. TST

1615 1586 Pit Fill Lower primary fill of pit [1586], brown sandy silt with inclusions of small flint and crumbly yellowish daub. 0.53m
E-W

(at 
least)

0.30m 8 114 8 243 1616

1616 1586 Pit Fill Upper fill, medium brown sandy silt with small inclusions of chalk bits and some flints. 1.23m
E-W

1.60 
N-S

0.16m 114 8 243 8 16th-
18th C

1617 1588 Pit Fill Mixed fill of yellow daub marker? And brown sandy silt 90% silt to 10% crumbly daub. 0.60m
W-E

0.55m
N-S

0.9m 8 115 8 244

1618 1589 Pit Fill Fill for lens (very small pit) 1589. Medium brown sandy silt (comes off to a mottled orange/brown of sand). 0.35m
W-E

0.34m
N-S

0.3m-
0.5m

8 116 8 245

1619 1619 Pit Cut Sub rectangular pit. Mid greyish yellow clay and mid brown silty sand, freq chalk. Unexcavated. 0.50m 0.69m
NE-

7

1620 1620 Pit Cut Oval pit. Mid dark brown silty/clayey sand. Mod small chalk. Unexcavated. 0.5m 
NE-

0.85m
NW-

7

1621 1621 Posthole
Cut

Circ, mid brown silty sand. Occ flints and chalk. Unexcavated.

1622 1622 Pit Cut Mid brown silty sand (some clay) mod flint. Occ chalk.Unexcavated. 0.9m 
N-S

1.1.m 
E-W

7

1623 1623 2254 Pit Cut Circ pit. Mid brown silty clayey sand, with occ flint and very occ chalk. Unexcavated. 7

1624 1624 Pit Cut Oval pit. Mid brown clayey sandy silt. Occ chalk, flint. Very occ brick. Unexcavated. 0.4m 
N-S

0.66m
E-W

7

1625 1625 Posthole
Cut

Circ. Mid brown silty sand. Occ flint. Very occ chalk. Unexcavated. 7

1626 1626 Pit Cut Sq pit. Mid brown silty clayey sand. Occ brick/tile.occ chalk. Very occ flint. Unexcavated. 0.5m 
N-S

0.5m 
E-W

7

1627 1627 Posthole
Cut

Cut of PH maybe. Mid brown silty sand. Mod chalk. Occ flint. Very occ brick/tile. Unexcavated. 7

1628 1628 Posthole
Cut

Mid brown silty sand. Occ chalk and flint. Very occ brick/tile. Unexcavated. 7

1629 1629 Pit Cut Oval pit. Mid brown and orange silty sand. Mod brick/tile. Occ flint and chalk. Unexcavated. 0.38m
NE-

0.59m
NW-

7

1630 1630 Pit/PH 
cut

Circ. Mid brown silty sand. Very occ chalk and flint. Unexcavated. 7

1631 1631 Posthole
Cut

Cir. Mid brown silty sand. Very occ chalk and brick/tile. Unexcavated. 7

1632 1632 Pit Cut Oval pit. Mid dark brown/grey silty sand. Occ flint, chalk and brick/ tile. Unexcavated. 7

1633 1633 Posthole
Cut

Cir. Dark brown silty sand. Occ chalk. Unexcavated. 7

1634 1634 Pit Cut Irregular oval. Mid brown silty clayey sand. Occ chalk, flint and brick/tile. Unexcavated. 0.69m
E-W

1.7m 
N-S

7

1635 1635 2254 Pit Cut Circ. Mid dark brown silty sand. Mod flint. Mod chalk. Unexcavated. 7

1636 1636 Pit Cut Sq feature/pit? Mid orangey brown silty sand. Mod flint and chalk. Occ brick/tile. Unexcavated. 0.62m
N-S

0.62m
E W

7

1637 1637 Pit/PH Slighlty oval pit/PH. Mid brown silty sand.occ chalk. Unexcavated. 0.36m
E-W

0.46m
N-S

7

1638 1638 2254 Pit Cut Oval pit. Mixed mid brown and greyish brown silty sand. Feq medium flint. Very occ chalk. Unexcavated. 0.49m
N-S

0.62m
E-W

7
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1639 1639 Pit Cut Circ. Mid brown silty sand. Occ chalk and flint. Unexcavated. 7

1640 1640 Pit Cut Oval pit. Mid brown silty sand. Occ to mod chalk and flint. Unexcavated. 0.83m
NE-

0.98m
. NW-

7

1641 1641 Pit Cut Rectangular pit. Mixed mid brown and orange silty sand. Freq brick/tile. Mod chalk and flint. Unexcavated. 0.65m
E-W

0.95m
N-S

7

1642 1642 2254 Pit Cut Oval pit sq (right angle) to SE. dark brown silty clayey sand. Occ chalk. Very occ flint. Unexcavated. 0.5m 
E-W

0.66m
N-S

7

1643 1643 Pit Cut Large elongated oval pit. Dark brown silty sand. Occ flint. Very occ chalk. Unexcavated. 0.9m 
E-W

1.65m
N-S

7

1644 1644 Posthole
Cut

Cir. Mid to dark brown silty sand. Very occ chalk and flint. Unexcavated. 7

1645 1645 2254 Pit Cut Oval pit. Dark brown silty clayey sand. Frq chalk. Occ flint. Unexcavated. 0.42m
E-W

0.63m
N-S

7

1646 1646 Pit Cut Circ pit/Ph. Mid brown silty sand. Occ flint and chalk. Very unclear in plan. Unexcavated. 7

1647 1647 Pit Cut Oval pit. Dark brown silty sand. Mod flint. Very occ chalk. Unexcavated. 0.48m
NW-

0.68m
NE -

7

1648 1648 Posthole
Cut

Circ. Mid brown silty sand. Very occ flint. Unexcavated. 7

1649 1649 Pit Cut Elongated oval pit. Mixed mid brown and orange silty sand. Frq chalk. Mod flint. Unexcavated. 0.4m 
E-W

0.79m
N-S

7

1650 1650 Pit Cut Circ pit. Mid brown silty sand. Frq flint in centre but no flint around edge of feature. Occ chalk. Unexcavated. 7

1651 1651 Pit/PH Circ pit/pH mid brown silty sand. Occ flint, chalk and brick/tile. Unexcavated. 7

1652 1652 Pit/PH 
cut

Oval circ pit/ph. Mid dark brown silty sand. Mod flint. Occ chalk. Unexcavated. 0.55m
NE-

0.67m
NW-

7

1653 1653 Pit? Cut Triangular shaped pit - curved side to SE possible P/H to west. Eastern triangular pit is very unclear in plan and full extent and 
shape of feature is unknown. Mid brown silty sand. Occ chalk and flint. Feature/poss ph to west is oval in plan. Mid brown 
silty sand occ chalk. Unexcavated.

0.42m
E-W

0.33m
N-S

7

1654 1654 Pit Cut Cut ovoid pit ( may be elongated Ph). Mid brown silty sand with chalk flecks. Unexcavated. Detected. 0.75m
N-S

1.00m
W-E

7

1655 1655 Posthole
Cut

Mid grey sandy silt with charcoal flecks. Unexcavated. 0.45 
N-S

0.50 
W-E

7

1656 1656 Pit Cut Circ pit. Mid brown silty sand fill. Unexcavated. Detected. 0.65m
N-S

0.65m
W-E

1657 1657 Pit/PH 
cut

Mid grey silty sand with large chalk inclusions. Circ pit. Unexcavated. 0.65m
N-S

0.65m
W-E

7

1658 1658 Posthole
Cut

Circ PH. Some feature under baulk, so N-S length unknown. Mid grey stoney silty sand. Unexcavated. Detected. 0.45m
W-E

7

1659 1659 Pit Cut Irreg pit strange shape in plan. Mid brown silty sand. Unexcavated. Detected. 7

1660 1660 Pit Cut Irreg shaped cut of pit. Mid grey sandy silt with frq large chalk flecks. Unexcavated. Detected. 0.60m
N-S

0.60m
W-E

7

1661 1661 Pit Cut Irreg pit. Mau be two PH's. mid grey sandy silt. Unexcavated. Detected. 0.90m
N-S

0.60m
W-E

7

1662 1662 Posthole
Cut

Irreg circ in plan. Mid grey sandy silt fill. Unexcavated. 0.40m
N-S

0.40m
W-E

7

1663 1663 Ph cut Unexcavated. Circ. Mid brown sandy silt. Detected. 0.40m
N-S

0.40m
W-E

1664 1664 Posthole
Cut

Circ. Unexcavated. Mid brown sandy silt. 0.50m
W-E

0.60m
N-S

7

1665 1665 Ph cut Irreg circ ph. Close to [1664]. Unexcavated. Mid brown sandy silt. Detected. 0.60m
N-S

0.60m
W-E

7

1666 1666 Posthole
Cut

Mid brown sandy silt with chalk flecks. Unexcavated. Detected. 0.60m
N-S

0.60m
W-E

7

1667 1667 Posthole
Cut

Mid brown sandy silt with chalk flecks. Circ in plan. Unexcavated. 0.50m
N-S

0.60m
W-E

7

1668 1668 Posthole
Cut

Sub circ in plan. Mid brown sandy silt with chalk flecks. Unexcavated. 0.50m
N-S

0.50m
W-E

7

1669 1669 Pit Cut Circ.mid brown silty sand fill. Unexcavated. 0.50m
N-S

0.50m
W-E

7

1670 1670 Ph cut Cir/sub sq in plan. Mid brown sandy silt with dense chalk inclusions. Unexcavated. 0.50m
N-S

0.50m
W-E

7

1671 1671 Pit Cut Rectangular pit. Mid grey sandy silt with flint chalk and yellow builder sand inclusions. Unexcavated. Detected. 0.50m
W-E

1.00 
N-S

7

1672 1672 Pit Cut Tiny oval lens pit posssibly cut  (or starts next to) modern feature. 9 120 9 249 mod
ern

1673 1673 Pit Cut Small rectangular pit east of pit [1672]. 0.55m
E-W

0.77m 0.13-
0.20m

9 121 9 250

1674 0997 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown grey chalk flecked clayed silt fill with occ flint inclusions. 0.44m
N-S

0.44m
E-W

0.10m 13 118 13 247
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1675 1517 Posthole
Fill

Mid dark brown silt fill with very occ chalk flecks and occ flint  inclusions. Main fill in PH excluding post pipe and post pipe 
fill.

0.58m
E-W

0.6m 
N-S

0.18m
max

13 119 13 248

1676 1517 Post 
pipe cut

P/pipe cut. straight cut sides from exsisting post. Concave base. 0.2m 
N-S

0.25m
E-W

0.15m 13 119 13 248

1677 1517 Post 
pipe fill

Dark brown silt fill. Loose with degraded wood at base of fill. 0.2m 
N-S

0.25m
E-W

0.15m 13 119 13 258

1678 0697 Ph fill Mid orangey brown silt with frq chalk lumps, L 0.09m and occ flint inclusions. 0.60m
N-S

0.65m
E-W

0.18m 13 117 13 246

1679 0697 Post 
pipe cut

Straight in centre of PH cut to base. 0.21m
N-S

0.24m
E-W

0.18m 13 117 13 246

1680 0697 Post 
Pipe fill

Fill of post pipe in PH [0697]. Dark humic brown silt with mod charcoal flecks and degraded wood. 0.21m
N-S

0.24m
E-W

0.18m 13 117 13 246

1681 1681 Posthole
Cut

Sq-ish PH cut by modern trench [1563] so not excavated. Light pale yellow brown clay fill with freq ? 0.3m 
N-S

0.4m 
E-W

7

1682 1682 Pit Cut Rectangular pit, pit has mid grey brown sandy silt with charcoal and chalk flecks. 0.85m
SW-

0.35m
SE-

7

1683 1683 Ph cut Circ ph, east of pit/ph 1741. Detected. 0.74m
N-S

0.73m
E-W

0.25m 18 139 18 272 7

1684 1684 Posthole
Cut

Circ ph. Mid brown sandy silt. Unexcavated. 0.35m
W-E

0.35m
N-S

7

1685 1685 Linear 
cut

Thin narrow linear feature running E-W steep sided, modern stuff. 13 126 13 254

1686 1686 1701 Pit/PH 
cut

Roundish shaped pit/ph. Situated to east of seg 1701. Very steep sided with an undulating base. No relationship visible. 13 126 13 254 7

1687 1687 Pit Cut Sub rectangular, u shape section. Flat slight slope to the west. Slightly truncated by machine. Elongated N-S. N-W corner of 
site by auction house.

Horse burial. ~1.2m ~1.2m 0.3m 
max

14 131 14 262

1688 1688 Pit/PH 
cut?

Cutting pit [1689], fill = [1798] semi circ oval PH/pit. Cutting or cut by [1694]? 400m
m E-

400m
m

220m
m

8 127 8 255 [168
9]

1689 1689 Pit Cut Oval in shape. Base is concave to flat. Sides are steep 65 degrees. Fill=(1713). 740m
m

480m
m

8 127 8 255

1690 1690 Spread Spread of mid brown sub soil cut by [1691] and [1692], possibly extending over whole area, masking features ie [1691] and 
possibly continuation of ditch [1697] in westerly direction.

100m
m

8 127

1691 1691 Posthole
Cut

Spread [1690] covered area. No arch finds. Circ in plan. U shaped sec. Sides are steep 70 degrees. Base is concave. 
Compaction is soft-mod silty clay mid brown.

340m
m

500m
m

250m
m

8 127 8 257

1692 1692 Posthole
Cut

Oval in shape. Sides are grad 35 degrees, base is concave. Cutting spread [1690]. 340m
m E-

500m
m N-

120m
m

8 127 8 258 1710

1693 1693 Pit Cut Elongated pit, cigar shaped. U shaped sec, base-concave. Sides are steep 65 degrees. Fill= (1711). 1.2m 
NNE-

420m
m

140m
m

8 127 8 256 1711

1694 1694 Posthole
Cut

Fill =(1712). shallow ph. Cut by or cutting [1688]? Fills too similar to tell, cut doesn’t say much either.sides are very grad 20 
degrees. Base is concave. Circ in plan.

280m
m N-

280m
m E-

80mm 8 127 8 256 1712

1695 1673 Pit Fill Primary fill of rectangular pit. Silty sand with chalk and clay inclusions, tightly packed. 0.55m
E-W

0.74m
N-S

0.13m 9 121 9 250 1696

1696 1673 Pit Fill Secondary fill of rectangular pit [1673] brown sandy silt with some flints. 0.27m
EW

0.23m
+ NS

0.30m 9 9 1695

1697 1697 Ditch 
cut

Running N-S and turning west, continuation west unknown. Depth- changeable. See [1698] and [1699]. 8 127 4

1698 1697 Ditch 
segment

Cut of seg 1698. Fill = 1709. Sides are grad 30 - 45 degrees. Base is undulating. Seg through N-S part of ditch. 1.52m
E-W

140m
m

8 127 8 259 4

1699 1697 1699 Ditch 
Segment

Not full sec across feature. Cut by modern drain. Sides are grad 40 degrees. Base is flat, linear feature. W-E ditch. 900m
m <

200m
m

8 1127 8 258 1708 4

1700 1513 Posthole
Fill

Mid dark brown silty sand fill of [1513]. Occ chalk flecks and very occ flint. Inclusions. 0.5m -
N-S

0.55m
E-W

0.22m 13 123 13 252

1701 1701 Ditch 
segment

Segment of [1689] linear feature [1683] Ditch [1706]. 13 126 13 254

1702 1689 Posthole
Fill

Ph fill, mid brown clayey silty sand. Fairly compacted. Occ chalk nods. See sec for dim. 13 126 13 254

1703 1685 1701 Linear 
feature

Mid brown slayey silty sand. Fairly compacted. Lots of largish stones 30 - 40mm. Occ chalk nods. See drawings for dim. 13 126 254 13

1704 1704 PH Cut sq shaped vertical sided PH. See drawings for dim. 13 126 13 to left 
of 254

7

1705 1704 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown/dark clayey silty sand. See  drawrings for dim. 13 126 13 to left 
of 254

1706 1706 Linear 
feature

Linear feature from N/S next to PH [1704] steep sided almost vertical flat base. See drawrings for dim. 13 126 13 254

1707 1706 1701 Linear 
feature

Mid brown clayey silty sand. Occ chalk nods. See drawings for dim. 13 126 13 254

1708 1697 1699 Ditch 
segment

Fill of ditch seg [1699] compaction-soft mod. Silty 60% sandy 20% clay 20%. Mid brown- orange mottling. Occ rare small 
stones.

900m
m

200m
m

8 127 8 258 4

1709 1697 1698 Ditch 
segment

Fill of seg [1698]. Compaction is soft mod. Silty 60% sandy 20% clay 20%,mid brown, with orange mottling. Rare 
charcoal.rare small pebbles.

1.52m
E-W

140m
m

8 127 8 259 1698 4

1710 1692 Posthole
Fill

Compaction is soft-mod. Silty 60% sandy 10% clay 30%. Mid brown -orange mottling.  Rare charcoal. Occ small features. 340m
m E-

500m
m N-

120m
m

8 127 8 258 1692
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1711 1693 Pit Fill Dark brown mid silty 70% clay 30%. soft-mod compaction. Occ charcoal. Rare small stones. 1.2m 
NNE-

420m
m

140m
m

8 127 8 256 1633

1712 1694 Posthole
Fill

Grey mid brown silty sandy clay, compaction soft-mod compaction. Rare small stones rare charcoal. 280m
m N-

280m
m E-

50mm 8 127 8 256 1694

1713 1698 Pit Fill Mid brown silty 70% clay 30%. compaction is mod.rare samll pebles. 750m
m NE

480m
m

140m
m

8 127 8 255 1689

1714 1714 Well cut Sq shaped in plan with english brick bond capping. PH [1719] and linear feature [1715]. 2.00m
W-E

1.90m
N-S

7

1715 1715 Linear 
feature

Linear feature that cuts well [1714]. 0.90m
W-E

0.55m
N-S

7

1716 1716 Pit Cut Small pit, un excavated. Medium brown sandy siltand some clay inclusions. 0.30m
N-S

0.61m
E- W

1717 1717 Pit Cut Small pit, unexcavated. Medium brown sandy soil with some chalk and flint inclusions. Charcoal and flint on surface. 0.40m
N-S

0.47m
E-W

1718 1718 Pit Cut Small pit, unexcavated mid brown sandy soil with tiny infreq chalk bits and some flint. 0.37m
N-S

0.56m
E-W

1719 1719 Posthole
Cut

PH that cuts well 1714, post still surviving. 7

1720 1587 Pit Fill Fill of pit [1587]. Looks like the only fil in this pit, but maybe 2 layers due to increasing flint inclusions towards base of feature 
but no noticable change in fill colour so grouped as one fill. Light-mid brown soft silt with an orange tint. Occ flint inclusions 
at top of fill increasing to moderate amounts of large flints < 0.1m diam towards the lower part of the fill.

0.74m TST 13 260 13th C

1721 1721 Posthole
Cut

Mid grey sandy silt with small chalk inclusions. Unex'd. Detected. 0.35m
N-S

0.40m
W-E

7

1722 1722 Posthole
Cut

Light brown/grey sandy silt with intermittent chalk fleck. Unexcavated. 0.25m
N-S

0.25m 7

1723 1723 Pit/PH 
cut

Ovoid pit/PH. Light yellow brown sandy chalky clay fill. Unexcavated. 0.55m
N-S

0.75m
W-E

1724 1724 Posthole
Cut

Circ PH mid brown snady silt with chalk lumps, 50% chalk. 0.60m 0.60m 7

1725 1725 Posthole
Cut

Clay capped. Mid brown sandy silt with light green clay. Circ in plan. Unexcavated. 0.50m 0.50m 7

1726 1726 Ppit cut Modern pit filled with brick, tile and cement. Not excavated. 1.18m
N S

1.30m
E W

1727 1727 Pit Cut Small pit. Circ in plan. 0.86m
N-S

0.92m
E W

0.38m 8 128 8 261

1728 1728 Pit Cut Small pit west of 1727, unexcavated. 0.42m
N S

0.42m
E W

1729 1729 Pit Cut Small oblong pit south of 1728. Unexcavated. Silty sand, medium brown loose soil, some flint. 0.28m
N S

0.70m
E W

1730 1730 pit cut Small unexcavated pit south of [1729]. Brown sandy soil with some inclusions and flint. 0.44m
N S

0.55m
E W

1731

1731 1731 Pit Cut Small unexcavated pit. Dark brown sandy silt with heavy and freq inclusions of chalk and flint. 0.60m
N S

0.73m
E W

1730

1732 1732 pit cut Small rectangular pit, cut by modern pipe and tarmac. Unexcavated. Dark brown sandy silt with heavy chalk inclusions and 
some flint.

0.50m
N S

0.94m
E W

4

1733 1733 Pit Cut Small unexcavated pit north of 1730. Medium brown silty sand with some inclusions of flint. 0.40m
N S

0.50m
E W

1734 1734 Pit Cut Cut by evaluation trench. Not fully visable. Fill is dark brown sandy silt with numerous chalk inclusions. Unexcavated. 7

1735 1735 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. Fill is mid grey sandy silt with chalk inclusions. Not excavated. 0.50m
N S

0.50m
W E

7

1736 1736 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. Mid brown silty sand with numrous chalk inclusins. Not excavated. 0.60m
W E

0.50m
N S

7

1737 1737 Spread Cut of spread/possible PH.

1738 1738 Posthole
Cut

Cut of ph along line of [1685]. Cir in plan. Mid grey sandy silt with chalk flecks. Not excavated. 7

1739 1739 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. Along line of [1685]. Mod brown sandy silt. Not excavated. 0.40m
N-S

0.35m
W E

7

1740 1740 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. Mid brown sandy silt with chalk inclusions. Not excavated. 0.70m
W E

0.70m
N S

7

1741 1741 Pit Cut Small shallow pit, oval in shape N S long, west of PH [1683]. Detected. 0.50m
N S

0.36m
E W

0.10m 7

1742 1742 Pit/PH 
cut

Cut by 1743 to the south. 0.65m
N S

0.44m
E W

8 134 8 269 7

1743 1743 Posthole
Cut

Small ph that cuts into [1742]. 0.51m
N S

0.54m
E W

8 134 8 269 1742 7

1744 1687 Skeleton Horse skeleton. Aligned dorsal, W : ventral, E. Cranial, N : caudal, S. complete skull has been removed and placed at the foot 
of the rear legs facing south. (Ventral E). The atlas, axsis, cevical vertebrae 1,2,3 and the cranial half of C4 have been removed 
and placed (articluated ) at the north end of the burial cut aligned E W (caudal (E), cranial (W)). The atlas has been cleanly 
rmoevd from the head(no obvious cuts or braks are present on the atlas), however the C4 vert. Has been cleaved in half. The 
pelvis, rear right leg and majority of caudal vert. Have been lost, it is not known whether they were machined away or lost pre-
diposition. See [1687] for plan etc.

14 131 13 262 L12th-
14th C
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1745 1745 Gully 
cut

Running through L shaped feature [1753] 7

1746 1746 Pit Cut Irreg circ in plan. Mid brown silty sand, not excavated. Detected. 0.70m
W E

0.90m 7

1747 1747 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. Not fully exposed as it is in evaluation trench. 0.80m
W E

7

1748 1748 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan. Mid brown snady silt with numerous flint and chalk inclusions. Not excavated. May have been visable in 
evaluation trench.

0.60m
W E

0.50m
N S

7

1749 1749 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan - mid brown sandy silt with chalk inclusions. Unexcavated. Detected. 0.60m
W E

0.50m
N S

7

1750 1750 Posthole
Cut

Circ in pan. Mid brown sandy silt with chalk flecks-fill. Detected. 0.50m
N S

0.50m
W E

7

1751 1751 Pit Cut Small medium pit north of [1733]. Dark brown silty sand with heavy inclusions of flint and pebble. Flints and cement on 
surface.

0.80m
E W

0.97m
N S

4

1752 1751 Pit Fill Medium dark brown silt with some small inclusions of chalk and flint. 0.86m
N S

0.92m
E W

0.38m 8 128 8 261 L12th-
14th C

4

1753 1753 Gully 
cut

Cut of L shaped gully by [1745]. 1.20m
W E

2.50m
N S

7

1754 1754 Gully 
cut

Cut of L shaped gully. 7

1755 1807 1837 Pit Fill Mid brown clayey silt. Very stony 5-20mm. Fairly compacted. 0.40m
E W

13 135 13 270

1756 1756 1837 Pit Fill Orangey/tan clayey silt, lots of largeish chalk nods 5-20mm. Fairly compacted. 0.40m
E W

13 135 13 270

1757 1807 1837 Pit Fill Dark brown clayey silty sand. Less stone than other fills. Less compacted than other fills, due to less clay content. 0.40m 16th C

1758 1758 1837 Pit 
spread,

Shallow surface layer or pit? 0.20m 13 135 13 270 7

1759 1759 Pit Cut Circ pit. Mid brown silty sand with chalk inclusions. Unexcavated. Detected. 0.40m
N S

0.40m
W E

7

1760 1687 Pit Fill Mid greyish brown sandy silt. Occ chalk fleck (~10%) quite compact. ~1.2m ~2m 0.3m 
max

14 131 13 262 15th-
16th C

1761 1687 Fill - 
Horse

Mid green greyish brown, silty 10% sand 90%. loose compaction. INT - fill resultant of the degredation of the horse stomach, 
indicates the horse was still fleshed at deposition. Small grip bag sample - environmental.

~ 
0.6m

0.74m
NE -

~0.1m 14 131 13 262

1762 1762 Brick 
lined

Rectangular brick lined pit with narrow continuation at 45 degrees to main structure. See sketch on reverse of sheet. Flemish 
bond construction.

7

1763 1763 Posthole
Cut

Medium rectangular PH. 0.40m
N-S

0.49m
E W

0.50m 4

1764 1763 Posthole
Fill

Fill of [1763] loosely packed, dark brown silt with some small flint inclusions. 0.40m
N S

0.47m 0.50m 8 129 8 263 L12th-
14th C

4

1765 1765 Pit Cut Modern unexcavated.cut by modern features on east side. Dense pebbly sandy silt, dark brown with flint inclusions. 1.17m
N S

0.70m
E W

1766 1766 Pit cut? Large pit cut on south side by fencing for deep well. Dense med brown sandy silt with flint inclusions. 1.80 
+ N S

1.10m
E W

1767 1767 Pit Cut Mid brown sandy silt with tiny flecks of chalk. Small pit SW of [1763]. 0.45m
N S

O.85
m E

1768 1768 1779 Posthole
Cut

Oval in plan. Bowl in section. Sides slope 60 -65 to concave base. Fairly modern (post med) cut into a mixed natural which is 
probably slump in to pit [1773] or layed down to stabilize the ground.

0.65m
E W

0.6.m 
N S

0.3m 
max

15 130 15 266 1773

1769 1768 1779 PH/Pit 
fill

Mid dark silty sand. 0.7m 15 130 13 266

1770 1590 1779 Pit Fill Top fill in PH [1590]. Dark brown silty sand fill with very occ chalk flecks and flint inclusions. 0.3m 15 130 15 267 16th C

1771 1590 1779 Pit Fill Middle fill in PH [1590], pale grey cream decomposed chalk fill. Very compact. Occ flint inclusions, very frq chalk lumps. 0.1m 15 130 15 267

1772 1590 1779 Pit Fill Very thin layer at the base of PH [1590]. Dark brown sandy silt fill with occ chalk flecks. 0.04m
max

15 130 15 267

1773 1773 2276 1779 Pit Cut Cut of very large pit in seg [1779]. Cut by pit [1768] + and maybe cut by PH [1590] and cuts medieval pit [1836]. The cut is 
not clear on the surface, looks to be oval in plan but merges into another large pit [1587] on the  North side and spreads out 
into a layer (1591) to the south side. Rough outline of cut is on plan. 130. Sides slope 80 degrees to a flat base cut onto the 
chalk.

4m + 1.0m 
max

15 130 15 261 267 5

1774 1774 1779 Posthole
Cut

Above cutting PH was removed to find this PH with  post pipe [1780] associated with it. Sides are steep 80 -85 degrees to a 
flat base. Looks fairly sq in plan and sq cut in section.

0.6m 
seen

0.89m
E W

0.5m 15 132 
137

15 267 264

1775 1775 1779 Pit Cut Cut of late chalk pit fillled pit. Irreg shape due to cutting features. Would have probably origionally been oval elongated E W. 
sides  slope concave at 60 degrees to a concave base.

0.5m 
N S

1m 
appro

0.55m
max

15 137 15 265 267 1836

1776 1776 Posthole
Cut

Small circ ph SW of [1687] horse burial. 0.27m
N S

0.26m
E W

0.16m 17 140 17 274

1777 1777 Posthole
Cut

Cut of shallow ph/pit west of [1778]. 0.36m
N S

0.34m
E W

17 141 17 274

1778 1778 PH 
cut/fill

Sub rectangular PH with roughly central Post pipe. Mid grey/brown clayey silty sand freq chalk lumps and occ small stones. 
Not excavated.

0.51m 0.64m TST
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1779 1779 Segment Seg, slot through PH 1590, 1774, pit 1773, ph 1768, pit 1775 and pit 1836. Dug and planned in 3 stages due to feature being 
cut into/below other features. Plan 137 is a fully excavated plan later to natural. plan 130 is half excavated showing surface 
features. Both sections drawn.

15 130 
137

266 
265

15

1780 1774 1779 Post 
pipe

Straight sreep sides slope 90 degrees to concave base. Sq cut in plan. 0.25m
N S

0.25m
E W

0.3m 15 132 15 264 4

1781 1672 Pit Fill Fill of small lens pit [1672] brown snady silt, medium compaction. Possibly cut on the west side by modern. 0.23 
+ E

0.46 
N S

0.5m 9 120 9 249

1782 1782 Brick Brick sample taken from area of buildings in main area of excavation. 1 brick kept. 89 11

1783 1783 Wall Fairly modern/victorian wall enclosing brick rubble and laid bricks. One brick sample kept. 89 11

1784 1784 Wall Brick wall running N S, brick sample taken. 13 96

1785 1785 Brick 
footings

Brick footings of settling house. Red brick, sample kept. TST

1786 1786 Brick 
surface

Main surface of cattle market. Made up of woolpit and culford whites though most are woolpit with very occ culford. Example 
of woolpit and culford bricks recovered.

1787 1787 Brick 
surface

Bricks laid along edge of cattle market trackway, see TST plan. Sample kept. TST

1788 1788 Footing Footing in North east corner of site. Footing is made up of light beige mortar with few inclusions of broken tile and several 
flints. See reverse of sheet for sketch.

1789 1789 Wall Wall in north east corner of site. Pale orange mortar with hotch potch of flints and few bricks header, see reverse of sheet for 
sketch.

1790 1790 PH 
cut/fill

Sub rectangular ph. Mid grey brown clayey, silty sand. Freq chalk lumps and stones. Not excavated. TST

1791 1743 Posthole
Fill

Dense and crumbly brown silty sand with heavy deposits of chalk and some flints. 0.51m
N S

0.54m
E W

0.17m 8 134 8 269 1742

1792 1742 Pit/PH 
fill

Medium brown silty sand with specks of charcoal and some tiny chalk bits. 0.65m 0.44m
E W

0.8m 8 134 8 269 1743

1793 1793 Posthole
Cut

Sub sq ph with off centre p/pipe. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Very freq chalk lumps. Freq stones. Not excavated. 0.85m 0.90m

1794 1800 Ditch 
segment

Sides are grad, base is concave to very grad, shallow, u shaped section. W E section. 1.06m
W E

870m
m N S

280m
m

17 133 27 268

1795 1800 1794 Ditch 
segment

Upper fill of ditch seg 1794. Mid brown silty 60% clay 40%. Soft-mod compaction. Rare charcoal. Occ pebbles. 1.4m 
E W

250m
m

17 133 17 268

1796 1800 1794 Ditch 
segment

Lower fill of ditch segment 1794. Mixed leeched silty 60% sandy 15% clay 15%. Compaction is soft mod. Mid brown orange 
mottling. Occ small pebbles.

17 133 17 268

1797 1797 Posthole
Cut

Sub rectangular ph. Mid grey brown clayey silt sand. Occ chalk flecks, very occ charcoal flecks. Not excavated. 0.55m 0.75m TST

1798 1688 PH/pit 
fill

Mid brown orange specks. Silty 60% sandy 10% clay 30%. Compaction is soft - mod.  Rare charcoal. Rare small pebbles. 8 127 8 255 1688

1799 1799 Posthole
Cut

Small su sq ph with p/pipe. Mid bown grey clayey silty sand. Occ chalk nods. Very occ small stones. Not excavated. 0.22m 0.22m TST

1800 1800 Ditch See seg 1794 and 1801 for dimensions. Cigar shape in plan. 17 133 17

1801 1801 1801 Ditch 
segment

Cut of seg 1801 in ditch [1800]side are grad 35 degrees. Base is concave-grad. Shallow-u shaped  sec. 990m
m E

970m
m N S

260m
m

17 133 17 276

1802 1802 PH Sub oval ph. Mid brown grey brown clayey silt sand. Very freq chalk lumps. Occ clay pockets and stones. Unexcavated. 0.60m 0.90m TST 7

1803 1803 Wall/str
ucture

Wall running E W, approx 2m Length, ~0.2m width, flint and mortar with some CBM. 0.2m ~2m 0.15m
max

18 136 18 271

1804 1804 Pit Cut Sub circ pit. U shape section. Concave base. 0.6m 
E W

0.5m 
N S

~0.2m 18 136 18 271

1805 1804 Pit Fill Light mid creamish tan brown, chalky silt. Very compact. Redeposited natural. 0.6m 
E W

0.5m 
N S

~0.2m 18 136 18 271

1806 1806 Posthole
Cut

Rectangular ph with p/pipe. Mid grey brown clayey silt sand. Very freq chalk lumps. Very occ clay pockets and stones. 
Unexcavated.

0.50m 0.60m TST 7

1807 1807 1837 Pit/sprea
d

Largeish pit? 0.20m 13 135 13 270 5

1808 1807 1837 Pit Fill Orangey tan clayey silt with a hint of magenta, lots of largish chalk nods 5-20mm, fairly compacted. 0.40m
m E

1809 1807 1837 Pit Fill Dark brown clayey silty sand. Less stone tan other fills. Less compacted then other chalky fills due to less clay content. 0.40m 13 135 13 270

1810 1807 1837 Pit Fill Orangey silty clay. Hardly any stone. Fairly compacted. 0.40m 13 135 13 270

1811 1758 1837 Pit/sprea
d

Mid brown orangey silty sandy clay. Fairly compacted. 13 135 13 270

1812 1812 Posthole
Cut

Sub rectangular ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Very freq chalk lumps and stones. 0.58m 0.95m TST 7

1813 1813 2274 PH Small ph. Light grey brown silty clayey sand. Cut by modern pipe trench. Unexcavated. 0.44m
N S

7
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1814 1814 Pit Small oval pit. Brown clayey silty sand. Unexcavated. TST 7

1815 1815 2274 pit Small oval pit. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Unexcavated. 0.62m
N S

TST natur
al

7

1816 1816 PH Small oval ph. Mid orangey brown clayeye silty sand. Approx 20m north east of 1815. Unexcavated. 0.43m TST

1817 1817 Pit Smallish rectangular pit. Mid brown grey clayey silty sand.unexcavated. 1.26m
E W

1.48 
N S

TST

1818 1818 Pit Largeish oval pit truncated by machine to north, sowing pit to be shallower to the west. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. 
Appears to be cut [1547]. Unexcavated.

1.70m
N S

3.10 
E W

TST

1819 1819 PH Small oval ph. Light orangey grey clayey silty sand. Unexcavated. 0.31m
N S

0.44m
E W

TST natur
al

7

1820 1829 PH Small oval PH. Mid grey clayey silty sand. Unexcavated. 0.48m
N S

TST natur
al

7

1821 1821 PH Smallish oval ph partly under side of site. Light grey silty sandy clay with several lumps and flecks of chalk. 0.65m
E-W

TST natur
al

7

1822 1822 PH Small oval ph. Mid grey brown silty sand with several chalk flecks. 0.34m
SW

0.46 
NW

TST natur
al

7

1823 1823 PH Smallish oval Ph mid orangey brown silty sand. Unexcavated. 0.54m
SW

0.62m
NW

TST 7

1824 1824 PH Smallish oval ph. Mid orangey brown silty sand. Unexcavated. 0.55m
NE

0.65m
NW

TST natur
al

7

1825 1825 PH Small round ph. Mid orangey brown clayey silty sand. Unexcavated. 0.45m TST natur
al

7

1826 1826 PH Small oval ph. Mid orangey brown silty sand. Unexcavated. TST 7

1827 1827 PH Smallish oval ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Unexcavated. 0.48m
NE

0.54m
NW

TST 7

1828 1828 PH Smallish oval ph. Mid orangey brown silty sand. Unexcavated. 0.54m
NE

0.63m
NW

TST natur
al

7

1829 1829 PH Small round ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Unexcavated. 0.38m TST natur
al

7

1830 1830 PH Small oval ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Unexcavated. 0.28m
N S

0.36m
E W

TST natur
al

7

1831 1831 PH Small oval ph. Mid orangey brown silty sand. Unexcavated. 0.34m
NW

0.40m
NE

TST 7

1832 1832 PH Small oval ph. Mid grey brown silty sand. Unexcavated. 0.22m
E W

0.28m TST natur
al

7

1833 1833 PH 1762, cuts fill of 1762 on exit of brickwork. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Chalk lumps packed. Freq small stones. Occ 
broken brick which appears to be the same as 1762 brick.

0.68 - 2.40m TST 7

1834 1774 1779 Posthole
Fill

Fill of ph [1774] in seg 1779. A mixed fill of chalk lumps, orange sand. Light bron silt and pale brown clay lumps. Freq 
charcoal. Flecks and brunt material occ flint and freq chalk lumps and flecks.

0.5m 
seen

15 132 15 264 267

1835 1780 1779 P/pipe. Dark very red brown burnt material. Silt and clay mix. 90% dark brown silt 10% pale brown grye clay. Freq chalk flecks and 
freq charcoal flecks and burnt material.

0.3m

1836 1836 1779 Pit Cut Oval pit in seg 1779. Earliest feature in this slot. Possibly mid medieval 16 C. The feature is unclear in plan due to  the spread 
(1591) from the large post med pit [1773] covering a very large area over most features in the area. Sides are striaght sloping 
85 degrees to a flat base.

1.2-
1.4m

0.6m 15 130 15 265 266 1775 4

1837 1807 1837 Segment Segment excavated through pits [1807] and [1758]. 13 135 13 270

1838 1638 Posthole
Fill

East of ph 1741. Dark brown silt with some flint inclusions and bits of chalk flecks. 0.47m
N S

0.43 
m E

0.25m 139 18 18 272

1839 1741 Pit Fill Medium brown sandy silt, medium compaction with flint inclusions. 0.50m
N S

0.36m
E W

0.10m 18 138 18 273

1840 1840 1779 Ph cut Small ph in seg 1779. Circ in plan, u shape in sec. Sedes slope 85 - 90 degrees to a concave base. 0.3m 
E W

0.35m
N S

0.3m 15 130 15 267 1775

1841 1840 Pit Fill Light mid brown silty sand fill with mod chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.3m 15 130 15 267

1842 1842 Spread/
Deposit

Mid brownish grey sandy silt. Slightly compact. Spread over N W area 
machined off.

0.10m 18 271

1843 1773 1779 Pit Fill Main fill (top fill) in pit [1773] in sec 267. This fill is split in two on the other section due to a tip of  fill (1846) so this number 
only applie to this section. Mid dark grey brown sandy silt with mod chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. All find from 1845, 
1847 and 1843 inbag with this number due to being same fill.

0.85m 15 130 15 267

1844 1773 1779 Pit Fill Basal fill in pit [1773] in sec 267. Mid grey silty sand with mod chalk flecks and mod chalk lumps and occ flint inclusions. Re-
distributed natural mainly from weathering of pit.

0.2m 15 130 15 267

1845 1773 1779 Pit Fill Top fill of pit [1773] in section 266, same as (1843). Mid dark  grey brown sandy silt  with mod chalk flecks and occ flint 
inclusions.

0.35m 15 130 15 266

1846 1846 1779 Pit Fill Middle fill of pit [1773] in sec 266. Top fill only seen in section 266 and slopes to not be visable in sec 267. Mixed 
orange/yellow sand and chalk lumps in a mid brown silt matrix. Frq chalk and flint inclusions.

0.25m 15 130 15 266

1847 1773 1779 Pit Fill Base fill of pit [1773] in sec 266. Same as (1843) and (1845). Mid dark grey brown sandy silt with mod chalk flecks and occ 
flint incluson.

0.45m 15 130 15 266
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1848 1848 Ph 
cut/fill

Sub rectangular sq ph. Light grey bown chaly clay. Frq stones. Unexcavated. 0.50m 0.55m TST 7

1849 1849 PH 
cut/fill

Sub round ph cut by ph 1850. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand mixed with chalky clay. Unexcavated. 0.55m TST 7

1850 1850 PH 
cut/fill

Sub sq ph with p/pipe. Mid grey /brown clayey silty sand. Frq chalk nods and stones. 0.65m 0.70m TST 7

1851 1851 Posthole
Cut

Rectangular ph. Mid grey brown clayey silt sand. Frq chalk lumps and stones. Unexcavated. 0.60m 0.80m TST 7

1852 1852 Posthole
Cut

Sub rectangular ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Frq chalk lumps and stones. Unexcavated. 0.60m 0.95m TST 1854 7

1853 1853 Posthole
Cut

Amorpheous shaped ph. Mid grey brown clayey silt sand. Frq chalk lumps and stone.Unexcavated. TST 1854 7

1854 1854 Pit Cut Long narrow sub rectangular pit with central long narrow timber shuttered rectangular inner  chalk fill. Fill outside timber 
shutting. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Unexcavated.

0.70m 3.20m TST 1852 7

1855 1775 1779 Pit Fill A very chalky fill 90% chalk lumps with some very ornage sand and brown silt. Occ flint inclusions. 0.55m 15 137 
130

15 267.

1856 1836 1779 Pit Fill Main fill of pit 1836 in seg 1779. Mid reddish brown sandy silt fill with mod chalk flecks freq charcoal fleks and occ flint 
inlusions.

0.65m 15 130 15 266

1857 1836 1779 Pit Fill Small slump fill in pit [1836]. 0.15m 15 130 15 266

1858 1773
?

1779 Pit Fill Could be a slump fill into pit 1773 or dumped to make ph 1768 or could be mixed NAT. large chalk lumps and mixed red and 
orange sand, but 1847 goes under this so probably is a slump fill.

0.7m 
max

1859 1859 PH cut? Small circ blob on edge of seg 1779. Could be a ph. Unexcavated. 15 130

1860 1860 PH cut? Cut of poss ph blob on edge of seg 1779 - oval/irreg in pan. Unexcavated so far. 15 130

1861 1861 PH Small oval ph. Mid grey brown silty sand. Unex. 0.38m
NE

0.44m
NW

TST 7

1862 1862 PH Small oval ph. Mid grey brown silty sand. Unex. TST natur
al

7

1863 1863 PH Small oval ph. Mid grey brown silty sand with several chalk flecks. Unex. 0.38m
SW

0.44m
NW

TST natur
al

7

1864 1864 PH Circ ph. Md grey brown clayey silt sand. Occ chalk flecks. Very frq stones. Unex. 0.46m 7

1865 1865 Posthole
Cut

Sub oval ph. Mid grey brown clayey, siltty sand. Occ chalk flecks. Very freq stones. Unex. 0.50m 0.60m TST 7

1866 1866 PH Sub sq ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty and. Very freq chalk flecks and lumps. Very freq stones. Unex. 0.58m 0.68m 7

1867 1867 Ph Sub rectangular ph. Mid grey brown clayey, silty sand. Frq chalk flecks and nods. Very freq stones. Unex. 7

1868 1868 Ph cut Oval ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Very occ chalk flecks. Very freq stones. Unex. 0.25m 0.30m TST 7

1869 1869 PH Circ ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Occ chalk flecks. Freq small stones. Unex. 0.36m 7

1870 1870 PH Sub rectangular ph. Mid grey clayey silty sand. Occ chalk flecks. Freq stones. Unex. 0.45m 0.53m TST 7

1871 1871 Posthole
Cut

Sub sq ph. Mid grey brown clayey silt sand. Freq chalk flecks . Very freq small stones. Unex. 0.41m 0.50m 7

1872 1872 PH Sub oval ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Freq chalk flecks and small stones. Unex. 0.30m 0.43m TST 7

1873 1873 2274 PH Largish sub rectangular ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand with approx 16m SSE of 1872. Unex. 0.66m
E W

0.79m
N S

TST 7

1874 1874 2254 PH Largeish oval ph, mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Unex. 0.60m
SW

0.65m
NW

TST 7

1875 1875 PH Largeish sub sq ph. Mid orangey brown clayey silty and with chalk flecks. Unex. 0.56m
E W

0.58m
N S

natur
al

7

1876 1876 Ph Largeish oval ph. Mid ornagey brown silty sand. Unex. 0.69m
SW

0.93m
NW

7

1877 1877 2274 PH Largeish sub rectangular ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand with few chalk flecks. Unex. 0.59m
N S

0.80m
E W

TST natur
al

7

1878 1878 2274 Ph Largeish sub rec ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Unex. 0.65m
E W

0.70m
N-S

TST 7

1879 1879 2279 Ph Largeish sub sq ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand with chalk flecks. See 1880 4 sketch. Unex. 0.90m
E W

0.90m
N S

TST 1880 7

1880 1880 Pit Large oval pit. Mid brown slightly clayey silty sand. Very occ chalk lumps. Freq stones. Unex. 1.40m 2.05m 1879 7

1881 1882 1881 Segment See sheet for drawing. 16 143 19 293

1882 1882 1881 Posthole
Cut

Sq ph feature cut into pit [1886]. Steep sided near vertical, flat base. Sub-rec in plan with defined edges and rounded corners. 
Detected.

0.65m
W E

0.60m
N S

0.17m 1886

1883 1882 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown yellow sandy clay, medium compaction. Detected. 0.17m 16 143 19 293
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1884 1884 1881 Posthole
Cut

Shallow ph. Gentle sloping sides and concave base. Detected. 16 143 19 293 1888

1885 1884 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown silty sand fill. Medium compaction. Detected. 16 143 19 293 1888

1886 1886 1881 Pit Cut Deep pit. Pit is irreg sloping sides and a concave base. Base is cut into pit. [1890]. Shape in plan isnt possible to discern as fill 
is plan 143 is homogenous around segments 1881 and 1950. Detected.

0.80m 16 143 19 293 1890

1887 1886 1881 Pit Fill Fill is mid brown clayeye sandy silt-mod compaction. Detected. 0.80m

1888 1888 Pit Shallow pit with gentle sloping sides and a slightly concave base. Detected. 0.10m 16 143 19 293 1890

1889 1888 1881 Pit Fill Mid brown red silty sand of medium compaction. Detected. 0.10m 16 143 19 293

1890 1890 1881 Pit Cut Deep pit - steep sided with a flat base. Seen in plan from segments 1950 and 1881- deep pit is roughly rectangular in plan. Deep pit was probaly a chalk 
extraction pit

1.15m 16 143 19 293 5

1891 1890 1881 Pit Fill Mid brown sandy silt, loose compation. 1.15m 1480-
1600

1892 1892 Pit/anim
al Burial

Sub circ pit with AB (sheep/dog) in N W corner of excavation. Ovalish in plan. Eastern edge cut away by machining. Near to 
horse burial [1687]. Approx 4m to S.

0.87m
E W

1.14m
N S

18 142 1894 6

1893 1892 Pit Fill Contains articulated animal burial, sheep/dog?[1913]. Mix of greeny grey brown slightly clayey silty sand, freq charcoal and 
small animal bones not associated with burial [1913]. Mod-tile occ mussel shells, very occ oyster shell. Soft-friable 
compaction. + 2 grey ashy areas containing freq charcoal, lumps and pockets of mussel shells (concentrated) and occ small 
clam shells. Very soft compaction, mostly below burial. There is no boundary between these contexts, very mixed hence one 
fill number!

18 142 6

1894 1894 Pit Cut Elongated pit in NW corner of Excavation.. Elongated presumably linear. Curved flatish bottom. Flatish base, (not much 
surviving). Machined away to east. Cut by pit [1892].see sheet for more detail.

0.74m
W E

3.78m
N S

0.25m 18 142  
149

18 278 6

1895 1894 Pit Fill Upper fill, mottled greeny grey brown clayey silty sand. Mid brown orange silty sand. Mod-chalk small nods. Occ charcoal 
flecks. Mod-soft compaction.

18 142  
149

18 278 1956 16th-
18th C

1896 1896 2254 PH Sub-sq ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Very freq stones and chalk nods. Unex. 0.55m TST 7

1897 1897 2274 Posthole
Cut

Sub-circ ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Freq chalk lumps and stones. Unex. 0.70m TST 7

1898 1898 2274 PH Amorphous shaped ph. Mid orangey brown silty sand. Occ chalk flecks with very small stones. Unex. 0.78m
N S

TST 7

1899 1899 PH Sub-rec ph. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Freq chalk nods and stones. Unex. 0.50m 0.58m TST 7

1900 1900 2254 PH Sub-rec ph. Very stoney mid grey brown clayey silt sand. Occ chalk nods. Unex. 0.54m 0.90m TST 7

1901 1901 PH Sub-rec ph with p/pipe. Very strong mid brown clayey silt sand. Freq chalk flecks and lumps. Unex. 0.48m 0.64m TST 7

1902 1902 2274 PH Sub-sq ph mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Freq chalk flecks and nods. Very freq stone. Unex. 0.85m 0.92m TST 7

1903 1903 Pit Cut Circ in plan. Concave section. Concave base. ~0.7m
E W

~0.8m
N S

~0.05
m

17 150 18 289 1905

1904 1903 Pit Fill Mid blackish brown-sandy silt. Occ chalk fleck ( ~5%) fairly compact. 17 150 18 289

1905 1905 2276 Pit Cut Elongated pit. U shaped sec. Flat base. Elongated N S. Large quarry pit. 1.8m 
E W

3.7m 
N S

~0.6m 17 150 17 288 4

1906 1905 2276 Pit Fill Mid dark greyish brown - sandy silt. Occ flint stones (~5%) ( diam 0.5m). Quite compact. 1.8m 
E W

3.7m 
N S

0.6m 17 15 17 288 4

1907 1907 2276 Pit Cut Irreg-rec plan. U shaped sec. Flat base. Elongated N S. Quarry pit. Unkn
own

Unkn
own

0.7m 4

1908 1907 2276 Pit Fill Mid greyish brown silt sand. Occ chalk flecks (~5%). Quite compact. Top fill. Unkn
own

Unkn
own

~0.12
m

17 150 17 288 4

1909 1909 Pit Cut Sub-sq in plan. Shallow u shaped in sec. Flat slighlty concave base. 0.4m 0.4m 0.4m 17 150

1910 1910 Pit Cut Sub-rec plan. Unex. ~0.3m 0.4m

1911 1776 Posthole
Fill

Grey brown thick sandy clay with heavy deposits of chalk and some flint. 0.27m
N S

0.26m
E W

0.16m 17 140 17 274

1912 1777 Posthole
Fill

Light brown orange silty sand with tiny inclusions of chalk and flint. 17 141 17 274

1913 1892 Animal 
skelly

In situ articulated skelly of sheep/dog? Within [1892] fill (1893). Skull is missing. Orientated E W ( head to tail) pit machined 
away to eastern side hence skull missing.

18 142

1914 1914 Animal 
Grave

Animal burial. West side is cut into. 0.37m
N S

1.8m 
E W

0.11m 17 144 17 5

1915 1914 Pit Fill Animal burial ( possibly dog), head missing on west end. Alignment E W, head to west end and tail east. 0.37m
N S

1.18m
E W

0.11m 17 144 17 286

1916 1916 PH Sub-rec ph. Mid grey brown silty sand. Very freq chalk lumps and stones. Unex. 0.32m 0.68m TST 7

1917 1917 PH Sub-sq ph. Mixed creamy clay and ballasty orangey brown silt sand. Very freq stones throughout. Unex. 0.50m 0.55m TST 0747 7
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1918 1918 Ph Cir? Cut by Eval trench and ph 1921. Mid grey brown clayey silt sand. Freq chalk flecks and stones. Unex. TST 1921 7

1919 1919 1940 Well cut Brick lined well, round vertical, with custom made bricks for 170 diam ring. 1.70m 1.70m 1.50m 16 151 16 295 6

1920 1919 1940 Well fill Mainly  onsist of brick and associated building rubble. Mid brown silty clayey sandwith few lenses of ash as shown in sec 
drawring. Very loosly compacted.

1.70m 1.70m 1.50m 16 151 16 295

1921 1921 PH Sub-rec ph cut by Eval trench. See 1918 for sketch. Mid orangey brown clayeye silty sand. Very frequent chalk lumps and occ 
stones. Unex. Relationship with 0747 unclear-very adjacent.

1918 7

1922 1922 PH Small sub-q orangey silty sandy clay. Freq chalk nods and lumps. Occ small stones. Unex. 0.32m TST 7

1923 1800 1801 Ditch 
segment

Upper fill of seg 1801, through ditch [1800]. Soft -mod compaction. Silty 70% clay 30%. Medium brown, rare charcoal, occ 
small pebbles. See 1801 for sketch.

980m
m

160m
m

17 133 17 276

1924 1800 Ditch 
segment

Lower fill in ditch seg 1801 through ditch 1800. Mixed leeched silty 60% sandy 15% clay 15%. Mod-soft compaction. Mid 
brown orange mottling. Rare small pebbles. See 1801 for sketch.

990m
m

100m
m

17 133 17 267

1925 1925 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, shallow, steep sided. Flat bottomed. 0.47m 0.8m 16 143 16 277

1926 1925 Posthole
Fill

Mid orangey/brown, slightly silty sand. Very occ chalk small stones. 16 143 16 277

1927 1927 Posthole
Cut

Small ph circ in plan. U shaped  in section. Sides are steep and slope 85-90 degrees to a flat base-concave base. 2 fills, 1928 
clay packing and 1929, main fill. Related to ph 1932 and 1941.

0.4m 
E-W

0.37m
N-S

0.3m 
max

15 146 15 280

1928 1927 Posthole
Fill

Clay packing on most of east side of ph 1927. Light pale yellow brown clay fill with freq chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.3m 15 146 15 280

1929 1927 Posthole
Fill

Main fill in ph 1927. Mid dark brown silt fill  with occ charcoal flecks, occ flint, inclusions and mod chalk flecks. 0.3m 15 146 15 280

1930 1930 1947 
1948

Pit Cut Modern pit. Irreg-circ in plan., shallow dish in section sides slope 45 degrees to irreg base. 1.6m 
E-W

1.2m 
N-S

0.2m 
max

15 148 15 282 1944 6

1931 1930 1947 
1948

Pit Fill Dark brown silt with occ charcoal flecks, occ flint and occ fleck inclusions. 1.6m 
E-W

1.2m 
N-S

0.2m 
max

15 148 15 282

1932 1932 Posthole
Cut

Fair sized ph with p/pipe 1934, central in the ph and clay packing. Circ in plan, bowl in section. Sides are teped from a 13 
degrees to a 45 degrees to a slope at 8 degrees to a concave base.p'pipe taken out 1st, then half sectioned. Related to, aligned 
with ph 1927 and 1941.

0.75m
E-W

0.6m 
N-S

0.52m 15 145 15 279 4

1933 1932 Ph fill Clay packing in ph 1932 around the main post in p/pipe 1934 which has rotted away. Pale light yellow brown clay fill with mod
chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions.

0.52m 15 145 15 279 4

1934 1932 Post 
pipe

Straight cut edges 90 degrees to the base of the ph aligned slightly off centre of the ph and diagnal aligned NW -SE post. 0.4m 
NW-

0.2m 
NE-

0.52m 15 145 15 279

1935 1932 Post 
pipe

Mid dark humic brown fill with mod charcoal flecks and occ flint and chalk inclusions. 0.52m 15 145 15 279 L12th-
14th C

4

1936 1919 1940 Well 
wall

All brick's made to size  to fit 170. A soft red brick layed in a strecher bond. No mortar bonding. 2 bricks taken as samples. 1.70m 1.70m 1.50m 16 151 16 295

1937 1937 1940 Well cut Slightly shoe shaped well, made up of mainly flint and occasional haf red, white half cut bricks layed in a streacher bond. Sandy
limemortar to bond well together.

1.10m 1.10m 0.68m

1938 1937 Well 
wall

Mainly flint wall and occ soft red and white half cut bricks. Sandy lime mortar used. Bricks layed in streacher bond. 1.10m 1.10m 0.68m 16 151 16 295

1939 1937 1940 Well fill Mid brown clayey silty sand with builders rubble. Very loosly compacted. 1.10m 1.10m 0.68m 16 151 16 245

1940 1919 1940 Segment
of

Segment of Wells 1919, 1937. 16 151 16 295

1941 1941 Posthole
Cut

Only half seen due to being under the baulk.very circ seen in plan. Bowl in section. Baulk drawn of well.. Related to /aligned 
with Ph 1927 and 1932.

0.4m 
N-S

0.55m
E-W

0.7m 
seen

15 147 15 281 mod
ern

1942 1941 Posthole
Fill

Main fill of ph 1941 upper fill. Pale light yellow brown clay fill with freq chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.6m 
max

15 147 15 281

1943 1941 PH fills Degraded chalk fill in PH [1941]. Basal fill and compact chalk lumps in a light grey brown sandy matix. 0.15m 15 147 15 281

1944 1944 1947 Pit Cut Cut of pit belwo pit [1930] and cut by this pit. Oval in apln, bowl in section. Fairly modern again. Sides slope 60 degrees 
where seen. Uneven base.

0.4m 
N-S

0.9m 
E-W

0.3m 
seen

15 148 15 283 1939

1945 1944 1947 Pit Fill Mid brown silt fill with occ chalk flecks and occ flint and occ charcoal fleck inclusions. 0.4m 
N-S

0.9m 
E-W

0.3m 
seen

15 248 15 283 1930

1946 1930 1948 Layer 
fill

Mixed layer, area around pit 1930. Maybe due to root , animal action. Mixed chalk lumps in a light brown silt and occ flint 
inclusions.

0.08m
max

15 148 15 282

1947 1930 Segment Quarter seg of pit [1930] and showing pit [1944] below. 15 148 15 283

1948 1938 Segment Seg through pit 1930 and mixed oven 1946. 15 148 15 282

1949 1914 Animal 
Grave/pi

Mid brown silt with clay inclusions. 0.37m
N-S

1.18m
E-W

0.11m 17 144 17 286 1380-
1500

1950 1970 1950 Segment See sheet for more detail. 16 143 19 292

1951 1951 Pit Cut Sub-rec, steep sided, flat bottomed pit. With deeper area to west. 0.80m 1.06m 0.20m 16 143 16 284 1953 4
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1952 1951 Pit Fill Mid brown clayey silty sand. Small pockets of olive brown clay. Freq charcoal flecks and small stones. Occ chalk flecks. 16 143 16 284 4

1953 1953 Posthole
Cut

Shallow flalt bottomed circ in plan. Profile only drawn SW NE. shape seen on surface and planned prior to excavation of pit 
[1951].

0.35m 0.10m 16 143 16 285 0951

1954 1954 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown clayey silt sand. Occ charcoal flecks, chalk flecks and small stones. Detected. 16 143 16 285

1955 1941 Posthole
Fill

Mid fill in ph [1941]. A silt layer that mixes in with below layers. A light brown sandy silt fill with occ chalk fleck, occ flint and
occ charcoal fleck inclusion.

0.06m 15 147 15 281

1956 1894 Pit Fill Primary fill. Mottled mid brown orange silty sand. Occ charcoal flecks and flecks of burnt  clay. Occ chalk small nods. 
Compaction is soft.no finds could be natural if so thn the boundary of fill (1895) is the cut for pit [1894].

18 149 
142

18 278 1895

1957 1957 Pit Reversed D shaped pit. Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Small red brick frags. Pink floor brick, butt. freq stones 50mm down. 
Unex.

0.45m 0.90m

1958 1958 Posthole
Cut

Small circ, vertical sided, flat bottomed. 0.20m 0.15m 16 143 16 287

1959 1958 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey clayey silty sand. Occ charcoal and chalk flecks. Very occ small stones. Detected. 16 143 16 287

1960 1970 Pit Fill Mid light cream brown silty sand. Freq chalk (35%). Very compact. 1.05m 0.18m

1961 1907 Pit Fill Mid grey brown sandy silt. Occ flint (diam - 0.04m). Quite compact. 1.4m 0.4m 4

1962 1909 Pit Fill Mid blackish brown silty sand. Mid compaction. 0.4m 0.4m 17 150 17 290

1963 1910 Pit Fill Mid grey brown sandy silt. Quite compact. Unex. 0.3m 0.4m

1964 1964 2037 Feature 
cut

Feature appeared rounded in plan. But on excavation ( of 2 segment 2037) eastern segment was very shallow while western 
side was eep in the middle, possibly a channel. Cut by [1966] on sountern edge and brick structure 2036 on NW side. 
Relationship with pit [1963] uncertain.

1.72m
N-S

0.15m 19 169 19 330 1966 4

1965 1964 Pit Fill Mid to dark grey brown silty sand. 0.15m 19 169 19 330 4

1966 1966 2037 Pit Cut Oval pit south of feature 1964. Steep sides, flat base. Drawn with 1964 in seg 2037. Cuts feature 1964. 0.44m
E-W

0.5m 
N-S

0.16m 19 169 19 330 1964

1967 1966 Pit Fill Dark grey brown silty sand with numerous chalk flecks. 0.16m

1968 1968 Pit Cut Rounded pit on western edge of feature 1964, steep sided, base-concave. Cut by 2037. Relationship with 1964 uncertain, 
although it appears to cut 1964 on the surface.

0.64m
N-S

0.60m
E-W

0.26m 19 169 19 329 4

1969 1968 Pit Fill Mid grey brown silty sand with freq white chalk flecks slightly darker in the centre. 0.26m 19 169 19 329 4

1970 1970 1950 Pit Cut Gentle sloping sides, flat base-see 143 plan. Line of chalk visable, denoting edge of pit. Cuts pit [1973]. Detected. 0.40m 16 143 19 292 1973 5

1971 1970 Pit Fill Mid brown sandy silt. 0.40m 16 143 19 292

1972 1890 1950 Pit Fill Mid brown sandy silt, loose compaction. 16 143 19 292 L15th-
16th C

1973 1973 1950 Pit Cut Irreg shaped pit side is 43 degrees sloping, then becomes steep, near vertical. Base is flat. 0.80m 16 143 19 292 1890 4

1974 1973 1950 Pit Fill Mid brown clayey sandy silt, medium compaction. Detected. 0.80m 16 143 16 292 1890 4

1975 1975 Pit Cut Largeish sub-rec pit. See sheet for more detail. 2.22m
N-S

1.15m 16 143 1 294 natur
al

4

1976 1975 Pit Fill Mid orangey grey brown clayey sandy silt with few chalk flecks. 16 143 19 294 4

1977 1977 Pit Cut Rectangular pit. 0.70m
N-S

1.20m
E-W

0.24m 17 153 17 300 mod
ern

1978 1977 Pit Fill Loosely packed brown silt with some flints. 0.70m
N-S

1.20m
E-W

0.24m 17 154 17 300 wall 
fill

1979 1979 Pit/ph Irreg-oval. Mixed dark greyish brown silty sand, with freq flint and chalk. Unex. 0.41m 0.54m
N-S

TST 7

1980 1980 Pit/ph Oval pit. Mid to darkish greyish brown silty sand. With very req flint and mod chalk. Unex. TST 7

1981 1981 PH/pit Sub-rec. mixed mid to dark silty sand and chalk. With mod flint. Unex. 0.43m
N-S

0.57m
E-W

TST 7

1982 1982 Pit/ph Oval. Mid brown silty sand. With mod flint. Unex. 0.37m
E-W

0.57m
N-S

TST 7

1983 1983 Pit/ph Sub-rec pit. Dark greyish brown silty sand. With freq gravel and mod chalk. Unex. TST 7

1984 1984 Pit/ph Irreg-oval pit. Mid to dark greyish brown silty sand, with mod gravel and flint. Unex. 0.41m
E-W

0.49m
N-S

TST 7

1985 1985 Ph/pit Oval cut. Mid greyish brown silty sand. With freq chalk flecks and mod flint. Unex. 0.33m
N-S

0.46m
E-W

TST 7

1986 1986 Ph/pit Oval. Mid greyish brown silty sand. With mod flint an chalk. Unex. 0.26m
E-W

0.32m
N-S

TST 7
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1987 1987 PH/pit Oval. 70% small sub -ang flint,.30% mid to dark brown silty sand with occ chalk. Unex. 0.32m
E-W

0.41m
N-S

TST 7

1988 1988 PH/pit Sub-rec. mid greyish brown silty sand. With freq chalk and mod occ flint. 0.43m
N-S

0.54m
E-W

TST 7

1989 1989 Ph/pit Sub-rec. mid greyish brown silty sand with freq chalk mod flint. Unex. 0.58m
N-S

0.7m 
E-W

TST 7

1990 1990 Ph/pit Sub-rec. mid greyish brown silty sand with freq chalk and mod flint. Unex. 0.48m
E-W

0.52m
N-S

TST 7

1991 1991 Ph/pit Oval. Mid greyish brown silty sand with occ flint. Unex. 0.67m
E-W

0.56m
N-S

TST 7

1992 1992 pit/ph Sub-rec.mid greyish brown silty sand. With freq flint and mod chalk. Unex. 0.60m
E-W

0.68m
N-S

TST 7

1993 1993 PH/pit Sub-rec. mid to dark greyish brown silty sand. With freq flint and mod chalk. Unex. 0.55m
N-S

0.6m 
E-W

TST 7

1994 1994 Ph/pit Sub-rec. mid greyish brown silty sand with freq flint and occ chalk. Unex. 0.44m
N-S

0.59m
E-W

TST 7

1995 1995 ph/pit Sub-rec. mid to dark greyish brown silty sand with freq flint and chalk. Unex. 0.58m
N-S

0.69m
E-W

TST 7

1996 1996 Pit/cut Large pit-sqareish with rounded extensions on NE corner. 1.10m
N-S

1.20m
E-W

0.43m 17 179 17 344 7

1997 1997 Pit/ph Irreg-oval. Mid greyish brown silty sand. Unex. 0.44m
N-S

0.55m
E-W

TST 7

1998 1998 ph/pit Sub-rec. mid to darkish greyish silty sand with very freq chalk and occ flint. Unex. 0.47m
E-W

0.5m 
N-S

TST 7

1999 1999 Pit/ph Sub-rec, relationship with [2000] unclear. Mid to dark greyish brown silty sand with occ flint and very occ chalk. 0.78m 1.13m
E-W

TST 7

2000 2000 pit/ph Sub-rec. relationship with [1999] is unclear. Mid greyish brown silty sand with freq chalk and occ flint. Unex. 0.44m
N-S

0.53m
E-W

TST 7

2001 2001 Ph cut Steep sloping side to the west, near vertical to the east. Base is concave. Circ in plan. Contains p/pipe [2154] within centre. 
Detected.

0.40m 0.36m 0.38m 16 175 16 337

2002 2002 PH/pit Irreg circ pit/ph. Mid grey sandy silt with chalk flecks. 0.60m
W-E

0.55m
N-S

TST

2003 2003 Posthole
Cut

Small ph, concave base, sloping sides. 16 185 16 359 6

2004 2004 PH/pit Small ph/pit. Mid brown grey sandy silt fill. Unex. 0.44 
W-E

0.35m
N-S

TST

2005 2005 Posthole
Cut

Sub-sq, circ ph. Steep sided with a flat base. 0.50m
W-E

0.45m
N-S

0.19m 16 176 16 338 2006

2006 2008 Posthole
Cut

Curving sides and base. Detected. 0.40m 0.35m 16 176 16 338 2005 4

2007 2007 Pit Cut Sub-rec pit. Steep sided, flat base. 0.52m
W-E

0.60m
N-S

0.34m 19 180 19 349 2008

2008 2008 Pit Cut Ovoid pit. Flat base near vertical sides. 0.60m
W-E

0.70m
N-S

0.30m 19 180 19 349 2007 4

2009 2009 Pit/ph Circ ph. Mid grey sandy silt, with intermittent chalk flecks and flint cobble. Unex. 0.45m
N-S

0.45m
W-E

TST

2010 2010 PH/pit Irreg shaped pit. Mid grey sandy silt with intermittent chalk flecks and flint cobbles. Unex. 0.60m
N-S

0.70m
W-E

TST

2011 2011 Pit/ph Circ ph. Mid grey sandy sit with intermittant chalk flecks. Unex. 0.35m
W-E

0.40m
N-S

TST

2012 2012 Pit/ph Near circ ph. Fill is intermittant flecks of rubblw with in mid grey sandy silt and flint cobbles. Unex. 0.40m
N-S

0.60m
W-E

TST

2013 2013 Ph/pit Circ ph. Mid brown sandy silt fill, no inlcusions. Excavated, see 358. 0.70m
N-S

0.40m
W-E

0.32m TST 20 358 4

2014 2014 PH/pit Sq in plan. South of feature is only part visable due to spiol heap. Mid grey sandy silt fill. Unex. 0.65m
W-E

TST 4

2015 2015 Ph/pit Circ ph. Fill is mid yellow clay with numerous chalk fleck inclusions. Unex. 0.25m
N-S

0.20m
W-E

TST

2016 2016 Ph/pit Small ph/pit. Mid brown grey silty sand fill. Unex. 0.60m
W-E

0.50m
N-S

TST

2017 2017 PH/pit Circ. Mid grey silty sadn with interittant chalk and small flint cobbles. Unex. 0.45m
N-S

0.45m
W-E

TST

2018 2018 Ph/pit Dubious ph. Irreg-circ in plan. Mixed light brown yellow clay with silty sand. Unex. 0.25m
N-S

0.20m
W-E

TST

2019 2019 Ph/pit Irreg shaped. Mid brown sandy silt. Unex. 0.60m

2020 2020 Ph/pit Circ. Mid grey sandy silt fill. Unex. 0.30m
N-S

0.30m
W-E

TST

2021 2021 Ph/pit Sq ph. Mid brown sandy silt with chalk lump inclusions. Unex. 0.45m
N-S

0.45m
W-E

TST

2022 2022 Pit Cut S facing sec. Circ in plan. Sides are steep 70 degrees. Base is concave. 660m
m E-

800m
m N-

320m
m

17 177 17 297 2024

2023 2022 Pit Fill Burnt ironised sand, dark ornage yellow grey. Occ freq charcoal. Occ chalkon west side. Rare occ sub-ang flint max 100mm. 17 177 17 297 2022
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2024 2024 Ph cut Shallow ph. Very grad sides. Very shallow concave base. Circ in plan. 270m
m E-

300m
m N-

40mm 17 177 17 297 2022

2025 2024 Posthole
Fill

Grey silty 40% clay 60% with chalk frags max 10mm. Compaction is sticky - mod - plastcene.rare charcoal, rare small stones. 270m
m E-

300m
m N-

40mm 17 177 17 298 2024

2026 2026 2032 Posthole
Cut

Small ph. Circ in plan, bowl in sec. Sides slope 70 degrees to a concave base. 0.4 N-
S

0.38m
E-W

0.28m 17 159 17 299 2028

2027 2026 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown silt fill, loose compaction and slighlty mixed. Occ chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.28m 17 159 17 299

2028 2028 2032 Pit Cut Cannot be seen clearly in plan due to other cutting feature, looks to be oval in plan due to sides in section. Bowl in sec, sides 
slope 50 degrees to flat base concave base. 3 fills 2029 - 2031.

1.6m 
N-S

under 
E-W

0.08m
max

17 159 17 299 5

2029 2028 Pit Fill Top fill. Dark sit fill with mod chalk fleck and occ fkint inclusions. 0.5m 17 159 17 299 15th-
16th C

2030 2028 2032 Pit Fill Middle fill, chalk lens, white degrade chalk fill. 0.09m 17 159 17 299

2031 2028 2032 Pit Fill Basal fill. Mid brown sandy silt with occ chalk fleck and mod flint inlcusions. Increasing with depth. 0.4m 17 159 17 299 L15th-
1st half

2032 2026 2032 Segment Seg though [2026] and [2028] 17 159 17 299

2033 2033 PH/pit Circ. Mid grey sandy silt fill. Unex. 0.40m
N-S

0.40m
W-E

TST

2034 2034 Pit Cut Rounded pit west of [1964] and [1968]. Gently sloping sides. Concave base. 0.62m
N-S

0.68m
E-W

0.14m 19 169 19 328

2035 2034 Pit Cut Mid grey brown silty sand. With occ chalk flecks. 19 169 19 328

2036 2036 Structur
e

Sq brick pad  of buff coloured plain brick cuts 1964 and 1968. 1 brick taken as sample. 0.60m 0.60m 19 169 1963

2037 1964 2037 Segment Excavated segment thru feature 1964 and 1966, only southern half drawn. 1.2m 19 169 19 330

2038 2038 PH Round cut of small posthole which possibly cuts into sandy fill of wall/road, modern feature. 0.26m
N-S

0.26m
E-W

0.6-
17m

17 157 17 301 1977

2039 2038 Ph fill Loose brown silt with some flints. 0.26m
N-S

0.26m
E-W

0.6-
17m

17 154 17 301

2040 2041 Segment Detected. Machined. 19 296

2041 2041 2040 Pit Cut Rectangular pit. Steep , near vertical but gently sloping sides and flat but slightly undulating base. Detected. Machined. 0.80m
W-E

0.36m 19 296 2043

2042 2041 2040 Pit Fill Mid grey red mixed silty sand. Detected. Machined. 19 296

2043 2043 2040 Pit Cut Large extraction pit. Large pit is cut by smaller one, conatining flint. Relationship is uncertain, smaller pit=[2043] area of waste
flint is NE area of pit, flint presumably thrown back after surounding chalk was extracted frorm it. Detected. Machined.

19 296 2045

2044 2043 2040 Pit Fill Mid brown silty sand with chalk clay flecks. Detected. Machined. 2.80m
W-E

0.90m 19 296

2045 2045 Pit Cut Later chalk extraction pit. Many flint cobbles present in section. Cut of pit is uncertain in section presumed to cut larger pit 
[2043]. Detected. Machined.

19 296 2043

2046 2046 2040 Pit Fill Mixed fills of mid red sand and bands of mid brown silty sadn with large flint cobbles in large amounts. Detected. Machined.

2047 2047 2053 Pit Cut Sq'ish shaped pit, with fairly vertical sides, adjacent to pit [2049]. 1.30m 0.30m 16 158 16 309

2048 2047 2053 Pit Fill Mid brown clayey sand with occ chalk lumps 2-5mm fairly compacted. 1.30m 0.30m 16 158 16 309

2049 2049 2253 2053 Pit Cut Roundish pit fairly vertical sides. Undulating base. 0.78m 0.30m 16 158 16 309 6

2050 2049 2253 2053 Pit Fill Mid brown clayey silty sand. Occ chalk lumps. Fairly compacted. 0.78m 0.30m 16 158 16 309 2051 6

2051 2051 2053 Posthole
Cut

Round small p/hole. 0.30m 0.10m 16 158 16 309 2049

2052 0251 0253 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown clayey silty sand. Lens of blue grey clay at bottom of feature. Fairly compacted. 0.30m 0.10m 16 158 16 309 0249

2053 2047 2053 Pit seg See sheet. 16 158 16 309 2051

2054 2067 2054 Section. NW-SE section through pit 2067. See sheet for detail. 16 143 16 305

2055 2055 2059 Posthole
Cut

Small circ in plan, shallow dish in sec.sides slope 45 degrees to flatish base. 0.25m
N-S

0.3m 
E-W

0.1m 17 159 17 302

2056 2055 2059 Pit fill. Dark brown silt fill with occ chalk and flint inclusions. 0.1m 17 159 17 302

2057 2057 Posthole
Cut

Deeper to the east and very shallow elsewhere, irreg cric in plan. Irreg sectin. Sides slope from 7 10 degrees to 20 degrees. 
Then 45 degrees to concave base.

0.5m 
N-S

0.6m 
E-W

0.18m
max

17 159 17 302

2058 2057 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown silt fill, mod chalk flecks and occ silt inclusions. 0.5m 
N-S

0.6m 
E-W

0.18m
max

17 159 17 302

2059 2055 2059 Segment Seg through PH's 2055 and 2057. 17 159 17 302
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2060 2060 Gully 
cut

Rec-shallow gully/pit. But can only be seen in plan and full extent of length is hard to define. 3 fills, side slope 40-45 degrees to
an irrg flat base.

0.65m
N-S

1.8m 
max

0.2m 
max

17 159 17 303 2028

2061 2060 Pit/linea
r fill

Top fill, is brown silty sand fill with occ chalk fleck and flint inclusions. 0.1m 17 159 17 303

2062 2060 Pit/linea
r

Mid fill degraded chalk lumps. 0.04m 17 159 17 303

2063 2060 Pit/linea
r

Mid brown silty sand with mod chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.03m 17 159 17 303

2064 2064 Posthole
Cut

Sq cut in plan, bowl in sec, sides slope 50 degrees to concave base. Fill may represent a post pipe but under so have given a fill 
number.

0.45m
E-W

0.45 
N-S

0.18m 17 159 17 304

2065 2064 Posthole
Fill

Mid dark silt with occ chalk flecks and flint inclusions. 0.18m 17 159 17 304

2066 2064 Posthole
Fill

Slightly less compact and vry slightly darker then above fill and may represent a p/pipe but just given a fill number. Darker 
brown silt fill.

0.18m 17 159 17 304

2067 2067 2054 Pit Cut Sub-rec, vertical sided, flat base. See 2054 sketch. 0.84m 0.90m 0.30m 16 143 16 310 2069

2068 2067 2054 Pit Fill Very chalky mid brown silty sand. Occ charcoal flecks and small stones. Detected. 16 143 16 301

2069 2069 2054 Pit Cut Shape is unclear due to brickwork cut. But vertical sided with steeply rounded corner same as cutting pit [2067]. NE oven of 
feature not excavated not marked by indication of surface cleaning.

0.35m 16 143 16 301 2067

2070 2069 2054 Pit Fill Mid orangey brown, slightly clayey, silty sand. Occ small pockets of olive brown clay and chalk nods. Occ small stones. Very 
occ charcoal flecks. Detected.

16 143 16 310

2071 2071 2054 Posthole
Cut

Small cir ph - shallow slighlty rounded base. Prior to surface cleaning then ph also appeard to cut pit 2067. 0.30m 0.5m 16 143 16 310 2069

2072 2071 2054 Posthole
Fill

Olive brown clay mixed with small % of mid brown clayey silty sand, loose at upper level. Detected. 16 143 16 310

2073 2073 Posthole
Cut

Cut of dubious ph. Sides slope 80 degrees to a  very irreg v shaped base, irreg in plan. 0.22m
N-S

0.3m 
E-W

0.2m 17 159 17 305

2074 2073 Posthole
Fill

Mid orangey brown sandy silt fill with very occ chalk fleck. 0.22m
N-S

0.3m 
E-W

0.2m 17 159 17 305

2075 2075 Ph cut Sides are steep, 55 degress. Base is concave. Break top I sharp. Circ in plan. Shallow u shaped sec. West facing section. 480m
m N-

480m
m E-

140m
m

15 155 15 306 2076

2076 2075 Posthole
Fill

Small brick tile finds in silty 40% sandy 40% clay 20%. Compaction is soft,. Mid brown grey orange, rare charcoal. Occ freq 
small stones max 10mm.

480m
m N-

480m
m E-

140m
m

15 155 15 306

2077 2077 Posthole
Cut

Sides are steep 65 degrees, base concave. Circ in plan. 280m
m N-

320m
m E-

130m
m

15 156 15 307

2078 2077 Posthole
Fill

Silty 40% sandy 40% clay 20%. 280m
m N-

320m
m E-

130m
m

15 156 15 307 2077

2079 2079 Posthole
Cut

Very shallow circ in plan, sides are  very grad 20%, concave to flat base. West facing sec. 290m
m N-

250m
m E-

60mm 15 157 15 308

2080 2079 Posthole
Fill

Silty 40% sandy 40% clay 20%. Rare chalk felcks, rare charcoal, rare small stones. 290m
m N-

250m
m E-

60mm 15 157 15 308

2081 2081 PH/pit 
cut

Small rectangular PH/pit. See sheet for more. Machined. 0.23m
N-S

0.25m
E-W

0.8m 17 167 17 323

2082 2082 Posthole
Fill

Small ph eats of 2081. Almost 8 shaped, oval, to small for section. Machined. 0.18m
N-S

0.11m
E-W

0.11m 17 167 17 324

2083 2083 Pit Cut Circ in plan. Machined 0.27m
N-S

0.25m
E-W

0.21m 17 167 17 325

2084 2084 Pit Cut Small pit. See sheet for more. 0.39m 0.98m 0.24m 17 167 17 326

2085 2084 Pit/ph 
fill

Browny orangey silty sand with some infreq inclusions of chalk specs, tiny frags of brick, tile and charcoal. Hard packed and 
more sandy near the bottom. Machined.

0.39m 0.98m 0.24m 17 167 17 326

2086 2086 Posthole
Cut

Small shallow oval Ph. 0.26m
N-S

0.10m 15 160 15 311 natur
al

2087 2086 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey clayey sandy silt. 160 311

2088 2088 Posthole
Cut

Small oval ph. 0.29m 0.30m 0.25m 161 natur
al.

2089 2088 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown clayey sandy silt. 161 312

2090 2090 Posthole
Cut

Small sub-sq ph. 0.40m 0.24m 162 313

2091 2090 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown clayey sandy silt. 162 313

2092 2092 Posthole
Cut

Small ovalish ph. 0.47m 0.72m 0.15m 163 314 natur
al.

2093 2092 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown clayey sandy silt with motles of dark orange sand. Animal disturbance to base. 163 314

2094 2094 2097 Pit Cut Oval pit in south east corner of excavation under buildings. Gentle slope to start then getting steeper W-E sides of section. Flat 
base.

Probably another  localised 
chalk extraction pit.

2.20m
E-W

3.40m
N-S

0.76m
in

18 177 18 327 2095 6
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2095 2095 2097 Linear 
feature

Cut of shallow N-S running linear pit in S/E corner of ex, under buildings. Linear in plan. Concave in section, curved base. 
Alignment is running N-S.

1.06m
E-W

4.70m
N-S

0.26m
in

18 177 18 327 2094 6

2096 2096 2097 Linear 
feature

Cut of linear feature. Running N-S along edge of excavation in SE corner of area under buildings. Linear? in shape. Steep 
curve? In section. Flattish? base. Length unknown due to natural orange sand looking same as file to the south.

Possible pipe line or old 
roadside ditch for drainage 
(some large stone within fill 
in seg 2097) not excavated 
enough to interprate (in plan 
and section).

0.60m appro
x 5m

0.90m 18 177 18 527 343 
351

2094 2184 4

2097 2097 2097 Segment W-E segment thourgh linear feature [2096]. Pit /linear feature [2095] and Pit [2094]. 0.50m 2.20m 18 177 18 327

2098 2098 Linear 
feature

Linear in plan. U shaped in section. Unknown, base unex'd due to depth, Runs E-W. Edit :-augered a further 0.8m. Same fill. 1.65m unex'd
to

4

2099 2099 Pit/PH 
cut

Very shallow pit/PH [0299]. Sides are very grad-15 degrees. Base is and flat. Circ in plan. W facing section. 340m
m N-

340m
m E-

40mm 15 164 15 365 2100

2100 2099 Pit/PH 
fill

Silty 40% chalky 15% clay 20% sandy 25%. Mid brown grey orange rare chalk flecks and small stones. High % of bone 
throughout fill.

340m
m N-

340m
m E-

40mm 15 164 15 365 2099

2101 2101 Ph cut Irreg sq cut on surface but a cir cut can be seen inside the PH surface cut. Sides slope very shalow for a few cm's then 45 
degrees to a flatish base.

0.32m
E-W

0.32m
N-S

0.15m 17 168 17 318 4

2102 2101 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown grey silt fill with very occ flint inclusions and very occ chalk flecks and occ charcoal fleck. 0.32m
E-W

0.32m
N-S

0.15m 17 168 17 318 Check 
again

4

2103 2103 Posthole
Cut

Circ in plan, dish in section, sides slope 50 degrees to a concave base. 0.24m
E-W

0.2m 
N-S

0.08m 7 138 7 319

2104 2103 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown silt fill with occ chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.24m
E-W

0.24m
N-S

0.08m 17 168 17 319

2105 2105 Posthole
Cut

Sq cut with disturbance on south side. Bowl in sec. 0.4m 
E-W

0.44m
N-S

0.12m 17 168 17 320 6

2106 2105 Posthole
Fill

Dark brown fill with occ chalk fleck and occ flint inlcusions. 0.4m 
E-W

0.44m
N-S

0.12m 177 168 17 320 16th-
18th C

2107 2107 Posthole
Cut

Rectangular in plan. Bowl insect. Sides slope 80 degrees to a flatish base. Circ cut inside the surface sq cut also shown in plan. 0.32m
N-S

0.46m
E-W

0.22m 17 168 17 321 2108

2108 2107 Ph fill Dark grey brown silt  fill with occ chalk flecks and occ flint inclusions. 0.32m
N-S

0.46m
E-W

0.22m 17 168 17 321 2107

2109 2110 Posthole
Cut

Sq cut in plan. Bowl in sec. Sides slope 6 degrees to a flatish base. 17 168 17 322

2110 2109 Posthole
Fill

Dark grey brown silt fil with occ chalk flecks and occ flat inclusions. 17 168 17 322

2111 2111 2136 Ditch 
Cut

Ditch has steep sloping sides and a curving base runs N-S and Linear and straight. Detected. 1.37m
W-E

0.78m 16 165 16 316 4

2112 2111 2136 Ditch 
Fill

Mid brown red sandy silt fill, with occ chalk flecks. Detected. 4

2113 2113 2137 Ditch 
cut

Shallow ditch. Is linear and straight and runs N-S. Ditch has flat but uneven base and steep sloping sides. 0.95m
W-E

0.10m 16 166 16 317

2114 2114 2137 Ditch fill Mid brown red silty sand fill with numerous flint cobbles especially at the base of ditch. Detected. 16 166 16 317

2115 2098 Linear 
feature

Mid yellowy grey brown sandy silt, quite compact. Occ chalk fleck (~5%) INT- slump fill of [2098]. 0.48m
ex'd

~0.40
m

2116 2098 Linear 
feature

Mid orangey reddish bown silty sand. Quite compact. Slump fill of [2098] 0.8m ~ 
0.6m

2117 2098 Linear 
feature

Mid greyish brown sandy silt. Occ pebbles - 10%, occ chalk flecks -5%. Quite compact. Edit:- augered a further 0.8m. 1.65m ex'd 
to

14th-
15th C

5

2118 2098 Linear 
feature

Mid gryeish brown sandy silt. Occ charcoal (~8%), quite compact. 0.9m 0.11m

2119 2119 Spread/
deposit

Mid greyish bown sandy silt. Occ chalk fleck (5%) quite compact. 0.26m 2098

2120 2120 Pit Cut Unknown plan, machined and caught in section. Sq sec, flat base. 0.4m 0.4m 2119

2121 2120 Pit Fill Mid grey brown silty sand. Mod chalk fleck 15%. Compact. 0.4m 0.4m

2122 2122 Spread/
deposit

Light mid greyish brown, mod chalk fleck (15%) quite compact. 0.27m 2120

2123 2123 Not 
Used

Not used

2124 2124 Brick 
Well

Capped with brick and mortar, (cement). Round in shape. Brick work belwo ground level, consists of bricks, made to measure, 
with no mortar between bricks.

8.50m
to

19 178 19

2125 2125 2158 Ditch 
cut

Ditch running north - south, vertical sided appears to butt end close to well [2124]. 19 178 19 345

2126 2125 2158 Ditch fill Dark brown clayey silty sand, fairly loose compaction. 19 178 19 345

2127 2127 Drain 
(modern

Modern drain into well. 0.3m 19 178

2128 2128 Pit Cut Oblong shaped steep sided pit. Flat base. 0.60m 0.90m 0.20m 19 178 19 346
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2129 2128 Pit Fill Mid orangey brown clay silty sand, with lots of chalk nodules 5-10mm. Fairly loosly compacted. 0.60m 0.90m 0.20m 19 178 19 346

2130 2081 Posthole
Fill

Crumbly brown sandy silt with some inclusions of chalk and flint. Machined. 0.23m
N-S

0.25m
E-W

0.8m 17 167 17 323

2132 2082 Posthole
Fill

Crumbly brown silt with some chalk. Machined. 0.18m
N-S

0.11m 0.11m 17 167 17 324

2133 2133 Surface White rbick surface laid long edge down possible yard surface to rear of property and south of red brick built (victorian?) 
extensions. Iron drain cover in centre (site plan) line of black bricks running E-W to N of drain - (2134) sample of white bricks 
retained.

11 84

2134 2134 Brick Line of bricks running E-W forming part of surface 2133. Sample kept. 11 89

2135 0827 Brick Red brick taken fomr wall 0827, N-S running main building wall.

2136 2111 2136 Ditch 
Segment

Seg through ditch 2111. Detected. 16 165 16 316

2137 2113 Segment Seg through ditch 2113. 16 166 16 317

2138 2138 Posthole
Cut

Rectangular cut of PH. Machined. 0.20m
SE-

0.33m
NE-

0.20m 17 170 17 331

2139 2138 Posthole
Fill

Brown sandy silt mixed with orange brown sand. Pockets of clay and flecks of chalk. Machined. 0.20m
SE-

0.33m
NE-

17 170 17 331

2140 2140 Pit Cut Small pit adjacent west to large pit [2142]. Machined. 0.36m
N-S

0.32m
E-W

0.18m 17 170 17 332

2141 2140 Pit Fill Dark brown silt with some flints and flecks of charcoal. Machined. 0.36m
N-S

0.32m
E-W

0.18m 17 170 17 382

2142 2142 Pit Cut Small pit, circ in plan. Contempary to [2140]. 0.50m
N-S

0.45m 0.12m 17 170 17 332

2143 2142 Pit Fill Dark brown crumbly silt with some flint and specks of charcoal. Contempary to 2140 of similar fill. 0.50m
N-S

0.45m 0.12m 17 170 17 332

2144 2144 Subterra
nean Pit

Rectangular red rbick lined pit, same as bricks used for a course base across width and length of structure (some mortar joint 
some dry joint). Base very roughly laid. Foundation bricks laid beyond edge of base in places. Walls are 0.35m wide. W end of 
structure disirted and damaged by machine strip so length is approximated. 1 brick kept.

1.50m 3.90m TST

2145 2145 Posthole
Cut

Small oval post hole. 0.27m
N-S

0.34m
E-W

0.24m 15 171 15 333 natur
al

2146 2145 Posthole
Fill

Light grey brown clayey sandy silt. 0.27m
N-S

0.34m
E-W

0.24m 15 171 15 333

2147 2147 Posthole
Cut

Small shallow ovalish PH. 0.24m
N-S

0.27m
E-W

0.9m 15 172 15 334

2148 2147 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown sandy silt, with dark orange sand mottles. 0.24m
N-S

0.27m
E-W

0.9m 15 172 15 334 natur
al

2149 2125 2149 Gully 
Segment

Seg through [2125]. Shallow gullyey feature. South facingsec. Linear running N_S. sides are grad 50 degrees. Base is concave. 
U shaped section.

350m
m E-

400m
m seg

130m
m

15 174 15 336

2150 2125 2149 Gully fill Soft-mod comapction. Silty 40% chalky 15% sand 15% clay 20%. Mid dark brown, occ rare chalk flecks. Rare charcoal. Brick 
and tile.

350m
m E-

400m
m seg

130m
m

15 174 15 336

2151 2151 Posthole
Cut

Sides are steep, 80 degrees. Base is concave. Break at top is sharp. Semi-circ in plan. U shaped in sec. West facing sec. 340m
m N-

370m
m E-

180m
m

15 174 15 336 2152

2152 2151 Posthole
Fill

Soft-mod compaction. Silty 60% chalky 15% clay 15%. Mid brown grey . Rare chalk frags, max 20mm. Rare charcoal. 340m
m N-

370m
m E-

180m
m

15 174 15 336

2153 2001 Posthole
Fill

Post packing around post pipe [2154]. Pking is chalk-lumps of chalk, approx 0.03m across, compacted into a dense chalk 
mass. No inclusions, Dense compaction. Detected.

0.38m 16 175 16 337

2154 2001 P/pipe 
cut

P/pipe has near vertical, distinctly defined sides. 0.36m 16 175 16 337

2155 2001 P/pipe 
fill

Mid brown sandy silt. Detected. 0.38m 16 175 16 337

2156 2005 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey sandy silt fill. Detected. 0.19m 16 176 16 338

2157 2006 Ph fill Mid green brown sandy silt clay. 16 176 16 338

2158 2125 Segment Segment excavated through gully [2125] next to well 2124. 19 178 19 345

2159 2159 Posthole
Cut

Round PH. Alignment NE-SW. 0.40m 0.15m 19 178 19 347

2160 2159 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown clayey silty sand. 0.40m 0.15m 19 178 19 347

2161 2161 Posthole
Cut

Rectangular, shallow, vertical sided, flat bottomed. 0.24m 0.37m 0.3m 19 178 19 339

2162 2161 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. 19 178 19 339

2163 0825 Well 
shaft

Roughly cir well shaft under brick vaulting 0221 and pit 0213. Cut into natural chalk. Oppoing pockets cut into sides of shaft, 
which appears level across and to continue to its full depth. Pockets are about 150m sq and 0.15m deep, roughly hewn. 
Distance vertically between pockets. Judged at 50 - 0.70m apart and very varying between the two. Cross ref with 0221 and 
0213.

1.15m 0.21m
from

0221
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2164 2164 Pit Cut Rectangular fairly steep sided pit. Next to well 2124. Alignment is N-S. 0.34m 19 178 19 348

2165 2164 Pit Fill Mid brown clayey silty sand. Occ chal lumps 0.5 - 10mm, fairly loose.y compacted. 0.34m 19 178 19 348

2166 2094 2097 Pit Fill Primary fil in pit [2094] in bottom eastern side of section. Reddy orange brown silty sand. Occ CBM. Mod chalk flecks. Occ 
charcoal. Firm compaction. Located to eastern bottom of section. Seems to have a post hole cut into it [2172].

18 177 19 327 2167

2167 2094 2097 Pit Fill Mid brown greeny grey sandy silty clay. Freq CBM and Bone. Md charcoal and chalk, occ pipe stems and pot and oyster shell. 
Freq stones sub rounded flint 80mm x 100mm - small. Mod loose compaction (very wet when excavated). 0.50m slot removed.

18 177 18 327 2095 16th-
17th C

2168 2095 2097 Linear 
feature

Mottled yellow clay and mid brown grey sandy slity clay. 0.50m slot removed. 18 177 18 327

2169 2096 2097 Linear 
feature

Primary fill of N-S runniing linear feature. Grey brown silty sand. Oc small stones 30 max 20mm. Occ chalk flecks, soft 
compaction. No finds.

18 177 18 327

2170 2096 2097 Linear 
feature

Grey brown silty sand. Occ chalk flecks. Soft compaction. Looks same as (2169) but sepearted by a thin band of silty yellow 
clay. Top wet of this fill in an area of mid brown grreny  grey sandy silt clay that seems to be. (2167). 0.50m slot removed.

18 177 18 327 2171

2171 2096 2097 Linear 
feature

Upper fill mottled orangey brown silty sand and grey silty sand mod chalk fleks and small sones 20mm x 20mm and bands of 
brown grey slty sand. Aprox 0.30m down into fill there are two large chalk lumps, 0.30m x 0.20m + 0.20m x0.20m. 1 large 
piece of flint 0.40m x0.30m and 1 abbey stones and brick both kept. Not mortarted together with in this fill btu sitting on a  fill 
of mid brown/ greeny grey/sandy clay that seem to be (2167).

18 177 18 327 2170

2172 2172 Posthole
Cut

Semi-circ (half in section) curved in section, concaved base. Could be animal disturbacne, possible stke/ph for shoring. 0.14m
W-E

0.10m 18 327 (216
6)

2173 0747 Segment Through layers 0747 and 2180. 17 340

2174 2174 Well Well shaft cut into natural chalk flint and motar lined with moratr rendering for upper 1.30m. Slighlty domed capping 
consistancy of bricks flint and limestones blocks and chalk lumps. Roughlty circ 1.20m.

17.30
m to

TST

2175 1996 Pit Fill Dark brown sandy dilt with some chalk and flints, loads of slate. Machined, 17 179 17 344

2176 2177 Segment Seg through layer 2179 and 2177. 17 181 19 341

2177 2177 2176 Posthole
Cut

Only half of PH see due to clay layer (2179) being over the  the half  not in side the slot, semi-circ in plan, bowl in section, 
irregular sides slope 80 degrees to concave base. 3 fills.

0.4m 
N-S

0.3m 17 181 19 341

2178 2177 2176 Posthole
Fill

Top fill. Dark brown silt with mixed burnt clay areas and occ chalk flecks. 0.4m 
N-S

0.3m 17 181 19 341

2179 2179 2176 Layer Clay layer in area near well [2174], mid grey clay with occ chalk felck and flint inclusions. Same as (0747). 0.2m 
max

17 181 19 341

2180 2180 2173 Layer Dark brown silty sand layer with occ chalk flint directly below 0747 in seg [2173]. 17 340 0747

2181 2096 2181 Ditch 
Segment

Seg through ditch [2181] and linear [2095] also showing concrete above at edge of excavation. 270m
m N-

1.77m
E-W

max 
990m

18 177 18 343 351

2182 2096 2181 Ditch fill Upper fill. Silty 30% sand 70%, soft compaction, mid brown very orange. Occ -large flints max 150mm. See 2181 4 sketch 
drawrings.

770m
m<

1.77m
< E-

990m
m

18 18 343 2183

2183 2096 2181 Ditch fill Chalk slumping. Cream beige degrade chalk. Solid compaction. Occ small flints max 80mm. See 2181 4 sketch. 600m
m E-

200m
m

18 177 18 343 2182

2184 2096 2181 Ditch fill Lower fill. See 2181 for sketch. Siilty 40% sand 60%. Mid brown very orange. Soft compaction. Occ cmall pebbles max 
30mm. Rare charcoal. Rare chalk flecks.

640m
m E-

140m
m

18 177 18 343 2183

2185 2177 2176 Posthole
Fill

Mid fill, light grey cream chalk fill with very very freq chalk flecks in a light brown sandy material. 0.15m 17 181 19 341

2186 2177 2176 Posthole
Fill

Basal fill, mid dark brown silt fill with patches of burnt clay occ charcoal felck, occ chalk flint and very occ flint inclusions. 0.15m 17 181 17 341

2187 2187 Pit Cut Oval, alignment is S-N. 0.50m 0.90m 0.35m 19 178 19 350

2188 2187 Pit Fill Mid grey brown silty sandy clay. Occ chalk charcoal flecks and small stones. 19 178 19 350

2189 2007 Pit Fill Mid brown clayey sandy silt moderate compaction. 0.34m 19 180 19 349

2190 2008 Pit Fill Mid brown silty sand fill. Loose compaction. 0.30m 19 180 19 349

2191 2013 P'pipe 
fill

Mid brown sandy silt with few charcoal flecks. 20 184 20 358 2215 L12th-
14th C

4

2192 2192 Posthole
Cut

Small ph. 0.36m 0.14m 20 184 20 358 2194

2193 2192 Posthole
Fill

Mid orangey brown sandy silt. 20 184 20 358

2194 2194 Pit Cut Probably same as pit [2043]. 20 184 20 358 4

2195 2194 Pit Fill Mid grey brown sandy silt. 20 184 20 358 L12th-
14th C

4

2196 2196 Linear 
feature

Linear pit only partially exposed in SE corner of ex. Under buildings. Linear in plan, cruved sides and flat base. Running SW-
NE. located south of  Ph, [2024] and pit [2022]. Possible ditch.

0.65m
NW -

0.96m 0.21m 18 177 18 353

2197 2196 Linear 
feature,

Grey mid brown slightly clayey silty sand. Mod chalk. Mod sub -ang and rounded stones 80mm x 60mm - small. Mod animal 
bone, occ CBM. Occ charcoal. Mod - soft compaction.

18 177 18 353
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2198 2013 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown clayey sandy silt. 20 184 20 358 L16th-
17th C

2199 2095 2181 Linear 
feature

Upper fill of linear [2095] within seg 2181. See 2181 for sketch. Crumbly chalky 60% silt 40% .mod firm compaction. Occ 
flint max 60mm.

280m
m< E-

260m
m

18 177 18 343 (2200
)

2200 2095 2181 Linear 
feature

Lower fill. See 2181 for sketch. Silty 70% sandy 10% clay 20%. Mid to dark brown. Rare charcoal. 300m
m E-

140m
m

18 177 18 343

2201 2201 2253 2205 Pit Cut Oval steep sided flat bottomed. 0.80m 0.90m 0.45m 19 178 19 352 2203 6

2202 2201 2205 Pit Fill Mid grey brown chalky clayey silty sand. Freq chalk lumps. Occ stones. 19 178 19 352

2203 2203 2205 Pit Cut Sub rectangular steep sided flat bottomed. See section drawing. 0.80m 1m 0.43m 19 178 19 352 2201

2204 2203 2205 Pit Fill Pit fill, mid grey brown clayey chalky silty sand. Freq chalk lumps. Occ stones. 19 178 19 352

2205 2205 section SE-NW section through pits 2201 and 2203.

2206 2206 Segment Showning relationship between 2207 and 2208 and 2209. 19 183 19 356 357

2207 2207 Pit Cut Irreg-circ in plan. U shape in section. Flat base. Shallow pit. 1.2m 
(NE-

0.2m 19 183 19 356 357

2208 2208 Pit Cut Circ in plan. U section. Concave base. 0.6m 
SW-

0.63m
SE

0.3m 19 183 19 356 357 2209

2209 2209 Pit Cut Sub-circ in plan, u shaped sec. Flat base. 0.56m
N-S

0.5m 
E-W

0.12m
max

19 183 19 356 2207 2208

2210 2207 Pit Fill Mid brownish grey sand silt. Occ chalk fleck (~7%). Fairly compact. 1.2m 
NE-

0.2m 19 183 19 357

2211 2208 Pit Fill Mid greyish brown silty sand. Occ charcoal (<5%) occ chalk fleck. Quite Compact. 0.6m 
SW-

0.63m
SE-

0.3m 
max

19 183 19 356

2212 2209 Pit Fill Mid reddy greyish brown silty sand. Occ chalk fleck (<5%). Slighlty compact. 0.56m
N-S

0.5m 
E-W

0.12m
max

19 183 19 356

2213 2015 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Occ chalk flecks. Circ, rounded bottom, sloping sides. Detected. 0.35m 0.15m 15 182 15 354

2214 2016 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown clayey silty sand. Occ chalk flecks and small stones. Detected. 0.50m 0.60m 0.18m 15 182 15 355

2215 2215 Posthole
Cut

Small post hole. 20 184 20 358 2192

2216 2215 Posthole
Fill

Light grey brown sandy silt. 20 184 20 358

2217 2003 Posthole
Fill

Mid brown silty sand fill. 16 185 16 359

2218 2218 2276 2225 Pit cut Initially looked like  E-W running ditch or a then extraction pit. Extent cannot be seen due to being cut by lots of other 
extraction pits. Rectangular in plan. Irreg sq cut in sec, south side slopes 85 degrees to flat base, north side is steped from a 
concave 70 degrees slope to a 90 degrees slope to base.

1.8m 
N-S

1.1m 
max

20 185 20 361 5

2219 2218 2276 2225 Pit Fill Top fill. Light orange brown silty sand fill with very occ chalk fleck. Occ flint and occ charcoal inclusions. 1.8m 
N-S

0.6m 20 186 20 361 15th-
16th C

2220 2218 2276 2225 Slump 
fill

Slump fill on North side of pit. Mixed degraded chalk and yellow orange sand fill 90% chalk lumps and dust 10% sand. Occ 
flint inclusions. Fairly compact.

0.8m 
N-S

0.2m 
max

20 186 20 361

2221 2218 2276 2225 Pit Fill Slump fill on south side of pit. Mixed degraded white yellow grey chalk in a yellow sand matrix. 90% chalk lumps and dust, 
fairly compact.

0.85m
N-S

0.2m 20 186 20 361

2222 2218 2276 2225 Pit Fill Slump fill on south side of pit. Silty sand fill. Light mid brown orangey brown colour. Occ chalk fleck, occ flint inclusions. 0.7m 
N-S

0.13m
max

20 186 20 361 Mid 12th-
Mid 13th

2223 2218 2276 2225 Pit Fill Basal fill. Chalk lump fill in a chalk dust and light yellow sand matrix. Fairly large 0.08m lumps of chalk 95% with chalk dust 
and sand filling. Mod flint inclusions.

1.07m
N-S

0.32m
max

20 186 20 361

2224 2224 Wall/str
ucture

Flint and moratr with red brick and tile frags running E-W along northern site edge. Bedded on a thin 0.3m thick layer of white 
chalk. Only approx 0.12m height remaining. 0.40m wide. Length remained approx 0.7m but machined at both ends.

0.40m appro
x

0.12m TST 18 360

2225 2225 2225 Segment See sheet 186 20 361 20

2226 2226 2225 Pit Cut Large pit, flat chalk base with steep near vertical sides. 20 186 20 361 2234

2227 2226 2225 Pit Fill Mid brown sandy silt with occ chalk flecks and stones. 20 186 20 361

2228 2228 2225 Ditch 
cut

Roughly semi -circ in section, unknown in plan, probably cut by pit [2226] base is concave. 20 186 20 361

2229 2228 2225 Ditch fill Mid brown sandy silt mixed with red sand. 20 186 20 361

2230 2230 Pit Cut Sq plan, sq sec, flat base. Cut on north side by [2098]. 0.45m
N-S

~0.6m 19 187 19 342 2098

2231 2230 Pit Fill Mid reddy brown silty sand. Slightly loose. 0.45m
N-S

~0.6m 19 187 19 342

2232 2232 Linear 
feature

u shaped, flat base, runs N-S cut by [2098]. Shallow linear. Cut by T.T L ? Cut by [2098]. ~0.2m 19 187 19 363 2098
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2233 2232 Linear 
feature

Mid browny orangey red silty sand. Slightly compact. Cut by T.T, L ? Cut by [2098]. ~0.2m

2234 2234 2225 Pit Cut Extraction pit. Dimensions of it not exactly known. Base is roughly flat. 20 186 20 361

2235 2234 Pit Fill Fill is striated with layers of red silty sand, mid brown sandy silt and chalk bands, loosely compacted. 20 186 20 361

2236 2236 ph CUT Circ in plan, ushaped sect. Concave base. Unknown trunc. 0.12m 0.12m 0.32m 19 187 19 364 2232

2237 2236 Posthole
Fill

Mid grey brown sandy silt. Chalk fleck (< 10%) quite compact. 0.12m 0.12m 0.32m 19 187 19 364

2238 2238 Large 
Pit cut

Large extraction pit. Cutting all surrounding features. Not excavated due to being modern and no time. 4m + 
N-S

3m 
visible

20 186

2239 2239 2239 See sheet. 20 20 367

2240 2240 2239 Pit Cut Large vertical sided flat based pit. 0.82m 20 367 2242

2241 2240 2239 Pit Fill Light brown chalky sandy silt with chalk flecks near base loose compaction. Vertical slanted tip line- later fill at north end. 
Machined.

20 367

2242 2242 2239 pit cut Roughly semi-circ pit. Semi-circ in sec, unknown in plan. Flat base. 2.70m
N-S

0.65m 20 367 2246 6

2243 2242 2239 Pit Fill Mid grey sandy silt fill with bands of chalk lumps. Same as [1592]. 20 367

2244 2244 2239 Near semi-circ pit in sec.plan shape of pit unknown. Curved , concave base. 20 367

2245 2244 2239 Pit Fill Mid brown sandy silt with mixed sandy pockets and root disturbance. 20 367

2246 2246 2239 Pit Cut Deep semi-circ pit, not visible in plan. 20 367 2242 7

2247 2246 pit fill Mid brown sandy silt. 20 367 L18th C- 
1880

2248 Layer Layer from which the majority of metal detedtor finds were recovered. Immediately below topsoil mainly in NW corner of site 
but identified elsewhere. Only features filled with chalk and CBM packing - thoses thought to be associated with the cattle 
market can a can be positively see to cut it. ealry post med and med features only ID'ed once this has been removed.

Remains of a possible 
medieval topsoil/ploughsoil.

2249 2250 wall Bonded mixed flint and brick wall running east west  contiuantion of wall 0957 part of stable 2250. Wall retained and used in 
later 19th century building.

2250 2250 building Stable on street frontage not on the late warren map built between 1791 and 1808.

2251 2251 building Late 19th century cellared building built off the N and S wall of stable 2250. Floor associated with 2251 seal west wall of 2250 mid-late 
C19th

2252 2251 wall brick wall part of 2251 west edge of the cellar built off remains of 2250

2253 2253 2253 post 
alignme

Alignment of postholes running sw-ne. Property boundary between plots on St  Andrews St. Alignment as shown on 1747 
Warren map,  latered straightened to run at more of a right angle to the road. Made up of phs'  0248, 0250, 0252, 0261,0263, 
0265, 0410, and posiibly 2201 and 2049 dioveds plots 6 and  7

2254 2254 2254 post 
alignme

Alignment of posts running sw-ne. divides along the centre line the plot immediatley south of 1828 cattle market. Divides plots 
4 and 5

2255 2255 2255 building Group number assigned during post excavation. Earliest phase of building remains in plot imediately north of the substation 
site, consists of fragments of rubble wall (0850 and 0851) and two areas of burning/possible hearths 0856 and bf o at , for s

5

2256 2256 building group number issued during post ex. For early building evidence in plot 9

2257 2257 post 
alignme

dispersed row of posthole boundary between plots 2 and  3

2258 post 
alignme

row of 19 postholes divides plots 5 and 6

2259 post 
alignme

row of posthole at the south end of Building 0953 includes posts  0964 0962 0960 0967 0376 0374 0575 0412 0509 0513 0592

2260 wall N-S Wall part of the boundary between the building in pot 5 and the 1823 cattle market. Wall made up of thtree phases of built 
0299, 0299/0943 and 2260. Length 2260 thought to be the earliest made up of bonded flint with a high proportion of Abbey 
stone. Otherwise undated. 0954 a later attachment.

2261 2098 ditch cut N-S running large ditch? Liners feature in plan but excavated sections suggests a string of very deep 1.6m+  pits. Suggest 
continuation of 2098 excavated north of sub-station, possibly line of west edge of town ditch

2262 2098 section Excavated section through 2261 within the substation site

2263 0871 pit cut Larger of two shafts under 0871

2264 0871 pit cut Smaller of two shafts under 0871

2265 layer Small rectilinear area of burning adjacent to 0856 within plot 7. Thin patch of burnt clay  and charcoal.  Identified at the base 
of the soil profile and overlies sunsoil only possible associated with bonded masonry structure 0854. 0854 possible fire back to 
hearth.

0.25m 1m 11 89
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2266 0851 fireplace Fragments of a structured hearth constructed against the north face of wall 0851 close to the road frontage in plot 7. 
Truncated by modern disturbance that run along street edge. Rubble wall construction of brick fragments in lime mortar, in 
conjunction with spread of burnt clay.

11 89

2267 group 
no

Group no for medival extraction pits found below layer ???? In the are of the former settling house (north esat corner of the 
main site)

2268 group 
posthole

alignment of posthole in plot 7 comprises phs 0231 0230 0235 0406 0471 0488 0219 0215

2269 slot linears depression cutting the edge of hearth feature 0860 in plot 7

2270 structure small square 4-posted structure in the north west corner of plot 9

2271 post 
alignme

alignment of three similarly filled postholes forming the north boundary of plot 9

2272 post 
alignme

plot division sub-dividing rear yards in plot 9

2273 post 
alignme

row of post re-alignment of north plot 9 boundary

2274 pots 
alignme

row of post between plots 4 and 5 made up of ph's 1813, 1815, 1873, 1877, 1902, 1898, 1897, 1879

2275 cellar deep rectangular pit within plot 8, lined with bonded brick on the north east and west side and bonded flint on the south edge. 
4.5 x 2.7m and 1.2m deep
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Appendix 3.      BSE 252 Finds quantities  
Ctxt Pottery  CBM  Fired clay Clay pipe  Pmedbottle Iron nails  Animal bone  Shell Miscellaneous Pot date 
 No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g   
0002     1 2545                             
0004     14 760         1 2                 
0029     2 4778                             
0100 1 8 1 39     1 8     1 8 1 2     Slag 1-71g PMED 
0103 1 3 3 115     1 3                   MED 
0105     10 241                 70 132         
0108 4 22 3 115                 3 43       MED 
0201     13 882             1 6 23 310 1 5     
0210 4 15 7 144                 10 30 1 5 Flint 2-8g PMED 
0212 3 51 24 740     1 2 1 3 1 12 11 79 2 14 PMWGl 1-2g PMED 
0214 2 78 77 2552     5 20     3 55 11 80 2 12 Mortar 17-1378g, Stone 2-

155g 
PMED 

0216                         1 3 1 2     
0220     2 23                 1 2 1 8     
0225     2 36                             
0236 1 65             1 3               PMED 
0254     1 26     2 12         1 17         
0256     2 42                 2 4         
0260     6 1564     1 7         2 66         
0268 2 33 15 624                           PMED 
0272 1 8 1 69     1 8         2 9       MED 
0274 1 6                         1 15   MED 
0277                         1 9         
0279     3 147                 1 8         
0283     4 34                             
0290     3 10                             
0295 1 16 1 19                           PMED 
0296     1 3     1 3         3 1         
0298 4 73 1 38         6 128             PM WGl 2-5g PMED 
0302             3 15     1 15             
0310 1 7 2 54                           MED 
0312                 2 10             Bt flint 1-35g, PM WGl 2-5g   
0316 1 8 2 57                 1 6       MED 
0318 1 2 1 18                           MED 
0320                             1 38     
0324     1 12     1 2         2 2 60 98 PMWGl 1-2g   
0327 1 5                     2 2       MED 
0334                     8 11 7 3         
0340 2 7 5 23     3 16                 Coal 2-36g (disc) PMED 
0344 1 4 1 48                 3 51       PMED 
0346     2 26                             
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Ctxt Pottery  CBM  Fired clay Clay pipe  Pmedbottle Iron nails  Animal bone  Shell Miscellaneous Pot date 
 No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g   
0348     1 19                             
0350 2 18 1 502                           PMED 
0354 4 20 4 83     1 3     2 9 10 137 2 19   PMED 
0355 13 239 53 1435     14 60 9 176 4 71 31 366 3 14   PMED 
0358     1 5     1 3         4 59 10 31     
0369 1 14 2 34                 6 73 1 14     
0372     18 1457                             
0375     1 36                             
0377     1 42                             
0381     2 20                     1 20     
0385     5 109     1 4         2 15 2 3     
0387 1 26 2 17                           PMED 
0390     4 136                             
0396 11 218                         1 3   PMED 
0397 3 133 13 1178     2 5     1 10 11 220 1 6   PMED 
0398 11 170 13 1575     85 476 2 9 6 214 29 142 2 10 PM WGl 2-7g PMED 
0399 19 898 8 1239     20 135     1 14 7 100     Coal 1-32g (disc) PMED 
0400 2 120 10 1808     6 56     1 9 2 64       PMED 
0401 1 2 2 167     2 16                   PMED 
0402 21 287 11 385     35 80     3 67 12 420     PM WGl 8-11g PMED 
0405             1 9                 Coal 1-13g (disc)   
0407     2 85             1 14             
0409 4 72 10 482             1 3         PM WGl 2-5g PMED 
0411 1 82 4 649         1 2             Stone 1-390g PMED 
0426     3 184                             
0432     3 103             1 17 15 35     Mortar 1-35g   
0434     5 77                             
0436     2 26                             
0440     1 19                 1 8         
0442     13 3613                 2 9         
0447 1 43         1 5                   PMED 
0456 7 278                               PMED 
0462 2 23 1 56     1 4                   PMED 
0463 13 255 11 2112                 7 131       PMED 
0464 6 129 7 2600     1 3         2 31       PMED 
0465 2 27 2 381     1 7         1 5       PMED 
0467 1 17 1 78                           PMED 
0470 152 9913 3 268     1 4 5 901     2 5     PM WGl 4-22g PMED 
0472 1 94 10 630             1 10     2 8   PMED 
0477     4 124                 2 33         
0478 2 26 2 96                 2 49       PMED 
0479 1 4 2 29         1 3     1 35       MED 
0481 1 8 3 113                 1 9       PMED 
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Ctxt Pottery  CBM  Fired clay Clay pipe  Pmedbottle Iron nails  Animal bone  Shell Miscellaneous Pot date 
 No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g   
0489     3 47                             
0495 1 5         1 3         7 79       MED 
0498 5 26 2 28                 2 4 3 42   PMED 
0500     4 139             1 10         Slag 1-41g   
0510 1 2                               MED 
0512     1 6                             
0514     1 4                             
0516     1 20                             
0518 3 23         1 4                   MED/PM

ED 
0521     4 84                 62 241         
0523 1 24 26 797             1 10           PMED 
0525 2 2 15 274         1 85 1 17           MED/PM

ED 
0527 1 4 32 1527 1 5                     Mortar 8-54g PMED 
0532 1 2 9 357         17 37               PMED 
0533 65 1734 30 1647     1 15 12 1997     6 229 2 32   PMED 
0535 2 7 2 55                 1 12       MED 
0537     1 17                 5 41 1 2     
0543 5 114 10 564                 14 157 3 20   PMED 
0548 4 34 5 60                 9 68 1 7   MED/PM

ED 
0554 1 10 1 30     1 2                   PMED 
0555     1 135                             
0557 3 57 4 841 6 846             1 7     Mortar 1-339g, St 2-432g PMED 
0562 2 13 2 86                 2 3       MED 
0563 1 6     1 6             1 3 2 12   MED 
0586         8 10             4 33         
0588             2 11                     
0591 1 9                     3 20 1 5   MED 
0595 3 54         1 3 1 29             PM WGl 1-79g PMED 
0597 1 9     5 452                     Slag 1-292gg PMED 
0598         10 924                         
0601     1 28                 6 43 1 23     
0603 3 18 11 105                 3 14       PMED 
0609 1 9 18 584     1 4 30 174     1 8     Slag 20-643g PRE 
0619     1 63                             
0621 1 4 2 12                 3 33       PMED 
0624     5 115                             
0628     5 68                             
0630 1 4 1 46                 1 2     Flint 1-7g MED 
0632 124 7348 14 1405     3 18 4 70     2 33 1 104 PMWGl 1-4g PMED 
0648 2 31                               MED 
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Ctxt Pottery  CBM  Fired clay Clay pipe  Pmedbottle Iron nails  Animal bone  Shell Miscellaneous Pot date 
 No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g   
0650     13 228     1 4                     
0653 1 45 9 202             2 24           PMED 
0654     15 567                 2 4         
0656 2 32 3 122     3 9     1 9 1 3 1 12   PMED 
0657 7 321 21 620     3 14         4 100       PMED 
0667                                 Flint 1-29g   
0669 1 15 1 137                 3 190       PMED 
0671 7 378 7 428             6 67 30 779 1 6 Mortar 1-32g MED/PM

ED 
0677 1 8                     1 18       PMED 
0679 2 18                     2 7       PMED 
0683     2 47                 1 8         
0685     3 81                 1 12         
0704 1 6                     7 72       PMED 
0706     37 2961             1 65 3 11 1 2     
0708 19 553 5 297                 4 15 1 10   PMED 
0712 1 2 3 59                 1 1 1 2   MED/PM

ED 
0718 1 15 4 174             1 23 2 3       MED 
0720 3 25                               MED 
0729                                     
0746 30 1818 1 44                         Flint 2-9g PMED 
0754 1 20 2 109                           PMED 
0755 24 3343 8 376     57 476 3 16     9 224 1 9 Stone 1-19g PMED 
0798     2 85                 15 257     Mortar 1-13g,PM WGl 14-

53g 
  

0799 1 34 4 164                 2 20       PMED 
0802 1 3 7 100                 1 4       MED 
0804 2 9 2 51                 2 10       MED 
0811     2 161                             
0813     2 29                 7 138 1 3     
0814     2 48                 48 386         
0819                         1 9         
0822                         2 43         
0824     5 107                             
0836 5 234 7 710                           PMED 
0844 3 177         1 2                   PMED 
0852 4 45 8 1284     7 42 2 18 1 8 2 34       PMED 
0857 43 1517                               PMED 
0858 1 45 1 443         10 1186               PMED 
0859                 8 753         1 8     
0876     4 220                             
0879     2 205                             
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Ctxt Pottery  CBM  Fired clay Clay pipe  Pmedbottle Iron nails  Animal bone  Shell Miscellaneous Pot date 
 No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g   
0881 1 10 6 214                     1 2   MED 
0883 3 21 12 1305     9 50 2 33 3 123 3 26 2 3   MED/PM

ED 
0886 2 14 9 375     6 30 1 109 3 45 1 3 2 19   PMED 
0888 1 17 7 51             1 13         Coal 1-3g (disc) PMED 
0894 1 5 10 859 3 204                     Stone 1-463g PMED 
0895 1 14 17 1044                           PMED 
0896     6 1235                         Mortar 1-123g   
0897     6 465             1 15             
0898 4 91 11 730     1 6         2 40     Mortar 1-83g PMED 
0900     2 4911                             
0902     2 36                 1 9         
0904                         1 19         
0906         1 63                         
0908     3 122                             
0910     1 2605                             
0912     2 144                 1 8         
0917     34 1625 3 165             4 15 3 18 Bt flint 1-536   
0917 1 7 11 1358                 7 23 2 2   PMED 
0930     1 51                             
0932     2 59                             
0934     14 808     1 7                     
0938 2 19 46 1901     3 8 1 11 3 34 4 12     PM WGl 28-42g PMED 
0939     4 174 1 24 1 8             1 7 Mortar 1-5g   
0956     1 2751                             
0958 16 68 5 91     1 5     8 123 17 141         
0962     3 160         1 4             Mortar 8-98g   
0975     9 1158     1 11 4 43 1 22             
0980 15 364 6 5194         3 445     18 327     Sone 1-3535g PMED 
0982     1 33                 2 58         
0983     6 1862     1 6         1 17 1 25     
0984 9 292 7 2869     1 3         9 329 2 17   PMED 
0986                         53 469 39 325     
0994                         1 2 1 4     
1519     1 33             1 9             
1521     1 11                             
1541 10 134 7 1738     5 49 6 83 5 121 17 321 20 141   PMED 
1542 1 2 9 265                           PMED 
1552 15 865 28 1833     32 257     2 10 12 299 3 16   PMED 
1554 1 19 5 289     16 123         5 85 7 61   PMED 
1562                                     
1576     2 74     4 20         2 13         
1577     2 162     2 8         25 105         
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 No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g   
1578     2 746                         Stone 1-225g   
1579             1 6                     
1580                                 PMWGl 1-2g   
1581 2 21                     3 8 2 34   MED 
1593     1 94                             
1601                         3 77 3 26     
1604                         3 59         
1606                 1 12     1 4 5 29     
1610 1 9                               MED 
1615                     1 11             
1616 1 17 2 38                 2 9     Bt flint 7-91g PMED 
1675     3 43                 1 26 30 10     
1678     1 11                 1 8         
1700                         1 2     Slag 1-5g   
1714     2 5819                             
1720 5 32 1 6             1 10 7 272 4 33   MED 
1744 4 56 7 305                 518 12720     Bt flint 1-3g MED 
1752 1 11 5 108                 1 1 1 7 Flint 5-201g MED 
1757 3 42 7 131     1 3     2 25 4 25     PMWGl 2-2g PMED 
1760 1 20 20 1139                           PMED 
1762     1 3583                             
1764 1 2 4 124       4         20 16 1 5 Slate 2-12 (disc) MED 
1769     5 93                 1 9     Slag 1-91g   
1770 2 9 17 1012 1 60 1 4 2 49 1 6     2 15 Stone 1-215g PMED 
1782     1 3095                             
1783     1 3421                             
1784     2 2858                             
1785     1 2955                             
1786     2 4559                             
1787     1 4126                             
1791     4 69                         Flint 4-11g PMED 
1795     4 148                 11 317         
1809 3 39 6 123     1 4                 Slag 1-32g MED 
1834     1 121 13 101             1 4         
1835 3 13     1 5         1 2         Flint 1-2g MED/PM

ED 
1838     2 12                 7 23     Flint 2-4g, Bt flint 1-3g   
1839                             1 7     
1843 7 75 27 1631 1 5             27 390 12 109 Flint 4-48g, Bt flint 1-38g,St 

1-417g 
MED 

1856 5 82     9 140             2 13 1 20   MED/PM
ED 

1883     2 16                 1 1         
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Ctxt Pottery  CBM  Fired clay Clay pipe  Pmedbottle Iron nails  Animal bone  Shell Miscellaneous Pot date 
 No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g   
1887     3 438                 6 155 2 18     
1891 1 3 5 1037                 6 177 1 5 Mortar 1-116g PMED 
1893 1 16 27 656 6 69         4 19 667 1129   1621 Slag 1-16g, Stone 1-47g OTHER 
1895 20 15 5 23                 1 2     Bt flint 1-10g, Stone 1-16g PMED 
1906 2 29 4 138     1 5         1 9       MED 
1912                         1 24         
1913                         200 2057         
1915                         184 911         
1920     2 3108     1 4 5 62             PMWGl 3-4g   
1923     2 63                 21 281     Bt flint 1-37g   
1931 19 377 3 3225     1 15 7 454     4 108       PMED 
1935 1 9                     1 2 8 15   MED 
1936     1 2957                             
1938     2 2080                             
1939     2 237         2 362             Stone 1-623g   
1945     7 171                 3 41         
1949 1 1 7 108                 35 71     Flint 1-1g, Bt flint 1-29g PMED 
1952 1 3                     1 1       MED 
1961 3 29 3 141                 2 68 1 21   MED 
1965     1 50                 1 6         
1967     16 292 2 91             1 6     Mortar 1-39g, Slag 1-18g   
1969     9 240     1 6                     
1971 5 222 5 2285                 11 253 7 56 Mortar 1-98g PMED 
1972 1 8 1 91                         Mortar 1-246g PMED 
1974     2 473                 11 666 1 17     
1976 90 47 32 2714                 420 455 3 19   MED 
1978     5 320             1 14 7 102         
2018     7 287                             
2027     1 263                             
2029 3 148 11 693                 20 564     Mortar 1-141g PMED 
2031 1 78                     2 88       PMED 
2036     1 2684                             
2065     3 70             3 46 1 13         
2076     2 13                         Stone 1-27g   
2085                     1 45 3 8         
2089     2 50                 1 14         
2091     12 161 3 98                 1 7     
2100                         21 40         
2102 1 6 2 391                           MED 
2106 1 9 2 58                           PMED 
2110     2 27                             
2117 2 96 1 37                 72 1600       MED 
2126     22 592                 3 307         
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Ctxt Pottery  CBM  Fired clay Clay pipe  Pmedbottle Iron nails  Animal bone  Shell Miscellaneous Pot date 
 No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g No Wt/g   
2133     1 2819                             
2134     1 3223                             
2135     1 2696                             
2143     1 3         1 52 1 19             
2144     1 3153                             
2150 3 250                               MED/PM

ED 
2153     1 9                             
2156     1 22                 1 6         
2157     1 48                         Mortar1-44g   
2162     2 44                             
2166     4 475                 10 675 3 32     
2167 3 54 16 2370                         Stone 1-452g PMED 
2168     12 1513     2 4         3 188 1 3     
2171     1 1307                         Stone 1-3515g   
2175     5 53             10 88             
2182                         2 19         
2189     1 3                 1 12 1 5     
2190     1 39                 6 103         
2191 1 2 1 9             1 6           MED 
2195 1 4                               MED 
2197     3 70                 4 350         
2198 1 2 7 320             1 6           PMED 
2213     1 103                             
2214                     1 27             
2217 1 23                               PMED 
2219 7 123                         38 0   MED 
2222 1 16                               MED 
2232 3 33 6 212         1 19               PMED 
2241     3 547                             
2243     1 326     2 26                 Stone 1-209g   
2247 1 113                               PMED 
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BSE 252 Pottery spotdates         Appendix 4.1

Contex
t

Ceramic period Fabric Form Decoration No of 
sherds

Weight Abra
sion

Soo
ting

Bur
nt

Resid
ue

Illustrat
e

Comments Overall context 
spotdate

Diagnostic cpipe 
date

0100 PM GRE BODY 1 8 16th-18th C 1 bowl, 1730-80

0103 M MCW BODY 1 3 Buff fab w grey 
core,mic and sparse 
cal/shell

L12th-14th C

0108 M MCW CP/JAR 1 15 S Neckless type, 13th-
14th C

0108 M BMCW BODY 3 8 S R 13th-14th C

0210 PM IGBW BODY 1 4

0210 PM GRE JAR? 2 9 Cordonned rim

0210 PM LMT BODY 1 2 R 16th-18th C

0212 PM GRE JAR? 1 37

0212 PM REFW BOWL? 1 1

0212 PM LMT BODY 1 12 ?19th C unless intrusive

0214 PM GRE BOWL 1 69 A Or panchion

0214 PM FREC BODY 1 9 1550-1700

0227 PM CREA BODY 1 3

0227 PM LPME FLOP 2 29 1740-1880

0236 PM PMRW PIP/JAR 1 65 A Handle scar, has calc. 
Pipkin, jar or cauldron

16th-18th C

0268 PM GRE BODY 1 9

0268 PM BORDY PIP 1 25 1550-1700

0272 M BMCW BODY 1 8 L12th-14th C

0274 PM LMTC? BODY 1 6 15th-16th C

0295 PM IGBW BODY 1 16 16th-18th C

0298 PM YELW BODY 1 6 L18th-19th C

0298 PM ENGS BODY 2 60

0298 PM CREA BODY 1 8

0310 M UPG BODY 1 8 Like GRIM but not, nor 
GRIL. Sandy red w 
olive glaze

L12th-14th C

0316 M BCSW BODY 1 8 A L12th-14th C

0318 M GRIM BODY IRON 1 2 13th-14th C
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0327 M BMCW BODY 1 5 1 S Like BSW L12th-14th C

0340 PM GRE BODY 1 5 A

0340 PM DUTR? BODY 1 2 16th century

0344 PM DUTR BODY 1 4 15th-17th C

0350 PM GRE BODY 1 13

0350 PM IGBW BODY 1 3 16th-18th C

0354 PM PMRW BODY 1 5 Corrugated, mug or 
tankard

0354 PM PMRW BODY 1 6 Fine mic redware w red 
grog, see Cotter 192

1675-1850

0354 PM PMRW BODY 1 5 Fine central Essex type, 
unglazed, micaceous

0354 PM FREC JUG? 1 4

0355 PM PORC? BASE BW 1 49 R Porcelain ?re-used L18th-19th C

0355 PM ENGS BASE 1 21 Corrugated, ?Staffs, late

0355 PM ENGS BODY 1 28

0355 PM LPME BODY 2 21

0355 PM SPEC JAR 1 23

0355 PM BBAS BODY 1 5 Black stoneware, not 
basalts

0355 PM PMRW JAR/CIS
T?

1 58 Corrugated rim, poss 
plant pot

0355 PM PEARL DISH BW 1 6 TPW

0355 PM REFW BODY 1 1

0355 PM BORD? BOWL? 1 9 Not really, v similar, 
finer fabric

0355 PM IGBW BODY 2 16 A R Late

0358 M HFW BODY 1 8 Non-mic variant, 
slipped & copper glaze

M12th-M13th C

0369 PM GRE BODY 1 14 Speckle glaze type, L17th-18th C

0387 M BMCW CP/JAR 1 26 A S Thickened rim L12th-14th C

0396 PM SPEC CUP 7 63 Rim & base sherds

0396 PM ENGS BODY 1 6

0396 PM GRE DRIP 2 146 B

0396 PM GRE BODY 1 3 L17th-18th C
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0397 M BMCW CP/JAR 1 54

0397 PM GRE BOWL 2 78 Or panchion, flanged 16th-18th C

0398 PM GRE PIP 1 31 Lid-seated Ll17th-18th C

0398 PM GRE BODY 3 96

0398 PM STSL BODY 1 12 AA Slipware, elaborate 
orange & brown on 
cream

0398 PM TGE DISH BW 1 2 Mainly 1680-1710

0398 PM TGE C BODY 1 3 Plain

0398 PM ENGS BODY 1 9 Poss same vess as in 
0396

0398 PM SPEC BODY 2 7

0398 PM FREC BODY 1 8

0399 PM GRE BODY 2 23 L17th-18th C L17th C

0399 PM GRE BODY 5 91 R

0399 PM SPEC JUG 5 446

0399 PM GRE PIP 
TRIP

8 330 B External cordon

0400 PM SPEC MUG 1 59

0400 PM TGE BODY BW 1 60 R? Albarello? L17th-18th C 2nd half of 17th C

0401 PM IGBW MUG 1 2 A 16th-18th C Bowl 2nd half of 
17th C

0402 PM IGBW MUG 8 132 Or poss tyg

0402 PM SPEC BODY 7 79

0402 PM FREC JUG 1 21 Handle

0402 PM GRE BODY 5 54 L17th-18th C 7 bowls 2nd half of 
17th C

0409 PM LPME FLOP 2 40

0409 PM LPME? BODY 2 33 Unglazed, soft fine 
fabric ?Essex

18th-20th C

0411 PM GRE BASE 1 82 Flat base, worn 
externally

16th-18th C

0447 PM FREC JUG/BO
TT

1 43 Poss BART 1550-1700

0456 PM GRE BOWL 7 278 Also strap handles 16th-18th C
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0462 PM REFW BOWL BW 2 23 Scalloped rim, willow 
patt type, sim to Pearl

1770-1850

0463 PM REFW BODY 1 32 Poss vessel link w 0464 19th C

0463 PM REST JUG TPW 1 67 Yellow overglaze

0463 PM IRON JAR TPW 2 11

0463 PM IRON BODY TPW 1 2

0463 PM REFW CUP 1 7 Cup handle?

0463 PM REFW BOWL 4 21

0463 PM REFW DISH 1 10

0463 PM GRE BODY 2 102

0464 PM PEARL BOWL BW TPW 1 10 f foliate border

0464 PM CREA BOWL 1 44 Base with footring

0464 PM IRON BOWL 1 8

0464 PM IRON DISH 2 49

0464 PM CREA 
MOCH

BOWL? 1 18 Base & footring brown 
mocha 1780-1900

Prob 19th C

0465 PM CREA BOWL 2 27 Banded, poss mocha 1780-1900

0467 PM IRON DISH 1 17 Poss vess link with 0464 19th C

0470 PM VARIO
US

VARIO
US

177 10115 Large 19th C group, not 
catalogued

0472 PM GRE JUG 1 93 AA 16th-18th C

0478 PM GRE BODY 1 9 A

0478 PM ENGS BODY 1 18 17th-19th C

0479 M BMCW BODY 1 3 L12th-14th C

0481 PM GRE BODY 1 7 Essex type? Poss L17th 
C (Cotter 192)

16th-18th C

0495 M BMCW BODY 1 4 A S L12th-14th C

0498 M BCSW BODY 1 5

0498 PM PMRW BODY 1 4

0498 PM SWSG BODY 1 2

0498 M BMCW BODY 2 14 S B 18th C?

0510 M BMCW BODY 1 2 L12th-14th C

0518 M BMCW BODY 1 15 A S
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0518 M HFW1 BODY 2 9 w spl glaze, 1 poss 
Early Rded jug

M12th-M13th C

0523 PM GRE BODY 1 24 A 16th-18th C

0525 M EMW? BODY 1 1 Small sliver, less than 1 
g

0525 PM STSL BODY 1 2 L17th-18th C

0527 PM GRE/SP
EC

BODY 1 3 L17th-18th C

0532 PM SWSG BOWL/
CUP

1 2 18th C

0533 PM TGE C CPT 4 211

0533 PM SWSG BOWL 1 16 Beaded decoration

0533 PM SWSG TBOWL 1 72 Undecorated

0533 PM IGBW/G
RE

BODY INCD 5 117

0533 PM SWSG MUG 1 4

0533 PM SWSG BOWL 1 5 Small 18th C with some late 
17th C & even earlier

1 bowl 1730-80 
(initials)

0533 PM TGE BODY 16 159 Miscellaneous plain 
body sherds

0533 PM TGE DISH? BW 1 20 A Fence decoration

0533 PM TGE C BOWL BW 2 33

0533 PM TGE BOWL BW 3 54 3 joining, central 
decoration

0533 PM TGE BOWL 
DEEP

BW 1 43 Internal decoration

0533 PM TGE JAR BW 1 19 Albarello type

0533 PM STSL DISH PIE 3 210 Light brown slip

0533 PM SWSG BOWL 2 64 2 bases

0533 PM STSL DISH 0 52 Brown slip over 
embossed white

0533 PM STSL DISH PIE 5 151 Brown slip

0533 M GRIM/G
RIL

JUG 1 11 A Collared rim

0533 PM CHPO SAUC BW 5 39 Floral/foliate export type

0533 PM ENGS TANK INS 4 107 Or photo 2 inscribed & appd 
moulding of George
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0533 PM ENGS MUG 1 23 Mug or tankard of 
'gorges' type

0533 PM ENGS BODY 2 27

0533 PM TGE C PLATE 3 77 Widerimmed, last quart 
of 17th C

0533 PM NOTS BOWL/
CUP

1 4 Lathe turned decoration

0533 PM GRE JUG 2 185

0535 M BMCW? BODY 1 5

0535 PM DUTW 
BICR

BODY 1 2 Buff fabric 16th-E17th C

0543 PM KOLN/F
REC

DJUG 1 16 16th C

0543 PM LMT BODY 1 12

0543 PM DUTR CAUL 2 82

0543 M BMCW BODY 1 3 A

0548 M BCSW BODY 1 4

0548 PM SPEC BODY 1 1

0548 PM LMT BODY 1 8

0548 PM DUTR BASE 1 20 A Flat base of ?

0554 PM STSL CUP 1 10 Base of cup or mug L17th-18th C

0557 PM RAER BODY 1 11

0557 PM FREC BODY 1 12

0557 PM WNBC BASE 1 33 Flat base, poss jar, very 
worn

L16th-17th C

0562 M BSFW? BODY 1 6 S L12th-14th C

0562 M BMSW? BODY 1 6 A No shell on surface

0563 M BMCW BODY 1 6 L12th-14th C

0591 M BSFW BODY 1 9 L12th-14th C

0595 PM ENGS TANK? 3 54 Flat base, rilled

0597 PM LMT BODY 1 10 15th-16th C

0603 M GRIM? JUG THB 1 12 1550-1700

0603 PM FREC BODY 1 3

0603 M BMCW BODY 1 3 S
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0609 PRE FLIN BODY 1 9 Heavily flint tempered Undiagnostic later 
prehistoric

0621 PM IGBW BODY 1 4 16th-18th C

0630 M BMCW BODY 1 4 S L12th-14th C

0632 PM GRE BODY 14 298 Misc body sherds

0632 PM SPEC BODY 4 128

0632 PM GRE BOWL 3 142 POSS Rims of diff 
bowls/panchions

0632 PM SPEC JAR 7 191 Poss ?Late form, lid-seated

0632 PM CHPO BOWL POLY 1 7 saucer type w footring, 
red/green dec

0632 PM GRE CPT 0 786 Base & non joining 
sherds of CPT

0632 PM GRE CPT 8 474 POSS

0632 PM GRE CPT 4 158 POSS Green & orange glaze, 
joining sherds

0632 PM GRE CPT 6 774 POSS Base x 2 & rims of 1 or 
more cpts, 2 joining

0632 PM GRE BOWL 1 81 A

0632 PM GRE CPT 4 198 3 joining & handle, not 
much glaze

0632 PM TGE DISH BW 1 39

0632 PM SPEC BODY 1 39

0632 PM STSL DISH PIE 1 58 2 shades of brown slip

0632 PM PORC JUG 1 6 Plain, rilled, applied 
sprig

0632 PM CHPO? TBOWL 2 28 Faded floral decoration

0632 PM CHPO BODY BW 1 2

0632 PM TGE BODY BW 1 6

0632 PM TGE DISH BW 1 16 Faded, café au lait

0632 PM MOCH BODY 1 5 Green & brown frond

0632 PM STSL BODY 2 12

0632 PM GRE PIP? 1 10

0632 PM IRON JAR? 1 20 Stained

0632 PM PORC BASE 2 54 Plain

0632 PM SWSG MUG 2 40 Mug or straight sided jug
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0632 PM SWSG DISH 2 21 Bead & reel decoration

0632 PM SWSG JUG 1 54 Handle only

0632 PM SWSG JUG 
SMALL

1 81 Rim missing

0632 PM GRE CPT 1 99

0632 PM SWSG BODY/B
ASE

10 139 Misc sherds inc 2 bases

0632 PM SWSG BOWL 4 170 Plain deep bowl w 
footring

0632 PM LPME FLOP 1 164 Perforated at base

0632 PM GRE PANCH 10 1672 POSS Prob 2 vess, pouring lip 
& large diameter, 
joining sherds

0632 PM GRE DISH 2 481 POSS Wear marks on base & 
scrachmarks on upper 
surface

0632 PM GRE DISH 
DEEP

3 617 POSS Complete profile, 2 
joining

0632 PM GRE BODY 4 73 2nd half of 18th C -
check clay pipe

0632 PM GRE BOWL 1 70

0632 PM SWSG BOWL 3 21 Misc rim sherds

0648 M BMCW BODY 1 8 S L12th-14th C

0648 M BMCW BODY 1 24 A

0653 PM GRE BODY 1 45 A B 16th-18th C

0656 PM BISC? JAR? 1 9 Check fabric 16th-18th C

0656 PM GRE BODY 1 22

0657 PM TGE BODY 1 9

0657 PM SWSG BODY 1 3 18th C

0657 PM STSL DISH PIE 2 105

0657 PM REST TPOT 2 194 Applied sprig 'shepherd' 
dec

0657 PM GRE BODY 1 7

0669 PM IRON BODY BW 1 14 Floral TPW 19th C

0671 M UPG BODY 1 5

0671 M HFW? JUG INCD 1 31 Copper glaze, poss later
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0671 M BMCW BODY 1 10 S 16th-18th C or is GRE 
intrusive

0671 M BCSW BASE 1 32 A S Looks like GIPS!

0671 M BMSW? BODY 1 9 S

0671 PM GRE PANCH 2 291 16th-18th C

0677 PM FREC BODY 1 7 1550-1700

0679 PM GRE BODY 2 17 16th-18th C

0704 PM LMTE? JUG? 1 5 S Internal copper glaze 15th-16th C

0708 PM COLL BODY 4 55 16th C group

0708 PM COLL BODY 1 5 Col slip type M15th-
16th C

0708 PM GRE JAR? 1 28

0708 PM GRE BODY 8 136

0708 PM GRE JAR 1 206 Horizontal thumbed 
handle

0708 PM LMTE? BODY 1 13 16th-18th C

0708 PM LMTE? BODY 3 106 Fine, micaceous w int ld 
glaze

0712 PM LMT? BODY 1 2 Ung, mic reduced core 
Or colch

15th-16th C

0718 M BCSW? CP/JAR 1 14 AA Or MCW, oxid margin, 
grey core

L12th-14th C

0720 M BMCW BODY 2 20 S

0720 M BMCW? BODY 1 5 Very sandy L12th-14th C

0746 PM PMRW FLOP 2 369 YES Base w 1 perf, see 
Cotter p 215-217

Check other dating. 
?16th C or sl later

0746 M BMCW BOWL 1 14 A

0746 PM PMRW FLOP 28 1435 YES Perforated bse & rim. 
Dribbles of ext gl & sl 
slip

0754 PM GRE BODY 1 20 16th-18th C

0755 PM FREC JUG 1 182

0755 PM GRE BOWL? 1 14

0755 PM GRE JAR 1 8

0755 PM GRE PIP? 1 13 A Flanged, form 
unidentified

Late 17th C? Lots of bowls, 2nd 
half of the 17th C, 1 
w mulberr
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0755 PM IGBW MUG 4 19

0755 PM SPEC ST JAR? 1 2757 OR 
PHOTO

complete, 2 handled flat 
based container for 
plants? Glued

0755 PM GRE BODY 6 117

0755 PM FREC BODY 1 7 Cordonned jug

0755 PM FREC JUG 1 43 Base

0755 PM PMW FLOP 1 112 ?? Perforated base, white-
firing clay

0755 PM COLL BODY 1 48 A

0755 M BMCW BODY 1 11 A Sagging base

0799 PM PMRE JAR APD 1 33 ?St jar. Cotter p204 Fig 
140 No 84?

16th-18th C

0802 M STNE BODY 1 3 Oxid externally 850-1150 but check 
fabric

0804 M MCW BODY 1 3 A L12th-14th C

0804 M BMCW BODY 1 5 S

0836 PM GRE BOWL 4 195 All joining, comp 
profile, v worn internally

0836 PM GRE DISH 1 38 A 16th-18th C

0844 PM GRE BODY 1 24 A 16th-18th C

0844 PM PORC CUP POLY 1 7 Curly whirly handle

0844 PM LPME? ST JAR? APD 1 147 OR 
PHOTO

Applied acanthus 
leaves, bunghole or 
spout, unglazed

18th-19th C check clay 
pipe

0852 PM FREC BODY MED 2 23

0852 PM GRE BODY 1 15

0852 PM SPEC BODY 1 6 L17th C

0857 PM ENGS BOTT 39 1459 Minimum 4 soft drink 
bottles, includes 
stamped body sherds

19th C, check book for 
details

0857 PM CREA BODY 1 6 ?Mocha

0857 PM PEARL BOWL TPW 1 9 Base

0857 PM PORC DISH? POLY 1 3 19th century

0857 PM CREA BASE 1 7

0858 PM ENGS BOTT 1 45 19th C
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Ceramic period Fabric Form Decoration No of 
sherds

Weight Abra
sion

Soo
ting

Bur
nt

Resid
ue

Illustrat
e

Comments Overall context 
spotdate

Diagnostic cpipe 
date

0881 M BCSW BODY 1 10

0883 M BCSW BODY 1 5

0883 PM SPEC? BODY 1 6 B

0883 PM SPEC BODY 1 10 L17th-18th C

0886 PM GRE BODY 1 6 16th-18th C

0886 M BCSW BODY 1 8

0888 PM GRE BASE 1 17 A 16th-18th C

0894 PM GRE? BODY 1 5 B 16th-18th C

0895 PM WNBC JAR 1 14 AA L16th-17th C

0898 PM GRE BODY 1 4

0898 PM NOTS BASE 1 74 Poss bowl

0898 PM TGE C BODY 1 2 A

0898 PM CSTN BODY 1 9 18th C

0917 PM FREC JUG 1 8 Strap handle

0938 PM LMT BODY 1 11 A Fully oxidised, mic, 
unglazed

15th-16th C

0938 PM DUTR BOWL? 1 8 A

0958 M UPG JUG/CIS
T

1 8 AA Fine brown fabric, 16th 
C?

0958 PM TGE DISH BW 9 43 Sponged blue & white

0958 PM TGE C BOWL 5 15 Plain

0958 PM STSL CUP 1 1

0980 PM CREA DISH 4 121

0980 PM GRE BODY 2 71 A

0980 PM GRE BOWL 7 162

0980 PM CREA BOWL? 2 8 1740-1880

0984 PM ENGS MUG 2 54

0984 PM SPEC BOWL 4 165 POSS Shouldered lid-seated 
bowl

0984 PM TGE C DISH 3 71 L17th-18th C

1541 PM TGE C DISH 5 33 Same form as in 0984 
but not same vessel

L17th-18th C 2 bowls late 17th C

1541 PM GRE BASE 1 21

1541 PM GRE JAR 1 56 Storage jar?
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sherds

Weight Abra
sion

Soo
ting
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nt

Resid
ue

Illustrat
e

Comments Overall context 
spotdate

Diagnostic cpipe 
date

1541 PM SPEC BODY 1 10

1541 PM ENGS MUG 1 7 Poss same vess as in 
0984?

1541 PM STSL CUP? 1 6 Fragment of base

1542 PM IGBW BODY 1 2 16th-18th C

1552 PM GRE JAR 12 755 With fancy thumbed 
handle

1552 PM GRE? PIP 1 29 A reduced core, a bit 
dutch-looking

16th-17th C Good mulberry, sev 
bowls late 17th C

1552 PM COLL? BODY 1 62 Spots of glaze, sl 
reduced core

1552 PM GRE BODY 1 17

1554 PM GRE BODY 1 20 16th-18th C 1 earlier bowl, but 
late 17th C

1581 M BGW? BODY 1 6 13th-14th C?

1581 M BMCW CP/JAR 1 15 S Neckless jar

1610 M BMCW BODY 1 6 L12th-14th C

1616 PM GRE? BODY/B
ASE

1 18 Prob 16th C rather than 
later

16th-18th C

1720 LS/M STNE BODY 1 11 S

1720 M BMCW BODY 1 11 S But fine fabric

1720 M MCW BOWL 1 6 A Squared rim, type F1, 
prob 13th C

1720 M HFW BODY RED 2 5 2 joining, red slip stripe, 
M12th-M13th C

13th C

1744 M BMCW BODY 1 9 A Or MCW. In bag with 
2117

1744 M BMCW BOWL 1 10 Thickened rim

1744 M BMCW BODY APD 2 37 Has grog L12th-14th C

1752 M BMCW BODY 1 11 A S L12th-14th C

1757 PM GRE BODY 2 9 A

1757 PM LMT JUG 1 34 A Very abraded 16th C

1760 PM LMT BODY 1 20 Copper glaze 15th-16th C

1764 M HOLL BODY 1 2 L12th-14th C

1770 PM DUTR BODY 1 8 External grooving

1770 PM KOLN/F
REC

BODY 1 2 Sherd with buff fabric 
and cordon

16th C
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Weight Abra
sion

Soo
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nt

Resid
ue

Illustrat
e

Comments Overall context 
spotdate
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date

1809 PM DUTR? BODY 1 23 15th-16th C

1809 PM LMT? BODY 1 1

1809 M UPG BODY APD 1 10 AA B Sandy reduced fabric

1809 M BCSW BODY 1 3 A B Base sherd

1835 M BMCW BODY 1 8

1835 M BCSW? BODY 1 1 L12th-14th C

1835 M BMCW BODY 1 4

1843 M BMSW BOWL 1 21 A S Flat-topped everted, 
?13th C

1843 M BMCW? BODY 1 4 S

1843 M BCSW BODY 1 16 A S

1843 PM DUTR BODY 1 12 A

1843 PM LMT BODY 1 3

1843 M HFW BODY 1 2 A 15th-16th C

1843 PM DUTR BOWL 1 4

1856 M HFW BODY 1 8 Mid 12th-Mid 13th 
century

1856 M BCSW? BODY 1 16 A S R Internal white residue

1856 M BMCW CP/JAR 1 36 A S Flat topped, everted

1856 M BMCW BODY 1 15 A S

1856 M BSFW BODY 1 6 A

1891 PM CSTN CUP/MU
G

1 3 1480-1600

1893 PM MART? BODY 1 16 globular body sherd, 
fine brown fabric, 
strange sherd

1895 PM GRE BODY 1 14 16th-18th C

1906 M BMCW BODY 1 17 S

1906 PM LMT? JUG 1 12 A Lead glaze, poss earlier

1931 PM TGE A BOWL 3 45 A

1931 PM TGE BOWL BW 10 152 Banded with sponged 
blue dec

1931 PM TGE A CPT 5 169 17th-18th C 1 bowl, 1st half of 
18th C
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sion
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spotdate

Diagnostic cpipe 
date

1931 PM FREC/K
OLN

BODY 1 9

1935 M BMCW BODY 1 9 A L12th-14th C

1949 M TUDG CUP 1 1 Small rim sherd 1380-1500

1952 M MCW BODY 1 3

1961 M BMSW? BODY 1 8 A

1961 M HFW JUG 1 18 Plain pitted clear gl, 
?pear-shaped jug

Mid 12th-Mid 13th C

1961 M BMCW BODY 1 4

1971 PM COLL PIP? 3 93 3 joining, Colch slip? 
See Cotter p142 Fig 92 
No 136/138

15th-16th C

1971 PM LMT JAR? 2 129 R 2 joining, lge body 
sherds

1972 PM RAER/A
ACH

BODY 1 9 L15th-16th C

1976 M BSFW? BODY 1 5

1976 M DEVS JUG APD 1 2 Rouletted over strip L12th-14th C, check 
this context again

1976 M DEVS BODY 1 2

1976 M MCW 1 4 Could be BMCW

1976 M COLC BODY 1 3 Hard, oxid, unglazed

1976 ES? ESO2? BODY 1 3 Tooled, early Saxon?

1976 ES? ESO2? BODY 1 2 Laminated w some 
organic,

1976 M MG BODY 1 12 A 13th-14th C

1976 M UPG BODY IRON 1 12 A Sandy, w grey core, fe 
oxide, vert streaks

1995 M HFW BODY IRON 1 1 Small body sherd

2029 PM DUTR BODY 2 73 A S

2029 PM DUTR/L
MT

BASE 1 75 Reduced core etc 15th-16th C

2031 PM RAER DJUG 1 76 Archetypal drinking jug 
w frilled base

L15th-1st half of 16th 
C

2102 M UPG? JUG? 1 8 Small strap handle, grey 
fine fabric

Check again

2106 PM GRE BODY 1 10 16th-18th C
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2117 M MCW CIST BUNG APD 2 96 Thumbed bunghole 14th-15th C

2167 PM IGBW TANK 1 38 Base

2167 PM FREC? BODY 1 7

2167 PM GRE BODY 1 8 16th-17th C

2191 M BMCW BODY 1 3 L12th-14th C

2195 M BMSW BODY 1 4 L12th-14th C

2198 PM WNBC BODY 1 2 A L16th-17th C

2217 PM IGBW BODY 1 3

2219 M BMCW BODY 2 11 S

2219 M BMSW? BODY 1 5 S

2219 PM LMT BODY THB 2 61 Red fabric w buff  core

2219 PM HFW JUG 1 42 Rounded(?)  base, clear 
glaze

2219 M BMCW BODY 1 3 15th-16th C or slightly 
earlier?

2222 M HFW JUG IRON 1 18 Coarse variant, clear gl 
over vert red slip

Mid 12th-Mid 13th C

2247 PM CREA DISH 1 112 Plain, L18th C- 1880

254 PM 0 0 Clay pipe only 1 small bowl, 1st 
half of 17th C

405 PM 0 0 Clay pipe only 1 bowl, c1640-1660

883 PM 0 0 Clay pipe only Frag of bowl, 2nd 
half of 17th C

886 PM 0 0 Clay pipe only 1 bowl c 1640-60

934 PM 0 0 Clay pipe only 1 bowl c1640-60

975 PM 0 0 Clay pipe only Late bowl, 19th C
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BSE 252 Pottery catalogue from context 0470                Appendix 4.2

Fabric Form Dec Sherd Weight State Illus Comments Fabric  date range

LPME FLOP 1 163 Complete base

LPME FLOP 2 74 Base frags

LPME FLOP 3 83 Rim sherd

MOCH BAND CPT 11 344 Complete profile 1780-1900

LPMSL JAR 14 1186 Breadcrock or equivalent, loop handle

YELW BOWL 2 303 Simple deep bowl

ENGS JAR 2 397 Large base

ENGS BODY 1 142 Jar sherd

ENGS BOTT 3 342 PHOTO
?

Base and 2 joining sherds, 1 says 'ings 
RIDGWELL'

ENGS BOTT 3 110 Small bottle opening, drink bottle

ENGS BOTT 1 129 PHOTO
?

Stamped near base. 'Patent. Codnor Park near 
Derby' (Early 19th C pottery site)

ENGS BOTT 4 228

ENGS BOTT 1 124 Drnk bottle

ENGS BOTT 1 63 PHOTO Decorative moulded neck/shoulder, drink 
bottle

GRE BOWL  4 581 A ? V large bowl, abr round rim and worn, 2 
joining

GRE JAR 2 258 ?

GRE PANCH 4 676 ? V large panchion or dairy bowl

GRE JAR 2 382 Pouring lip

GRE BODY 10 655 Base sherds v worn

NOTS BOWL INC
D

1 94 ?Punch bowl with pouring lip 18th C

ENGS BODY 2 43 2 joining, poss LONS 

ENGS TANK INSC 1 35 PHOTO English stoneware tavern mug, inscribed 
GEORGE. Check with other inscribed 
stoneware frags found in other context

L17th-E18th C

REFW? JAR 2 222 2 joining, ?plaint container. Lattice outside, 
blue inside

CREA BOWL? 1 57 Footringed base, plain

REFW? BODY 2 33 2 joining, white moulded dec
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Fabric Form Dec Sherd Weight State Illus Comments Fabric  date range

LUST SAUC FLO
R

2 70 Lustreware, overglaze floral decoration

ENPO? SAUC FLO
R

1 15 Floral overglaze, porcelainous

ENPO? CUP FLO
R

3 22 Floral/foliate dec, same as other ENPO? Entry

IRON? CAND GIL
D

2 411 2 joining, base & stem, pearlware marbled 
glaze & gilding

TPW BOWL? BLA
CK

2 80 Black stipple/line transfer, pastoral scene 1810-1900

REFW DISH TPW 1 25 Brown TPW

REFW BODY TPW 1 18 Purple floral transfer 1825+

PARIAN? BODY 1 30 If this is parian then it is post 1844

IRON? DISH BW 6 425 Large serving disEarly 19th Ch w deep 
foortring, floral dec, poss Spode

REFW DISH 1 63 Plain w blue rim, pearlware glaze

REFW DISH 1 32 Pearlware type glaze, flow blue border

REFW BASE BW 2 100 Flat base, central decoration

TPW BODY BW 
FLO
R

6 76 Dark blue, blurred floral

IRON DISH BW 8 189 Willow pattern type

IRON DISH BW 6 76 Willow pattern type

IRON DISH BW 2 53 Faded floral TPW

IRON DISH BW 2 25

IRON DISH? BW 2 30 Asiatic pheasant dec 1838+

IRON? DISH BW 1 94 Small veg tureen or dish, willow pattern, 
pearlware glaze

IRON DISH FLO
R

1 33 Large floral TPW

TPW DISH BW 3 60 Floral and foliate TPW, poss IRON

IRON BASE BW 1 9 Willow pattern

IRON BASE 1 25 Plain white

IRON BASE 1 11 Plain white

REFW? BODY 2 14 Plain white

139 8710
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Ceramic Building Material           Appendix 5.1

Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0002 wcp FB 1 252 125 472545 worn

0004 wcp LB 1 126

0004 msffe RT 2 77 burnt?

0004 msf RT 10 med?485 burnt?

0004 msf RID 1 17 med?69 burnt?

0029 msfe QFT 1 235 422425 poorly mixed, pink

0029 msf LB 1 223 107 582340

0100 msf RT 1 med39

0103 msfe RT 2 56

0103 est RT 1 59

0105 msffe RT 5 117

0105 msfe RT 4 100

0105 fscp FT 1 22

0108 est(cs) RT 2 73

0201 msfe RT 4 158

0201 msf LB 1 102 reduced surfaces

0201 mscq RT 1 27

0201 msf RT 4 med288

0201 fsm LB 1 48 +298

0210 msf RT 1 med25

0210 fsm LB 1 +21

0210 msfe RT 4 78

0210 fsfe RT 1 +20

0212 fsm LB 1 +30

0212 msfe RT 9 181

0212 msf RT 12 med??520 burnt?
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0214 msfe LB 2 ms239

0214 msf LB 1 55 msf294

0214 fsm LB 3 +37

0214 msfe RT 25 ms on some648 2 x R

0214 msf RT 4 + med71

0214 est EB 1 ms all over289

0214 msf LB 10 380

0214 fsm RT 1 42

0214 fsg RT 5 ms on 1260

0214 msf RT 22 msf on some, thick on 838 1 x R

0214 msf LB 1 5976

0214 msffe LB 1 57 15-16?141 reduced surfaces

0220 msfe RT 1 23

0223/0227 fs RT 1 104

0223/0227 msfe RT 5 +108

0225 msfe RT 1 +11

0225 msf RT 1 25

0236 msf RT 2 + med28

0236 msf LB 1 + 15-16?16 vit surface

0236 msf RT 3 98 1 x R

0256 msfe RT 2 42

0256 msfe RT 1 26

0260 msf RT 1 +32

0260 wcp RT 1 81

0260 msf LB 1 102 561283

0260 msfe RT 1 18

0260 fscp RT 1 11

0260 msf LB 1 + 15-16?130 reduced/burnt surface
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0268 msfe RT 6 347

0268 msf RT 3 81

0268 msf RT 4 + med150

0268 cs RT 1 med25

0268 msm RT 1 17

0272 msf RT 1 med69

0279 msf RT 1 med28 burnt?

0279 msffe RT 1 40

0279 mscq RT 1 79 1 x S

0283 msf RT 4 32

0290 msffe LB 3 8

0295 msffe RT 1 19

0296 ms RT 1 +3

0298 msfe RT 1 38

0310 msffe RT 1 ++ med?20

0310 wfs LB 1 ++34

0316 msffe RT 1 30

0316 mscq RT 1 27

0318 msfe RT 1 18

0324 msfe RT 1 12 1 x R

0340 msfe RT 4 +15

0340 fsg RT 1 5

0344 msffe RT 1 47

0346 msfe RT 1 +5

0346 msm RT 1 +19

0348 msffe RT 1 18

0350 fsg QFT? 1 45486 worn, could poss be Rom??

0354 msfe RT 4 82
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0355 fscq RT? 1 18

0355 wcp FT? 1 12

0355 msf LB 7 +117

0355 msfe RT 25 664 1 x S

0355 msf RT 8 med170

0355 msf RT 11 426 1 x R

0358 msfe RT 1 5

0369 msffe RT 2 33

0372 msf RT 1 lmed?70

0372 msf RID 17 19 lmed?1375

0375 msffe RT 1 +33

0377 msfe RT 1 42

0381 fsm LB 1 2

0381 msf RT 1 + med17

0385 wsg RT 1 30 poorly mixed, poss early?

0385 msffe RT 4 lmed?79

0387 msfe RT 1 +10

0387 fscp LB? 1 +6

0390 msf RT 2 108

0390 msffe RT 2 + med?26

0397 msf RT 8 383

0397 msfe RID 1 2086

0397 est EB 1 + msf all over110

0397 msf LB 1 + 15-16?120 burnt/reduced surface

0397 msf LB 1 45 15-16?473 burnt/reduced surface

0398 wcp FB? 1 30

0398 msfe RT 4 131

0398 msffe RT 5 248 171 141094 1 x S(2) complete tile
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0398 msf LB 1 lmed44 reduced

0398 msf RT 1 214 1 x R(2)

0398 msf RT 2 56

0399 msfe RT 2 98

0399 msffe RT 3 222 1 x R

0399 msf LB 1 63 ms521

0399 msfe RT 2 172 13395

0400 msfe RT 2 msf514 2 x R(2)

0400 msfe RT 1 184 1 x R

0400 msfe RT 3 177 13452 1 x R(2)

0400 msf RT 3 170 13 msf630

0401 msfe RT 2 msf166

0402 msf RID 2 20453

0402 msf RT 14 ms on some1874 3 x R

0407 msfe RT 2 84

0409 msfe RT 3 144

0409 msf RT 1 + med34

0409 msf RT 5 209

0409 mscq RT 1 92

0411 msfe RT 1 +37 1 x R

0411 msf LB 1 ++345

0411 msf LB 1 56257

0411 wcp RT 1 8

0426 msfe RT 3 183

0432 wfs FT? 1 12

0432 mscp PAN 1 10

0432 msfe RT 2 79

0434 msfe RT 3 47
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0434 msf LB 2 29

0436 msfe RT 2 26

0440 msfe RT 1 18

0462 wcp LB 1 65 56651 rubbed along stretcher

0462 msfe LB 1 65 +225

0462 wcp LB 1 36-54 55610 rubbed along stretcher, taper

0462 wcp QFT 1 4256

0462 wcp LB 1 57-70 60894 rubbed along stretcher, taper

0462 wcp LB 1 42 55476 both stretchers rubbed

0462 wcp LB 1 88 57726 rubbed along stretcher

0463 msf LB 1 +390

0463 wfe FT 1 23235 worn

0463 wfe FT 2 122 30 +261 worn, cut to size? 45mm wid

0463 wfs FT 1 826 v worn

0463 wsg FB 1 45 +380 worn

0463 msf RT 1 +76

0463 mscq RT 2 288 1 x R

0463 ms PAN 1 88

0463 wcp FT 1 40343 worn, pink

0464 wfe FB 1 39315 worn

0464 msf LB 1 58 +686 Fe deposits

0464 wsg LB 1 53482 poss worn

0464 wcp FT 1 35253 worn, pink

0464 wfs FT 2 122 15200 v worn

0464 msg LB 1 60649

0465 msf LB 2 + msf on 1378

0467 msg LB 1 77

0470 msf RT 1 15
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0470 fsg RT 1 23

0470 wfs FT 1 25230 worn

0472 fsg RT 1 ms199

0472 msf RT 1 13

0472 msfe RT 7 ms on some402

0472 fsm LB 1 +13

0477 msg RT 3 113

0477 msf RT 1 +9

0478 msg RT 1 83

0478 msfe RT 1 +13

0479 msfe RT 1 19

0479 ms RT 1 9

0481 fsf RBT 1 33 pink cs53 reduced/burnt surface

0481 msfe RT 2 60

0489 msf RT 1 pmed16

0489 fsf RT 1 + pmed21

0489 ms UN 1 pmed10 curving frag, surfaces lost

0498 fsm LB 1 2

0498 est(cs) RT 1 26

0500 msm RT 2 79

0500 msf RT 2 58

0512 est(cs) RT 1 6

0514 ms LB? 1 3

0516 msffe RT 1 20

0521 fsm RT 2 30

0521 msfe RT 2 50

0521 msf LB 1 4

0523 msfe RT 13 327
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0523 ms RT 7 188 1 x R

0523 msf RT 4 msf on 2179

0523 msgfe LB 1 +8 reduced surface

0523 wfe RT 1 2489 worn

0525 msf LB? 1 +39 poss RBT

0525 msc RT 1 + med13

0525 msfe RT 5 68

0525 msf RT 8 148

0527 msffe LB 1 51 + msf all over232

0527 msf LB 1 9 or FT

0527 msfe LB 1 16

0527 msfe RT 18 794 1 x R

0527 ms RT 1 + med14

0527 msg RT 2 55

0527 msf RT 8 271

0527 wfe MALT 1 +58 worn

0532 cs UN 1 12 may be pot?

0532 msf RT 4 162

0532 msfe RT 2 +28

0532 ms RT 1 ms134

0532 msffe RT 1 21

0533 msf RT 3 + med46

0533 wfs RT 1 23 poorly mixed, roughly forme

0533 ms RT 1 62 overfired

0533 mscq RT 1 147

0533 msfe RT 2 140 1 x S, 1 x R

0533 mscp RT 3 456

0533 msffe RT 6 470 1 x S
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0533 msm RT 1 +52

0533 msf RT 2 ms186

0533 fsg RT 1 55

0535 msx RT 1 ms45

0535 msfe RT 1 +10

0537 msf RT 1 med?17

0543 mscq RT 2 29

0543 msf RT 1 med32 poorly mixed

0543 msf RT 6 292 1 x R(2)

0543 msffe LB 1 40 + 15-16?206 poss RBT? Reduced surfaces

0548 msffe RT 1 20

0548 msf RT 1 med?8 flake

0548 msfe RT 3 31

0554 msf RT 1 med30

0555 msf RT 1 136

0557 msf RT 2 142 1 x R

0557 msf LB 1 55136

0557 wfe FB 1 45560 worn

0562 msx RT 1 yellow msf65

0562 msfe RT 1 21

0601 ms RT 1 med?27 1 x R

0603 msf LB 2 + pmed28

0603 msfe LB 1 pmed7

0603 msfe RT 4 pmed22

0603 fs RT 3 pmed28

0603 msf RT 1 + pmed20 buff

0609 msffe RT 3 67

0609 est EB 1 +27
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0609 msffe LB 2 +44

0609 msfe RT 6 1 thick msf145

0609 wfe FB 1 3892 worn

0609 wcp FB 3 156

0609 msm RT 1 16

0609 ms RID? 1 + med15

0619 msf LB 1 +63

0621 msfe RT 1 +5

0621 est RT 1 6

0624 msfe LB 1 16

0624 fsg RT 1 19

0624 msf RT 3 +79

0628 msfe RT 1 8

0628 msfe LB 1 +11

0628 msf RT 3 +48

0630 msfe RT 1 46

0632 msf LB 1 104 48 15-16?450 surfaces partly vit

0632 msf RT 1 +55 burnt

0632 fsg RT 1 +64

0632 fsm RT 1 49 or PAN

0632 msf RT 7 429 2 x R

0632 msfe RT 3 1 ms353 1 x R

0650 ms RT 4 23

0650 msfe RT 5 +48

0650 fsfe RT? 1 24 flake, poss FT

0650 msf LB 2 45 + msf128 reduced surfaces, burnt

0650 fs RT 1 +2

0653 msf RT 6 141
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0653 ms RT 1 18

0653 msfe RT 2 41

0654 msfe RT 13 ms on some416

0654 msffe RT 3 147 1 x S

0656 msfe RT 1 18

0656 msffe RT 2 101

0657 msf RT 4 190

0657 msfe RT 9 330

0657 msf LB 4 +43

0657 fsm RT 2 12

0657 fsg RT 2 34

0669 msffe RT 1 lmed?137

0671 msfe RT 2 + thin on 1217

0671 ms RT 3 + med49 1 with patches of glaze

0671 fsg RT 1 62

0671 msfe PAN? 1 thin ms all over99 overfired, convex

0683 mscq RT 1 med?44

0683 msfe RT 1 3

0685 msfe RT 3 pmed81

0706 fsfm RT 2 thin154

0706 est EB 1 +53

0706 fsg RT 1 115 1 x R

0706 msm RT 6 507

0706 msf LB 1 48 15-16?419 burnt

0706 mscq RT 1 thin103

0706 msfe RT 5 + thin303

0706 msf RT 11 + ms on 3677 1 x R(2)

0706 msf RT 1 thick ms on surface196 1 x R(2)
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0706 ms RT 3 1 msf224

0706 msffe RT 3 +156

0706 msf LB 1 + fs buff lmed34 reduced surfaces

0708 msfe RT 4 +148

0708 msf RT 3 +148 1 x R

0712 msffe RT 1 48

0712 ms RT 2 +11

0718 msfe RT 3 +172 1 x R

0746 msfe RT 1 43

0754 msf RT 1 fs buff pmed35

0754 msf RT 1 med?74

0755 msfe RT 3 120 1 x R

0755 msffe RT 3 156

0755 est EB 1 buff on break70

0755 msf RT 1 +29

0798 msm RT 2 84

0799 ms LB 2 ms55

0799 msf RT 1 med?72

0799 msf RT 1 msf med36

0802 msfe RT 5 +40

0802 fsfm RT 1 25

0802 msfe LB 1 +33

0804 msfe RT 1 4

0804 fsf RT 1 46

0811 ms RT 1 140

0811 msfe LB 1 ms20

0813 msfe RT 1 +9

0813 fs RT 1 med20
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0814 msffe RT 1 22

0814 msfe RT 1 med?25

0824 ms RT 2 +6

0824 msfe LB 2 +69

0836 msf RID 3 18 med426

0836 ms RT 2 + med138 2 x R

0836 msf RT 1 84

0836 fsg RT 1 med49

0852 est? RT 1 med107 poorly mixed and made, but 

0852 msfe RT 1 102 1 x S

0852 fsgm RT 1 85 1 x S

0852 wsg RT 2 pmed144 1 x R(2) white grog

0852 msffe RID 3 18 pmed836

0858 wcp FT 1 35 18-19?440 BG patch on surface

0876 msf RT 1 + med12

0876 ms RT 1 10

0876 msffe RT 2 197 1 x R

0879 msf LB 1 +53 burnt

0879 mscp RT 1 +152

0881 msf RT 1 69

0881 msffe LB 2 + 1 ms87 1 overfired

0881 msfe RT 3 +56

0883 msf LB 3 +247 1 burnt/reduced surface

0883 fsg LB 1 50 + ms531

0883 msffe RT 8 1 thick msf517

0886 msf RT 2 med?9

0886 msf RT 5 40

0886 msf RT 5 126 1 x R
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0886 msfe RT 3 216

0886 msm RT 1 +24

0894 msf RT 10 med??848 1 x R(2) burnt?

0895 msf RT 14 msf on some med??798 1 x R burnt?

0895 ms RT 1 med?71

0895 msfe RT 2 pmed161

0896 msf LB 1 53521 reduced surfaces

0896 msf RT 4 med??520 1 x R burnt?

0896 msfe RT 1 1064 1 x R

0897 msf RT 5 med??397 1 x S burnt?

0897 msf RT 1 pmed62

0898 fsm LB 1 + lmed155 reduced surfaces

0898 msfe RT 1 pmed16

0898 msf RT 8 msf on some med??334 burnt?

0898 msf LB 1 60 +203

0898 wcp UN 1 19 slightly curved surface, pierc

0900 wfs FB 1 247 121 442420

0900 wfs FB 1 247 122 46 msf on surface2440 slightly worn

0902 msf RT 1 + med25

0902 msfe RT 1 11

0908 msf RT 1 43

0908 msf RT 2 med?79 burnt?

0910 wfs FB 1 245 122 48 thick msf2595 slightly worn

0912 msf RT 1 + med?102 1 x R burnt?

0912 msf LB 1 + lmed?41 reduced surfaces

0917 msf RT 20 + 2 msf med573 1 x R

0917 msf LB 2 + 15-16?250 reduced surfaces

0917 fs FFT 1 34159 GG
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0917 mscq RT 1 med34

0917 fsg RT 2 thin53

0917 msfe RT 1 med50 1 x R

0917 msm RT 1 61 1 x R

0917 msf RT 7 + med229

0917 mscq RT 3 67

0917 msf LB 1 53 + pink msc 15-16?284

0917 fsm RT 1 +8

0917 est EB 1 104 581072 sanded, occ straw

0917 msfe RT 2 +40

0917 ms RT 2 83

0930 msffe RT 1 52

0932 msf RT 1 12

0932 msf RT 1 48

0934 msx RT 1 pmed44

0934 msf LB 2 47 + 15-16?183 reduced surfaces

0934 fs RT 3 77

0934 msffe RT 5 171

0934 msfe RT 2 280 1 x S

0934 fsx RT 1 48

0938 msf LB 1 +52

0938 msffe LB 1 54 +82

0938 ms RT 2 57

0938 fsm RT 1 7

0938 msfe RT 9 217 1 x S

0938 msffe PAN 1 +56

0938 msf LB 5 212

0938 msf LB 1 46 + msc 15-16?492 reduced surfaces
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0938 fsx LB 1 42 +81

0938 fs LB? 2 +20 patch of shiny surface on one

0938 msffe RT 1 24

0938 ms LB 1 ms9

0938 msf RT 19 580 1 x R

0939 fsg RT 1 38

0939 msf RT 3 med?136

0956 msf LB 1 222 110 58 ms buff2715

0958 msf LB 1 15-16?20 reduced surfaces

0958 msfe RT 3 49

0958 msffe RT 1 24

0962 msfe RT 2 +11

0962 wfe LB 1 61148

0975 msx RT 1 237 1 x R

0975 fsfe PAN 1 107

0975 msf LB 1 56 +215

0975 msm RT 3 200 2 x R

0975 msfe RT 1 50

0975 wfe RT? 1 18230 poss v worn floor brick?

0975 msf RT 1 106

0980 msf MB 1 104 621511 chamfered edge

0980 msf LB 1 110 60 + ms978

0980 wfs FB 1 195+ 95 45 ms1503

0980 msfe RT 1 73

0980 msffe RT 1 181 1 x S(2)

0980 wfs FB 1 119 43 ms922 slightly worn

0982 msf RT 1 + med?33

0983 msf LB 1 55 + 15-16?88 reduced surfaces
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
0983 wcp LB 1 218 86 491480 handmade, not in a form? Im

0983 msf RT 3 100

0983 wfe FB 1 42192 worn

0984 msf LB 1 100 45 + 15-16?1228

0984 msf LB 1 + 15-16?150 reduced surfaces

0984 msfe RT 4 960 2 x R

0984 msf LB 1 52 msf520

1519 msf RT 1 33

1541 wfs FB 1 93+ 38674 rubbed stretcher, slight wear

1541 msffe RBT 1 41169 burnt underside

1541 msf RT 4 354 2 x R, 1 x S

1541 msffe RT 1 175 15532

1542 mscq RT 1 msf med74

1542 msfe RT 5 77

1542 fsm LB 1 19

1542 msf LB 2 +94

1552 msfe RT 11 520

1552 msf RT 1 43

1552 mscq RT 1 21 1 x R

1552 mscq RT 1 med92 1 x R

1552 msf RT 16 1199 2 x R, 1 x S(2)

1554 msfe RT 1 231 2 x R

1554 ms RT 2 56 1 x R

1576 msf RT 2 74

1577 msfe RT 2 msf on 1162

1578 wfs LB 1 67507 slightly worn

1593 msfe RT 1 94

1616 msfe RT 2 39
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
1675 msfe RT 2 34

1675 msf RT 1 med10

1678 msfe RT 1 12

1714 fscp MB 1 230 116 61 msc2615 chamfered edge

1714 msf LB 1 223 108 63 ms2980

1720 msf RT 1 med6

1744 fsfe RBT 1 45 + Rom171 burnt surfaces

1744 est(cs) RT 1 13

1744 mscq RT 1 lmed?37

1744 msfe RT 3 45

1744 msf RT 1 39 1 x R

1752 msfe RT 4 68

1752 est(cs) RT 1 med40

1757 msfe RT 6 91

1757 fsm RT 1 +34

1760 msfe RT 11 thick msf on 1292 1 x R

1760 wfs MALT 1 27218

1760 msf RBT 1 38 +193 burnt, poss FT

1760 fsm LB 1 +261 worn surface, could be RBT

1760 msg LB 3 53

1760 mscq RT 1 lmed?58

1760 fs RT 2 56

1762 wcp LB 1 235 112 65 thick cem3480

1764 msffe RT 1 65

1764 msf LB 1 46

1764 ms RT? 1 1

1764 cs RT 1 + med13

1769 msfe RT 3 72
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
1769 fscp FT 1 11

1769 msfe LB 1 9

1770 fsfe PAN 1 33

1770 wfe FT 4 132

1770 msfe RT 3 43

1770 msf RT 3 94

1770 wfe FT 1 35221 worn

1770 fsg RT 2 74

1770 msfe LB 1 8

1770 fsm RBT 1 thick msf all over Rom182 burnt

1782 wfs LB 1 228 110 66 ms3025

1783 msf LB 1 231 113 62 thick msf3320

1784 msgf LB 2 226 105 63 msf2810 rectangular frog

1785 wcp LB 1 227 111 652890 frog stamped: CULFORD / S

1786 wfs LB 1 220 551785 weathered, frog stamped: CU

1786 wfe LB 1 220 100 672685 stamped WOOLPIT

1787 comp LB 1 233 115 764115 blue brick, frog: H. DOULT

1791 msfe RT 1 48

1791 msf LB 2 +14

1791 fsm LB 1 +8

1795 msfe RT 4 msf on some147

1809 msfe RT 5 105

1809 est(cs) RT 1 + med18

1834 msffe RT 1 121

1838 msf RT 1 med14

1838 ms RT 1 2

1843 msfe RT 8 389

1843 msffe RT 6 336
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
1843 msf RT 5 374 1 x R

1843 ms RT 3 145 1 x R

1843 msm RT 5 380 1 x R

1883 msffe RT 1 13

1883 fs RT 1 3

1887 msfe RT 2 104

1887 msfe RT 1 thick ms331 1 x R may be plaster, but prob just 

1891 fsm LB 1 55 +234 reduced/burnt, v dense, poss 

1891 msfe RT 1 165 13507

1891 msffe RT 2 288 2 x R

1893 msf RT 5 med?115 burnt

1893 msf RT 2 126

1893 fsm RT 5 103 1 burnt, reduced

1893 fsg RT 1 med?88

1893 fs RT 8 81 burnt

1893 msffe RT 7 152 1 x R

1895 msfe RT 3 5

1895 fsg RT 1 17

1906 est(cs) RT 1 med46

1906 msffe RT 1 42

1906 fsfe PAN 1 8

1906 msf RT 1 med42 burnt

1920 fsc DP 1 pmed173 flanged rim, poss chimney p

1920 msm RID 1 20 pmed1399 semi-circular arc, poss a copi

1923 msffe RT 1 35

1923 msm RT 1 28

1931 msf RID 1 15270

1931 msffe RID 1 271 18 pmed1770 192mm to apex, curved but 
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
1931 msf MB 1 107 561134 chamfered long side

1936 msf LB 1 236 105 662915 slight curvature with taperin

1938 msf LB 1 111 60 msf1058

1938 wfs FB 1 107 63 +1013 uneven wear

1939 msg RT 2 thin on 1237

1945 msf RT 2 106 1 x R

1945 msfe RT 3 ms43

1945 msf LB 1 +20

1949 msfe RT 4 26

1949 fs RT 1 31

1949 cs RT 1 med34

1949 msf RT 1 med17

1961 est(cs) RT 2 med69

1961 msf RT 1 med67

1965 est RT 1 med49

1967 fsg RT 1 med?33 burnt

1967 msf RT 10 med?161

1967 msfe RT 1 28

1967 msf RT 3 59

1969 msfe RT 1 22

1969 msf RT 7 med?194 1 x R burnt

1969 msg RT 1 med?23

1971 msf RT 1 201 1 x R(2)

1971 msfe RT 2 79 1 overfired

1971 msf LB 1 113 54 ms1321 reduced stretcher, v dense (cf

1971 fs FT 1 121 121 22 ms on base and sides 14th c.676 inlaid floor tile

1972 mscq RT 1 med88

1974 msf RT 1 194 1 x R(2)
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
1974 msf RID 1 + pmed277 burnt?

1976 msf RT 4 med149

1976 msfe RT 6 2657 1 x R

1976 fs RT 3 104

1976 msf RT 14 1 thick msf750 3 x R

1976 cs RT 2 med20

1976 msfe RID 1 14 pmed114

1976 msffe RT 29 1260 1 x R

1978 cs RT 1 med49

1978 msf RT 1 55

1978 msf LB 1 lmed?115 reduced surfaces, rubbed dia

1978 mscp RT 2 +97

2027 msf RID? 1 26 med261 spots BG

2029 msf RT 1 med17

2029 fsm LB 1 +64

2029 msf RT 5 397 1 x R

2029 msfe RT 3 160

2029 fsm RT 1 +53

2036 wfs LB 1 232 105 62 thick msf2645

2065 msf RT 1 ms buff med53 brown

2065 ms RT 2 18

2076 wcp FT 1 pmed5

2076 msf RT 1 + med8

2089 msffe RT 1 39 1 x R

2089 msg RT 1 12 1 x R

2091 msfe RT 1 15

2091 msf RT 11 med145

2102 msf RT 1 53
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
2102 fsfe FFT 1 30 14-15338 worn

2106 wcp FT 1 pmed6

2106 msf RT 1 ms med52

2108 msfe RT 5 162

2108 msf RT 3 med?123 burnt?

2110 msf RT 2 med?26 burnt?

2117 cs RT 1 med37

2126 msf RT 19 white/buff ms on some med?445 1 x R(2) burnt?

2126 msf RID 1 2194 burnt?

2126 msf RT 3 41

2133 wfe LB 1 236 109 652765 worn?

2134 comp FB 1 252 123 503215 near-stoneware blue paviour 

2135 msf LB 1 227 106 63 msca2665 small rectangular frog 40 x 1

2143 ms RT? 1 4

2144 msm LB 1 227 107 65 msf3085 small rough frog

2150 msf RT 1 97

2150 msf RT 2 med?154

2153 msfe RT 1 +10

2156 msfe RT 1 lmed?22

2157 msf RT 1 48

2162 msf RT 1 27

2162 cs RT 1 med18

2166 msffe LB 1 + buff ms414

2166 msffe RT 3 60

2167 wfs LB 1 58436 poorly mixed

2167 msffe LB 1 50 pmed717 air brick? Pierced at least twi

2167 wsg RT 1 29 poorly mixed

2167 wfs FT 2 62 poorly mixed
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Context Fabric Form No Wt/g Length Width Height Abr Peg shape Mortar Comment Date
2167 wsf LB 1 372

2167 msf RT 1 114

2167 msffe RT 2 243

2167 msf RT 6 med?234 burnt?

2167 wfe FT 1 45152

2168 wsf LB 1 56271

2168 wsg RT 1 38

2168 msfe RT 6 ms on some335

2168 msffe RT 1 ms120

2168 mscq RT 1 102

2168 msf LB 1 52 15-16?441 reduced surfaces

2168 msf LB 1 42 15-16?199 reduced surfaces

2171 wfs FB 1 120 401286 worn

2175 msf RT 1 2

2175 msf LB 5 +52

2190 msf LB 1 +38

2191 msf RT 1 10

2197 msf RT 3 71

2198 msfe RT 3 55

2198 msf RT 3 42 1 x R

2198 msf MB 1 53221 chamfered edge

2213 msf RT 1 med?87

2241 fsfe PAN 1 196

2241 msfe RT 1 140

2241 msf LB 1 55 ms buff 15-16?193 reduced/burnt surfaces

2243 msf LB 1 54 ms buff on base, msf o 15-16308 reduced/burnt surfaces
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BSE 252 Fired clayAppendix 5.2

Context Fabric Type No Wt/g Colour Surface Impressions Abrasion Notes

0527 msc 1 5 pink-buff

0557 msco d 7 809 pink-buff 1 smoothed wattles 25mm diam

0563 msc 1 5 pink-buff smoothed

0586 mso 8 10 buff

0598 msco d 15 894 buff 2 large smoothed wattles 20mm diam

0597 msco d 6 442 pink-buff 4 smoothed

0894 mso 3 204 buff smoothed, 1 corner pi

0895 fsf 1 47 white right-angle? +

0917 msco d 2 165 buff smoothed

0939 msco 1 24 buff

0906 msco 1 62 buff

1616 msco 1 12 black-buff

1770 msco 1 60 red-grey smoothed

1834 msco 13 100 red-grey smoothed

1835 msco 1 6 red-grey

1843 msco 1 5 red-grey

1856 msco 8 135 red-grey

1893 mscf 6 70 orange-buff

1967 msco 2 91 buff
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Context Fabric Type No Wt/g Colour Surface Impressions Abrasion Notes

2091 msco d 2 89 buff 1 smoothed
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BSE 252 MortarAppendix 5.3

Context Fabric Type No Wt/g Colour Surface Impressions Abrasion Notes

0214 msf wall? 8 816 white none right-angled ?timber hard, contains occ tile

0214 msf wall? 1 66 white slightly concave hard

0214 msfc wall? 8 449 yellowish cream + soft, v coarse, some frags have the harder

0432 msf 1 35 white hard, slightly curved

0465 msf 1 27 white convex Fe deposit on concave surface

0527 ms 6 44 + small frags

0557 fsc wall? 1 332 yellow + hard, few aggregates, floor tile frag embe

0671 msc wall? 1 32 yellow contains large flints

0798 msf 1 13 white

0895 msf wall? 1 29 white brick?

0896 csc 1 120 buff + Ae strip embedded? Dense aggregates. M

0898 csc 1 82 pink + pozzolanic? No obvious tile inclusions

0939 msf wall 1 5 white flat 10mm thick

0962 msf 9 94 white 1 flat +

1891 csc floor? 1 115 buff smoothed tile bedding?

1967 csc 2 46 pink 1 piece burnt? May be pozzolanic

1971 msf 1 98 white timbers? Poss crossin

1972 csc render? 1 246 buff roughly smoothed timber

2029 csf wall? 1 142 buff flints?
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Context Fabric Type No Wt/g Colour Surface Impressions Abrasion Notes

2091 csc 1 9 pink

2157 csf wall? 1 44 buff flints?
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Appendix 6.    Clay tobacco pipe by context, with date ranges for each context 
 
Context B S M Tot Date Marks P I/R M/S Decoration Dr Comments 
0100 1 0 0 1 1660-80       Bowl type OS 6 with small, circular, splayed heel 
0103 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0212 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0214 0 5 0 5 17th c        
0254 1 1 0 2 1600-40       Bowl type OS 4 with rouletted line across base of heel 
0260 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0272 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0296 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0298 0 1 0 1 19th c        
0302 0 3 0 3 17th c        
0324 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0340 0 3 0 3 17th c        
0354 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0355 1 13 0 14 17th c       Heel fragment 
0358 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0385 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0397 0 2 0 2 17th c        
0398 13 68 1 82 1660-80 ER 

pellet 
H
S
H

R 
R 

S 
M 

  Part of Key Group 1, including a range of OS 6 bowl forms, two marked 
pipes and a possible trial piece 

0399 4 16 0 20 1660-80       Part of Key Group 1, Including three type OS 6 bowls with pronounced, 
splayed heels 

0400 5 0 1 6 1640-60       Part of Key Group 1, including two different type OS 5 bowls and three 
heel fragments 

0401 1 1 0 2 1640-60 ER H R S   Part of Key Group 1. Probably the same stamp as from 0755 
0402 7 26 2 35 1640-60 ER H R S   Part of Key Group 1. Various type OS 5 bowls, one of which is marked 
0405 1 0 0 1 1640-60       Bowl tType OS 5 
0447 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0462 1 0 0 1 1780-

1820 
      Bowl type OS 13 with untrimmed heel, suggests post 1800 

0464 0 1 0 1 19th c PAWSON
/CAMB 

S
X

I S   19th c stem fragment. This maker has been recorded previously 

0465 0 1 0 1 18th c?        
0470 0 1 0 1 19th c?        
0495 0 1 0 1 17th c?        
0518 0 1 0 1 17th c?        
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Context B S M Tot Date Marks P I/R M/S Decoration Dr Comments 
0533 1 0 0 1 1730-80 IH S

H
R M   Bowl type OS 12; maker unknown 

0554 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0588 0 2 0 2 17th c?        
0595 0 1 0 1 18th c?        
0609 0 1 0 1 17th c?        
0632 0 3 0 3 18th c        
0650 0 1 0 1 17th c?        
0656 0 3 0 3 19th c       Two 19th c stem fragments and one 17th c stem fragment 
0657 0 3 0 3 17th c        
0755 27 29 1 57 1660-80 ER H R S  

‘Mulberry’ pipe 
 Key group 2,  including a marked pipe, a ‘mulberry’ pipe and a range of 

17th c bowl types with a broad date range of 1600-80 (OS 4, OS 5, OS 6)
0844 0 1 0 1 17/18th c        
0852 2 5 0 7 17th c       Unidentified heel fragments 
0883 1 7 0 8 1660-80       Bowl type OS 6 
0886 1 5 0 6 1640-60 ER H R S   Bowl type OS 5 with a stamped heel mark 
0898 0 1 0 1 18th c?        
0934 1 0 0 1 1640-60       Bowl type OS 5 
0938 0 3 0 3 19th c       Includes a 17th c stem fragment 
0939 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0958 0 1 0 1 17th c        
0975 1 0 0 1 1840-80       Bowl type OS15 with forward-pointing spur 
0983 0 1 0 1 17th c?        
0984 0 1 0 1 17/18th c        
1541 2 3 0 5 1660-80       Two type OS 6 bowls, one with large, splayed, heart-shaped heel and 

one with a smaller, circular heel 
1542 0 1 0 1 17th c?        
1552 8 22 2 32 1660-80 ER H R S ‘Mulberry’ pipe  Part of Key Group 3, including a marked and decorated pipe of type OS 

7. Other bowl forms are OS 5 and OS 6 
1554 4 9 3 16 1660-80     ‘Mulberry’ pipe  Part of Key Group 3, including a ‘Mulberry’ pipe of type OS 7 and one 

each of types OS 5 and OS 6 
1576 0 4 0 4 17th c        
1577 0 2 0 2 17th c        
1579 0 1 0 1 17th c        
1757 0 1 0 1 17th c        
1764 0 1 0 1 17th c        
1770 0 1 0 1 17th c        
1809 0 1 0 1 18th c?        
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1906 0 1 0 1 17th c        
1920 0 1 0 1 17th c        
1931 1 0 0 1 1660-80       Bowl type OS 6 
1969 0 1 0 1 17th c?        
2168 0 2 0 2 17th c        
2243 0 2 0 2 18th c       Also a 17th c stem fragment 
Total 84 278 10 372         
 
 
Key to Table 1: 
 
Cxt  Context 
B  Number of bowls 
S  Number of stem fragments 
M  Number of mouthpiece fragments 
Tot  Total number of fragments 
Date  Likely date of context 
Marks  Brief description of makers’ marks 
P Position of mark (H = base of heel, SH = side of heel, SX = across the stem) 
I/R Incuse or relief mark 
M/S Moulded or stamped mark 
Decoration Brief description of decoration 
Dr Drawing number 
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 BSE 252 Small Finds Catalogue            Appendix 7.

Small find n Context Period Material Object Name No of frags Weight Comments
1001 0402 PMED? IRON Knife 2 25 Whittle tanged  blade, tang broken, partial remains of wooden handle. Top of blade is parallel 

to top of handle
1002 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 5 Shapeless lump of copper alloy

1003 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Coin 1 0 Rose farthing. Crown above rose. Crossed sceptres within crown. Mint mark 5 pointed star? 
Mid 17th C

1004 2248 MED SILVER Coin 1 0 Quarter Long-cross penny, or poss short-cross. John or Henry III, 1205-1289 (AB ID)

1005 2248 MED COPPER ALLOY Strap end 1 16 Fragment of hollow ended strap-end, decorative end is missing. 15th C. Two perforations on 
each surface for rivets.

1006 2248 MED COPPER ALLOY Mount 1 2 Figurative mount in the form of a head. Incised triangular shaped eyes and three 'tufts' at top 
of head. Small rivet through forehead.

1007 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 1 Lump of copper alloy.

1008 2248 MED SILVER Coin 1 0 Half Coin.Short cross penny, canterbury mint, 1180-1247, legend obv: CUSR (Hand & 
Sceptre) E legend reverse; ONC (AB id)

1009 2248 LEAD Cam 1 5 Strip of window came.

1010 2248 MED COPPER ALLOY Buckle 1 3 D-shaped buckle frame with off set bar, pin missing.

1011 2248 MED/PME COPPER ALLOY Buckle 1 4 Buckle plate. Two sheets of copper alloy. 5 rivet holes. Recessed plates with spacer/side 
strips. Damaged.

1012 2248 LEAD? Token ? 1 2 Token ?

1013 2248 MED COPPER ALLOY Mount 1 0 Fitting, double heart shape. Several surviving lobes with two pierced holes. Two opposing 
rivets.

1014 2248 MED? COPPER ALLOY Buckle 1 6 Buckle pin, with ridged grip. Square in section. Dress Accessories Fig 75 No 541 (CP 9)

1015 2248 MED? COPPER ALLOY Coin 1 0 Quarter coin, highly abraded. Short cross penny, nothing on the obverse, 1180-1247 (AB ident)

1016 2248 COPPER ALLOY Vessel 1 3 Vessel fragment.

1017 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Coin 1 0 Rose farthing with crown above rose and crossed sceptres within crown. Charles I

1018 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Thimble 1 5 Complete, domed type, machine made indentations, probably 18th C or later.

1019 2248 MED COPPER ALLOY Buckle 1 3 Small D-shaped buckle frame with off set bar. Possible iron pin ? Corroded.

1020 2248 MED LEAD Token 1 0 Boy Bishop token. Late medieval/early post-medieval

1021 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY 1 3 Decorative button/Stud ?

1022 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 3 Fitting ?

1023 2248 COPPER ALLOY Coin? 1 0 ?

1024 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 2 Fragment of copper alloy.

1025 2248 MED LEAD Token 1 1 Penny sized Boy Bishop token. Folded on corner and hole in one quadrant. Late med/early 
pmed

1026 2248 COPPER ALLOY? Jetton 1 6 Jetton ? Highly abraded. Poss lead
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Small find n Context Period Material Object Name No of frags Weight Comments
1027 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 2 Shapleless fragment of copper alloy.

1028 2248 COPPER ALLOY Mount ? 1 5 Decorative Mount/fitting, with leather (?) still attached.

1029 2248 COPPER ALLOY Mount? 1 4 Cast pendent mount ?

1030 2248 PMED SILVER Coin 1 0 Very worn Charles I sixpence

1031 2248 MED COPPER ALLOY Clasp 1 4 Folding strap clasp, incised cross decoration on folding end. 13th-15th Century. Dress 
Accessories Fig 78 No 565

1032 2248 ROM COPPER ALLOY Coin 1 2 Roman Nummus. Commerative coin of Constantine the Great.

1033 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Jetton 1 0 Jetton.

1034 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 7 Shapleless fragment of copper alloy.

1035 2248 COPPER ALLOY Mount 1 1 Sexfoil mount with domed centre and flat lobes. Two integral rivets. Lobes are defined by 
radiating lines. Off centre hole in the dome.

1036 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 0 Fragment of some type of fitting ?

1037 0650 ROM COPPER ALLOY Coin 1 3 Pierced Roman coin. Highly abraded, probably early C4th, c. 296-318.With large suspension 
hole.

1038 2248 MED COPPER ALLOY Scabbard Chape 2 4 Folded copper alloy sheet tapering towards one end. 13th -14th century

1039 2248 MED SILVER Coin 1 0 Half short cross penny.1180-1247 (AB)

1040 2248 MED COPPER ALLOY Fingerring 1 1 Stirrup shaped finger ring with green glass inset. 12th - 15th Century

1041 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Coin 1 0 Rose farthing, abraded.

1042 2248 COPPER ALLOY Chape 1 0 Lace chape.

1043 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 21 Copper alloy waste.

1044 2248 PMED? COPPER ALLOY/ Buckle 1 10 Trapezoidal buckle frame with iron pin and folded copper alloy sheet plate, one rivet hole 
visable. Incised line decoration. Bent. 16th C?

1045 2248 COPPER ALLOY? Spoon? 1 11 Copper alloy, silvered.  Concave, oval ended, silvered.

1046 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 6 Copper alloy disc with wood (?) on the reverse.

1047 2248 PMED LEAD Token 1 3 Lead token with 6 pointed 'flower' motif.

1048 2248 COPPER ALLOY Ring 1 3 Copper alloy ring.

1049 2248 MED SILVER Coin 1 0 Quarter of a short cross penny. Very worn and illegible

1050 2248 SILVER Coin 1 0 Half Groat ?

1051 2248 LEAD Token? 1 1 Lead weight/ token ?

1052 2248 PMED? COPPER ALLOY/ Buckle 1 11 Sub-round buckle frame with fragment of iron pin.

1053 2248 SILVER Coin 1 0 Half groat ?

1054 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Jetton 1 2 Nuremburg jetton. Orb within double tressure of 3 arches and 3 angles.

1055 2248 PMED LEAD Token/weight? 1 4 Square tablet of lead with eight petalled flower decoration. Token/Weight ?

1056 2248 MED COPPER ALLOY Buckle 1 6 Folded copper alloy sheet buckle plate. Broken. Five rivet holes, four around edges and one in 
the centre.
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1057 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Coin 1 2 Groat ? Victorian, abraded.

1058 2248 COPPER ALLOY Buckle? 1 1 Strap end, fixing, buckle plate ?

1059 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Coin 1 0 C17th Farthing.

1060 2248 COPPER ALLOY Coin weight 1 5 Square 'ingot' of copper alloy, Coin weight.

1061 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 2

1062 2248 LEAD Spindle Whorl 1 19 Two flat faces of uneven size, internal diameter 9mm

1063 2248 PMED LEAD Token 1 5 6-sided star shape with additional dots.

1064 2248 MED COPPER ALLOY Buckle 1 3 Copper alloy folded sheet buckle plate, 5 rivet holes, off set for bar. Incised zig zag border 
decoration on inner face.

1065 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 3

1066 2248 LEAD 1 3 Disc of lead.

1067 2248 COPPER ALLOY Coin 1 0 Farthing.

1068 2248 MED/PME LEAD Token 1 2 Boy Bishop token.

1069 2248 MED/PME LEAD Token 1 2 Boy Bishop token.

1070 2248 MED COPPER ALLOY Strap-end? 1 5 Single sheet folded  width ways with two rivets. Two rows of zig zag decoration between 
diagonal lines set in frame. Decorative parallel Dress Accs No 769.

1071 2248 COPPER ALLOY Buckle 1 7 D-shaped buckle frame with pin and roller, and folded sheet plate. Plate has decorative curved 
edgeswith the remains of incised dec around the edge,  and terminal on the front and is narrow 
and straight on the back. Recessed for bar. Rivets present. Corroded.

1072 2248 ROM COPPER ALLOY Coin 1 10 Worn, Vespasian

1073 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 1

1074 2248 MED COPPER ALLOY Coin 1 0 Long-cross penny. Quarter. Battered. ?Voided long-cross 1247-1279 ?ENR on obverse. 
Reverse: ND ?London mint?

1075 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Pin 1 0 Shaft of dress pin.

1076 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Pin 1 0 Round headed dress pin.

1077 2248 PMED IRON/BONE Knife 1 64 Whittle tanged fragmentary blade and bone handle with 'pistol' grip, ?18th C.

1078 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Pin 1 0 Round headed dress pin.

1079 2248 PMED STONE Marble 1 7 Stone marble or bottle stop

1080 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Pin 1 0 Round headed dress pin.

1081 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Buckle 2 11 Two joining fragments of buckle frame.

1082 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Button 1 5 Hollow/two piece ? Button. 18th c?

1083 2248 IRON 1 128 Corroded iron.

1084 2248 IRON 1 18 U-shaped staple

1085 2248 COPPER ALLOY 1 5 Rectangular fitting ? Decorated with pellets and gilded. Lugs for hinge/attachment ? Very 
dirty.
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1086 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Pins 2 0 1 round headed dress pin, bent. 1 shaft of a dress pin.

1087 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Button 2 0 1 button, four holes. 1 dress pin.

1088 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Pins 1 0 3 round headed dress pins.

1089 2248 PMED COPPER ALLOY Pin 1 0 Round headed dress pin.

1090 0302 IRON 1 86

1091 0302 IRON Nail? 1 14

1092 0671 IRON Blade? 1 40 Single curved bar fragment very narrowed in the middle

1093 0671 IRON Hinge pivot 1 84  Right angled tapering iron shank (broken) projecting from rectangular shaped piece. 
Margeson Figure 109

1094 0398 PMED IRON 2 140 Irregular diamond-shaped plate

1095 1843 IRON Tool? 4 87 Wedge-shaped

1096 1843 IRON Nail? 1 23

1097 1678 PMED IRON 1 128

1098 1720 IRON Small blob 1 11

1099 1562 IRON 2 76

1100 1912 IRON 1 36

1101 0402 IRON 3 36

1102 0986 IRON 2 108

1103 0986 IRON 1 25

1104 0324 IRON 1 13

1105 0595 IRON Shackle? 1 42

1106 1838 IRON 1 3

1107 0632 PMED IRON/BONE Knife 1 41 Scale-tanged folding knife

1108 0632 IRON Fastening 1 7 Eye as in 'hook & eye'

1109 1581 IRON Nail? 3 30

1110 0355 IRON 1 80

1111 0470 PMED IRON 3 2 With 19th century pottery

1112 1887 PMED COPPER ALLOY Mount? 1 8 Perforated plate with iron rivets & central slot

1113 0632 PMED BONE Fan 2 1 2 frags bone fan rib, perforated at one end

1114 0212 PMED COPPER ALLOY Mount? 1 50

1115 0632 PMED COPPER ALLOY Coin 1 6  Charles II - worn on 1 face

1116 0898 PMED GLASS Vessel 1 2 Folded rim fragment

1117 1576 PMED GLASS Bottle 3 14 Base of blue-green cylindrical pharmaceutical bottle
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1118 0980 PMED GLASS Bottle? 1 15 Clear glass base

1119 0938 PMED GLASS Vessel? 1 6 Clear glass, poss wineglass stem

1120 0470 PMED GLASS Vessel 1 76 Clear wineglass, stem & bowl, robust undec stem, probably Victorian

1121 0533 PMED GLASS Bottle 1 21 Base of pharmaceutical bottle, green glass

1122 0533 PMED GLASS Lid? 1 11 Possibly a knop from the lid of a container? Irridescent green/blue glass

1123 2168 PMED GLASS Vessel? 1 4 Frag of clear moulded dec glass, ?early post-medieval

1124 2150 MED GLASS Window 1 2 Small frag, plain

1125 1541 PMED GLASS Vessel? 2 11 2 joining, blue-green, poss modern

1126 0533 PMED GLASS Vessel 4 454 Stems & part bases of 4 clear wineglasses, tapering plain stems, mid 18th C

1127 0470 COPPER ALLOY 1 19 Very degraded, circular

1128 0399 STONE Hone 1 124 Sandstone, approx square in section

1129 0470 PMED STONE Hone 1 434 Laminate stone eg slate, sharpening stone?

1130 0980 MED STONE Moulding 1 0 Fragment of shaft attached to square moulding. Barnack stone, 12th-13th C

1131 0980 MED STONE Moulding 1 0 Decorative voussoir with plain roll moulding from 2 centre arch. Coarse limestone, Early 
English/Norman c1100-1240. Draw in section

1132 2171 MED STONE Moulding 1 0 Frag of large window mullion with rebate for glass. At least 2 limeswash layers. Made from 
Weldon stone from Northants, a mixture of coarse shelly fabric with finer shell. 14th-15th C, 
late med

1133 2167 MED STONE Moulding 1 0 Frag of Weldon stone, similar to SF 1132 and of the same date. Small concave moulding 
29mm in width. The reamins of a soft chalky beige mortar still adheres

1134 0980 MED STONE Moulding 1 0 Rectangular block, w fully finished surfaces on 2 sides, with hollow mouldings & small 
projecting fillet. Poss part of plinth capping, 14th-15th C.
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Appendix 8.             Catalogue of the faunal remains by context  
 

Context Date Qty  Wt (g) Context Type Species Spp 
Qty 

Age Butchering Type Comments 

100 PMED 1 2 Post-hole/pit bird - no ID 1     
105  7 132 Post-hole/pit cattle 7 adult  primary molars and jaw fragment 
108 MED 3 43 Layer sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut primary 2 metatarsals 
108 MED   Layer pig 1 juv ch/cut sec radius 
201  23 310 Pit Fill cattle 5 adult ch/cut range ribs and molar 
201    Pit Fill sheep/goat 6 adult ch/cut range mt- cuts at proximal, hu, fe, 2 rad, tib 
201    Pit Fill mammal 12  butchered  fragments of medium to large mammal 
210 PMED 10 30 Post-hole fill cattle 10 adult butchered range humerus fragments, teeth 
212 PMED 11 79 Layer cattle 3 adult ch/cut sec tibs 
212 PMED   Layer sheep/goat 4 adult ch/cut range 2 prox metacarpals, pelvis, femur 
212 PMED   Layer fox - V.vulpes 1 adult ?cut uncertain pelvis 
212 PMED   Layer mammal 3     
214 PMED 11 80 Pit fill cattle 2 adult  primary molar, carpal 
214 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut range proximal phalange, humerus 
214 PMED   Pit fill rabbit 2 adult   tibia fragment, radius 
214 PMED   Pit fill mammal 6     
216  1 3 Post-hole fill mammal 1     
220  1 2 Post-hole fill mammal 1     
254  1 17 Post-hole fill mammal 1     
256  2 4 Linear feature fill mammal 2     
260  2 66 Pit fill cattle 2 adult ch/cut primary metatarsal fragments 
272 MED 2 9 Post-hole fill mammal 2     
277  1 9 Post-hole fill cattle 1    molar 
279  1 8 Post-hole fill sheep/goat 1  ch/cut  humerus shaft 
295 PMED   Linear fill pig 1 juv   metapodial 
296  3 1 Feature fill bird - no ID 1    small fragment 
316 MED 1 6 Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult  sec scapula 
324  2 2 Pit fill pig 2 juv   tibia and vertebrae unfused epiphysis 
327 MED 2 2 Pit fill mammal 2     
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334  7 3 Pit fill Squirrel - Red 6 adult   Red - mandible, tibia, metapodials 
334    Pit fill mammal 1    small fragment of large mammal bone 
344 PMED 3 51 Post-hole fill sheep/goat 3 adult ch/cut sec metatarsal - cut around proximal end, tib 
354 PMED 10 137 Pit fill cattle 3 juv ch/cut sec scapula fragments 
354 PMED   Pit fill pig 1 adult ch/cut sec pelvis 
354 PMED   Pit fill mammal 6     
355 PMED 31 366 Linear Feature/spread/fill cattle 5 range ch/cut sec mp, uf scap, ribs, heavily chopped tib 
355 PMED   Linear Feature/spread/fill sheep/goat 6 juv ch/cut sec hu, pel, tibs, rad 
355 PMED   Linear Feature/spread/fill bird - Snipe 1 adult ?cut sec SNIPE  femur 
355 PMED   Linear Feature/spread/fill mammal 19  butchered   
358  4 59 Pit fill cattle 2 adult ch/cut range rib, carpal 
358    Pit fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch range metatarsal, tibia 
369  6 73 Pit fill cattle 2 adult chopped range fibula, molar 
369    Pit fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut primary metatarsals 
369    Pit fill mammal 2     
385  2 15 Pit/spread sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec tibia 
385    Pit/spread mammal 1     
397 PMED 11 220 Ditch fill cattle 2 adult ch/cut range proximal radius, proximal phalange 
397 PMED   Ditch fill sheep/goat 3 adult ch/cut sec tibia, femurs 
397 PMED   Ditch fill mammal 6     
398 PMED 29 142 Pit fill cattle 2 juv  primary mandible, Dp4 in situ, molar 
398 PMED   Pit fill pig 3 juv ch/cut range calcaeneus, radius, phalange 
398 PMED   Pit fill bird - goose 2 juv   tarsometatarsus in 2 pieces 
398 PMED   Pit fill mammal 22     
399 PMED 7 100 Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec femur 
399 PMED   Pit fill mammal 6    fragments of large mammal bone 
400 PMED 2 64 Pit fill cattle 1 adult ch/cut primary distal phalange 
400 PMED   Pit fill pig 1 juv ch/cut sec humerus, some gnawing 
402 PMED 12 420 Pit fill cattle 6 range ch/cut range adult pelvis, juv (2mths) mandibles, mc 
402 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut primary 2 metatarsal, 1 with cuts at proximal end 
402 PMED   Pit fill mammal 4     
432  15 35 Post-hole fill cattle 15 juv  primary mandible - many fragments, Dp4, M1 
440  1 8 Post-hole fill sheep/goat 1 juv ch/cut primary metatarsal 
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442  2 9 Post-hole cut mammal 2     
463 PMED 7 131 Pit fill pig 1 juv   metapodial 
463 PMED   Pit fill deer - fallow 3 adult ch/cut sec humerus, tibia, scapula with cuts on neck 
463 PMED   Pit fill mammal 3     
464 PMED 2 31 Pit fill pig 1 juv ch/cut sec radius 
464 PMED   Pit fill rabbit 1 sub-adult   humerus, fuse-line visible 
465 PMED 1 5 Pit fill mammal 1     
470 PMED 2 5 Pit fill mammal 2     
477  2 33 Pit fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut range sheep horncore - no obvious work; femur 
478 PMED 2 49 Pit fill cattle 1 adult ch/cut primary calcaeneus 
478 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut primary proximal metacarpal 
479 MED 1 35 Spread layer pig 1 adult ch/cut sec humerus 
479 MED   Spread layer mammal 1     
481 PMED 1 9 Pit fill mammal 1     
495 MED 7 79 Ditch fill cattle 5 adult ch/cut sec ribs and vert 
495 MED   Ditch fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec radius 
495 MED   Ditch fill pig 1 juv   tusk 
498 PMED 2 4 Spread/layer Bird - Raven 1 adult   distal tarso-metatarsus - RAVEN 
498 PMED   Spread/layer mammal 1     
521  62 241 Pit fill cattle 1 adult  primary proximal phalange 
521    Pit fill pig 60 juv none uncertain scapulas, thoracic vertebrae, ribs 
521    Pit fill mammal 1    rib fragment 
533 PMED 6 229 Layer cattle 2 juv ch/cut sec humerus, proximal, unfused pieces 
533 PMED   Layer pig 1 juv butchered sec unfused femur 
533 PMED   Layer dog 2 adult   toy breed mandibles 
533 PMED   Layer mammal 1     
535 MED 1 12 Post-hole fill mammal 1     
537  5 41 Post-hole fill cattle 1 adult ch/cut sec tibia 
537    Post-hole fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec tibia 
537    Post-hole fill mammal 3     
543 PMED 14 157 Linear fill cattle 5 adult ch/cut primary dist. tib frag, ch tal, 2 prox. ph - 1 arthritis 
543 PMED   Linear fill sheep/goat 3 adult ch/cut primary metatarsal frags, humerus 
543 PMED   Linear fill mammal 6     
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548 MED/PMED 9 68 Linear fill cattle 3 adult butchered range scapula, phalanges 
548 MED/PMED   Linear fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec radius 
548 MED/PMED   Linear fill pig 1 juv  sec distal unfused femur 
548 MED/PMED   Linear fill hare 1 adult ch/cut sec tibia, proximal half 
548 MED/PMED   Linear fill mammal 3     
557 PMED 1 7 Structure mammal 1     
562 MED 2 3 Pit fill mammal 1     
563 MED 1 3 Pit fill mammal 1     
586  4 33 Pit/post-hole fill mammal 4     
591 MED 3 20 Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec scapula 
591 MED   Pit fill mammal 2     
601  6 43 Pit fill mammal 6     
603 PMED 3 14 Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut primary metatarsal, proximal end 
603 PMED   Pit fill mammal 2     
609 PRE 1 8 Pit fill mammal 1     
621 PMED 3 33 Post-hole fill sheep/goat 1 sub-adult ch/cut sec humerus, fuse-line visible 
621 PMED   Post-hole fill mammal 2     
630 MED 1 2 Pit fill mammal 1     
632 PMED 2 33 Pit fill mammal 2     
654  2 4 Pit fill bird - no ID 1    fercula fragments  
654    Pit fill mammal 1    burnt rib fragment 
656 PMED 1 3 pit fill mammal 1     
657 PMED 4 100 Pit fill cattle 2 sub-adult ch/cut sec humerus - proximal end, tooth 
657 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut sec vertebrae, humerus 
669 PMED 3 190 Pit fill cattle 1 adult ch/cut sec tibia 
669 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 2 juv ch/cut sec radii 
671 MED/PMED 30 779 Pit fill cattle 7 range ch/cut range molars, metacarpal, tibia, mandible  
671 MED/PMED   Pit fill pig 5 juv ch/cut sec humerus, pelvis frags, 2 tibias 
671 MED/PMED   Pit fill mammal 28  butchered  fragmentary 
677 PMED 1 18 Post-hole fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec humerus 
679 PMED 2 7 Pit fill mammal 2     
683  1 8 Post-hole fill sheep/goat 1    femur 
685  1 12 Post-hole fill mammal 1     
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704 PMED 7 72 Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec tibia 
704 PMED   Pit fill mammal 6  butchered   
706  3 11 Pit fill bird - gal 1 juv ?butchered sec tibiotarsus 
706    Pit fill mammal 2     
708 PMED 4 15 Pit fill sheep/goat 4 adult ch/cut prim metatarsal and metacarpal frags 
712 MED/PMED 1 1 Pit/post-hole fill mammal 1     
718 MED 2 3 Pit fill mammal 1     
755 PMED 9 224 Pit fill cattle 3 adult ch/cut sec metapodial shaft, rib, pelvis 
755 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 3 adult ch/cut sec humeri (1 more worn, re-deposited) 
755 PMED   Pit fill bird-Turkey 1 adult butchered prim Turkey humerus  
755 PMED   Pit fill mammal 2  butchered   
798  15 257 Pit fill pig 2 adult ch/cut prim mandible with M3 in wear, skull frag 
798    Pit fill mammal 13    probably pig skull fragments 
799 PMED 2 20  mammal 2     
802 MED 1 4 Post-hole fill mammal 1     
804 MED 2 10 pit fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut sec tibia 
813  7 138 Pit fill cattle 1 adult cut primary intermediate phalange 
813    Pit fill sheep/goat 2 juv ch/cut primary neonatal/juvenile metatarsal frags 
813    Pit fill pig 3 adult ch/cut sec humerus, pelvis, axis vertebrae 
813    Pit fill bird-Bantam 1 adult butchered sec femur, Bantam 
814  48 386 Pit fill cattle 2 adult ch/cut prim mc shaft frag, talus 
814    Pit fill sheep/goat 11 juv butchered range fe, tib, rad, hu, pel, vert 
814    Pit fill mammal   butchered  inc many ribs, medium sized mammal 
819  1 9 Pit fill pig 1 juv ch/cut sec ulna 
822  2 43 Pit fill cattle 1 adult ch/cut sec vertebrae, sagitally chopped 
822    Pit fill sheep/goat 1 juv ch/cut sec femur 
852 PMED 2 34 Layer mammal 2     
883 MED/PMED 3 26 Pit fill mammal 3     
886 PMED 1 3 Pit fill bird 1  butchered  shaft fragment, no species ID 
898 PMED 2 40 Pit fill deer - fallow 1 adult chopped sec radius 
898 PMED   Pit fill mammal 1     
902  1 9 Pit fill mammal 1     
904  1 19 Post-hole fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut prim metacarpal, light chops at distal end 
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912  1 8 Layer mammal 1     
917  4 15 slot mammal 4     
917 PMED 7 23 slot mammal 7    inc probable cattle tooth 
938 PMED 4 12 Layer Small Mam. 1 adult    
938 PMED   Layer mammal 3     
958  17 141 Pit fill cattle 2 juv ch/cut sec tibia 
958    Pit fill bird - gal 1 adult ch/cut primary ulna 
958    Pit fill bird - rook 2 adult   carpometacarpus, radius 
958    Pit fill mammal      
980 PMED 18 327 Brick/ flint subterranean cattle 3 range ch/cut prim unfused mt, calcaeneus, talus 
980 PMED   Brick/ flint subterranean deer - fallow 2 adult ch/cut sec distal tibias 
980 PMED   Brick/ flint subterranean mammal 13  butchered   
982  2 58 Pit fill equid 1 adult butchered primary proximal metapodial 
983  1 17 Pit fill cattle 1 adult ch/cut sec pel 
984 PMED 9 329 Pit fill cattle 3 adult ch/cut range calcaeneus, mandible, pelvis 
984 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec femur 
984 PMED   Pit fill mammal 5     
986  53 469 Pit fill cattle 5 adult chopped primary skull and horn fragments 
986    Pit fill sheep/goat 4 adult ch/cut range metatarsal, tibia, jaw 
986    Pit fill equid 3 adult ch/cut  calcaeneus humerus frags, all gnawed 
986    Pit fill dog 6 adult none domestic calcaeneus tibia, metapodials, med. 
986    Pit fill mammal 35    mostly skull fragments 
994  1 2 Post-hole fill mammal 1  butchered   
1541 PMED 17 321 Pit fill cattle 6 adult butchered primary mandible, teeth; high calculus 
1541 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 2 adult knife cuts primary metatarsal, 2 pieces, cuts at proximal  
1541 PMED   Pit fill dog 1 adult none domestic small femur, fox sized 
1541 PMED   Pit fill mammal 8     
1552 PMED 12 299 Pit fill cattle 4 juv ch/cut range mc, rad, jaw, sagittally chopped vert. 
1552 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec tibia, light chops on shaft 
1552 PMED   Pit fill bird- Turkey 1 juv ch/cut primary ul 
1552 PMED   Pit fill mammal      
1554 PMED 5 85 Pit fill cattle 1 adult  primary molar 
1554 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut sec scapula, radius 
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1554 PMED   Pit fill mammal 2     
1562  16 108 Burnt Bone mammal 16    large mammal, burnt, poor condition 
1576  2 13 Pit fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut sec axis vert, metapodial fragment 
1581 MED 3 8 Well fill mammal 3     
1601  3 77 Pit fill mammal 3     
1604  3 59 Pit fill cattle 2 range ch/cut range scapula and neonatal metatarsal 
1604    Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec radius 
1606  1 4 pit fill mammal 1     
1616 PMED 2 9 Pit fill pig 1  ch/cut sec radius 
1675  1 26 Post-hole fill pig 1 juv ch/cut sec radius 
1678  1 8 Post-hole fill cattle 1  ch/cut sec rib 
1700  1 2 Post-hole fill mammal 1     
1720 MED 7 272 Pit fill equid 1 adult none uncertain tibia, pony sized equid 
1720 MED   Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec scapula, knife cuts on neck 
1720 MED   Pit fill mammal 5  butchered  one piece is pathological - needs ID 
1744 MED 518 12720 Skeleton equid 518 adult    
1752 MED 1 1 Pit fill mammal 1     
1757 PMED 4 25 Pit fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut sec pelvis fragments 
1757 PMED   Pit fill mammal 2     
1764 MED 2 16 Post-hole fill cattle 2 adult   molar and fragment 
1769  1 9 Post-hole/pit fill mammal 1     
1795  11 317 Ditch upper fill cattle 3 range ch/cut range neonatal metatarsal, adult femurs 
1795    Ditch upper fill sheep/goat 2 sub-adult butchered primary 2 metatarsals 
1795    Ditch upper fill bird - gal 1 juv   tibiotarsus 
1795    Ditch upper fill mammal 5     
1834  1 4 Post-hole fill mammal 1     
1838  7 23 Post-hole fill mammal 7     
1843 MED 27 390 Pit fill sheep/goat 10 adult ch/cut worked + 3 mc, 2 mt, pel, pph, hu, sheep HC with path. 
1843 MED   Pit fill rabbit 3 adult ch/cut sec humerus with knife cuts, metapodial 
1843 MED   Pit fill mammal   butchered  1 x burnt grey/white 
1856 PMED 2 15 Pit fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut sec scap, vertebrae 
1883  1 1 Post-hole fill mammal 1     
1887  6 155 Pit fill sheep/goat 4 adult ch/cut range 2 metatarsals, radius 
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1887    Pit fill cattle 1 adult ch/cut primary proximal metatarsal 
1887    Pit fill mammal 1     
1891 PMED 6 177 Pit fill cattle 2 adult ch/cut range humerus, talus 
1891 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult knife cuts primary metatarsal, fine cuts on shaft 
1891 PMED   Pit fill pig 2 adult ch/cut primary 2 talus, cut, chopped and gnawed 
1891 PMED   Pit fill mammal  1     
1893 OTHER 667 1129 Pit fill pig 665 neonatal none uncertain with SK1913, MNI:12 piglets 
1893 OTHER   Pit fill bird - duck 1 adult none uncertain large species of duck, tarsometatarsus 
1893 OTHER   Pit fill mammal 1    burnt black 
1895 PMED 1 2 Pit fill mammal 1     
1906 MED 1 9 Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec tibia 
1912  1 24 Post-hole fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec tibia 
1913  200 2057 Animal skeleton pig 200 sub-ad+neo none uncertain artic. SK, prob. mother to pigs in (1893), large 
1913    Animal skeleton cattle 6 adult knife cuts primary metatarsal, phalanges; cuts on proximal MT 
1915  184 911 Pit fill pig      
1923  21 281 Ditch segment fill cattle 3 adult ch/cut sec thoracic vertebrae, pathological 
1923    Ditch segment fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut primary proximal metacarpal and metatarsal 
1923    Ditch segment fill dog 1 adult   very large metapodial 
1923    Ditch segment fill bird 2 adult ?butchered primary  
1923    Ditch segment fill mammal 13    fragments 
1931 PMED 4 108 Pit fill cattle 4 adult ch/cut sec vert, scap, heavily chopped radius 
1935 MED 1 2 Post-pipe mammal 1     
1945  3 41 Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch/cut sec scap 
1945    Pit fill mammal 2     
1949 PMED 35 71 Animal Grave/pit fill pig 5 juv   unfused proximal tibia, tail vertebra, iph 
1949 PMED   Animal Grave/pit fill mammal 30    small fragments 
1952 MED 1 1 Pit fill mammal 1     
1961 MED 2 68 Pit fill sheep/goat 1 adult ch.cut sec tibia 
1961 MED   Pit fill equid 1 adult   proximal phalange, small horse 
1965  1 6 Pit fill mammal 1     
1967  1 6 Pit fill mammal 1     
1971 PMED 11 253 Pit fill cattle 1 neonatal chopped primary metatarsal 
1971 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 2 juv ch/cut primary tibia, mandible with M3 not erupted 
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1971 PMED   Pit fill pig 4 juv ch/cut range skull frag, scap, rad, mandible - M2 ne 
1971 PMED   Pit fill bird 2 adult   sternum fragments 
1971 PMED   Pit fill mammal 2     
1974  11 666 Pit fill cattle 6 adult ch/cut primary mt with cuts, mc with pathology, teeth 
1974    Pit fill sheep/goat 4 adult ch/cut working + sheep skull - hc pathology, ch ova hc 
1976 MED 420 455 Pit fill cattle 3 adult ch/cut range metacarpal fragments, rib 
1976 MED   Pit fill sheep/goat 12 adult ch/cut range mc, 4 mts, fe, scap, jaw, pph, gnawed 
1976 MED   Pit fill pig 2 juv  primary upper jaw frag with tusk not erupted, mp 
1976 MED   Pit fill bird-peacock 1 adult ch/cut primary tarsometatarsus, small spur 
1976 MED   Pit fill bird - goose 1 adult ch/cut sec proximal femur 
1976 MED   Pit fill mammal 23     
1978  7 102 Pit fill cattle 7 juv ch/cut range talus, vert. hu fragments, tooth 
2029 PMED 20 564 Pit fill cattle 7 adult ch/cut range rad, vert, pel 
2029 PMED   Pit fill sheep/goat 4 range ch/cut range uf fe, fe, hu, mt with knife cut on shaft 
2029 PMED   Pit fill mammal 9  butchered   
2031 PMED 2 88 Pit fill cattle 2 adult ch/cut sec axis and pelvis fragments 
2065  1 13 Post-hole fill mammal 1     
2085  3 8 Pit/post-hole fill mammal 3     
2089  1 14 Post-hole fill mammal 1     
2100  21 40 Pit/post-hole fill pig 2 neonatal   2 neonatal femurs 
2100    Pit/post-hole fill mammal 19    ribs, medium-sized mammal - ?pig 
2117 MED 72 1600 Linear feature fill cattle 6 adult ch/cut range mc, scap, hu,  
2117 MED   Linear feature fill sheep/goat 17 range ch/cut working+ sheep hcs, tibs, skull, mc, vert, teeth 
2117 MED   Linear feature fill pig 3 range butchered sec mandible, lge tib, neonatal humerus 
2117 MED   Linear feature fill feline 3 adult none domestic femur, pelvis, tibia, fuse-line visible 
2117 MED   Linear feature fill mammal 43  butchered  fragments 
2126  3 307 Ditch fill cattle 3 adult butchered  tibia fragments 
2156  1 6 Post-hole fill mammal 1     
2167 PMED 10 675 Pit fill cattle 3 adult ch/cut range large metatarsal, radius, rib 
2167 PMED   Pit fill sheep 2 adult ch/cut working + sheep horncore, tooth 
2167 PMED   Pit fill mammal 5     
2168  3 188 Linear feature pit fill cattle 3 adult ch/cut sec large pelvis, metatarsal shaft, rib 
2182  2 19 Ditch fill sheep/goat 2 adult ch/cut sec pelvis, rib 
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Context Date Qty  Wt (g) Context Type Species Spp 
Qty 

Age Butchering Type Comments 

2189  1 12 Pit fill mammal 1     
2190  6 103 Pit fill pig 6 juv butchered prim femur, unfused, frags, slight burning 
2197  4 350 Linear feature, pit fill cattle 4 adult ch/cut prim heavily chopped mc, small mt, jaw 
2219 MED 6 37 Pit fill sheep/goat 5 adult ch/cut range humerus frags, metatarsal 
2219 MED   Pit fill bird-bantam 1 adult knife cut prim ulna, cut on mid-shaft 

 

Key: 

Parts of skeleton, when abbreviated, are coded as follows: 

HC horncore 

HU humerus 

MC metacarpal 

MT metatarsal 

MP metapodial 

PEL pelvis 

FE femur 

TIB tibia (tibiotarsus in birds) 

AS astragalus 

CALC calcaneum 

PH phalange (Prefix: P = proximal, I = intermediate, D = distal) 

CU cuboid 

COR coracoid 

UL ulna 

RAD radius 
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TMT tarso-metatarsus 

CAM carpo-metacarpus 

 

Species are listed in full, except for bone which is not identifiable to an exact species, these are coded as follows: 

Large mammal = bone fragments from mammals of cattle/equid/large deer size 

Medium mammal = bone fragments from mammals of sheep/goat/pig/small deer size 

Small mammal = smaller dog/cat/rabbit/hare/squirrel sized animals 

Bird = bone fragments identifiable as ‘bird’ but not specific species 
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Appendix 9.    Plant macrofossils and other remains
Sample No. 1 2 4 6
Context No. 0596 0755 1542 1893
Feature type Hearth Pit P.lining Depos.
Cereals and other food plants
Hordeum  sp. (grains) xx x
    (rachis nodes) x
Hordeum/Secale cereale  type (rachis nodes) x x
Prunus  sp. (fruit stone frags.) xx
P. avium  L. (fruit stone frag.) xcf
P. domestica L. (fruit stone frags.) xcf
P. spinosa  L. (fruit stone frags.) xcf
Secale cereale  L. (grain) x
    (rachis nodes) x
    (rachis internode frag.) x
T. aestivum/compactum type (rachis nodes) x x
Cereal indet. (grains) x x x x
Vitis vinifera  L. x
Herbs
Anthemis cotula  L. x
Bromus  sp. x
Centaurea  sp. x
Chenopodium album L. x
Chenopodiaceae indet. x
Fabaceae indet. xx x
    (pod frags.) x
Fallopia convolvulus  (L.)A.Love xcf
Galium  sp. x
Plantago lanceolata  L. x
Small Poaceae indet. x
Large Poaceae indet. x
Reseda  sp. x xm
Rumex  sp. x
R. acetosella  L. x
Scandix pecten-veneris  L. x
Torilis japonica (Houtt)DC xm
Urtica dioica  L. x
Vicia/Lathyrus sp. x x
Tree/shrub macrofossils
Corylus avellana  L. xcf
Rubus  sp. x
Other plant macrofossils
Charcoal <2mm xxxx xx xx xxxx
Charcoal >2mm xxxx x xxx
Charcoal >5mm xxx
Charred root/stem x x x x
Indet.buds x x
Indet.culm nodes xx x
Indet.seeds x x
Indet.thorns (Rosa  type) x
Other remains
Black porous 'cokey' material xxx xxxx xxxx xx
Black tarry material xxx xxx xx
Bone x xb x
Burnt organic concretions x
Eggshell x
Ferrous globules x x
Fish bone x
Glass frags. xx x
Mortar/plaster x
Siliceous globules xx
Small coal frags. x xxxx xxxx
Small mammal/amphibian bones x x x x
Vitrified material x x x
Sample volume (litres) 30 10 10 10
Volume of flot (litres) 0.4 0.2 <0.1 0.2
% flot sorted 25% 50% 100% 50%

Key to Table

x = 1-10 specimens
xx = 11-50 specimens
xxx = 51-100 specimens
xxxx = 100+ specimens

cf = compare
m = mineral replaced
b = burnt
P.lining = pit lining
Depos = deposit

Table 1. Plant macrofossils and other remains from the Cattlemarket, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.307
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